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My Dear Father Newman,

I dedicate to you this work, so far as it

"has gone, upon the Formation of Christendom, for a

double reason. The first is, because it arose out of

my nomination to be Keader on the Philosophy of

History in the Catholic University of Ireland, which

was made when you were its first Rector. The

nomination, indeed, led to no more than the delivery

of the Inaugural Lecture in your presence as Rector

before the University. For though the work which

has followed was originally intended to be delivered

in like manner, I ascertained, on the completion of

the first series, that no need had been felt for Lectures

on the Philosophy of History, and my connection with

the University practically terminated with your Rec-

torship. I am therefore offering you the fruit of an

appointment peculiarly your own, since it ceased with

you. And I may add that your counsels were not

wanting to me in the first choice and handling of the

subject. My second reason is, that now in mature

age I wish to give utterance to the profound gratitude

which I have never ceased to feel towards you for the

aid which your writings gave me to discern the light

of the Catholic Faith, and the force which your

example added to follow that light into the know-
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ledge, peace, and liberty of the Catholic Communion.

If anything could heighten that gratitude it would

be my sense of the value of those subsequent works

by which you, who were once the Hector of a doomed

Troy, have become in your day and country the

Achilles of the City of God ; that power which in

our own as in every preceding age advances to victory

out of defeat, is justified through the calumnies of

opponents, and often converts the lance which aims

at its life into the sword of a champion.

I am, my dear Father Newman,

Yours affectionately,

T. W. ALLIES.

February 21, 1875.
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THE

FOEMATION OF CHRISTENDOM

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND THE

GREEK PHILOSOPHY

LECTURE XV

THE FOUNDATION OF THE ROMAN CHURCH, THE TYPE

AND FORM OF EVERY PARTICULAR CHURCH ; ITS

CONTRAST WITH PHILOSOPHY, AND ITS DEVELOP-

MENT OF THE JUDAIC EMBRYO.

The last word of Greek philosophy had been spoken,

and it consisted in imagining the world to be a city

of gods and men, ruled by right reason, but of which

the denizen man could hope for no future personal

life. The work which Pythagoras conceived and

attempted, of a religious society bearing in its bosom

a divine philosophy, had never in the course of five

hundred years been accomplished. Again, the attempt

of Plato and of Aristotle to found an universal philo-

sophy had broken down under a race of sceptics and

eclectics ; and the fusion which had resulted from a

selection of tenets based on no principle, had brought

with it slackness, apathy, and disbelief of all divine

truths in the philosophic mind. Cicero, the spokesman

VOL. III. A
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of such a mental state, and the voice of the whole

century in which he lived, and well-nigh of that

which succeeded him, fluctuated between contending

systems whose variety and inconsistency were to him

an argument against the existence of any absolute

truth. The society of all this period in its intense

moral corruption attested the bad effect of this philo-

sophical collapse on the higher thinking minds. The

eighty years succeeding Cicero's death form a period

which, far either from improving the philosophical

standing-point or arresting the dissolution of manners,

was conspicuous for its barrenness in the realm of

abstract thought, and its descent into the lowest

abysses of sensuality.

But it was also a time the greater part of which

was conspicuous above all the times which had pre-

ceded it for its unexampled prosperity. We have an

unimpeachable eye-witness of this in one whose life

had been spent exactly in this period ; and since he

was a man of leisure and wealth, occupying a very

high position in the second city of the empire, and

was moreover a provincial, and one of the subject

races, and at the same time a man of great piety and

large capacity, he furnishes the most unsuspicious and

telling testimony which we could have on such a

point. It was just seventy years after the battle of

Actium when Philo described his legation to the

Emperor Caius ; he reckoned himself at this time an

elderly man, and was probably sixty years of age.

Thus he would have been born just as that pacification

took effect with which Augustus had closed the period

of the civil wars. And he speaks of it with a sort of

transport as a time like none that had been seen

before. His past life fell entirely under the two reigns
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o£ Augustus and Tiberius. Of the first he says :

-^

" This is C^sar who calmed the storms which had

swept down from every side ; who healed the common
diseases of Greeks and barbarians, bursting out as

they did from east and south, from north and west,

and filling land and sea with miseries. This is the

man who did not merely relax but unbind the fetters

with which the world was oppressed ; who cleared the

sea of pirates while he filled it with merchant vessels.

This is he who gave freedom to every city, who
reduced disorder to harmony, who civilised and made

obedient nations before unsociable and brutal. This

is he who multiplied Greece many times over, while

he Hellenised the barbarous land in its more im-

portant divisions ; the guardian of peace ; the distri-

butor to every man of his due share ; who conferred

boundless favours on the general mass ; who never

once in his whole life concealed or reserved for himself

any good or excellent thing." Of Tiberius he speaks

as one who enjoyed the supreme power for three-and-

twenty years, and never allowed any seed of war to

smoulder or raise its head either in Greece or in

barbarian territory, but bestowed peace and its bless-

ings to the end of bis life with rich and unsparing

hand and mind ; who was inferior to none in race,

to none in accomplishments ; for who among those

that flourished in his day was better endowed with

understanding, or more able to give it utterance ?

What king or emperor lived to more prosperous old

age than he, who for his shrewdness even when young

was called an elder ?

And it is specifically to the imperial power that

Philo attributes this state of things,"^ saying of

^ Legation to Caius, sec. 21, ^ Sec. 22.
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Augfustus that if ever there was a man to whom
new and unprecedented honours should be voted, it

was he, both as the beginning of the imperial race,

and as the first and greatest and universal benefactor,

in that instead of the multitude of governors who

existed before he entrusted the common vessel of the

State to himself as one pilot of admirable skill in the

science of government to steer it.^ For the imperial

authority was, it is true, irresponsible, but its con-

centration in one hand gave it so great a power for

good that since its establishment misfortune like a

venomous reptile could lurk indeed in corners, but

could not attack any large district : that power had dis-

covered and brought to light everything that was good,

and banished evils to the extremity of the earth.

^

On the accession of Cains in a.d. 37,^ Philo de-

scribes him as assuming the supreme power over

every land and sea, which were free from all sedition,

ruled by admirable laws ; east and west, north and

south, harmonised together, Greek with barbarian,

soldier with citizen, in the enjoyment of one common
peace : an extraordinary and unspeakable good for-

tune, since he had come into a ready-made inheritance

of all good things, a vast treasury, well-provided forces

by land and sea, a revenue flowing as from an exhaust-

less fountain, and a territory stretching over three con-

tinents, the inhabitants of which admired him as they

^ Thus the view taken by Philo of Roman affairs may be considered
the exact contradictory of that on which Tacitus composed his history,

whose object, says Merivale (vol. viii. p. 84), was " to show that the
supremacy of Rome, the final cause of her existence, depends on the
pre-eminence of an oligarchy."

'^ Sec. 5 and 7. The words which Philo puts into the mouth of

Macro, as exhorting Caius, may well be supposed to represent his own
opinion. See, again, the letter of Agrippa to Caius, sec. 39.

2 Sec. 2.
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had never admired any emperor before, not as those

who expected to have the possession and enjoyment of

all good things, but as those who felt that they actually

had a very superabundance of prosperity. Nothing

could be seen from city to city but altars, sacrifices,

votaries in white garments and crowned with garlands,

festivals, assemblies, musical contests, horse races,

revels and feasts, delights for every sense. The rich

were not better off than the poor, the masters than

the slaves, since the occasion gave equal privileges to

all, so that the age of Saturn, sung by poets, no longer

seemed a fiction, on account of the universal prosperity

and happiness.

This judgment of a provincial and an eye-witness

may surely be set against and contrasted with the

judgment of Tacitus, as expressed sixty years after-

wards from the standing-point of an old Roman aristo-

crat. No doubt in the time of the latter, not merely

the passing madness of Caius, but the long experience

of cruelty under Nero and Domitian, had thrown further

light upon the nature of the imperial power, and given

matter enough for the most gloomy portraiture of irre-

sponsible authority lodged in unworthy hands. But

in his own time Philo compared it with what had pre-

ceded it, the heathen domination, that very " regnum,"

in fact, which the Romans themselves so abhorred,

that for the mere suspicion of its name they had slain

Julius ; and with this, whether as seen in such rulers

as Herod and Cleopatra, the Seleucidte and the Ptole-

mies, their predecessors, or in the proconsuls and

proprietors of the later republic, who left Rome as

ruined men, to gorge themselves with the spoils of

prostrate kingdoms. Now in this comparison, which

the practical sense of the moment as well as reflection
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on the past seemed equally to justify, the emperor

appeared to Philo a ruler, not a despot; one whose

power was- based on law and wielded temperately for

the good of the whole mass of nations over whom
authority was placed in his single hands in order that

every part of so vast and composite an empire might

enjoy tranquillity, live in amity, and develop its all

but boundless resources. That such was the effect

during the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius, Philo

declares with a profusion of statement, which, as we

have cited him, has been somewhat curtailed ; but as

one of the subject races, and as one whose moral

character and judgment stand far higher than that of

Tacitus, how can his testimony to what he saw of the

benefits which during all his life he, and his people,

and all the other peoples had enjoyed from the imperial

power, be rejected ? If in estimating the work of

Augustus we compare it tacitly in our minds with

limited monarchy, as developed in Christian nations

under the slow education of principles growing into

the fibre of the individual and the community, we are

guilty not merely of an anachronism, but of a great

injustice. The Greece-Roman world being what it

was, could anything better than the rule devised by

Augustus have been set up in order to pacify, tame,

and educate it ?

It may then be said that no previous time had

shown anything like the prosperous tranquillity of the

two generations following the battle of Actium ; nor

was it a prosperity merely material, but arising from

wise laws, fairly administered.-^ Not only order reigned,

but justice; and peace flowed from both. As to self-

government indeed, the nations subject to the emperor

^ ivvofxla in Philo.
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did not possess that of which they had shown them-

selves to be incapable, nor the Romans that which

through abuse they had lost ; but for good government,

both enjoyed such a degree of it as they had rarely

attained before :
^ and if the senate trembled at the

rumour of conspiracy, Alexandria as well as Jerusalem

were profoundly thankful for a consideration which the

profligate daughter of the Ptolemies, or the Idumean

heir of the Maccabees, had never shown them, while for

the rest might it not be as well to live under one

CaDsar,^ as to be liable to a senate such as Cicero

describes in his letters, to a Verres, or a Clodius, or a

Dolabella, or even a Pompey ?
^

Viewed in connection with its moral corruption and

its religious apathy, this singular prosperity of the

Graeco-Roman world at the time specified by Philo is

the more remarkable. Far from there being any

longing after divine things, any unsatisfied yearnings

after truth and certitude, or any strong conviction as

to a future state, no age appears to us more destitute

of these than the age of Virgil, Horace, Livy, and

Ovid, no period less illumined with high and noble

thought than the reign of Tiberius, as pictured for us

by Tacitus. And yet at this time the Greek mind had

been brought during three centuries into close contact

with the Jewish. By the founding of Alexandria,

and by the policy of the Ptolemies, when they, the

^ Von Reurnont, i. 347. " So war doch unter Augustus und Tiberius

die romische Herrschaft in den ostlichen Provinzen unendlich milder

und gerechter als jemals die der Konige der gestUrzten Reiche gewesen
war."

2 "Neque provincise ilium rerum statum abnuebant, suspecto senatus

populiqiie imperio, ob certamina potentium et avaritiam magistratuum
;

invalido legum auxilio, quse vi, ambitu, postremo pecunia turbabantur."

Tacit. A7in. i, 2.

^ See for this view Merivale, ch. 54, p. 465.
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representatives of Hellenic culture, took possession of

the throne of the Pharaohs, a large colony of Jews

was drawn, to their new capital, a quarter assigned to

them, ample privileges granted, and almost a Jewish

nationality gradually established in Egypt. Thither

the richly-endowed university drew the most learned

Greeks, and beside them grew up a school of Judaic

philosophy, which, using as its own the language of

Greece, and appropriating its culture, strove to pene-

trate the heathen wisdom with the divine wisdom of

Moses. The sacred books had long been translated

into that language which was used in cultivated society

throughout the East. Moreover, Jews in no small

number were settled for commercial purposes in all

the great cities of the West ; Agrippa speaks to the

Emperor Caius of his city Jerusalem as the metropolis

of innumerable colonies in every region of the habit-

able world, in Europe, in Asia, so far as the Satrapies

beyond the Euphrates, and in Africa.-^ We may be

sure that they were generally among the most pros-

perous of the population, and that they commonly
united learning and refined taste with their commercial

pursuits. One of such men was Philo ; and he pos-

sesses for us an unique interest in his still existing

works as a representative of Jewish knowledge, pene-

trated with Greek culture, who had attained ripe man-

hood, say fifty years, at the time of our Lord's teaching.

The prosperity which he describes belonged precisely

to that time in which the Three Years' Ministrv took

place, and the infant Church arose. His prodigious

superiority in every moral point of view to the con-

1 Legation to Caius, sec. 36. Compare Acts ii. 5, 9-1 1: the
envimerations in tiie two cases bear a marked resemblance to each
other.
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temporary pagan autliors is at once apparent to any

one who will read one of his remaining treatises.

Considering what he was, and the large dissemination

of Jews, such more or less as himself, through the

whole Eoman empire, considering their wealth, learning,

activity, and their comparatively pure life, it is a point

very much to be noted how little effect on the Gr^co-

Eoman mind up to the time of Claudius this long

contact with what has been called the oriental mind

had produced. We cannot trace any effective influ-

ence exercised by them on heathen society, thought,

and manners, in Greek and Latin writers before Philo's

time. We might fairly have expected that nobler

ideas as to the being and personality of God, as to

moral purity, perhaps as to social duties, would have

permeated society and laid hold of thinking minds

among the heathen from this source. If the loss of

self-government by the subject nations, if the sense

of their helplessness under Roman power, of national

degradation, of human culture in its national form

losing its characteristic stamp, of the supports to out-

ward and inward life giving way amid national decline,^

would of themselves produce a lively feeling of needs

craving to be supplied, of our earthly being's wants

and failures, of man's moral and spiritual imperfections,

of the frailty and worthlessness of all external things,

of the endless chasm between the world and God, be-

tween nature and spirit, tlien all these causes were in

full operation for generations before the time of the

^ It is exactly thus that Zeller supposes Christianity and Neo-
platonism to have drawn their joint origin from the needs of their

time : he first makes Christianity contemporaneous with Neoplatonism,

which it preceded by at least two hundred years ; and then makes it

to arise out of yearnings which itself created. Philosophie der Gricchen,

vol. V. pp. 391, 392.
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Emperor Claudius, and j^et no indications of such a

temper appear in the surviving literature, no traces in

the history, of that period. All these feelings arose

subsequently, but the contact of the Greek with the

Jewish mind for two full centuries had not produced

them.-^ They were biding their time to become fruit-

ful, when a highei* power, which had not yet appeared,

should impregnate the nations, satisfying the wants

which it had taught the human heart to feel. It is

quite another state of mind which Philo portrays to

us in his ^^icture of the nations at the accession of

Caius, an intense enjoyment of the goods of life, and

an exultation in the peace and tranquillity which the

strong hand of the Emperor had established over three

continents. Men were absorbed in outward things

rather than pining for inward sources of strength.

The settlement of Jews in the great cities of the world

before our Lord's coming must be viewed as a most

important disposition of Providence, but to appreciate

it fully we must contrast the sterility of the effect

produced before with the fruitfulness which ensued

after His coming. Up to the time of Claudius, in

spite of a large number of Jews settled at Eome, and
enjoying Roman citizenship, Isis and Anubis had

influenced Roman society quite as much as the reli-

gion of Moses. They were the favourite gods which
the great Roman ladies worshipped with calamitous

results.

If then we would rightly appreciate the external

^ Dubois-Cuchan, vol. i. 382, says, "Le Judaisrae resta comme
enfoiii dans un coin de I'orient, et n'en sortit que par la transfonra-
tion chrdtienne. Jusque la ce ne fut qu'un germe cache, qu'une sorte
de chrysalide religieuse, et ce n'est qu'en brisant sa vieille enveloppe
que I'esprit qu'il renfermait put planer sur la terre." See also
Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte lioms, iii. p. 505, who gives good reasons
for this.
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and internal condition of the times in which, the first

publication of the Gospel-kingdom took place, we
must bear in mind the great temporal prosperity, that

" immense majesty of the Eoman peace " which a world

strained to the utmost by the jealous armaments of

rival nations ought at least to admire ; and not less

that profound corruption of manners which made the

domestic lives of even the greatest men, such as

Augustus, sinks of pollution, not adequately to be

described without contamination, and broke up the

union of the married life in nations yet possessing the

institution of monogamy, a corruption of manners both

represented and authorised by the idolatrous polytheism

which was in full possession as well of public as of

private life. These two things as to the general mass

;

moreover, in the realm of thought that lassitude and

apathy of the Hellenic mind betokened by the eclectic

fusion and faltering accents of its philosophy, and

reflected in its Roman scholars. Nor must we forget

that cultivated Greeks and Jews had been brought

together not only at Alexandria but in all the cities

of the empire, without the higher knowledge and

purer life of the Jew communicating themselves in

any appreciable degree to the Gentile.

The beginning of quite a different state of things

is full of interest, and it takes place in the reign of

Claudius. Instead now of Jews seated to the number

of many thousands at Rome, and invested more or less

with the privileges of Roman citizenship, while they

remained not indeed without occasional proselytes, but

with all their Jewish feelings and convictions isolated

amid foreign customs and corrupt worship, we shall

trace the foundation of a community absorbing gradu-

ally the Gentiles into its bosom, and imparting to
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them the worship of one God, while it ceased to be

Jewish itself. Here, if anywhere in history, we have

a definite result springing from a definite cause. From
this time forth the publication of a certain great fact

conducted by Jewish preachers affected Greeks and

Romans as they never were affected before.

Twelve years had passed after the Ascension, during

which, according to the precept ^ which they had re-

ceived from their Lord, the Apostles had preached only

to the Jews. These years accomplished, the Chief

Apostle had been chosen by Divine Providence to show

that the end of this restriction was at hand, and to

admit the Gentile Cornelius into the bosom of the

Church. _ By this event a new horizon was opened

to the Apostles. At once the great cities of the

Roman empire were marked out to them as centres

from which the Gospel-kingdom was to spread ; but

first and most of all the imperial city itself. As
soon as it was clear that the gift of " repentance unto

life " ^ had been bestowed on the Gentiles, Rome
was indicated as the great field for such a work.

The very name of Cornelius, " a centurion of the

Italian band," pointed Romewards. It was in exact

accordance with Peter's position as the bearer of the

keys that he should first open the house of God to

the Gentiles : and it was no less in accordance with it

that he should found the chief and principal Church

in the very heart of heathendom. And this was

brought about by events seemingly the most unlikely

to have such an issue. Towards the conclusion of

the thirteenth year, he had been seized by Herod
Agrippa, and was on the point of being put to death

^ So stated by Clemens Alex. Strom. 6, 5? P- 636, referred to by
Sanguineti, p. 197.

'^ Acts xi. 18.
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when delivered miraculously from prison, upon which

it is said he " departed and went into another place." ^

That the kingdom in which Herod ruled would hence-

forth, so long as Herod was its ruler, be unsafe for

him, is plain. But, moreover, that other place, of

which, for certain reasons,^ the Evangelist did not

disclose the name, is known by the unanimous testi-

mony of ancient writers ^ to have been the city of

Eome, where in the second year of the Emperor

Claudius Peter laid the foundation and organised

the construction of the Eoman Church. The double

term used of this event by ancient writers is one

of great significance and pregnant meaning. As a

house is not a chance collection of stones and mortar,

but is constructed on a definite plan for a preconceived

use, so when they say that Peter founded and con-

structed * the Roman Church, they mean that he

instituted a society with the principle of life in itself,

exerting definite action on its members, and possessing

a definite government. Nothing can be more distinct

than this statement of St. Irenaeus, nor more unim-

peachable than his authority. But, further, exactly

what he had expressed by metaphor had been said

in direct words by a contemporary and successor of

^ Acts xii. 17.
^ Hagemann, Die Romische Kirche, pp. 661-663, suggests the

danger of mentioning the beginning of the Roman Church when St.

Paul was on his trial before Nero at Rome.
3 Eusebius, Hist. ii. 14 ; Orosius, vii. 6 ; St. Leo, Serm. 82, cap. 4,

where the two presences of St. Peter at Rome, the first in the reign of

Claudius, and the second in that of Nero, are alluded to. "Nee
mundi dominam times Romam, qui in Caiaphfe domo expaveras

sacerdotis ancillam. Num quid aut judicio Pilati aut saivitia

Jud?eorum minor erat vel in Claudio potestas, vel in Nerone crudelitas."

See Sanguineti, p. 194, De Sede Romana B. Petri.

^ St, Irenseus. iii. 3. QefMeXiwaavres odv Kal oLKodofii^cravTes ol

fjMKapLOL 'AirbaToKoL rrjv iKKXrjalau Aivcp ttjv ttjs iinaKOTrijs Xeirovpyiav

ivexdpiaav, quoted also by Eusebius, Hist. v. 6.
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St. Peter in his oflSce, who, writing to the Corinthian

Church in the same generation as the martyrdom

of the two Apostles Peter and Paul, observes that-^

"a great multitude of the elect were drawn together

and associated by them in a holy polity." He adds

that "by the endurance of many sufferings and tor-

tures they became among us," that is, at Rome, " a

most honourable example." This term, polity, conveys

in itself all which has been above indicated, for just

as the Principate of the empire was ^ polity whose

subjects were governed by it civilly, so what the

Apostles set up was a holy polity for the government

of souls. Nor must we omit to remark a point of

identity in St. Clement's expression with that of

Tacitus. Those whom the third Pope after St. Peter

mentions as associated in a divine polity with the two

Apostles, and by their admirable endurance of suffer-

ings becoming in Rome a great example, and those

whom the heathen historian mentions as victims of

Nero's persecution, are '^ a great multitude."^ It is

only another image of the word polity, when Dionysius,^

Bishop of Corinth, writing to the Romans about the

year 1 70, calls them " the plantation of Peter and

Paul."

It appears then that Peter came to Rome to do

exactly that which the Roman law most expressly

forbade, since it looked with the utmost jealousy upon

any college or fellowship of men bound together by

rules of its own, and not recognised by the senate.

^ St. Clemens, Epist. ad Corint. cap. 6.

^ TToXi) TrXrjdos eK'KeKTwv, 6ltlv€s ttoXXccs diKias Kal ^acrdvovs 8ia

^rfkov iraObvTes, virooelyfxa kclXXlotov eyevovTo iv tjixlv. " Qua3sitissimis

poenis affecit—primo correpti qui fatebantur, deinde judicio eorum
multitudo ingens—convicti sunt."

3 Quoted by Eiasebius, ii. 25. tt}V airb H^rpov Kal Ildv\ov (pyreiav

yevrjdeiaav Viofxanou re Kal KopLvdicju avveKepdaere.
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This suggests a sufficient reason ^ why the Evangelist,

writing, while Peter was still alive, what would fall

into the hands of foes as well as friends, passed

over in silence both the sphere of his action and all

which he accomplished in it. Again, the narrative

of St. Luke ends with the appearance of St. Paul at

Eome to justify his conduct before the Emperor Nero,

which would supply a further adequate reason for

passing over all mention of the founding a Church

at Rome. But it is a fact that St. Luke is silent

about St. Peter's acts for a period of several years

after his delivery from prison, and this period exactly

corresponds with the historical statement of the

Roman Church's foundation. It is only after St.

Peter had been driven out of Rome by the edict of the

Emperor Claudius ^ banishing the Jews, who had raised

tumults concerning Christ, that St. Luke makes him

reappear at the Council of Jerusalem. The mention

of this tumult, and of the emperor's decree arising out

of it by his heathen biographer, gives us another

assurance that at this time the Christian faith had

been planted in Rome. His words point evidently

to the stir created among the Jewish residents at

Rome by that event, which broke them up into anta-

gonistic parties, some accepting, some rejecting the

Messiah declared to them. Hence would follow natu-

rally the expulsion of foreign Jews from Rome, who
would be represented as the cause of the " tumult."

Again, in the year 53, at the end of eleven years from

^ See Aberle's treatise, Tkcologische Quartalsclirift, 1868, p. 3, who
lays down the important rule, that the writings of the New Testament
are the literary productions of a persecuted community, which was
forming itself under the pressure of persecution.

^ Sanguineti, p. 199, makes the expulsion of St. Peter from Rome
in virtue of this decree to occur in the year 47. Suet. Claudius, 25.
" Judseos impulsore Ohristo assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit."
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the first preaching of St. Peter, we have a very strik-

ing testimony to the work which he had done in the

capital of the Roman empire, and the chief seat of idol

worship. St. Paul, writing to the Roman Christians

at that time, renders thanks to God for their " faith

being spoken of throughout the whole world," and

that " their obedience had reached all men," terms

which carry with them the meaning of a completely

constituted and very flourishing Church. He calls

them besides, ^'full of goodness and all knowledge,

and able to admonish others," and " desires much to

see them that he might impart some gratuitous spiri-

tual gift to confirm them, that is, to console himself

and them with their mutual faith," language again

which implies the complete formation of a Church."^

But he, moreover, alleges a very remarkable reason

why he had not hitherto visited them. He states

that it had been his object, while labouring at the

publication of the Gospel-kingdom from Jerusalem all

round in a circle to Illyricum, and there planting

Churches, not to build on another man's foundation.^

Here he uses exactly the two words applied by ancient

writers to Peter's work at Rome, that is, founding and

building : and he adds, " For this reason I have been

many times prevented coming to you," that is, because

you were already founded and built by another. But

when St. Paul uses such language, it is evident that

this other must be at least of equal rank with himself.

Nor did he indeed avoid simple preaching where other

Apostles preached, for this he had done in Judasa, but

he avoided founding a Church on another's foundation
;

^ Rom. i. 8 ; xvi. 19; xv. 14 ; i. 11.

^ Capp. 15, 20. 'iva [xi] evaXkfWplov OeixeKlov olKodojj.u). See above.

St. Irenaeus, Qe/xeXiuaapres Kal oiKodo/JirjaavTes.
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and he goes on to say that he will take the opportu-

nity of his going into Spain to visit them, words again

implying that they did not need his work as an Apostle

to found their Church, because it had already been

done by another. And, in fact, five years later his

own appeal to CaBsar led him as it were incidentally

to Rome, where he was destined to do a great work,

to be associated in labour and in martyrdom with

Peter, and so, notwithstanding his own words, to have

his authority from age to age appealed to, as deposited

in the superior Principate of the Roman Church. If,

however, we put these several expressions of his letter

together,^ they intimate not only that the Roman
Church had been already founded and built, that is,

organised, but that it had attained so great a dis-

tinction that its faith and obedience were spoken of

among Christians all over the world.

The next incident we are told concerning it comes

from a pagan source, and assures us that in the year

58, the very year of St. Paul's first visit to Rome, the

highest Roman nobility had been brought under the

influence of the Faith. In that year Tacitus men-

tions that Pomponia Graecina, wife of Plautius, the

conqueror of Britain, who was charged as an adherent

of a " foreign superstition," was committed to the judg-

ment of her husband.^ It was a charge involving

both life and reputation, but the husband acquitted

his wife, who continued, says Tacitus, to an advanced

age, to indulge her sorrowful mode of existence and

sad spirit, words which all commentators had inter-

^ See Sanguineti, pp. 140-143.
" "Isque prisco institute, propinquis coram, de capite famaque con*

jugis cognovit, et insontem nuntiavit. Longa huic . . . setas et con-

timia tristitia fuit. . . . Per quadraginta annos non cultu nisi lugubri,

non animo nisi msesto egit."

VOL. III. B
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preted as intimating the Christian profession. But in

these days when the catacombs are revealing their

secrets to the sagacity and rare learning of one who

may be called almost their first true explorer, the

name of Pomponius Graecinus, the near relative of the

lady named above, has been found in the inscriptions of

the cemetery of Callistus, and it is rendered most highly

probable that she is the very Lucina known in the times

of the Apostles for her devotion to the martyrs, and

her burying their relics in her own sepulchre.

Thus when Seneca and Burrus were the confidential

ministers of Nero, and when St. Paul was brought a

prisoner to Rome by his appeal to Caesar, and as such

was placed in the custody of this very Burrus, as prae-

torian prefect, one of the noblest Roman ladies was

tried on an accusation of having received the hateful

foreign superstition. It is of the highest probability both

that she was well known to Seneca, and that he was

present at the examinations which St. Paul underwent

before the emperor. Thus the philosopher and the

Faith were at least brought into the closest contact.

Six years later, in the year 64, we have the un-

impeachable witness of Tacitus to the greatness of

the work accomplished by St. Peter and St. Paul in

the twenty-two years which had elapsed since the

first coming of the former to Pome. When the

persecution of Nero broke out, he records that a

*' vast multitude " gave the testimony of martyrdom

to their belief.'^ We may thus compute what had

been the growth of a community, which so few years

after its first origin was strong enough to render such

a proof of its faith. We may note at the same time

how in the centre of heathenism, under the eyes of

^ Annal. 15, 44.
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Nero, amid a society eaten out with the most pro-

fligate corruption, a work had been accomplished

unheard of upon the earth before. It was not merely

among Jews, prepared by the knowledge of the one

true God, and by the expectation of a Messiah, but

out of Gentiles in their worst stage of moral decline,

that a spiritual community had been founded, which

could pass through such a shock, and far from losing,

transmit its life onwards with a yet more vigorous

growth. Such a result supposes a vast work of pre-

vious charity, the work of converting soul by soul, of

instructing, catechising, baptizing, holding assemblies

for preaching and for worship within the precincts of

private houses, which alone were in a measure safe

under the protection of domestic liberty. In this

manner the whole sacramental life had to be trans-

fused by the daily operation of its powers into a mass

of converts, partly Jewish, partly heathen, and with

regard to all these latter it was requisite to implant

the new principle of obedience to foreign teachers

without public warrant, and to make the new principle

of faith in the unseen the spring of every action. We
see, then, that the Church, which in its eleventh year

was already renowned amoug all Christians for such

a faith and such an obedience, was after another eleven

years, and before the episcopate of its founder had

terminated, the first to incur persecution from the

emperor, in which its witnesses, enduring every

extreme of mockery and cruelty, amounted to a vast

multitude, as attested by one who denounced their

belief as a pernicious superstition, and declared their

crimes to merit the severest punishment. ^ Now, be-

^ " Repressa in prffisens exitiabilis superstitio . . . sontes et novis-

siraa exempla meritos." It is the contemporary and admirer of Trajan,
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side the pressure of continued unlawfulness, with all

its individual sufferings, history has noted ten distinct

attacks of the emperors on the Christian people in the

first three centuries. It was fitting that the first of

these, the augury and anticipation of the rest, should

fall as the token and crown of its eminence upon that

Church which possessed the superior principate. But

where in human things would it be possible to imagine

a greater contrast than between the Rome which lived

from Cicero to Claudius, in all pride and sensuality,

and breathes to us still in the pages of its great

writers, and the Rome which produced its witnesses

clad in the skins of beasts and the garments of pitch

at the games of Nero, and while his " golden house
"

occupied three of the seven hills, buried its founders,

when their victory was won, in the chamber beside

the Ostian Road, and in the sepulchral vault of the

Vatican, that first hall of assembly of a more than

royal line ?
^

But that we may appreciate the work of Peter, it

requires to be more accurately described.

The conversion of the centurion Cornelius, the first-

and the friend of Pliny, M'ho speaks, and his words cast a light upon
their conduct in the persecution of Bithynia and the judgment of St.

Ignatius.
^ De Rossi, Roma Sotter. ii. 370, notes the sedulous care of the

Churches, especially the Apostolical, "dei sepolcri dei lovo vescovi,

come testimoni della successione e della fede derivate dagli apostoli."

Thus from St. Peter to Pope Victor in 197, the Popes were buried in

Crypta Vaticana : there the successors of St. Peter were ranged in

burial round him, as at Alexandria those of St. Mark beside him
(tom. i. 31). In the time of Pope Zephyrinus, " Caio publicamente

citava in Roma gli eretici a ricouoscere nei trofei del Vaticano e della

via Ostiense i pegni dell' apostolica origine della chiesa Romana, e

della sua fede" (ii. 370). e^db bh ra Tpbiraia tu)v 'AirocTTtiXcoi^ ^Xw
dec^ai. eau yap BeK-qarjs aKekdetv iirl to HarLKavop, rj eirl rT]v odov t7]v

'ilariav, evprjaets ra rpbiraia tCov ra}jT7)v lopvaa/xeuwv tt}v ^KK\if}(xlav.

See Euseb. ii. 25, who states that their tombs bore the names of the

Apostles.
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fruit of the Gentiles, was accompanied by a visible

descent of the Holy Ghost which recalled to mind in

its chief circumstances the day of Pentecost itself;

for indeed it betokened no less an event than the

actual extension of the kingdom of God from Jewish

converts to the whole world of the Gentiles. It had

been preluded by a vision in which Peter, praying at

noonday on the top of the house of Simon at Joppa,

had seen " the heaven open, and a vessel like a great

sheet descending upon him, bound at its four corners,

and let down upon the earth, in which were all four-

footed creatures of the earth, wild beasts, reptiles, and

birds, and a voice was heard saying, Arise, Peter, kill

and eat.*' Such was the divine intimation of what

was presently to be. There followed immediately

upon this vision the conversion of Cornelius, his

kinsmen and particular friends. But the Apostles

at Jerusalem recognised in this act the opening up

of the whole Gentile world to their preaching. Peter's

imprisonment by Herod, and miraculous delivery by

the angel, happened shortly afterwards, upon which

he forthwith " departed into another place." And in

this other place it was that the vision in all its

exactness was accomplished. In Eome, the seat of

power, the capital of all the subject provinces, whither

congregated all that was rich, ambitious, distinguished,

but likewise the central slave-market of the world, the

sink of the nations, whither drained all that was vile

and suffering—in Rome Peter was to find the four-

footed creatures of the earth, its wild beasts, reptiles,

and birds, whom he should spiritually kill and eat,

that is, amalgamate into one community. What
image could more clearly represent the variety of

Peter's Gentile converts ? here and there a senator.
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such as Cornelius Pudens, here and there a high-

born lady, such as Pomponia Grtecina, but many
freedmen and slaves from the household of Narcissus,

from the imperial palace itself, from hundreds of

other houses, whose domestics were like a nation,

women of all ranks, the unlearned and the poor.

Add to these the foreigners of all nations and all

religions, of all climates and of every temperament

from the extreme of Eastern superstition to that of

Western barbarism, who were to be found at Pome,

and from whom the preaching of the Apostle would

select the recipients of divine grace. The population

of Eome at this time represented all the diversities

of human nature, and all the various trials which the

vitality of the Gospel-seed was to experience in future

times and distant regions were collected here, so that

its Church would be an epitome of the Church in the

whole world. These were they who had been all in

their natural condition "common and unclean," sunk

in the impurities of heathenism, though diverse in

their qualities, but whom the mouth of Peter was to

cleanse by the Word and the power following on that

Word, and then to offer up in mystical sacrifice to

God ; and the Holy Ghost came down visibly to

signify and commence a work which had had no

parallel since the beginning of the world. The
highest effort of philosophy had been to lay hold of

choice minds : it never dreamed of admitting the

multitude into its lecture-rooms, of associating the

slave with the free-born, of setting down the rich

and poor to feed at one table, of raising women to

the utmost height of its precepts. The hetasra indeed

was at times seen at an Epicurean feast, but without

putting off the reproach of her life. It is only in the
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Gospel that she wiped the Master's feet with her hair,

and entering a sinner came forth a saint : only in the

Church that Mary Magdalen becomes the first example

and the type of a whole class which washes to the

whitest purity robes that have been soiled in the

deepest pollution. In fine, philosophy never essayed

to erect a discipline tender enough to receive the

weakest, and strong enough to enable women and
children to die, not as an exit from evils, but in

witness of truth. The attempt to unite in a moral

band men and women of all nations, all ranks, all

varieties of mind, education, and outward circum-

stances, was entirely new in its conception : and this

was what Peter did for the first time, in the greatest

and most dissolute city of the empire, at its worst

period, when a Claudius and a Nero ruled its men,

when Agrippina and Poppsea swayed its female society:

and the first point in which his work stands in the

deepest contrast with any previous philosophy, is the

variety of the subjects on which it was exercised.

More remarkable yet is the contrast which in its

inmost nature it exhibits.

Peter appeared at Rome as one sent by another.

Himself a messenger, an ambassador, he called on

men to accept as Redeemer, Prophet, Priest, and King,

a Person who a few years before had appeared on

earth as man in all these characters. Further, he

called on men to discard the thousand gods of

heathendom for the one God whose Son this Person

claimed to be : and, moreover, to follow a course of

life which should be after the pattern of His ; and

to join in a worship the beginning and end of which

centred in Him. The existing pagan religions had

inherited a worship from which morality had long
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been severed : the existing philosophies had cultivated

morality, and Stoicism at least had grounded it on

dogma, but no one of them had any worship of its

own : whereas in this new teaching the dogmas of

faith, the rules of morality, and the practices of

worship had a common root in the Person whose

kingdom was proclaimed, and all these, again, were

united in visible symbols, sanctioned by Him, and

deriving from Him their power to hold together a

visible society. The beginning is laid by the living

Word : nothing but the fulness, the persuasiveness,

the pliability, the force of such an instrument as

human speech would suffice to declare the message,

on the acceptance of which all depends, no attraction

but that of soul upon soul suffice to render it accept-

able. As this double power had been used to the

utmost by Him who spoke as never man spake, and

from whom virtue went forth, so was it used by all

those who spoke in His name. The vocal presence,

the living person, is the indispensable basis of the

work of conversion to a new faith. But when this

has done its first task, when men have listened and

believed, the marks of the King are set upon those

who receive Him, and they become His by power

of another kind. The illumination which the living

Word of the vocal presence had prepared was com-

pleted in Baptism, by which the name of the triune

God was confessed and accepted, and a sacred char-

acter impressed on the recipient : and provision was

made for daily worship and for daily life in a sacrifice

wherein this King and Redeemer communicated Him-
self to the soul. But in these acts were stored up

at once the highest doctrine and the ground of all

morality to the Christian. By his baptism he became
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the consecrated creature of God : by his sharing in

the eucharistic sacrifice, the consecration was main-

tained, deepened, and extended in him. These two

rites were to him a revelation of God, and no less did

all the acts and all the duties of daily life flow out

of them. In precisely the same manner the other

five great rites, which make up all that is wanted for

the life of a community or of the individuals who

belong to it, were derivations of divine power, at once

containing doctrine, enforcing morality, and practising

worship. Thus the kingdom which took its rise in

the fulness and attraction of vocal teaching had its

compactness, completeness, and cohesion in the sacra-

mental system, which joined its subjects in one belief,

practice, and adoration, being itself the transfusion of

Christ into His people, their generation from His

Person. This was the nature of the society which

Peter set up at Rome, in which nature its contrast

with every preceding philosophy was yet more striking

than in the variety of its subjects.

To make this clearer, let us take the four most

illustrious names of Greek Philosophy and compare

the work which they achieved with that of Peter.

And here what was the most remarkable and ori-

ginal idea in that Philosophy appears nearly at its

rise. We know but little with certainty of what

Pythagoras taught, but every authority concurs in

attributing to him the conception of a society of men

bound together by a moral discipline and common

belief. The name itself, the study of wisdom, he is

said to have invented, observing-^ that while some

men are the slaves of glory, and others of money,

there are a few who, counting all things else as dross,

1 Cicero, Tus. Dis. v. 3.
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give themselves up to the study of the nature of

tbinofs. But thouo-h himself a man with an extreme

thirst for 'knowledge, and trusting much to his own
self-inquiry for the attainment of knowledge, he seems

to have attributed the highest importance rather to a

practical life grounded upon unity of belief than to

mere science/ which he subordinated to a moral end.

Simplicity of food, daily self-examination, purity of

morals, were required of his disciples. And he trusted

his teaching only to the living body of men, for,

writing nothing, he actually formed a society which

carried on his doctrine. It obtained a considerable

success, grew and flourished in Crotona, until the

fear which it occasioned as a political union brought

on persecution, which finally broke up the society,

though all through Grecian history we find indivi-

duals, and those the most distinguished of their day,

imbued with so-called Pythagorean tenets.

In this conception of Pythagoras there was to

some extent a sort of natural anticipation of the

Christian Church. And his great personal qualities,

combined with a noble religious purpose, produced a

result, which, however, was frustrated and dissolved

by the first attack of violence. That which he

attempted, a political society based upon moral and

religious principles, was never repeated with the

same definiteness in Greek history again. His suc-

cessors admired his idea, entertained it in their

thoughts, but never ventured to carry it out.

Plato, himself in a measure a Pythagorean, con-

ceived philosophy as a system of teaching to be

conveyed orally by the master to his disciples, that

is, to the few who can be found fitted for such

pursuits by natural gifts, and prepared by moral dis-

1
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cipline and by earnestness of purpose. The injunc-

tion/ " Take care that these things do not ever fall

into the hands of unprepared and uninstructed men,"

may be called his keynote. In a school so selected,

so laboriously trained, and in which the gifts of

nature should be ripened by the finest art, the most

careful study, he looked, if anywhere, for that immortal

line of living men which was to continue on his own
work. But at this point he stopped. He composed

indeed an ideal republic, and he modified in another

treatise his ideal views for the actual needs of what,

if not the best in itself, should be the best that was

practicable : but to the formation of an actual society,

such as Pythagoras both conceived and attempted, he

did not aspire. The fate of Socrates as well as the

result of Pythagoras were before his eyes, and he

only founded a school, which went through five

modifications. We know him now entirely by those

writings which he would not himself allow to repre-

sent his whole mind, inasmuch as he thought it

impossible for any fixed type to convey the full

system of any art, much less the secrets of philosophy.

Aristotle, in his conception of philosophy, stood

very much on the same standing-ground as his master

Plato. With prodigious industry, curiosity, and learn-

ing, with a most subtle, penetrating, and accurate

intellect, he set himself to obtain truth by the force

of the human reason in logic, ethics, and physics. No
one man, perhaps, by the power of his own reason

ever effected so much. He may be termed the father

of literature, being the first to collect books, and the

^ Epist. 2, p. 314. I follow the original Alexandrine editors and
Mr. Grote in believing the authenticity of this epistle against the
suspicions of some Germans.
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great Alexandrine library, the formation of whicli we
might call the beginning of literature, owed its first

origin to. that zeal for knowledge which the great

master communicated to his royal pupil, and which

that pupil's successors carried out in their famous

foundation. He, with Plato, and still more than Plato,

is the representative through all time of human cul-

ture. Like Plato he limited himself to the formation

of a school, and with all his love for books subordinated

the written to the spoken word. His writings have

been considered the note-books of his lectures. Aris-

totle created two sciences, logic and ethics, but he

made no society of men. He conceived and described

all polities, but he too shrunk from the attempt to

create that noblest one which should rest on the pre-

cepts and practices of philosophy.

In Zeno we find a considerable modification of the

mental standing-ground occupied by Plato and Aris-

totle. No longer aspiring to universal knowledge in

and for itself, it was pre-eminently a practical system,

to found which he limited his efforts. In him the

study of logic, ethics, and physics, the whole force of

his reason was directed to afford an inner support to

man amid the troubles of life. Those studies were

pursued indeed, but not as a part simply of human
culture, which had its end in itself. They were sub-

ordinated to a moral purpose. Philosophy became the

instructress of humanity, and of a humanity felt to

be sick in almost all its members. Man, as a spark of

the universal reason which ruled the world, was to

direct his life in conformity with that reason, repre-

sented in the laws of nature, and to live according to

those laws was the conception of virtue. Philosophy

thus took up at least in part the standing-ground
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proper to religion, and Zeno, passing at a bound the

limits of states and nations, conceived the race of man
as a flock in one pasture feeding on a common law,

the law of reason. If we go on from the conception

to its realisation, we find that Zeno too established a

school : and as the many were foolish, and the few

only in progress towards wisdom, his school was to be

composed of such proficients. Now, although the

Stoic was sometimes driven to confess that a wise

man had never yet been found, as a matter of fact the

strongest and most earnest natures among the Greeks

and Eomans during the three centuries which followed

his teaching down to the time of Claudius were at-

tracted by that elaborate system of duty—the subor-

dination of the individual to the universal reason

—

drawn ont in Stoic morality.

What then is the common effect of philosophy as

seen in these four examples of Pythagoras, Plato,

Aristotle, and Zeno, and their several systems ? Cer-

tainly the powers of the human mind cannot be

expected to rise higher than in the three former

instances, nor the steadfastness of human purpose to

exceed the fourth. What had been the result upon

human society ? So much as this. A few minds

here and there out of the mass had been affected.

Such minds accepted and professed certain tenets : it

can hardly be said that they conformed their lives and

actions to the tenets. Pythagoras, indeed, attempted

to form a body of men so acting, but his society was

dissolved. The Stoics afterwards approached nearest

in their system to the attainment of a practical end,

but, not to say that the profession was severed from

the practice, the professors of Stoicism remained single

and isolated. No such thing as a Platonic Peripatetic,
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or Stoic city, town, village, or even family existed.

Cato of Utica was a Stoic, but he ruled his household

as a Roman slaveholder, and when, in accordance with

Stoic rule, he put an end to his own life, his hand was

still swelling from the effects of a blow given to a

slave. Where were the men, women, and children,

the fathers, mothers, husbands and wives, brothers and

sisters, living a Pythagorean, Platonic, Peripatetic, or

Stoic life together ? Philosophy, then, constructed

no social building : its professors remained single

stones. This was one defect betokening its impotence.

And another was that it carefully abstained from

attacking in practice that system of worship which

its teaching tended to deny. It had, indeed, from the

time of Zeno taken up, so far as concerned the forma-

tion of the interior life, the standing-ground of reli-

gion, and claimed to be the instructress of human
nature and the guide of human actions : it had pro-

fessed, as in Zeno's sect, the belief in one power

ruling all things with an inexorable chain of cause

and effect, but the whole world around was left in

full possession of polytheism : the altars in countless

temples smoked as before with sacrifices to Jupiter,

and a crowd of conflicting deities, while the Stoic

philosopher was seen, like the rest, taking part in his

country's worship. He had no tangible sacrifice to

offer to the universal reason, which he professed to

believe, but hecatombs to gods and goddesses whom
in his heart he despised.

Now measure what Peter did at Rome during the

principates of Claudius and Nero with what these

great men and their followers had all failed to do.

During about the same number of years as those in

which Pythagoras is said to have formed at Croton a
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society of the most distinguished inhabitants, Peter

had formed at Rome a society including the highest

and lowest, the young and the old, in one bond. In

the former case the brilliant circle of educated men
formed by Pythagoras was scattered by a persecution,

and never was restored again. In like manner the

arm of Nero came down upon Peter's society, which

he had drawn out of the four-footed creatures of the

earth, the wild beasts and reptiles, and birds of the

prophetic vision, and a " great multitude " died. But

the society lived ; it lived to meet many such another

storm in successive generations ; to yield up again

and again a great multitude to the same sufferings.

It lived on in the self-same city : after eighteen

hundred years it lives still, and in the self-same chair

in which Peter taught, his two hundred and fifty-eighth

successor teaches still.

But the disciplines of Plato, of Aristotle, and of

Zeno afford us absolutely nothing to compare as a

society with that of Peter. They produce individual

and diverging specimens of certain schools of thought,

but a community ruled by such thought they have not

to show. It is not that they did not wish to create

such a community ; they had the wish, but were far

from having the power. It is expressed exactly in

Zeno's conception of the human polity, which Plutarch

speaks of as so much admired ; expressed, but never

realised. This impotence of philosophy running

through eight centuries from the time of Pythagoras,

was shown two hundred years after Peter, in the case

of the most fervent, most consistent, most elaborate,

and the last of Grecian systems. Plotinus besought

the Emperor Gallienus to grant the philosophers a

city wherein a system of life could be carried out
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after Plato's model. It was to be called Platonopolis,

and be situated in Campania. But the emperor did

not assent, and Neoplatonism, like its predecessors,

went without its city. Before that time, in the two

centuries preceding the lectures of Plotinus at Rome,

a divine city had been built up in the teeth of imperial

persecution, there and in every centre of human inter-

course and thought throughout the empire. St. Laur-

ence could have shown Plotinus the treasures of that

city in a multitude of the poor and destitute such as

philosophy had never fed ; and St. Laurence's own
life and death might have imparted to him the secret

how he who was carried from the Mamertine prison

to execution founded under Nero's eyes, and in his

despite, a permanent Christian polity, whilst imperial

favour was solicited in vain to grant a single city for

the trial of a philosophic experiment.

Such is the nature of Peter's work as contrasted

with the work of philosophy.

But in calling it Peter's work, we must not forget

that it was the work of Another, administered by

Peter. As the impotence of philosophy lay precisely

in this that it had no one to follow, so the power of

the new faith lay in those two words, " Follow Me."

The contrast here with the ancient philosophers is

most striking. Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

Zeno, Cleanthes, Plotinus also. Porphyrins, and the

rest would have liked to form a society after their

own principles, but it never entered into their

thoughts to say, '' Follow me." The ancient wisdom

had indeed said, " Follow God." "^ It remained for

Him alone when He appeared on earth to say, " Follow

Me." The words in the mouth of a mere man are

^ See Cicero, De Fin. iii. 21.
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absurd. They had disciples, but no one of them ven-

tured to set up himself as the germ of a polity, though

they did conceive a polity, as the medium of teaching

a doctrine. Not one of them thought of associating

truth with his own person, or imagined that union of

the truth with the life of a single man transfused into

a body of men, which is the idea of the Church. The

only faint resemblance of this is the fact, if it be one,

that the Stoics framed their doctrine of the Wise Man
after the living character of Socrates. It is true,

indeed, that several generations after Christ had come,

the Neopythagoreans idealised their conception of the

philosophic life first in the person of Pythagoras, and

then in that of Apollonius ; that is, with the picture

of Christ in the four Gospels before them, and the

sight of the Church growing out of that model under

their eyes, they bethought themselves to construct a

heathen Christ, and to attribute whatever was great,

noble, and attractive in human nature as they con-

ceived it to two dead men. One of these had lived

seven hundred years before, leaving behind him a

great name, but scarcely any authentic documents as

to the details of his life and teachins* : the other had

been contemporaneous with the Author of Christianity,

but his life had passed almost unnoticed by any one

of his own time, and without any effect on the world.

Thus, after the lapse of a hundred years, the legend

of Apollonius, like that of Pythagoras, lent itself to

every embellishment of fiction. Far otherwise in the

case of Him whom they feebly attempted to copy.

" Follow Me " was as creative as " L-t there be light."

Uttered by the side of the Lake of Galilee, those words

aggregated Apostles to Him who spoke them : uttered

by those Apostles afterwards, they built up the Church.

VOL. HI. C
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On Peter's mind especially they had been impressed as

those words which conveyed the greatness of his office,

and his resemblance therein to his Lord, his supreme

pastoral power, and his crucifixion.-^ But they con-

tained likewise the whole structure of the Church, as

the great '' Following of Christ," the society which

carried His truth in them, and with His truth His

power. As then the philosophers were the theologians

of heathenism, so the propagation of philosophy which

they contemplated was by means of the society which

the teacher instituted. In this the Academy, the

Lyceum, the Portico, and the Garden were at one

:

and, indeed, no other propagation was at that time

possible. There was philosophy long before there

were libraries, and libraries again for ages before even

the notion could arise of substitutiug a book for a

society, which, indeed, before the invention of printing

was inconceivable. The school was a collection of

living men, and the idea of philosophy was bound up

with this. But the Christian Church actually carried

out what each philosopher attempted with so little

success, and that because it was the school of Christ.

Our Lord taught not as the Scribes and Pharisees,

that is, commenting on a law, but as one having

authority, that is, as being Himself the fulfilment of

the law, that to which it pointed, and for whose

coming it was instituted. He is the Lawgiver come

in person, who delivers the law to His disciples, per-

petuating His presence among them by His Spirit,

by means of whom they carry on and propagate His

law. Thus as with regard to the Jew, the synagogue

was the embryo, which remained in the womb of the

^ See John i. 44, where these words stand at the very beginning of

our Lord's ministr}', and xxi. 19, where they occur at the end of it.
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Jewish nation until the Person of Christ should put

life into it, and bring it to the birth, so with regard to

the Gentile, philosophy with human power attempted

to form an order of teaching, which changed and so

to say evaporated with every teacher, recommencing
an ever unachieved work. But the Teacher, who
alone could say, " Follow Me," established not a school

but a kingdom, whose law was the truth, Himself,

whose power was grace. Himself, which by personal

agency communicated both from Himself, and in His
" Following " consisted the perfection of individual char-

acter and the fulness of corporate strength. " Follow

Me " was said alike to Apostles and to others at their

first call, as the foundation and watchword of Christian

life : it was repeated emphatically to all the disciples,

as being that in which their whole profession con-

sisted : it was said also in a special manner to the

Universal Primate, as the token of his divine vicariate.^

Thus it formed the entire system between these two
extremities. The point of union for dogma, morality,

and worship lay in this " Follow Me," by which worship

was no longer severed from dogma and without truth
;

nor morality without faith, and without authority to

rest on : but the temple had found its God, man his

Lawgiver, truth its Author : and the school had passed

beyond the limits of a nation into a kingdom, world-

wide and eternal.

This work of Peter in the midst of the heathen

world, and especially at Eome, its centre and capital,

^ (i) To Apostles and others of their calling, e.g. to Peter and
Andrew, Matt. iv. 19 ; to Philip, John i. 44 ; to Matthew, Matt. ix. 9,

Mark ii. 14, Luke v. 29 ; to another disciple. Matt. viii. 8, Luke ix. 59 ;

to the rich young man, Matt, xix, 21, Mark x. 21, Luke xviii. 22.

(2) To all, Matt. xvi. 24, Mark viii. 34, Luke ix. 23, John xii. 26.

(3) To St. Peter, with regard to his Primacy and Crucifixion, John
xxi. 22.
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was represented to Christian eyes in the ancient paint-

ings of the catacombs and in the sculptures of sarco-

phagi under a symbol which cannot be mistaken.

There often recurs the image of Moses striking the

rock with the rod of power, from which the streams

of salvation issue. The rock, according to the Apostle's

interpretation, signifies Christ ; the stream that one

fountain of grace on which the Christian life depends,

and which accordingly the sheep are represented as

drinking. The allusion to the Old Testament narra-

tive is plain, but usually no name is given to the man

striking the rock : in two instances, however, of the

ancient glasses the name of Peter is written above this

image, to signify that in the new Israel of God he

occupies the place which Moses occupied in the old.

But, moreover, this scene of Moses striking the rock

is found constantly in juxtaposition with another

scene of Peter taken captive by the satellites of Herod,

and the features of the captive Peter and the man

striking the rock are frequently made with a studied

similarity to each other. For the repetition of these

scenes close to each other no reason can be assigned

but that Peter's imprisonment and miraculous deliver-

ance immediately preceded that " going forth into

another place " in which he founded the Roman
Church, the most signal instance wherein he appeared

as the Moses of the new covenant, causing the stream

of grace to flow from the rock of Christ in the very

centre and high place of pagan idolatry. The exhibi-

tion of such paintings on the walls of Roman cata-

combs and of such sculptures on Roman sarcophagi,

conveyed a whole history to the beholder's mind.

There was the local tradition of the Roman Church,

and the universal tradition of the whole Church
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embodied in colour or in stone as to the part which

Peter had taken in founding the great See wherein he

would deposit his jurisdiction : but that jurisdiction

itself is indicated in the rod/ the symbol of divine

power, given in these paintings and sculptures to

three persons alone, the Incarnate God Himself, Moses

who prefigured Him, and Peter who followed Him.

And the work accomplished is conveyed under the

image of Moses striking the rock with a fulness and preg-

nancy of meaning such as reminds us of our Lord's own

parables, for it would require a great space adequately

to develop the thoughts suggested by the representation

of Peter discharging to the new people of God functions

which corresponded to those discharged by Moses when

he led the typical nation through the desert.

But we may fitly exhibit some of the truth con-

veyed by this speaking symbol, and so elucidate the

idea which the Christian artists of the third, fourth,

and fifth centuries intended to portray : and that

especially because in their delineation of Scriptural

scenes " they did not treat them either accurately as

facts of history, or freely as subjects of the imagina-

tion, but strictly with a view to their spiritual mean-

ing." ^ The transit of the Jewish people from their

slavery in Egypt through the wilderness to their

promised possession is the type of the Christian people

delivered from their darker slavery, and led through

1 See Roma Sottcrranece (Northcote and Brownlow), pp. 286-289,

and also pp. 302, 303, for a description of the remarkable sarcophagus

in the Lateran Museum, wherein to three groups above representing

our Lord with the rod of power changing the water into wine,

multiplying the loaves, and raising Lazarus from the dead, there

appear three answering groups below, of Peter bearing the rod,

apprehended by Herod's soldiers, and striking the rock. The same

authors remark that the parallel event in the life of St. Paul, his

imprisonment and deliverance at Philippi, is nowhere represented

in early Christian art (p. 288). ^ Northcote and Brownlow, p. 240.
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the desert of the world to their divine inheritance.

But in that transit Moses was the leader and law-

giver of his people. As their mediator with God he

received from God and gave to them a revelation of

doctrine and a code of morals. Into his people as a

receptacle he poured the knowledge of one personal

God, the Creator and rewarder of men, and as a

deduction from that truth he gave them a code of

duties in which the first table contained all their rela-

tions to God, and the second all their relations to each

other. Thus in the person of Moses were combined

the two great powers of the Prophet or Teacher, and

of the Lawgiver or King, but both as the deputy of

Another, with whom he communed on the mount.

And in the same character, as the deputy of that

Other, who was not only the Revealer of truth and

the Source of authority, but the Object likewise of

worship, he instituted the third great power, the

priesthood, not however in his own person, but in

his brother Aaron and Aaron's sons. It is in this

triple mediation, as the instrument through whom a

revelation was conveyed and a law promulgated, and

a priesthood together with its worship instituted, that

the pre-eminence of Moses consisted. He thus made

a complete society, feeding his people with truth,

governing them with law, and sanctifying them with

sacrifice and prayer. In the union of the three he

educated them for their promised possession, and

constituted them a nation. For their nationality

was to consist in the continued joint possession of

these three things, by maintaining which they were

to be distinguished from all other nations down to the

coming of the great Chief whom they expected. Thus

it is to be observed that in the work of Moses, doc-
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trine, morals, and worship all depended upon a close

personal relation between the people and their God.
" Hear, Israel, the Lord thy God is one God." " Be
ye holy, for I am holy." This was to be the sanction

of doctrine and of morality : and the perpetual sacri-

fices were to deliver the chosen people from the guilt

of disobeying One who expressed His absolute sove-

reignty by the often-repeated word, '' I am the Lord."

The whole life of the Jew, then, and of the Jewisli

people, as conceived and set forth by Moses, consisted

in the maintenance and discharge of a personal rela-

tion in belief, in conduct, and in worship to One

whose own personality was conveyed in that most

significant expression, " I am the jealous God," of

whom " Israel was the first-born ^ son."

But the three powers which were thus united in

the mediation of Moses, while they were continued

in the nation which he moulded, were not deposited

in the same hands. We need not enter here into

the various manners in which during the course of

fifteen hundred years they were exercised. It is

enough for the present purpose to note that in the

nation as ultimately constituted we find the syna-

gogue, the temple, and the throne of David,^ that is,

the teaching office which communicates doctrine, the

priesthood which celebrates worship, the royalty

which is the guardian and the transmitter of the

kingdom promised to David. As Moses left these

three powers in the Jewish community, so after all

the changes through which it had passed they were

found at the time of Christ still existing. The great

Council of Jerusalem sat in the seat of Moses,^ guard-

^ Exod. iv. 22. - Bollinger, Christenthum und Kirche, p. 228.

^ Matt, xxiii. 2.
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ing and applying the double code of revelation and

of morals which was contained in the law and the

prophets; .the high -priest occupied the place of

Aaron, and Herod filled the throne of David. The

Prophet, the Priest, and the King, three rays of the

divine sovereignty, made up " the polity of Israel,"
^

but they were separate and distinct in their holders

until He came unto whom each of them pointed.

The priesthood, with all the elaborate arrangement

of sacrifices connected with it, was instituted only to

mark out the office and prepare the way for the great

High-priest. The prophet who had established the

law both as the disclosure of divine truth and the

rule of life, gave it as the image of that prophet

like unto Lim who was to be raised up among his

brethren. The throne had only been consecrated in

David's person as the typical seat of the Eternal

King. The whole polity which contained these three

powers had been prepared during so many ages to be

taken up and transfigured by Him who should unite

all these offices in his own Person.

But these offices, upon their being received by

Him, acquired an augmentation of dignity propor-

tionate to His Person. The bearer of them being

divine, the things borne rose to His height. The

Incarnate God willed that the law should prefigure

His truth, the priesthood His atonement, the seat of

David His royal power: that thus there should be

continuity between the Jewish type and Christian

antitype, but continuity attended by an immeasurable

exaltation. First He joined together in Himself these

powers which make the perfect kingdom ; then He
imparted them so joined to the Apostolate which He

^ Ephep. ii. 12.
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created, and especially to Peter, whom alone He made
the Eock, the Foundation, and the Door-keeper, the

Confirmer of his brethren, the Shepherd and the

Kuler of the Fold. He extended that which had

been confined within the limits of a nation to the

whole race of man : He detached the carnal covering

which veiled the promises, and disclosed them in

their full spiritual light. For the priesthood which

offered the sacrifices of bulls and sheep. He instituted

the priesthood which offered at His own table the

sacrifice offered by Himself, and He made it a royal

priesthood, ordering that its possessors should sit

upon twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of

Israel, and so be perpetual guardians and maintainors

of the law of truth and charity which He left in that

new Israel. Thus He disposed to them the kingdom

which had been disposed to Him.-"- In this manner

the covenant, the legislation, the worship, the adop-

tion, the glory, and the promises, which made accord-

ing to St. Paul the distinction of the Jewish Church,

passed over to the Christian, which became in a

higher sense than the former, in the words of St.

Peter, " a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation,

a purchased people." Moses, Aaron, and David

having been gathered up into the one Christ, the

race of Abraham became the race of the God-Man.

Now, what Moses did in the type, Peter did in the

antitype. As Moses drew out the life of the Jewish

people as a personal relation to God in what they

believed, in what they worshipped, and in what they

did, which made up the adoption of sous, so the

^ Luke xxii. 29, 30, in which passage, as Dollinger notes, while

creating the royal priesthood in the Apostolate, He marks that there

should be one that is greater among them.
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Christian life which Peter set up at Rome was the

establishment of the same relation to Christ in doc-

trine, worship, and morals. Obedience to him in

these three things formed his kingdom. The whole

domain of truth was guaranteed to the Christian as

the illumination given by the one Prophet. His

worship was the perpetual recognition of the Re-

deemer in the very act of His sacrifice ; while his

morality was summed up in charity, the filial spirit,

which raised the cardinal virtues to the level of

divine gifts, and was thus "the fulfilment of the

law " as perfected by Christ. The painter in the

catacombs of the second and third centuries, the

sculptor on the monuments of the fourth and fifth,

conveyed all this when they represented Peter on

the very scene of his spiritual triumph, the centre

of the world's power, and the seat of idolatry, striking

with the rod of divine power which he alone received

from the hands of his Lord, that Rock which is

Christ, and so drawing forth the one stream of salva-

tion, the grace which works in the great Christian

priesthood, which conveys to the sheep the faith and

the sacraments, the whole supernatural life. In

their eyes as but one Moses was the mediator of the

old covenant, so but one Peter was the master-builder

of the Church, the deriver of the stream to the sheep.

They anticipated in colour and on stone what St. Leo,

at the same spot, has set forth so powerfully and dis-

tinctly in language. The living mind of the Church

in their day, as seen in their works and in his words,

is the same, which he declares to his brethren, the

Bishops of Italy :
" Whatever we do rightly and

discern clearly is of his own working and his merit,

whose power lives and whose authority is pre-eminent
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in his own See—for throughout the whole Church

Peter is daily saying, ' Thou art Christ, the Son of

the living God,' and every tongue confessing the Lord

is imbued with the teaching of that Word of His."

For, "out of the whole world Peter alone is chosen

to preside over the calling of all the nations, over

the whole number of the Apostles, and all the Fathers

of the Church : so that though there be in the people

of God many priests and many shepherds, yet Peter

rules all with ordinary whom Christ rules with sove-

reign power." ^

Now, from the time of Zeno onwards the Greek

philosophy had, in a certain sense and degree, taken

up the standing-ground of religion. It essayed to

satisfy the human mind in its aspirations after truth,

to afford man a security for a happy life, indepen-

dent of outward circumstances, to supply him with a

compensation for the loss of political freedom by its

intrinsic principles, to teach him, if not how to die,

at least how to live. Such is the part assigned to

it in the name of all who went before them by Cicero

and by Seneca. Such was notoriously the Stoic

boast. We are, then, entitled to ask how it stood

as to these three powers, doctrine, morals, and worship,

in the intimate connection of which the perfection of

society consists.

As to the first, to attain truth with respect to the

universe and man its occupant was its primary object,

and if we abstract that portion of its teaching which

was the continuation of the original tradition de-

scending to the Greeks as to all other men from the

patriarchal religion, it could only by the force of the

human reason acting in conjunction with the natural

^ St. Leo, Serni. iii. 3, iv. 2.
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conscience reach truth. It did not claim to possess

any such gift as the Jew recognised in Moses and

the prophets, and the Christian found in the Apostolic

teaching. And so in it we find its physical science

and its theology made identical.

Again, as to its morality, that likewise was the

produce of human reason. No doubt, indeed, in this

case as in that of doctrine, the most self-reliant philo-

sopher was still influenced, and much more, perhaps,

than he was conscious of, by precepts which had come

down from the ancient religion, and which coalesced

in his mind with the judgments of the natural con-

science. But so far forth as each philosophic system

had a distinctive morality, it was formed by a process

of reason working upon that supposed truth which

the intellect had attained. Thus the three virtues of

Plato, prudence, fortitude, and temperance, were de-

duced from his triple division of the human being's

constituents, and represented the three parts which he

derived severally from the divine mind, the world-soul,

and matter. In a more remarkable instance there

can be no doubt that Stoicism, which claims our notice

above all the rest as a moral system, worked out its

morality as a strict deduction from its conception con-

cerning God or Nature on the one hand and man on

the other, which involved the subjection of the parti-

cular to the universal reason : but likewise an identity

with it. And so the ground of its morality was the

intrinsic dignity of man as a rational being, not the

acknowledgment that he was a creature. It seems

then that the grand modern invention of independent

morality was entirely anticipated by the Greek philo-

sopher, not, however, as a thing desirable in itself,

but as that to which he was reduced by the necessity
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of his position. This will be more apparent when we
consider the third great constituent of society, worship.

Now of this Philosophy was entirely destitute. It

had none of its own, and it fell throughout its course

and in all its sects into the fatal weakness of consent-

ing to take at least an external part in an ancestral

worship to which its inmost belief was opposed. Thus
in the most important act of human life the philo-

sopher was a hypocrite. He joined in rites the effi-

ciency of which he disbelieved, and which were offered

to powers whose existence he denied. This is true of

Plato and of Aristotle as well as of Zeno and Epicurus,

of Cicero and of Cato, of Seneca too and of Marcus
Antoninus. The result was that in philosophy the

two forces of doctrine and morals were entirely de-

tached from that other great force which raises man
above himself, and exalts him in proportion to the

idea which he has conceived of the Being who rules

him. In fact, the personal relation, which ran all

through Jewish life, and bound together worship, doc-

trine, and morals, which was exalted to its highest

expression by the mystery of the Incarnation, and

from it formed and impregnated the whole Chris-

tian life—which is but to be a child " of the great

Father, Christ "—this was wanting to Philosophy,^

and far more wanting to the philosopher than to the

ordinary heathen, in whom the natural conscience still

left a feeling or imperfect conviction that he was a

creature under dependence and rule.

In the disruption of these three forces we see the

permanent and universal cause of that weakness and

powerlessness to persuade, which marks the Greek

philosophy in all its sects, and of that inability to form

1 See Kleutgen, Phil, der Vorzeit, ii. 830.
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a society after its tenets which runs through all its

history. And this will be found no less true of

Philosophyj with the example of the Christian Church
before it, than of its previous efforts to find the truth

and improve human life.



LECTURE XVI

NEOSTOICISM AND THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

I.

We have hitherto considered what Philosophy, work-

ing in the most intellectual of human races, had done

up to the time of our Lord's teaching. Then, in order

to illustrate the grounds of its insufficiency we traced

the foundation of the greatest and most celebrated

Church, the special work of the chief Apostle, to whom
the keys of the kingdom of heaven were given, in the

principates of Claudius and Nero. It remains to con-

sider in the same manner what Philosophy was able

to do during the period in which the teaching of our

Lord was being embodied before its eyes in a visible

institution by His disciples. The first study gave us

the measure of what human reason was able to do,

mainly by its own power, in solving the mysteries of

human life, while the nations were covered with dark-

ness. The second will unfold to us a scene not less

interesting. We shall see the same human reason

pursuing in the main its old course and resting on the

same fundamental principles, but gradually awakening

to the sense of a great rival power arising in the world

of thought which it had claimed for its own. And
it is acted upon, more and more, whether consciously

or unconsciously, by this power. It remains uncon-

verted by it, but not unaffected. Its great thinkers

are heathen still, but of a very different stamp from

the heathen of the republic. Already Seneca, the

47
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tutor and minister of Nero, whether he conferred with

St. Paul, as he might most easily and naturally have

done, or not, spoke as no Greek or Roman ever spoke

before him, of mercy, brotherly kindness, humanity to

slaves, and compassion with the weak and suffering.

He has a moral standard not only immeasurably above

his own practice, but equally above the moral standard

of such men as Aristotle and Plato, far exceeding him

in genius. If we go on another fifty years, Epic-

tetus and Plutarch seem to belong to quite a different

world from that in which Cicero lived and moved, and

Marcus Aurelius is no less distant from Julius Caesar

or Augustus. As we advance the contrast deepens.

Philostratus and Plotinus are far from being produc-

tions of the Christian Faith which they opposed, but

their works are a powerful testimony to what that

Faith was doing in the world. The ideal character

which the one tries to exhibit, and the philosophy

which the other attempts to restore, show the divine

example which had flashed on the mind of the one

without converting him, and the conception of divine

things which the other had witnessed, admired, and

endeavoured to convert to the behoof of heathen

wisdom. Before the end of the third century, every

thoughtful heathen mind had undergone a revolution.

Porphyrins teems with Christian sentiments which

stud his invectives against Christianity. Thus the

period which ends with the conversion of Constantino

has, besides its other wonderful attractions, a special

interest as the battlefield between the heathen philo-

sophy and the Christian Church. It is true that the

battle continued afterwards, and an emperor even

became its champion out of the very family of the

imperial convert, but the contest was practically de-
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cided, and tlie Church both as a doctrine and an

institution had gained the victory, when the edict of

toleration was published.

We have already seen how poor and meagre a part

Philosophy played between the death of Julius Csesar

and the accession of Claudius. The political and

social sphere in which it moved may be thus epito-

mised. Augustus reduced to peace the warring ele-

ments of Roman political life. From the battlefield

of Actium, A.u.c. 723, which placed in his single

hands the destiny of tlie Roman world, to his death

in y^J ^ a period of forty-four years, he watched over

and maintained the equilibrium which he had created.

Tiberius received from him the republic at the mature

age of 5 5 , and governed it in tranquillity for nearly

twenty-three years. The short madness of Cains suc-

ceeded, and when he was swept away in the year 794,
Claudius inherited the supreme power over the vast

confederacy of nations subject to Rome, which now
for seventy years had been welded into an imperial

republic enjoying the benefits of a common civilisation.

If, outside the walls of Rome, and beyond the interests

of the Roman nobility, we compare the state and con-

dition of all these nations as to the enjoyment of such

benefits, during these seventy years, with their state

and condition during the century preceding the battle

of Actium, it will be impossible to deny that they had

greatly gained by the establishment of the imperial

government. In spite of individual abuses of power,

the provinces as a rule were no longer used up as the

private spoils of profligate nobles. They possessed

instead laws administered with equity, could develop

their commerce, and be secure of their wealth. If

Augustus could only have ensured successors like him-

VOL. III. D
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self, wielding with the modesty of a senator, who was

but the princeps of his order, that vast central power

which so great a mass required to hold it in cohesion,

the gain would have been as permanent as it was

great. That was the empire which Yirgil and Horace

saw and celebrated with a heartiness and a sincerity

which their own previous sufferings, and that of all

men under the republic, might justify. If those in

whom an exclusive Roman patriotism was strong might

feel thus, was not the whole world of the subject pro-

vinces ready to cry out with them,

" Meliboee, Deus nobis lisec otia fecit " ?

That, no less, was the empire which, fifty years later,

Philo praised in glowing colours as the reign of law,

and described as the voluptuous enjoyment of civilisa-

tion without a rival and without an enemy. But the

dark side of the picture remained to be filled in, and

when another seventy years had passed after the death

of Tiberius, Tacitus drew this portrait with a master's

hand. Mental apathy, disregard of high thought, and

intense corruption of morals make up the Rome which

he describes. And certainly the whole surviving liter-

ature of that time bears out his censure. Writers

for whom the undying grace of outward form and

elegance of language have secured the admiration of

all posterity, if judged according to a moral standard

by any feeling or longing after divine things which

they show, would betray a state of society which

seemed to value nothing else but the material goods

of civilisation, peace, plenty, bread, and games. Philo-

sophy gives scarcely a sign of life during this period.

From Cicero to Seneca it is almost silent : during this

most important century when the world-empire was
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forming, it can show only the honourable but unin-

fluential school of the Sextii. That city of gods and

men ruled by reason as the common inheritance of

all, the standard of their progress and the bond of

their uniou, which Cicero had so grandly imaged out,

clothing his Stoic teachers in the stately toga of the

Roman tongue, found little favour in the eyes of those

to whom the dominion of the world was only precious

for the abundance of peace and the refinements of

scientific vice. Such was the temper which rose to

its utmost height in the twenty-seven years during

which Claudius and Nero ruled, when the utter cor-

ruption of human society filled the few who thought

with blank despair/ Yet precisely this people and

their rulers were chosen by the Divine Providence to

be the scene of that work of Peter within the walls

of Rome, which has shown itself to us as alike without

a parallel in the ages before it, and without, as it

seemed, any aptitude for accepting it in the population

where it was carried on.

For the work of Peter was pre-eminently a work of

faith in the unseen, a disregard of the temporal for the

sake of the eternal. But if we take the line of writers

from Cicero to Tacitus, which includes all the great

names of Latin literature, this is precisely that which

is wanting to them. From the first to the last they

speak as men without faith in the popular religion

which they had inherited ; and likewise without any

firm mental grasp of a power superior to man ruling

the world with wisdom and justice ; and equally with-

out any clear assurance of a personal subsistence of the

individual man after death. Their uncertainty about

God and Providence draws with it an equal uncertainty

^ Dollinger, Held, und Jud. p. 576.
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about their own destin3\ They were citizens of an

empire holding the fairest regions of the earth, formed

of the finest races of men, enjoying the accumulated

fruits of learning and thought which many past ages

had laid up for them, and moreover during the latter

part of this period, they dwelt in the midst of the

most majestic material peace which the world has seen.

This was the condition of outward things during the

reigns of Augustus, Tiberius, Caius, and Claudius.

But when we look on the inward life of the soul,

when we try to realise what such men as Julius C?esar,

Cicero, Catullus, Virgil, Horace, Livy, Ovid, thought

concerning those problems which most engage our

own minds, we find an utter uncertainty and a hope-

lessness which moves us to the deepest commiseration.

What expectation had the imperial spirit of Julius

formed concerning his own future when he entered

the senate on those ides of March, to fall before the

statue of Pompey ? What did the great orator, who

in his unwilling moments of forced leisure ransacked

the treasures of Greek philosophy, anticipate for him-

self when he stretched out his neck from his litter and

fixed his eyes on his assassin ? What did the poet

who has embodied in majestic verse the house of

^neas, and the Capitol's immovable rock and the

empire of the Roman Father, think of his own indi-

vidual destiny when he laid down his life at Par-

thenope ? What did the haunter of the Sabine hills,

the skilled painter of Roman society, look forward

to, when eleven lustres of his life were over, when
the time of flowers and fugitive loves was past, and

Maecenas left him with but half of his soul remaining ?

What consolation, when banished from that scene of

brilliant corruption which his verses paint with so
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fatal a skill, could Ovid find on his Scythian shore in

any hope of his own spirit having power to replace

the goods of outward life which he had lost ? C^sar

and Oato agreed in the senate that death ended all

things, and that there was neither joy nor sorrow

beyond it, and the tragedian bearing Seneca's name
cries :

" After death is nothing, and death itself is

nothing : then thou wilt be where the unborn are."

There is profoundest pathos in the last words of the

man whose great genius made him the second and

real founder of this prodigious empire. Augustus,

enthroned in uncontested power, had complacently

reviewed, on tablets of brass, as in presence of the

human race, his acts during more than forty years,

recounting the pacific victories of a long prosperity.

And his dying comment on all these things was,

as he turned to those who should presently close his

eyes, " Have I played my part well ? Vos valete et

plaudite. All the world's a stage. Clap me as I

make my exit."

In the midst of a people, emperor, senators, knights,

freedmen, and slaves, who thought and acted just as

these leaders of thought and action had done, that

" great multitude " of whom the Roman historian

speaks, died under the persecution of Nero for their

faith in an unseen world, and in a never-ending life

of soul and body to be reunited together. Unless we
have this present to our minds we shall utterly fail to

recognise the power which characterised that work of

Peter. At a later period we shall find a yearning after

union with God awakened even in pagan minds, but when
the Gospel was first preached we have all the evidence

which a surviving literature can give that it was want-

ing there, at least in the intelligence of cultured men.
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After the Christian Church had acted for a certain

time on the • Gentile world we shall find who and what

God is become the first and most pressing of ques-

tions, and the way by which the human soul may

approach that God the question which is become next

in urgency to it. But nothing can be further from

the spirit of the Latin world, as all its extant writings

show, than these questions in the time of Claudius,

when Peter first appeared at Rome.

The only form of Philosophy which existed in any

force at this time was the Stoic. Now this was a

system penetrated with unbelief. The never-ending

and never-broken series of cause and effect, the icy

chain of physical and material necessity applied unre-

lentingly to mind also, this being indeed the only God

—a God of its own creation—which the Stoic j)hilo-

sophy admitted, had dethroned the Platonic God, a

pure spiritual essence. It treated the popular gods of

the current mythology as mere manifestations of this

supreme power, and viewed as such it found no con-

tradiction in their number, and no embarrassment in

their various functions. They had ceased to be persons

and become mere agencies. As we are about to con-

sider particular tenets of the four chief Stoics after

Christianity was preached, of Seneca, Musonius, Epic-

tetus, and Marcus Aurelius, let us endeavour to obtain

a clear and succinct view of the general system of

thought, to which Cato and many others of the noble

Romans had addicted themselves, which reappeared in

the senate of Nero, inspiring Thrasea, as afterwards

Helvidius and Rusticus, and was alone, it may be said,

standing on its feet when St. Peter began to preach at

Rome. It may be viewed, in fact, as the outcome of

the Greek wisdom respecting God, Providence, and
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man, his present and his future, when the Epistle to

the Eomans was written.

That our picture may be perfectly unbiassed I

take it from an accurate modern compendium of

philosophy.

The term Physics embraces with the Stoics not

only Kosmology but also Theology.'^ Everything

actual with them is held to be corporeal. Matter

and Force are the two superior principles. Matter is

in itself without motion or form, but capable of taking

every motion and form. Force is the active, moving,

and forming principle. It is inseparably bound up

with matter. The working force in the whole mass

of the world is the Deity. The world is limited and

spherical. It has a permeating unity together with

the greatest multiplicity of particular shapes. The

beauty and design of the world can only spring from

a thinking mind, and therefore demonstrate the being

of the Deity. As further the world has conscious

parts, the universe which must be more perfect than

each individual part cannot be without consciousness.

But the consciousness in the Universe is the Deity.

This permeates the world as an all-pervading Breath,

as an artistically-shaping Fire, as Soul and Reason of

the Whole. It contains in itself the particular germs

and seeds of reason.^ The divine original Fire

changes itself in constructing the world into air and

water : the water becomes in part earth, in part

remains water, in part evaporates in air, whence

again fire is enkindled. The two grosser elements,

earth and water, are chiefly passive ; the two finer,

air and fire, chiefly active. After the lapse of a

^ Ueberweg, pp. 195, 198.
^ \6yoi (TTvepixariKot,
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certain world-period the Deity takes back all things

into itself, since all passes by the burning up of the

world into 'fire ; out of this divine fire the world then

again and again comes forth anew. In the arising

and passing away of the world there rules an absolute

necessity, which is identical with the regularity of

nature and with the divine reason. This necessity is

Fate, and likewise ^ Providence, which rules every-

thing. The human soul is a portion or effluence of

the Deity, and stands in reciprocal action with it.

It is the breath of heat in us. It overlasts the body,

but yet is transient, and endures at the utmost only

to the burning of the world. Its parts are the five

senses, the faculty of speech, the power of reproduc-

tion, and the ruling power,^ which has its seat in the

heart, and to which notions,^ desires, and understand-

ing belong.

The supreme end of life or the highest good is

virtue, that is, life in accordance with nature, the

harmony of human conduct with the all-ruling law of

nature, or of the human will with the divine will.

Man's highest task lies not in contemplation, but in

action. But action refers to human society. All

else is come into existence for the sake of gods and

men, but man for the sake of society. Virtue is

sufficient for happiness. It alone is good in the full

sense of the word : all which is not virtue or vice is

likewise neither good nor evil, but something between

;

but in this between there is something that is to be

preferred, something that is to be avoided, something

too that is entirely indifferent. Pleasure is something

superadded to activity, and it should not be the end

of our endeavours. The cardinal virtues are prudence,

elf-LupfMiur), irpbvoia. ~ to rjyefMoviKov, (papraaiai.
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fortitude, temperance, and justice. He only who

unites all virtues in himself can truly possess them

singly. The perfect fulfilling of duty ^ is the doing

right with a right intention, such as the wise man
possesses. Eight couduct, as such, abstracting from

the intention, is the suitable.^ Only the wise man
performs the perfect fulfilling of duty. The wise

man is without passion, though not without feeling

:

he exercises to himself and others not indulgence but

justice. He alone is free. He is king and lord, and

is inferior in inward worth to no other reasonable

being, not even to Jupiter. He is likewise master of

his own life, and may end it according to his own free

determination. The later Stoics admitted that no

one perfectly answered the ideal of the wise man, but

that in fact there only existed the distinction between

fools and those in progress towards wisdom.

There are four illustrious productions of this philo-

sophy, who happen singularly enough to represent the

four chief constituent parts of the Roman common-

wealth. Seneca gives us an instance of the Stoic

senator ; Musonius of the Stoic knight ; Epictetus

of the Stoic slave ; Marcus Aurelius of the Stoic

emperor. All are formed, whatever may be the

differences of individual character, out of the common
tissue of these principles, and to understand their

language aright we must interpret it by this general

charter of Stoic thought.

Seneca, from the time and circumstances of his

life and the large amount of writings which he has

left, is full of interest and instruction as a specimen

of the wealthy, cultured, and philosophic Roman of

that day. We may count his years with those of the

^ TO KaTopdcjfxa. - to KadrJKOi'.
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Christian era. Born at Corduba/ of knightly parent-

age, he was early brought to Rome. The years of

his youth, he says, were passed under the principate

of Tiberius. Though of delicate constitution, he gave

himself up with zeal to study, especially to philosophy,

in which Sotion of Alexandria, the pupil of Sextius,

and Attalus the Stoic, instructed him. He subse-

quently became a lawyer, married, and was rich and

fortunate in his condition. After being threatened

by Caligula, he was banished to Corsica, under

Claudius, at the instigation of Messalina. Here he

remained about eight years, and only upon her fall

was recalled by the influence of Agrippina in the year

49. He was then made prtetor, and for five years

conducted the education of Nero. On Nero's acces-

sion he became with Burrhus the chief minister of

that emperor, and to these two men the famous quin-

quennium of Nero is probably due. But with the

death of Burrhus Seneca's influence came to an end.

After a period during which he was treated with

jealousy and suspicion the conspiracy of Piso in the

year 65 gave Nero an opportunity to get rid of one

whom he feared probably as well as hated, and the

philosopher with courage and equanimity put himself

to death at the command of Nero.

Now as it would require a large space to draw out

the doctrine of Seneca, let us dip into the strata of his

mind on three principal points. The first shall be

the office which he assigns to philosophy; the second,

his conception of God ; the third, his conception of

man.

As to the function of philosophy he says, " The

mind is made perfect by one only thing, a fixed

1 Zeller, iv. 6 1 6.
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unchanging knowledge of goods and evils, and this

belongs to philosophy alone. . . . One study only is

there truly liberal, which makes man free, the study

of wisdom, source of sublimity, fortitude, and mag-

nanimity. . . . Wisdom is the perfect good of the

human mind, and philosophy is the loving and the

laying hold of wisdom. . . . It is the art of life, and

its law. . . . Philosophy teaches to do, not to say,

and requires every one to live according to its law,

that the life may not disagree with the language. . . .

It is the chiefest duty at once and sign of wisdom

that words and actions should agree, and the man be

everywhere like himself. . . . Why does no one

confess his own vices ? Because they still master

him. The man awake tells his dream, and the con-

fession of one's vices shows one's convalescence.

Awake we then, that we may have power to refute

our own errors. But philosophy will be our sole

awakener ; alone will she shake off our deep sleep.

Dedicate thyself entirely to her. Thou art worthy

of her and she of thee ; embrace each other. Deny
thyself firmly, avowedly, to every other : thou canst

not philosophise by fits and starts. . . . Philosophy

has her kingdom ; she gives her own times, does not

accept yours, is not a thing of leisure moments ; she

claims the whole, is mistress, is beside you, and

commands. A certain city offered Alexander half its

territory and its property. He replied, ' When I came

into Asia, it was not that I should accept what you

ofiered, but that you should keep what I left you.' So

says philosophy to all : 'I shall not accept your super-

fluous time, but you shall have what I assign to you.'

Give your whole mind to her, sit by her, reverence

her. There will be a huge interval between you and
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other men. You will surpass all men in your life
;

not much will the gods surpass you. What will be

the difference between you and them ? They will

last longer. But in very truth it shows a great

master of craft to enclose a whole in a small space.

As wide is his own age to the wise man as all age is

to God. There is a point in which the wise man
surpasses God. God by nature's gift is incapable of

fear, but the wise man by his own. That indeed is a

great thing, to have in the weakness of man the

security of God." -^

Let us proceed to Seneca's conception of God.

He himself puts the question, " What is God ? " He
replies, " The mind of the universe." He repeats

:

" What is God ? The whole which thou seest and the

whole which thou seest not. His due magnitude,

than which thought can reach to nothing greater, will

at last be accorded to him, if he alone is all things, if

he grasps his own work both from within and from

without. What then is the distinction between God's

nature and ours ? The better part of ours is the

mind : in him there is no part outside the mind. He
is all reason, while our minds are possessed by such

error that men deem that which is fairest in form,

most ordered in arrangement, most constant in pur-

pose, to be fortuitous, tossed about by chance, and

therefore driven hither and thither amid lightnings,

clouds, and storms, and such-like, which strike the

earth and the regions adjoining it. . . . Jupiter is

the ruler and guardian of the universe, the mind and

spirit of the world, this work's lord' and artificer,

whom every name suits. Will you call him Fate ?

^ Epistles Ixxxviii. 28; Ixxxviii, 2; Ixxxix. 4 ; cxvii. 12; xciv. 39;
XX. 2 ; liii. 8.
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You are not wrong : he it is from whom all things are

suspended, the cause of causes. Will you name him

Providence ? You are right : for he it is by whose

counsel this world is provided for, so that it proceeds

without tripping, and unfolds its acts. Will you

entitle him Nature ? You will not err. He it is of

whom all things are sprung, by whose spirit we live.

Will you call him World ? You are not deceived, for

he is this whole which you see, infused into the parts

of himself, and supporting himself and his."

But further. " Our Stoics say that there are two

things in universal nature out of which all comes.

Cause and Matter. Matter lies inert, prepared for

every change, idle if no one moves it. But Cause,

that is Reason, forms Matter, and turns it whitherso-

ever it will, produces out of it various works. Thus

there must be that out of which something comes, and

then that by which it comes. This is Cause, that is

Matter. . . . We are now inquiring after the prime

and general Cause. This must be simple. For

Matter too is simple. We are inquiring what is

Cause, that is. Reason as agent, that is, God. ... In

fact, all things consist of Matter and of God. God
tempers them and they being circumfused follow their

ruler and leader. But that which acts, which is God, is

more powerful and more precious than the Matter, which

is passive of God. The place in this world which God
holds, the mind holds in man. What there is Matter,

in us is body. Let the inferior, therefore, serve the

superior."

But this God is corporal. " We are agreed that

what is good, is a body, because what is good is an

agent : whatever is an agent, is a body. What is

good, profits, but it must be an agent of something in
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order to profit : if it is an agent, it is a body. . . .

This, therefore, which you call being wise, is it an

agent or a patient of wisdom ? Whether it be an

agent or a patient, in both ways it is a body. For

both that on which the action takes effect and that

which is an agent, is a body.^ If it is a body, it is

good." . . . For " we are of opinion that there is no

good which consists of separated things. For the one

good must be contained and ruled by one spirit : the

principle of this one good must be one. . . . And
why should you not think that something divine

exists in him who is part of God ? This whole, in

which we are contained, is both one and God. We
are both his fellows and his members. Such is our

mind's capacity." ^

To make the above expressions clear, we must have

present to us the absolute Stoic conception of God.

It is this.3 The opposition between God and Matter

is only secondary. If we take in the conception of

the Godhead in its full meaning, it must be described

as the Primal Matter as well as the Primal Force. The

collective mass of the Actual is nothing else but the

Divine Breath which moves forth out of itself and back

into itself. The Godhead itself is the Primal Fire

which bears within itself in germ God and Matter,

is the world in its primal state of spirit, the Uni-

versal Substance, which changes itself into particular

concretions, and restores itself back from them again

:

which, therefore, considered in its pure form, or as

God, embraces at one time the All, at another time

only a portion of the Actual. Thus Origen speaks of

the Stoics as introducing a corruptible God, as term-

1 " Nam et quod fit et quod facit corpus est."

- Nat. Quccst. Prol. 13 ; Ibid. ii. 45 ; Epist. Ixv. 2, 12, 23 ; cxvii.

2, 10; cii. 7 ; xcii. 30. ^ Zeller, iv. 133.
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ing his substance a body, subject to change, conver-

sion, and transformation, as at some particular period

destroying all things, and reducing God to solitariness.

And again he says, that the Stoic God, being a body,

sometimes possesses his whole substance in a condition

of ruling, at the time, that is, of the burning of the

world ; sometimes is embodied in a portion of it, when
the world is arranged in its order. These statements

of Origen are justified by Seneca, when he asks, " What
will be the life of the wise man, if he be cast into

prison, and left without friends, or be destitute amid

some foreign nation, or kept on a long voyage, or

tossed out upon a desert coast ? " And replies, " It will

be such as the life of Jupiter, when, after the fusing

up of the world, and the pouring back of the gods

into one, and the cessation of nature, he rests in him-

self, delivered over to his own thoughts."
"^

It is by the above statements that we must inter-

pret the beautiful passages of Seneca preserved for us

by Lactantius. " Dost thou not understand the autho-

rity and the majesty of the judge, the ruler of the

earth, and the God of heaven and of all gods, from

whom those deities whom we severally adore and wor-

ship are suspended ? . . . He it is, who, when he

cast the first foundations of this most beautiful struc-

ture, and traced the web of that which in grandeur

and in goodness nature cannot surpass, in order that

every part might have its proper commander, although

he had stretched himself throughout his whole body,

yet begot gods to be the ministers of his kingdom." ^

1 Origen, Contra Celsum, iii. 75, iv. 14, quoted by Zeller ; Seneca,
Epist ix. 16.

2 "Quamvis ipse per totum se corpus intenderat," an expression of

exact Stoicism, the tovos which they so often repeat. Lactantius,
Divin. Instit. 1. 5.
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Let us complete Seneca's conception of God by

passing on to his conception of the human intelli-

gence.

" Good is an agent, for it profits. That which is

an agent is a body. Good moves, and in a sense

forms and contains the mind, which are properties of

a body. The goods of the body are bodies ; therefore

those of the mind also, for it too is a body. The good

of man must be a body, he being himself bodily. . . .

As a flame cannot be grasped, for it evades pressure

;

as air is not hurt by a stroke, nor even divided, but

pours again round that to which it yields ; so the

mind, consisting of that which is thinnest, cannot be

laid hold of, nor pressed within the body, but by help

of its own subtilty escapes through what would bind

it. As lightning, however widely it may have struck

and shone, can come back through the finest aperture,

so the mind, which is thinner even than fire, can

escape through every body. . . . Heat draws out

curved beams, and their natural growth is shaped to

what our need requires. How much more easily does

the mind, being flexible and more pliant than any

liquid, accept a shape. For what else is the mind but

a breath under certain condition ? But you see that

breath is more shapable than any other material, as

it is thinner."

And the human mind or soul, so conceived, is a

part of God. "You do what is very good and saving

to you, if, as you write, you persevere in going to a

good mind, which it is foolish to wish for, when you

can get it of yourself. There is no need to raise

hands to heaven, nor to beseech the sacristan to let

us in to whisper at the ear of the statue, as if we
could be better heard. God is near thee, with thee,
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within thee. So it is, Lucilius. A sacred spirit is

seated within ns, the observer and the watch over our

good and our bad. As he is treated by us, so he

treats us himself. Bat no one is a good man without

God. Can any one rise above the strokes of fortune

except by His assistance ? He gives great and lofty

counsels. In every one of good men a god there

dwells, though it be uncertain what god. . . . Praise

in the man that which can neither be taken away nor

given : that which belongs to the man himself. Ask
you what it is ? The mind, and perfect reason in the

mind. For man is a rational animal. And so his

good is consummate if it fulfil that for which it is

born. But what does this reason require of him ? A
most easy thing, to live according to his own nature.

. . . What then is reason ? The imitation of nature.

What is man's supreme good ? To bear himself ac-

cording to nature's will."

Again :
" He had a perfect mind, as being raised to

his own highest, above which there is nothing but the

mind of God, from whom a part has flowed down into

this mortal breast. And this is never more divine

than when it thinks of its own mortality, and knows

that man was born for this, to pass through life : that

this body is not a home but a hospice, and a short

one too, which has to be left when you find yourself

troublesome to the hospitaller. My dear Lucilius, it

is the greatest proof of a mind coming from a higher

dwelling, if it deems its present occupations low and

narrow, if it fears not to go forth. For he who remem-

bers whence he is come knows whither he is going."

And " the gods are not fastidious nor envious ; they

receive those who come up and lend them a hand.

Do you wonder that a man should go to the gods ?

VOL. III. E
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God comes to men ; nay, rather, which is nearer, comes

into men. There is no good mind without God. Divine

seeds are scattered in human bodies : if a good gar-

dener cultivates them, they come up like their origin,

and equal what they spring from : if a bad, it is just

as when a barren and marshy soil kills them, and

then makes refuse instead of a harvest."
-^

The divine assistance thus spoken of must be under-

stood in the sense of the system : it is nothing super-

natural, but identical with the use of our reason, and

its natural powers. God's stretching out the hand

means that an effluence of the Deity, which is man's

intellectual nature, connects itself, as the seminal

intelligence, with a human body.^

So far as this Seneca stands on the old Stoic foun-

dation. From Zeno's time philosophy was made to

assume the exact function of religion as the moral

teacher and physician of man. And in this material

view of God and the soul, and in the kinship with

God which he assigns to the soul, as part of the one

divine seminal intelligence, a kinship belonging equally

to the whole race of man, he is likewise true to his

sect. But now in the conclusion which he draws from

this view of the divine and the human, and which runs

through and colours all his writings, and more especi-

ally the writings of the last period of his life during

his disgrace and retirement from Court, the letters to

Lucilius, he goes far beyond all who preceded him.

From this dignity of human nature, as part of the

Godhead, he proceeds directly to the equality of men
as such among each other, and the duty of mutual

^ See Epistles cvi. 4; Ivii. 8; 1. 6; xli. i, 8; Ixvi. 39; cxx. 14;
Ixxiii. 15.

- This is Zellei's inference, iv. 649.
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kindness. Now ^ the Stoic school had indeed summed
up its whole moral teaching as concerning the relations

of men to each other, in the two duties of Justice and

Humanity, so that there was a side of severity and a

side of mildness in their teaching, but then the side of

severity had greatly predominated. Justice had been

so urged that it assumed an aspect of inhuman hard-

ness. Humanity and kindness had quite receded into

the background. In Seneca, on the contrary, all the

virtues which belong to kindliness are set forth with

a warmth, a detail, an inspiring sympathy which before

him had no example. In this respect he far surpasses

all classical antiquity, including therein Socrates and

Plato as well as Cicero.

It would require a treatise of considerable length

to bring out with adequate force how far his doctrine

on certain subjects not merely goes beyond, but is

opposed to that of the greatest intellects and the best

hearts of the heathen world preceding him. Thus his

language on the duty of beneficence to all men, on the

unseemliness of anger, in censure of revenge, and in

praise of placability, is without precedent, if we take it

in its fulness, and as part of a system of thought.

For instance, through the whole line of Greek and

Latin writers down to his time the principle prevails

that hatred of enemies and revenge are not only

upright, but an indispensable duty for a man of

worth. Even among the Greeks, with all their kindli-

ness of disposition, no doctrine was so often expressed,

and in ways so various, as that a proper revenge was

something good and honourable. A kindlier Grecian

^ See a paper on "The Humanitarian Doctrines of Heathen
Philosophy about the time of Christ," by Dr. Ott, in the Tuhingcr
Quartalschrift for 1870, pp. 355-402, of which I have availed myself in
various places, in what follows.
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gentleman than Xenophon is not to be found, and he

puts in the mouth of Astyages the hope respecting

his grandson, the elder Cyrus, that he may grow up

to be a man able to help his friends and punish his

enemies : and of his favourite the younger Cyrus he

has not forgotten to praise the wish that he might

live long enough to surpass those who did him good

and who did him evil, in the one respect and in the

other. In spite of slight indications on the other

side, such as the saying ascribed to Pittacus, that

pardon is better than revenge, or an expression in the

Georgias of Plato, that if the choice be offered be-

tween giving or suffering offence, it were better to

choose the latter, there was a general and over-

whelming prejudice the other way. Now in Seneca,

on the contrary, the idea of reconciliation grounded

upon a distinct view concerning mankind is main-

tained as a part of a whole system of humane prin-

ciples. But it is remarkable that the love of enemies

has no part in this system. Seneca stops short of

what without a thorough reception of the Christian

spirit would be impossible.^

But also against this fair view of man's duties

towards others must be set a much less attractive view

of man's duties towards himself. If we were to take

by themselves and put together all the passages of

Seneca which speak of beneficence, kindliness to others,

forbearance, avoiding anger and revenge, they would

express to us a very different character from what is

revealed when man is considered with regard to bis

duty towards himself. Thus the ground upon which

Seneca denounces revenge is based in fact upon a

subtle egotism, which runs up from this forced exal-

1 See Ott, pp. 361-368.
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tation of human nature into three degrees. Firstly,

the wise man holds himself free from anger and

revenge in order to maintain the even calm of his

own mind. Insult must make no impression on him.

Should it succeed in doing that he would not be with-

out care : but freedom from care is his proper good.

Secondly, the wise man exercises no revenge because

he has overcome all impulse to revenge by the sense of

his own moral dignity, of which he ceases not to be

conscious. Thirdly, the wise man revenges no offences

because he despises them as not touching his real being.

The most contemptuous manner of revenge is when one

is not thought worthy of it. The extreme feeling of

his own moral dignity will likewise prevent his descend-

ing to pardon. And in the same manner he is not

compassionate, because compassion involves passiou.

But he will take no notice of injuries, as if he pardoned,

and he will show all the acts of compassion, such as

harbouring the destitute, and giving to the needy, as

if he were compassionate.-^ Thus so far is Seneca as a

moralist from being able to grapple with the egotism

which is at the bottom of human nature in its actual

condition, that in his view of the wise man the acts

of seeming virtue proceed from it while they dis-

guise it.

It is most of all upon the question of slavery ^ and

the treatment of slaves that the doctrine of Seneca

goes beyond the greatest thinkers of antiquity who

preceded him. From the joint possession of reason by

all men and the kindred thence subsisting between the

divine and the human, he deduces not only the dignity

of man in general but his universal brotherhood, whether

Roman or barbarian, rich or poor, bond or free : and the

1 See Ott, pp. 375-379- " l^^d- PP- 368-375-
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duty therefore of the fraternal treatment of slaves. For

such being the origin and the nature of man, the only

difference which he allows between men is that of moral

qualities, which each man gives to himself, virtue is

shut out to none, admits all, invites all, gently born,

freedmen, slaves, kings, exiles. It chooses not the house

or the rent-roll, but is contented with the bare man.

The world is the single parent of all : to this the first

origin of every one is carried, whether through a splendid

or sordid lineage. What is a Koman knight, freedman,

or slave ? Names which are sprung out of ambition or

injustice. From the meanest corner you may rise to

heaven ; only spring up, and make yourself worthy of

God.-^ It is thus that from a purely natural standpoint

Seneca by scientific reasoning makes out for the slave

a position worthy of human nature. And he does this

at a moment when the internal economy of the country

in which he wrote was based upon slavery, and a slavery

of such a character that its victims were abused, not

as if they were men, but as if they were beasts. In

describing vividly as an eye-witness these very abuses,

he exclaims, " They are slaves, nay, men ; I say, they are

slaves, nay, comrades ; they are slaves, nay, humble

friends : they are slaves, nay, fellow-slaves, if you con-

sider that fortune has as much power over you as over

them." And he writes thus in a city where shortly

before he had seen four hundred slaves of a single house-

hold ^ led to execution because their master had been

slain by one of them. " The sum of my rule," he adds,

1 Epist. xlvii. 15 ; De Bencf. iii. 18 : Epist. xxxi. II.

^ The death of Pedanius Secundus and the execution of his whole
household took place in the year 62, Seneca died in 65. Tlie letters

to Lucilius are supposed to have been written in his last years when he

was in disgrace at Court, and retired from it. He just survived to

see the Christian persecution iu the year 64.
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" is this : To live with your inferior as you would wish

your superior to live with you. As often as you think

of your power over your slave, think of your lord's

having as great power over you. * Bat,' you object, ' I

have no lord.' You are young and may have one, as

Hecuba, and Croesus, and Plato, and Diogenes. Ijive

with your slave forbearingly, nay, kindly ; talk with

him, advise with him, sit at table with him." i

Now, to estimate the advance which Seneca had

here made, consider what the greatest men had said

on the subject before him. Slavery is to Aristotle an

institution inseparably bound up with social order.

It is necessary, because a true family cannot subsist

without slaves. It is lawful, because it rests upon a

direction of nature ; since by nature one portion of

mankind is formed to rule, and the other to serve and

obey. These are those who are in a state of intellectual

pupilage, the barbarians, who have only so much reason

as to know that it exists, not enough to possess it for

their own independence. These are the born slaves, of

use only to understand and execute commands, bound

to their master as the tool to the artist and the body

to the soul. And yet more instructive, perhaps, is the

language of Cicero, who lived but a hundred years

before Seneca. He stands on the ground of Aristotle,

whose reasons in justification of this institution he

exactly reproduces. Seneca, it is true, does not attack

slavery as a legal institution, but he endeavours so to

soften the actual condition of the slave as to make it

something quite different from what it had hitherto been

in theory and practice. And, moreover, in his moral

conscience it is so shaken as an institution that he can

scarcely suppress a confession of its unlawfulness.

^ Eplst. xlvii.
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It was natural that, in the case of a man who more

than any other in the heathen world assumes the tone

of a preacher, his life should be compared with his

doctrine. And here the inconsistency is striking.

Seneca sets forth the equal dignity of all men by

nature, in virtue of the divine quality of reason, and

in spite of all variety in wealth, birth, rank, and out-

ward fortune, proclaiming aloud that the only standard

whereby men should be measured is the use which

they make of this divine quality within them, and

that as it affects their actions. He recognises there-

fore the standard of moral worth as his only criterion.

And he preaches this as tutor, minister, and favourite

of Nero, as the possessor of numerous palaces, sump-

tuously furnished, in the fairest spots of the earth.

Again, all countries are the same to the wise man,

whose origin is from heaven, and whose home is the

world, declares the man, who, when banished to Cor-

sica, though without the loss of his wealth, found no

tone of complaint abject enough to express his misery.

He enjoins firmness and consistency in our moral

judgments, having exceeded all men in fawning flattery

of the living prince as the model of justice and wise

government, and in contemptuous abuse of the same

prince when dead as a worthless and besotted despot.

The man who holds human life as sacred in the

meanest slave, is minister by Nero's side when Britan-

nicus, the young and innocent brother, is swept out

of his way, and when Agrippina, the dangerous and

guilty woman, but the mother still, perishes by her

son's command. If we grant upon the testimony of

Tacitus that Seneca was esteemed as one of the best

Romans of his day, and that his own life in the midst

of boundless wealth was simple, and his example as a
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husband especially without reproach, still these are

heavy drawbacks in the character of a moralist so

severe in his judgment of others, and who measures

all men and all things by the standard of reason.

That a man's doctrine should be far above his

practice is nothing rare in human life. But what is

so rare as to be perhaps without a single other example

of it, is that such a man's moral standard of judgment

should rise in a whole system of teaching on certain

points of great importance far above the standard of

all who had preceded him, however great their genius,

and however consistent their life was with their pre-

cepts. Yet Seneca in proceeding from the joint pos-

session of reason by all men to the conclusion that

there is an universal brotherhood of all men, who,

whatever their nation and their outward condition,

have a right to be treated with kindliness, sympathy,

and forbearance, was far outstripping his predecessors.

Again, when, with the severest exercise of slavery

before his eyes, and when slavery formed the indis-

pensable condition of the empire's existence, he termed

the meanest slave fellow-man, friend, and even fellow-

slave, and denounced cruelty inflicted on such an one

as a wrong to humanity, he was using a language

hitherto unknown. In all this he was doing what

had never been done by Socrates, or Plato, or Aristotle,

or Cicero, or any other Greek or Eoman writer before

him : what neither the Plinies nor Tacitus reached

after him. If it be said that this is but a deduction

from Zeno's fundamental view about men, it is a de-

duction which the Stoics for more than three hundred

years had not made. He presents with the maturity

of a consistent system doctrine of which a scattered

seed may be found here and there in preceding writers.
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In fact his whole temper of mind and his whole body

of teaching on the above entire range of subjects have

a softness, • a tenderness even about them, equally

alien from what had hitherto been the temper of

Stoic philosophy and from the Eoman character at

all times.

In the principles nevertheless which lie at the

basis of his teaching he is undeniably Stoic. Such

are his conception of God, of the human mind or

soul, of reason. The participation of the divine

by the human, on which the whole of the pre-

vailing doctrine is grounded, is entirely natural

and pagan, Stoic in an eminent degree. If we
add that he is a praiser of suicide, and a disbeliever

of personal existence after death, we must admit that

Seneca is far enough from holding Christian principles

on the most important problems of human life and

duty. And yet, this being so, his expressions are often

surprisingly Christian. Fifty passages at least in his

writings have been quoted so remarkably similar to

passages of Scripture, especially in the New Testament,

as to suggest that he had seen what we are so familiar

with. Now let us add to the above an unquestionable

fact. During the last twenty- three years of Seneca's

life, a Christian community had been formed in Rome,

and to that community one person, at least, of the

highest nobility, Pomponia Grtecina, the wife of

Plautius, is known to have belonged. Many more

Roman nobles are, with good reason, believed to have

been converted. Seneca lived long enough to wit-

ness the immolation of that vast multitude by Nero's

cruelty, which furnished to Eoman eyes the first in-

stance of men dying for a faith. We have preserved

for us, in his own words, a description of the good
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man which would at least vividly express the sufferings

undergone by the Christians in the gardens of Nero/

This, says he, " is the man of worth, who, when he

sees death near, is not disturbed, as at the sight of a

new thing, but whether he has to undergo tortures in

every part of his body, or draw in the flame with his

mouth, or stretch out his hands on the gibbet, asks

himself not what he has to suffer, but how well." The

letters to Lucilius, written in the last years of Seneca's

life, when he had withdrawn in great part from the

Court of Nero, and was in disfavour, contain the most

remarkable passages of his humanitarian doctrine.

Now the easiest solution of the problem presented to

us by this doctrine is that the philosopher, who all

his life long had foraged everywhere for information,

and borrowed from every store, and is the largest re-

tailer of the views and opinions of others, had become

acquainted with some of the teachers of the sect which

had planted itself at Eome under his eyes. If, as

Christian antiquity believed, he met and conversed

with St. Paul, he would find in the author of the

Epistle to the Ephesians, and to Philemon, one with

whose doctrine he could in many points sympathise.

St. Paul, indeed, taught that men were to be treated

with fraternal kindness, even if they were slaves, not

only because God had made all nations of one blood,

as he declared to the philosophers themselves in the

main seat of their doctrine, but because He had re-

deemed all by the blood of the Son of God. This

folly of the Cross may have been too great for " an

illustrious senator of the Roman people " ^ to accept,

^ Passages relating to sufferings strangely akin to those inflicted on

the Christian martyrs are Epist. xiv. p, 29, Ixxviii. p. 199, Ixxxv.

p. 231. ^ St. Aug. De Civ. Dei, vi. 10,
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while lie was touched with the beauty of the teaching

which derived its inspiration from the Cross. May
not Seneca" have been one of the first to do what so

many have done after him ; may he not have admired

the morality of the Gospel without accepting its con-

ditions ; have remained a Stoic in his principles and

practice, while he appropriated what pleased him, and

so far as it would agree with these principles, out of

the Apostle's love of man ? However this may be, it

is certain that the doctrine of human brotherhood in

its practical application to all men, even to the slave,

was not set forth at Rome and by Roman writers until

He who had become man's brother had stretched out

His hands to embrace all nations on the gibbet of

Calvary. And it is no less certain that all which is

most attractive in Seneca's writings as to kindliness,

forbearance, and brotherly affection, while it appears

in his teaching as a mere work of fancy, a mere decora-

tion of rhetoric, had been practised in the city where

he wrote, and under his eyes, as part of a coherent

doctrine, by a number of men at the cost of their life.

For the difference of the guise in which the doctrine

appeared on the one side and the other must be noted

as a material part of the fact. One of the richest of

the Romans, in the midst of a sumptuous retirement,

out of a palace sparkling with luxury, writes letters to

a friend upon the equality of men, the right of slaves

to compassion, the duty of brotherly kindness. Already

while he wrote, all that he suggested and much more

had been done. A spiritual bond had connected to-

gether some of the noblest Romans and the meanest

of slaves in the common hope of an eternal life, was

leading them to run counter to the general tendencies

of the age in which they lived, to face danger and dis-
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tress and death in the direst form. How far removed

was the talk of the Stoic, which incurred no danger

and cost no sacrifice, from the life of the Christian,

which might end in the Mamertine prison, or the fiery

torment of the Vatican gardens !

No less the influence which the Stoic teaching and

the Christian respectively exercised upon the world was

in proportion to this difference between the teachers.

The noble whose millions were lent on usury while he

preached forbearance, and extolled the mind of the

sage immovable amid poverty and suffering, was read

by the rich and leisurely, but did not convert them
;

the Christians who acted and suffered propagated their

doctrine and formed an universal people upon its pre-

cepts through the course of eighteen centuries.

Stoicism in its further course pursued the like direc-

tion with that given to it by Seneca : the features only

in which he differed from his school's original character

became still more marked. We have a most distin-

guished representative of it in Musonius Rufus,^ a

Roman knight, younger by about twenty-five years

than Seneca, the friend of Thrasea, Rubellius Plautus,

Soranus. He has the great advantage over Seneca

that his life was in harmony throughout with his

teaching. More decidedly yet than Seneca he restricts

philosophy to its moral purpose. Men in the moral

point of view are to be dealt with as patients who

need for their cure a constant medicinal treatment.

Philosophy alone can supply this. It is the only road

to virtue, and therefore every one, the female sex in-

cluded, must have to do with it. On the other hand

1 I have drawn the following notice of Musonius from the account

of Zeller, iv. 651-660, which is carefully put together from the frag-

ments preserved of him.
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virtue is the sole object and matter of pliilosopliy,

whicli is nothing else but the consistent study of a

life in accordance with duty. Philosopher and upright

man are equivalent terms. Virtue is much more

matter of practice than of learning, since vicious habits

can only be overcome by habits which are opposite.

The disposition to virtue, the germ of it, is planted in

all men by nature. Musonius directed his instruction

entirely to this practical end. The teacher of philo-

sophy is to produce not assent but improvement. He
must give his hearers the moral medicine which they

need, and if he do so rightly, they will not have time

to wonder at his discourse, but will be entirely em-

ployed with themselves and their conscience, and filled

with emotions of shame and repentance, and so will

be improved. His scope being so entirely practical,

it is not new thoughts, or the accurate carrying out

of a system, which can be expected from him. He
generally applies the well-known Stoic principles.

His leading thought is man's inward freedom, which

is attached to two conditions, the rio-ht handling of

that which is in our own power, and the giving our-

selves up to what is not in our power. In our power

is the use we make of the notions which our mind

forms of things, and on it rest all virtue and happi-

ness. All the rest is not in our power. That we
must leave to the course of the world ; throw in our

vote with God's, and give up contentedly children, or

country, or body, or anything else. For instance, we
must court banishment as no evil, but feel at home in

all the world ; must not seek death, nor yet shrink

from it. It is the great praise of this man that, when
banished by Nero at the time that Seneca was put to

death, he carried out in practice exactly what he had
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taught. He is supposed to have lived down to the

end of Domitian's reign, and seems fairly a specimen

of what a good heathen might be in the worst times.

The most illustrious of the Neostoics, the man
whose writings have bad most weight with those who
came after him, is Epictetus. A slave of Epaphro-

ditus, a freedman of Nero, weak in body and lame, he

became while still a slave a disciple of Musonius.

He must, later in life, have obtained his freedom.

Under Domitian he had to quit Eome with the other

philosophers. He was probably born about 50, and

lived to about 120. His view of philosophy is that

it consists pretty much in what is to be desired and

what is to be avoided. Its foundation is the con-

sciousness of one's own weakness and helplessness.

'' Hast thou the wish to be good ? believe that thou

art bad." " The philosopher's school is a physician's

house. You ought to leave it not in pleasure, but

in pain. For you come as patients, one with his

shoulder put out, another with his head aching, a

third with an ulcer, and so on. And am I to take

my seat and address you with fine sentences and

striking thoughts for you to break out into praise of

me, and then for you to go away each of you with his

shoulder or his head or his ulcer just as he brought

them ? Is it for this that young men take loug

journeys, leave parents, friends, relations, and their

property too, that they may cry ' Bravo !
' at my witti-

cisms ? Did Socrates, or Zeno, or Oleanthes, so ?

"

The really important thing is to speak to their con-

sciences, to bring them to the feeling of their misery

and ignorance, to call forth in them the earnest

resolution to improve, to make them philosophers, not

in their opinion but in their conduct. "Show me,"
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says Epictetus, " a Stoic, if not one formed, yet one

in process of forming. Show me, one of you, the

spirit of a man purposing to be of one mind with

God, never hereafter to blame God or man, to be

disappointed in nothing, to be hurt by nothing, not

to be angry, envious, or jealous, in a word, desirous

from man to become God, and in this narrow body of

mortality to have communion with Jupiter. Show
me one. There is none such. And now, I am your

teacher and you my disciples, and it is my purpose

to deliver you from hindrance, compulsion, impedi-

ment, to make you free, prosperous, happy, looking to

God in everything great and small." ^

For Epictetus ^ is filled with the thought of the

Godhead, which knows our words and our thoughts,

from which all good originates ; in whose service the

philosopher stands ; without whose commission he

cannot set about his work ; which he must have ever

before his eyes. Epictetus proves the government of

Providence from the unity, the order, and the con-

nection of the universe. He praises God's fatherly

provision for men, and the - moral perfection which

makes Him our model. He recosfnises in the world

the work of the Godhead, which directs everything

for the best, has formed the whole faultless and per-

fect, all its parts corresponding to the need of the

whole, which intends all men for happiness and has

provided them with its conditions. In the spirit of

his school he celebrates the design which is apparent

in the regulation of the world, which meets us so

momentarily at every step, that our whole life should

be a perpetual song of praise to the Godhead ; nor

^ Frag. 3 ; Diss. iii. 23, ii. 19.

2 I take this short summary from Zeller, iv. 665.
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does He disdain to show this design in the smallest

and most outward things. Nor is he disturbed in his

belief by the apparent evils and injustices in the

world, since he has learnt from the Porch to unite

these also with the perfection of God and His works.

This belief in Providence is, according to the genuine

Stoic sense, always referred by Epictetus to the uni-

verse as a whole, and to the individual only so far as

it is determined by its connection with the whole.

If he exhorts to devotion to the will of God, that in

his meaning falls in with the requirement that man
should suit himself to the order of nature.

Now to estimate all this language at its right value,

we must ever remember what sort of a God it is to

whom the Stoic shall so look up. And as to this,

for Epictetus as for all his school, God and the world

are one and the same thing.^ Thus he says :
" All

things obey and serve the universe ; earth and sea

and sun and stars and plants and animals ; our body

also, in its sickness and its health, in its youth and

in its age, and in its transition through all other

changes. It is reasonable then not to set that which

is in our power, the judgment, to struggle alone

against the universe. For this is strong, and superior,

and better minded towards us, ruling us together with

the whole." " For such the nature of the world both

was and is and shall be, and it is not possible for

what takes place to be otherwise than as it is. And
in this change and succession not men only share,

but all other living things upon earth, nay, and divine

things too." ^ In God and in Providence thus under-

stood, Epictetus is a firm believer. How should he

not feel the highest interest in that of which he is

^ Zeller, iv. 666, 4. ^ Frag. 136, 134.

VOL. III. F
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a portion and an effluence. Man must be conscious

of his own higher nature : from this thought he draws

the sense* of his dignity and moral obligation, and

independence of all outward things. He resigns

himself absolutely to that of which he is a part.

" See you not how small a portion you are in com-

parison of the whole ? That is in body : for as to

the reason you are neither worse nor smaller than

the gods. For the greatness of reason is judged not

by length or by height, but by its decrees. Being

then in something equal to the gods, are you not

willing to place your good in that something ? " And

he says elsewhere, '' A man who has realised the

greatness, the glory, the extent of this universe, the

system of men and God, from which the seeds have

fallen not on his father or his grandfather only, but

upon all things generated and produced on earth,

and eminently on the things possessing reason, for

these alone by this connection of reason have a

natural communion with God, why does not such an

one call himself not by the name of any particular

country, as an Athenian, or a Corinthian, but a world-

denizen ? Why not son of God ? Relationship with

the emperor or any magnate at Rome gives security

of life, but to have God for maker, father, and carer

of us, shall it not deliver us from all pains and

fears ? " He imagines his disciples coming to him

and saying, " Epictetus, we can no longer endure to

go on in the bondage of this wretched body, giving

it food and drink, resting it and cleaning it ; we

are kinsmen of God ; thence we came, thither let us

go ; free us from these chains which hang on us and

bear us down." To which he will reply :
'^ men, wait

for God ; when he gives the signal and releases you
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from this service, then depart to him." But that we
may not be misled by this language, he says else-

where :
" When God no longer gives you what is

needful, he sounds the recall, he opens the door, and

bids you come ! Whither ? To nothing dreadful.

To that from which thou earnest, to the friendly, and

the cognate, to the elements. What was in thee of

fire departs to fire; what was in thee of earth, to

earth ; what of breath, to breath ; what of water, to

water.i There is no Hades, or Acheron, no river of

wail, or fire. But all things are full of gods and

genii." And again, "As the harvest is reaped and

the stalk of wheat perishes, but not the world ; as the

leaves drop, as nature is full of these minor changes,

so death is a greater change, not from that which is

now existing into the non-existent, but into the non-

existent as it is now. Shall I then no longer be ?

^ This philosophy is in fact the Anaxagorean view of immortality,

which is found distinctly formulated in Euripides. Thus in Helen,

V. 1013, he says

—

" Mind in the dead lives not indeed, but yet

Plunged in the deathless ether has a knowledge
Undying."

And in a fragment from Chrysippus—
" The earth in all her greatness, and the ether

Of Jove ; ether the sire of gods and men
;

Earth in her bosom fecund rains receiving,

Bears mortals, and their food, and kinds of beasts :

Whence is she justly called. Mother of all.

What springs from earth goes back to earth again
;

What from ethereal germ has flowered, returns

To that same bourne of heaven whence it came :

What has been ceases not to be, but each

From each distinct bears then its own impress."

Nagelsbach, who in his NacJihomcrische Theologie, p. 461, quotes these,

comments on them thus : "The mind of the individual, after loss of

the personality which was linked to the life, merges in the universal

mind, and has part in its immortal consciousness, without any more
animating a single being ; and death is the sundering of the produc-

tion into its elements, by which each of them assumes again its proper

form."
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Thou shalt be, but as something else, of which the

world has now no need." """ That is, by this change

of death, -greater only than the changes which pass

under our eyes in nature, but not different in kind

from them, thou passest from embodied to disembodied

mind, and rejoinest that from which thou camest.

But the individual man, who has joyed and sor-

rowed, hoped and feared, done well and done ill, will

exist no longer. Such is the end of the self-sufficient

son of God ; the extinction of personal subsistence.

And thus it is also that the Stoic Pantheism takes

up the popular Polytheism into itself. The derived

gods are to be distinguished from the primal divine

being. Here, Athene, Apollo, and the rest do not

outlast the burning of the world, but are resolved into

the original primal force. ^ And this reason of man,

thus extolled and prized, is so resolved, when the body

of death, which he bears about with him, is broken up.

Thus the belief in God and Providence, in the dignity

of man by virtue of his reason, and his kinsmanship

with God, are united with the doctrine of the " open

door," that is, suicide, with the restriction of man's

personal subsistence to this life, and with the admis-

sion of a countless multitude of gods, whose number
and variety do not matter, since they are emanations

of the one primal force, into which they fall back

again, like the human soul, but somewhat later.

Epictetus the slave, like Musonius the knight, was

faithful to his principles throughout his life. Let us

proceed to another great Stoic, who in the highest of

all ranks showed a similar fidelity to his philosophy,

the Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus.

^ Diss. i. 12 ; i. 9 ; iii. 43 ; iii. 24.
2 Zeller, iv. 666.
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This disciple of Epictetus, born just as his master

was leaving the world, reproduces exactly the views of

that master as to the function which he assigns to

philosophy, as to the nature of the power ruling the

world, and as to the human soul's relationship to it/

The centre of his philosophy lies in the moral life of

man, and this also makes his greatest resemblance to

Epictetus. The main points on which he dwells are

the drawing back of man into himself, devotion to the

will of God, and the unvarying duty of humanity to

others. He calls out to man, Why trouble thyself

with what is external ? draw back into thyself. Thou

canst find rest and well-being only within. Busy

thyself with thyself ; cherish the divine genius within

thee ; sever thy true self from all which hangs about

thee. Bethink thyself that nothing outside can touch

thy soul : that it is but thine own notions of things

which weigh on thee ; that nothing hurts thee unless

thou think that it hurts thee. Consider that all is

changeable and worthless ; that only within thee an

unfailing source of happiness springs ; that passion-

less reason is the only fortress in which man must

take refuge, if he would be unconquerable. His action

as a reasonable being is the only thing in which a

being possessed of reason has to seek his happiness

and his good. All the rest, which has no connection

with man's moral constitution, is neither good nor

evil. He who limits himself to his inward being, and

has cut himself free from all without, has extinguished

every wish and every desire. At each moment he is

contented with the present ; he suits himself with

unreserved assent to the world's course, he believes

^ This summary is drawn by Zeller, iv. 682-684, from a great

number of passages of M. Aurelius.
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that notiling liappens but the will of the Godhead,

that what' is good for the whole, and lies in its

nature, is likewise the best for himself ; that nothing

can happen to man which he may not make material

for his action as a reasonable being. Besides, he

recognises for himself no higher task than that of

following the law of the whole, of honouring by strict

morality the God within his breast, of fulfilling his

place each moment as man and as Roman, of ad-

vancing towards the end of his life, whether it come

sooner or later, with the tranquil serenity which con-

tents itself simply with the thought of what is in

accordance with nature. Bat how can a man feel

himself to be a portion of the world, and subordinate

himself to the law of the world, without at the same

time treating himself as a member of humanity,

without finding his worthiest task in working for

humanity ? And how can he do this without giving

to his country, in the more restricted sense, all the

attention which his position requires of him. Nor
does Antoninus exclude from his affection even the

unworthy members of human society. He reminds

us that it befits man to love even those who stumble,

to help the thankless and the unkindly. He bids us

remember that all men are our relations ; that the

self-same divine spirit lives in all ; that a man may
not expect to find no wickedness in the world ; that

the erring only fail against their will, and only be-

cause they do not recognise their real good ; that he

who does wrong only harms himself, whilst our own
being can suffer no harm through the action of another.

He therefore requires that we do not suffer anything

to lead us astray in doing good, that we either instruct

men or endure them, and instead of being angry or
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astonished at their faults only compassionate and pardon

them.

From a number of passages we gather the belief of

M. Aurelius that the human personality ceases at death.

It is true that no part of man perishes, neither the

portion of matter, nor the portion of mind, which

make up the human conglomerate. The matter passes

into an endless round of change ; the mind rejoins

the seminal intelligence. But the man himself is

nowhere again. He calls to mind men of old, and

especially the Ceesars preceding him, and then asks,

" Where then are those men ? Nowhere, or nobody

knows where. For thus continuously thou wilt look

at human beings as smoke, and nothing at all, espe-

cially if thou reflectest at the same time that what has

once changed will never exist again in the infinite

duration of time." " I am composed of what is causal,

and of what is material : neither of these will perish

into non-existence, as neither come to subsistence out

of non-existence." As buried bodies last a time, and

then corrupt, " so the souls which are removed into the

air, after subsisting for some time, are transmuted and

diffused, and enkindled by being received into the

seminal intelligence of the universe, and in this way
make room for the fresh souls who come to dwell

there." And if a charge be brought against the

Divine Justice " that some men, and very good men,

and men who, as we may say, have had most com-

munion with the Divinity, and through pious acts and

religious observances have been most intimate with it,

when they once have died should never exist again,

but should be completely extinguished," he answers,

not that it is not so, but " if this is so, be assured,

that if it ought to have been otherwise, the gods would
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have done it." And " consider that before long thou

wilt be nobody and nowhere, nor will any of the things

exist which thou now seest, nor any of those that are

now living. For all things are formed by nature to

change and to be turned and to perish, in order that

other things in continuous succession may exist."
^

Looking at these four together, Seneca, Musonius,

Epictetus, and M. Aurelius, we find them coincide in

the following points. Philosophy as the rule of life

takes the place of religion, and its office is to restore

a sick humanity. It has the means to accomplish

this purpose by enjoining and practising a life accord-

ing to nature, or reason. For the dignity of man
consists in possessing reason, which is an effluence, or

a portion, of " the divine." And, therefore, the earth is

a city common to gods and men, who are all of them,

and they alone, in possession of reason. And in con-

sequence of this, men possess equal rights, and differ

from each other in moral worth and real value only

according to the degree in which they live in cor-

respondence with reason. And the universe, being

this great city of gods and men, which is ruled by an

inflexible reason, the abfiolute submission of the part

to the whole, of the individual man to the course of

the world, is the first duty, encompassing human life

with a never-ceasing pressure. But also from this

joint possession of reason by men the duty of benefi-

cence and humanity in its widest extent is deduced :

and it is chiefly in the enforcing this duty, in the kind-

liness and even tenderness of tone which they assume

herein, that these writers differ so widely both from

^ M. Aurelius, IMedit. x, 31 ; v. 13 ; iv. 21 ; xii. 5 ; xii. 21. Other
passages referring to man's state after death are, ii, 17 ; v. 33 ; viii. 18

;

ix. 32; X. 7; xi. 3; xii. i, 31, 32.
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their own school before them, and all preceding philo-

sophers. While, however, the expansion of their view

in this respect is remarkable, for it is indeed the cul-

minating point of Greek intelligence as to the social

character of man, and applies to the whole race the

noblest and most touching: thougrht of the dramatist,

" Homo sum, humani nihil a me alienum puto,"

the contraction, or rather, an unnatural severance of

their view on another side is equally remarkable. It

is as though they had gathered the countless myriads

of individual human destinies into one great channel

of waters only to conduct it to a precipice whence

it shall fall into an abyss, and be dissipated for ever.

For the existence of man after death, if continued so

far as his intelligence is concerned, about which their

language is confused and uncertain, is not the exist-

ence of a personal agent rewarded or punished for

what he has done. His intelligence, reunited to the

divine intelligence of which it was originally a part,

is become universal, but the man who did well or ill,

is extinct. Out of the city of gods and men, the

citizen has perished. A system of future reward and

punishment forms no part of Stoic morality ; enters

neither into their fears nor their hopes. They are

not to fear or to hope about it. It accords with

this, that suicide, the open door, is for adequate

causes justified and commended, these causes being

when providence, that is, the course of the world,

indicates to man by withdrawing from him the

means of living according to nature that it has no

further need of him here. And finally this system

assumes an attitude of neutrality, or even of support,

towards the established religion of Polytheism by
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considering its gods, how numerous soever, as names

for agfencies of the one divine force which rules the

world, as evolved from it, and to be reduced back

to it at each burning of the world. And so M.

Aurelius, a rigid believer of the Stoic divine unity,

can be a zealous defender of the ten thousand gods

of Rome.

II.

Let us now consider the system of those writers

from a somewhat different point of view, that, namely,

which presents certain points of analogy, contact, or

contrast between it and the Christian Faith.

I. The generative principle of Stoicism, and the

key, therefore, to its whole doctrine, is the relationship

of the human intelligence to the divine. "As light,"

says Posidonius,-'- " is perceived by the vision which is

akin to light, and sound by the hearing which is akin

to air, so the universal nature must be perceived by

its kindred reason." Thus Seneca : "God is near thee,

with thee, within thee. A sacred spirit is within

us—in every one of good men a god dwells, uncer-

tain though it be who that god is." "Reason is

nothing else but a part of the divine spirit plunged

in a human body." And Epictetus :
" Our souls are

bound into God, are in contact with him, as being

portions and fragments of him." " Thou art a frag-

ment of God ; thou hast in thyself a portion of him :

how knowest thou not thine own nobility ? Why
dost thou not recognise whence thou art come ?

Carriest tliou God about with thee, and knowest it

not ? " And Marcus Aurelius :
" Every man's in-

telligence is God, and an efflux of the Deity." " The

1 Quoted by Zeller, iv. 70, 3.
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1

understanding and reason of every one is the divine

spirit whom Zeus has given to him for guardian and

guide, a portion of himself." And as all souls are

portions of the divine intelligence, so all together

may be considered as one soul or reason. " There

is one light of the sun, though it is distributed over

walls, mountains, and other things infinite. There

is one common substance, though it is distributed

among countless bodies, which have their several

qualities. There is one soul, though it is distributed

among infinite natures and individuals : one intelli-

gent soul, though it seems to be divided." ^ And to

complete this view it must be remembered that the

human soul is not merely, like all other living forces,

a portion and effluence of the universal living force,

but by its rationality stands in a peculiar relationship

to it.2

Thus the basis of Stoicism was the physical iden-

tity of the human soul with what they called " the

divine " :
^ and as they had not the conception of

immateriality, it was an identity as well in quantity

as in quality. To use their own expression, the soul

was a part torn off from "the divine."* It is this

natural identity which would stand in opposition to

the supernatural relationship of son bestowed on man,

according to the Christian faith, by the Incarnation.

A kinship founded in nature, belonging to the whole

race, and so incapable of being lost, formed a strong

contrast with that filiation which is a pure gift,

^ Seneca, Epist. xli. 66 ; Epictetus, Diss. i. 14, ii. 8 ; M. Aurelius,

xii. 26 ; V. 27 ; xii. 30.
2 Zeller, iv. 184.
^ TO deiov. No tranalation conveys the force of this neuter and

abstract term in the original. It is of very constant recurrence in

Greek philosophical writers, and strongly suggestive of Pantheism.
* dirocrTraafxa.
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merited for the whole race by the Divine Redeemer,

but finally bestowed only on the elect, and as the

reward of a battle won. When this contrast is

stated, a sufficient ground is given for the deep-

seated antagonism which the Stoics showed to the

Christian Faith.

2. It is impossible to overrate the importance of

this doctrine in the Stoic system. Let us consider

some deductions from it. First of all is the concep-

tion of virtue. Now it follows from the soul being a

portion of the divine reason that tlie rational activity

of the soul is virtue, which is the only good. And
this conception of virtue rules the whole domain of

Stoic morality. Seneca thus exhibits it :
" Human

virtues are included in one only rule, for right and

simple reason is one only. In the divine and celestial

there are no degrees of comparison. Mortal things

are subject to diminution, extinction, deterioration and

growth, exhaustion and increase. Therefore, in so un-

certain a lot they suffer inequality. But there is one

only nature of divine things. Now reason is nothing

but a part of the divine spirit plunged in a human
body. If reason is divine, and no good without reason,

all good is divine. Moreover, there is no difference

between divine things ; therefore not between goods.

Tranquillity, simplicity, liberality, fortitude, equanimity,

endurance, are equal to each other, for one single virtue

underlies all these, which preserves the mind upright

and unswervino;." ^

Thus the Stoic doctrine is a most absolute form of

naturalism. And as there is a physical identity be-

tween the particular and universal soul, so the virtue

of the particular soul is to act according to its nature,

^ Epist. Ixvi.
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and its nature consists in being rational. Eeason then

being divine invests with its own divinity all the actions

of its subject. Thus reason in the Stoic system is

a sort of natural anticipation of grace in the Christian

system. Now charity in theology is the representative

of grace. And so Seneca's expression^ " One single

virtue underlies all other virtues," is in very exact

analogy with St. Paul's, " Let all your works be done

in charity ;
" and, " If I have all knowledge, and all

faith, and bestow my goods on the poor, and give my
body to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth

me nothing."

3. But inasmuch as the rational activity of the

mind is virtue, which is the only good, it follows that

the pursuit of knowledge, and the attainment of it,

which is science, are subordinate to virtue. It is to

be pursued, not for its own sake, but for the sake of

virtue. All knowledge of the laws of the world is

valuable, because it will serve to establish the sole

supremacy of virtue. " Not knowledge as such, but

the obedient following of the divine order of nature,

is our supreme duty." ^ Thus a moral purpose runs

through the logic, the physics, and the metaphysics

.of the Stoic, and binds them together. As it is the

purpose of the Stoic to live according to the laws of

nature, it is of great importance to him to know them.

Hence his study of them, which has a moral origin

and a moral determination. He has no other means

of knowing them but by studying them. He can

therefore give himself up to earnest study both in the

field of matter, of abstract thought, and of mental

science, but throughout he will have a moral purpose.

It was Zeno's guiding thought to attempt to found the

1 Ueberweg, p. 200.
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supremacy of virtue on the scientific knowledge of the

world's laws.-^ And in the last age of Stoicism this

purpose comes out most strongly. Seneca, Musonius,

Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius disregard any logical,

physical, or metaphysical studies which are not con-

ducted for this end. In this point of view it is that

Stoicism is rather a religion than a philosophy. Its

historical importance consists in this position. In this

subordination of all science to the end of making man

virtuous, which springs, as we have seen, out of its

very conception of virtue, the Stoic doctrine presents

again an analogy with the Christian. As the obedient

following of the divine order of nature in the one case,

so in the other the knowing and loving God, and the

imitation of Him by loving Him, is the end which

gives its value to all knowledge.

4. Hence follows what is no less a marked feature

of the whole Stoic line, a preference of the philo-

sophical life, as thus conceived, to the public or poli-

tical life. For the cultivation of that virtue, which

alone the Stoic recognised, to which he subordinated

all study, and for which he exercised all action, be-

longed to the interior life, the life of the mind. To

procure tranquillity within the domain of the mind, to

be independent of the fluctuations which assault the

outer life, which attend all forms of government, and

run into all human occupations, was the very effort

which gave rise to the philosophy. And it remained

on the whole faithful to this principle throughout its

course. If the Stoic became soldier, lawyer, or states-

man, this according to his sect's doctrine, though a

necessary, was an inferior sphere of action. Epictetus

^

expresses this :
'' You inquire whether a man is to

1 Zeller, iv. 326. 2 Diss. iii. 22.
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embrace political life ? Do you then ask for a greater

polity than that which he administers ? He has to

converse with all men, whether it be at Athens, at

Corinth, or Eome, not about ways and means, nor

about peace and war, but about happiness or misery,

good or evil fortune, servitude or freedom. And
when a man lives in such a polity, do you ask me if he

is to embrace political life ? Do you ask me if he is

to take office ? Foolish man, I retort, what office is

greater than that in which he bears rule ? " The

Stoic herein took precisely the ground of all true

religion. He was repeating after his fashion and on

his natural basis, " The kingdom of God is within

you." This is, within the limits of the law of nature,

the very counterpart of that spirit which TertuUian

gives as the characteristic of Christians in his time
;

which before his time caused Christians to be de-

nounced as men " of the most contemptible inertness,"

because they drew back from the Eoman magistracy

and the cares of public life ; which a profound observer

of our own times ^ has so deeply regretted as forming

a note of Catholics in his own day.

5. But this culminated in what may be called the

glory of Stoic doctrine, the sense, that is, that men as

men had a common life, interest, and cause, and be-

longed to each other, and in each other to the Divine

Being. " When," says Seneca, " we have given to the

wise man a commonwealth worthy of himself, that is,

the world, he is not outside of this commonwealth,

though he withdraw into retirement ; nay, rather, if

he leave a corner of it, he advances into larger and

ampler regions." And again, " Our thoughts embrace

two commonwealths, the one vast and truly public,

^ Tocqueville.
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which contains both gods and men, in which we regard

not this or that corner, but measure by the sun the

limits of our state ; the other that to wliich the con-

dition of our birth has attached us. This may be

Athens, or Carthage, or any other city, belonging not

to all, but to certain men. Some men at the same

time labour for both these commonwealths, the greater

and the smaller, some for the smaller only, some for

the greater onl}^ But we can be servants to this

greater commonwealth in retirement, and perhaps

better there, as in the inquiry, what is virtue, one or

many ? What does a man engaged in these contem-

plations do for God ? He prevents works so great

being without a witness.' ^ Marcus Aurelius espe-

cially has set forth this view in striking language.

" My nature is rational and social, and my city and

country, so far as I am Antoninus, is Rome, but so

far as I am a man, it is the world. The things then

which are useful to these cities are alone useful to

me." And again, " If our intellectual part is common,

the reason also, in respect of which we are rational

beings, is common : if this is so, common also is the

reason which commands us what to do and what not

to do : if this is so, there is a common law also : if

this is so, we are fellow-citizens : if this is so, we are

members of some political community : if this is so,

the world is in a manner a State. For of what other

political community will any one say that the whole

human race are members ? " And so he calls man a

citizen of the highest city, of which all other cities are

like families, and such a world is a body, of which each

man is not a portion only, but a member."

1 Seneca, Epist. Ixviii. 3 ; De Otio, 4.

^ M. Aurelius, vi. 44; iv, 4; iii. 11. Portion, /xepos; niembei", /uiXos.
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In like manner, then, as for the individual the inner

life is the Stoic's kingdom, so further he exalts the

whole race of man, as possessing reason in common
with the one divine power which goes through all

things, into an ideal city or republic. The outer

kingdom is a transcript of the inner, the single wise

man leads on to a community of the wise. And as

in the former so in the latter case the analogy with

the Christian Faith is striking. And it is well to

observe how far the heathen philosophy could go, and

to acknowledge its remarkable merit in going so far.

For this conception as to a community of human
nature, consisting in the joint possession of reason,

was reached by the force of that reason alone. The
key to it, that is, the descent of all men from Adam,
had been lost : and notwithstanding this the Stoic,

overleaping all differences of race, all varieties of con-

dition, as between conqueror and conquered, civilised

and barbarous, freeman and slave, white and black,

pronounced boldly and absolutely that all men by

birth were equal ; that all had a divine quality within

them, and as partaking it were members of an univer-

sal city, conterminous with the earth, associated with
" the divine." Man and all men belonged to this

;

man and man only, for every class of beast was alien

to it. Eationality was its token, pledge, and posses-

sion. Marcus Aurelius and Tertullian use parallel

expressions about the great republic of men. That

of the former is rooted in this community of rational

human nature : that of the latter gathers up this

same human nature, derived of old from one head,

fallen in him, and propagated from him, in a new
head, the incarnate God, from whom proceeds a new
unity of mankind. The joint possession of grace,

VOL. III. G
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restoring and exalting the rational nature, is the token

and pledge of this unity, as rationality was of the

former. Thus, as the one virtue of the Stoic, ruling

the whole inner man, his living in accordance with

nature or reason, was analogous to the Christian doing

all his works in charity, so the one rational nature of

mankind, uniting the whole race in one with itself,

and with " the divine," was analogous to the Christian

City of God, in which the Second Head of the race

unites as companions with himself and brethren all

who preserve the divine gift of grace, which He has

merited for them and bestowed on them.

6. It was part of the Stoic conception of the uni-

versal reason governing the world to lay the greatest

stress upon the evidences of design which every part

of nature supplies. They studied physics with a

view to final causes. A chain of cause and effect

never broken in any single instance through all

the multitudinous processes of mind and matter they

called Providence. That this Providence acted ever

with perfect intelligence was part of their conception.

The proofs of design and purpose which they saw all

around them in the visible course of nature, in the

changes of the seasons, in the orderly arrangement of

the heavenly bodies, in the structure of animals, in

fact, in everything without and within them, they

considered an irrefragable assurance of this Providence.

The Stoic argument on this head may be seen ex-

hibited with a skill and a detail which a Christian

moralist might admire in Cicero's treatise of the

nature of the gods. This doctrine was part of the

Socratic legacy, and came to them besides through

Plato and Aristotle. But as set forth by them it

bore their own special impress upon it. The evolu-
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tion of cause and effect, revealing to them the bound-

less intellect of the universe, was also a necessary

process. It admitted of no single break ; it could be

no otherwise than it was. It is made up of power

and wisdom, but there is no indication of Will. It

is not a blind power in nature certainly, for no men
ever drew more peremptorily than the Stoics the con-

clusion, " He that made the eye, shall He not see ?
"

except that they expressed it in the neuter, and said,

" That which made the eye, shall it not see ? " In this

they departed from their master, Socrates, who ex-

pressed, with almost Evangelical tenderness, his belief

in a personal Providence. But still their recognition

of final causes is so specific and continual, that it seems

to stimulate even Christian language. And their

conception of the world as a whole ruled by infinite

wisdom and intellis^ence stood out in the strongfest

contrast with the Epicurean doctrine of chance, and

furnishes a point of contact with Christian doctrine.

7. Still more is this the case when that wisdom and

intelligence are viewed as ruling all things for the

good of man. This too was part of the Socratic view,

and inherited by the Stoics. But to this also they

gave their own impress. For as man alone shared

reason with '' the divine," all the effects produced by
" the divine " were for the sake of itself, of which man
was the representative among living animals. Thus

man is the centre from which they regard nature.

The order and arrangement which they saw every-

where in the processes of nature were for the good of

man. The supreme reason acknowledges and works

for its kindred, which is in man. Not only then the

Stoic conception of Providence, but in that Providence

the subordination of all things to man, the ruling, for
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instance, the seasons of the year, the growth of plants,

the production of animals, the whole economy of visible

nature, for his advantage, coincided so far with the

Christian Faith. It wanted but one element, the

conception of Will in the ruling power, to make it

Christian. But as the motive supplied by the Stoic

doctrine for this special care of man was his possession

of rationality, which belonged to him in virtue of a

physical, which was also a necessary union with the

divine power in the universe, so the motive supplied

by the Christian Faith was the special love of God for

man, as shown forth in the work of his redemption.

And here in that element of Will, in which the Stoic

conception of " the divine " was so deficient, the Chris-

tian on the contrary superabounded. For only in a

choice of the Divine Being, the fountain-head of which

is concealed from man in the abysses of the divine

nature, could the cause of such an act as the Redemp-

tion be sought. And so the Christian God is pre-

eminently one who chooses, one who wills. And as

He willed to create, so He willed to redeem.

8. From their fundamental principle, that virtue is

the only good, and consists in living according to

reason, the divine part of man, or according to nature,

which is as it were the sum of the mass of the opera-

tions in which the divine reason works, the Stoics

could not but divide men into two classes—the wise,

or those who followed reason ; the foolish, or those who

disregarded it. Their morality mainly consisted in

maintaining that this difference was the only real and

essential one among men : all other differences, arising

from the portion of external goods which might fall to

the lot of each, were superficial. But once judging

men by this test, neither could they fail to see and to
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affirm that the vast majority of men were unwise.

And this statement, characteristic of them from the

beginning, was made with still greater emphasis by-

Seneca and those who followed him. His words may
serve to speak for all. " We shall always have to say

the same thing of ourselves : bad we are, bad we have

been, I am sorry to add, bad we shall be. . . . Of

this our forefathers complained, of this ourselves com-

plain now, and our descendants will hereafter : the

overthrow of morals, the reign of wickedness, the per-

petual deterioration of human things. . . . We all are

evil : whatever a man blames in another, he will find

in his own heart. Why mark how pale one man is,

how lean another ? It is a common infection. We
may each be quiet : we live among people as bad as

ourselves : one thing only can tranquillise us, an agree-

ment to be mutually indulgent. But such an one has

done me an injury ; I have done him none. But you

have injured or will injure some one else. Do not

count this or that hour of the day, but examine the

whole habit of your mind. Even if you have done

no evil, you are capable of doing it." We have all

sinned, the one more lightly, the other more heavily,

and we shall sin to the end of our being. One pushes

the other to evil, and the mass of the bad does not

endure individuals becoming better. Whoever would be

angry over the crimes of men, instead of lamenting their

errors, would find in the mass of miseries no end. And
once more: "We do not say that all vices are in all men
in such wise as certain vices are conspicuous in some,

but that the bad and the foolish are without no vice.

The bad man has the seeds of all wickedness in liim."^

^ Seneca, De Beneficiis, i. lo ; De Ira, iii. 26 ; Epist. xli. 9 ;

De Beneficiis, iv. 27, and other places, referred to by Zeller, iv.

233. 234.
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In this picture of men, the striking similarity of

Seneca's language witli the language of one who is

his exact contemporary, the Apostle St. Paul, has often

been remarked. But their differing standing-points

being on the one hand bare reason, and on the other

reason penetrated with grace, the analogy between

the natural and the supernatural standard is to be

expected. In all this view, which the later Stoics,

Seneca, M. Aurelius, Epictetus, present with such de-

tail, reiteration, and pathos, the law of nature, accord-

ing to which they spoke, would carry them up to

the very threshold of the Christian Faith. St. Paul,

in expressing the struggle of the regenerate man
against sin, falls almost upon the words of the heathen

poet : but as his standard is far higher, and his scale

more minute, and his vision of sin more clear and

terrible, so his lans:uapfe exceeds in intensitv. " I

see and approve the better and follow the worse,"

says the one ;
" wretched man that I am," says the

other, " who shall deliver me from the body of this

death ?
"

The Stoic then made the mass of men as much
sinners against the law of nature, as the Christian

makes them against the law of God.

9. The points hitherto noted belong to Stoicism

from its beginning, though the last one, the general

corruption of mankind, is enforced by Seneca with an

intensity unexampled before, and the great human
republic, in its full and practical development, appears

only in him and his successors.^ But we now pro-

^ Friedlaender, SittengescJiicJUe Roms, iii. 610, observes, "In fact an
unprejiidiced consideration miist reach the conclusion that Stoicism

and Cynicism raised themselves at this time by their own strength to

a height and purity in the moral conception of hnman rights and
human duties which had not been reached in an earlier antiquity.
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ceed to a deduction from Stoic principles, which was

certainly legitimate, and which as a pure process of

reasoning ought to have been worked out by its

founders and first professors ; which, however, as a

fact scarcely appeared before Seneca, and is strikingly

characteristic both of him and of those who followed

him, Musonius, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius. From
the Stoic conception of virtue, as grounded on reason,

which is the common possession of all men, uniting

them in one mass with the gods and with each

other, would follow undoubtedly, if men simply drew

conclusions,^ " All virtues of the widest and most un-

reserved humanity, beneficence, mildness and gentle-

ness, an unbounded good-will, readiness to pardon in

others whatever admits of pardon." But in fact up

to the time of Seneca Stoicism had shown to the

world quite another side of its character, which like-

wise, as is admitted, had been contained in its prin-

ciples. Their wise man was called upon to exhibit

a severity of justice which knew no compassion or

indulgence. If he was forbidden to envy the rich,

so was he likewise to succour the poor. The poet's

It was the Stoics of this time who first carried out in its whole range
and to its last consequences the Stoic principle of all men belonging to

each other, who, according to the expression of Epictetus, have all

God for their Father, and so are brethren." The admission that the
Stoics of this time were the first to do this I take to be much more
certain than the assertion that they did it by the mere strength of

Stoic principles. It remains to show why this conclusion was not
drawn b}^ Stoics before the preaching of the Christian Faith. How far

it was drawn we see in Cicero, that is, the intellectual conception of

the universe, as the city of gods and men, of which reason was the
joint possession and the common law. The difference between Cicero,

and Seneca, Epictetus, Plutarch, and those who follow, is to be
accounted for. All the causes, relied upon by Zeller and others,

arising out of the condition of the Greek and other races, had been in

operation for several generations, without producing any such fruit.

The only new thing was the Christian Church.
^ Zeller, iv. 267.
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ideal was embodied in this icy product of one-sided

reason

—

" Neque ille

Aut doliiit miserans inopem aut inviclit liabenti."

It is thus Cicero ^ set forth the Stoic doctrine

:

" Compassion and envy belong to tlie same subject,

for he who grieves over another's adversity, likewise

grieves over another's prosperity. But just as com-

passion is a sickness arising from another's adversity,

so envy is a sickness arising from his prosperity.

Thus he who is liable to compassion is liable to envy.

The wise man is not liable to the latter; therefore

not to the former." And Zeller sums it up, saying:^

" He can feel no compassion, and exercise no indulg-

ence, since what he would esteem in his own case as

no evil, he cannot compassionate others for : he can

as little for their sake as for his own give himself up

to an unhealthy emotion, and if justice demand
punishment, his feeling will not mislead him into

forgiving." If Cicero, following Pana3tius, mentions

justice and benignity as the two component parts of

that virtue by which human society is held together,

he stops in depicting the latter very far short indeed

of the part which Seneca gives to it. And Cicero,

as an exponent of Stoic doctrine, probably gave as

large a share to this virtue as was to be found in

their teaching up to his time. A hundred years later

another spirit, whencesoever it came, had breathed

upon Seneca. Piemaining entirely on the Stoic

standing-ground, he drew from the cardinal doctrines

of the sect conclusions which for three hundred years

none had drawn before him. In this respect the

^ Tusc. Disp. iii. lo. ^ iv. 216.
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following portrait exactly describes him/ " The

proper crown of his moral teaching lies in the

universal love for man, the purely human sympathy,

which shows itself to all without distinction, even the

most insignificant and despised, which even in the

slave forgets not the man ; in that mildness of senti-

ment to which nothing is more opposed than anger

and hatred, violence and cruelty, and nothing appears

more in accordance with nature, and worthier of man,

than indulgent kindness, than unselfish benevolence,

bestowing happiness in secret, imitating the divine

goodness towards good and evil ; which bearing in

mind human weakness, rather spares than punishes,

does not exclude even enemies from its good-will, and

refuses to return injury for injury."

All this, which was truly a revelation in Greek and

Roman heathendom, appears suddenly in Seneca, and

in it he is followed in different degrees by Musonius,

Epictetus, and M. Aurelius. These sentiments often

simulate Christian charity with a nearness of expres-

sion which is surprising, which suggests contact.

They are based, however, purely on a natural ground,

on the fact that man, of whatever clime, or race, or

condition, has within him the same reason, that " par-

ticle of divine breath" which makes all the world akin.

It may be well to compare and contrast the philosophic

and the Christian treatment in the radical case of the

slave. E23ictetus,^ urging on the master forbearance

to his servant, says :
" slave, will you not bear with

your own brother, who has Jove for his ancestor, who
is a son from the same seed, of the same descent from

on high." How definite and absolute is the Apostle's

exhortation. For master and for servant alike he

^ Zeller, iv. 647. ^ Diss. i. 13.
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touclies the unhallowed relationship of slavery with

the doctrine of the Incarnation, and tranfigures it by

the touch. On the one hand he puts the Christian's

Lord in the person of the master, bidding the slave

obey him with fear and trembling, not with eye-service

as a man-pleaser, but from the heart with good-will, as

doing the will of God in that very service, and know-

ing that whatever good he does he shall receive it

back from the Lord. On the other hand he turns

the same great doctrine's light and heat upon the

master, and with equal force bids him to act in the

same spirit to his slave, using no threat, and knowing

that he too has a Lord in heaven with whom is no

respect of persons. Thus the Christian dogma severs

from the heathen the pantheistic alloy, and exalts the

rational creature to an infinitely higher participation

of the divine nature by grace than the Stoic imagined

by reason. The brotherhood with Jove was vague

and distant : that with Christ touched every fibre of

the Christian's heart. Still the Stoic doctrine herein

maintains, as in the former instances, a striking natural

analogy with the Christian.

10. But in no point is the resemblance and at the

same time the contrast between the Stoic and the

Christian conception more remarkable than in the

doctrine of the submission of man to the order of

the world. " The Stoic ^ picture of the wise man
is completed by his resignation to his lot. With

this come repose and happiness of mind, mildness

and philanthropy, the fulfilling of all duties, that

harmony of life in which virtue according to the

Stoic definition consists. As morality begins with

recognition of the general law, so it concludes in

1 Zeller, iv. 2S3.
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unconditional submission to its arrangements." Thus

Seneca says :
" Good men labour, they spend and are

spent, and that willingly ; they are not dragged by

fortune. . . . How does the good man act ? he gives

himself up to fate. . . . Follow God, but what mad-

ness is it rather to be dragged by him than to follow

him. . . . Whatever has by the constitution of the

universe to be suffered, receive with a great mind.

To this oath we are enrolled, to bear the conditions

of dying things. . . . We are born in a kingdom :

to obey God is freedom. ... I do not obey but

assent to God. I follow him cordially, not because

it is necessary." And Epictetus :
^' Dare to look up

to God and say, ' Use me for the future for what thou

wilt. I am of the same mind w4th thee. I am
thine. I repine at none of thy decrees. Lead where

thou wilt.' " '' This is the way which leads to liberty :

this alone is escape from servitude." And Marcus

Aurelius :
" To the reasonable living being alone is

given to follow voluntarily events : to follow them

simply is a necessity for all."
-^

In all this, nowhere does the expression come nearer

the Christian, and nowhere is the sentiment really at

greater distance. What is this god, or fate, or nature,

or providence, or eternal law, or common reason ?

Zeller will reply for us. " Man is considered merely

as an instrument of the universal law. The Stoic

morality leaves him as little freedom of action, in

face of duty, as the Stoic physical system leaves him
freedom of will over against the course of the world.

It recognises only the general moral obligation ; the

right of the particular man to act in accordance with

^ Seneca, Provid. v. 4 ; Vita hcata, xv. 5 ; Epist. xcvii. 2 ; Epictetus
Diss. ii. 16, iv. i ; M. Aurelius, x. 28, quoted by Zeller.
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his peculiar state, and to develop himself is for it as

good as non-existent," And in this he says that it

followed the intrinsic necessity of the system. " For

if every particular thing in the world is only a sequel

of the universal enchainment of causes and effects,

only the completion of the universal law, what remains

for us in relation to this absolute necessity but uncon-

ditional submission?"^ All here depends on the nature

of the God to whom submission is required. Sub-

mission to the unfree, impersonal, unbroken, ever-

lasting sequence of cause and effect, is as terrible a

doom as submission to a free, loving, remunerating

Creator is "to reign." But the pantheistic con-

ception of God rules every part of Stoic doctrine,

and interpenetrates the whole mass with a rigorous

naturalism. "The real ground of Stoic fatalism is

expressed in the statement that nothing can happen

without sufficient cause, or under given circumstances

can fall out otherwise than it actually falls out. For

this, as the Stoics believe, is as impossible as that

anything should come out of nothing, and if it were

possible it would destroy the unity of the universe,

which consists exactly in this fast-closed chain of

all causes, in the unbroken necessity of all things

and all their changes. This is the immediate con-

sequence of its Pantheism. The divine force which

rules the world could not be the one absolute cause

of all things if there were anything which in any

relation were independent of it ; if an unchangeable

connection of causes did not embrace everything." ^

The fiction has been imagined of a prisoner con-

fined in an iron room, the walls of which he at length

perceived to be daily contracting upon him, until at

* Z'jller, iv. 339 ; iv. 282. 2 jj^i^ ]y^ ^^g
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no great length of time they would join and crush

him. Such is the treatment which man, as a personal

being, having affections and conscience, as well as

reason, experiences at the hands of the Stoical god.

The common reason, which runs through all things,

pervading the minutest point of matter and the whole

universe, crushes every sentient and intellectual nature

in its grasp, eternally destroying and reproducing

them. Is it any wonder that a spirit such as M.

Aurelius, in presence of such a conception, should be

shrouded as it were in the blackness of despair, stifled

with the '' bitter smoke " of its own imaginings ?

Thus the Stoic and the Christian both proclaim, and

almost in identical terms, that the sum of life is to

follow God and to do His will : but the Stoic god is

the absolute contradiction of the Christian, to whom
the soul cries, " Thou God seest me," and is pacified,

comforted, and exalted.

II. And this last thought leads directly to the

contrast which the Stoic and the Christian ends of

man present.

Stoicism is mainly a system of morality which is

founded upon the intrinsic dignity of each individual

man as possessing in his intelligence that which is

akin to the one divine intelligence. To live in accord-

ance with this, or with nature, is the whole Stoic

rule, under which all individual duties are ranged.

And this deification of man, whose duties depend on

his sense of his own dignity, and are a realising of

the god within him, comes to an end at his death.

This " Son of Jove " terminates in non-existence, as a

personal being. And so a relationship with " the

divine " which is founded in boundless pride finishes

in absolute nothingness.
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The Christian rule of life on the other hand springs
^

from an act of infinite humiliation by which the Son

of God becomes man, and as man a sufferer above all

His fellow-men. Thus humiliation and suffering come

before man as personal acts of God, and likewise as

the price of the sonship bestowed on him. Christian

morality, having a divine model for its rule, is itself an

imitation of these acts : Christian life is based upon

them. The sonship itself is the working of God in

the human will, and the human action, and the two

comprehend the reason deified by the Stoic. But

death, which ends all to the Stoic, puts the Christian

in possession of the infinite good, which consists in the

personal enjoyment of a personal god.

Reviewing Stoicism in its course from the com-

mencement of the reign of Claudius to the end of

that of Marcus Aurelius, we may note that at the

first period it is that system of philosophic thought

which has most possession of cultured Latin society.

In the course of these one hundred and forty years it

loses this ascendency. Another movement of the

Greek mind, which we shall next have to trace, and

which starts from about the beginning of this time, is

preferred to it.

If we try to measure its results in this period, they

will seem to be that it produced three such men as

Musonius, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius ; and few

and far between such senators as Thrasea and Rusti-

cus. Lucan was its poet. Whatever of dignity and

opposition to tyranny existed in the Senate of Nero,

whatever in Persius and Juvenal we find concerning a

moral end of life, the value of man, and his dearness

to the gods, with the emptiness of human things, is

1 See Philip, ii. 5, 13.
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drawn from this source. The elder and younger

Pliny, and Tacitus, belong more or less to this school.

But we can only trace its effect on individuals. The

most notable intellectual work which Neostoicism can

show are the sayings of Epictetus, collected and handed

down to posterity by his disciple Arrian. Beside

their intrinsic value they had whatever weight the

consistent life of their author conld give to them.

From youth to age he appears to have practised the

tenets which are here preserved to us under his name.

He had the reputation of an honest man and a real

philosopher. But he does not seem to have created

any living school of philosophy. What effect had

either his life or his writings upon his age ? It is

in this respect that we ought to note the contrast

between the action of the Christian Church and the

impotence of that philosophy which, when it began to

teach in Rome, it found in vogue, with the credit of

having been in that and the preceding age professed

by many noble liomans. During these five genera-

tions of men the Church formed in every city of the

Eoman empire a society swayed by its principles, a

society strong enough to produce in the capital during

the reigns of Claudius and Nero, a vast multitude

of martyrs : strong enough to produce after another

generation a like sort of harvest in the reign of

Domitian, and to exhibit under Trajan and Hadrian,

and still more under Marcus Aurelius, fruits of the

same kind. During the same five generations Neostoi-

cism gradually decreases in influence. One indeed of

the school mounts the throne, but he is the last con-

siderable person who belongs to it. Now, Stoicism

in its original growth, and without that colouring of

humanitarian sentiment given to it by its latest pro-
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fessors, when the Christian Church was ah^eady in the

world, showed more than any other system the force

of the purely heathen thinking mind. It had nearly

dethroned all other competitors : its god was not a

restoration of the original father of gods and men, but

a force created by its own thought, and its morality

was the result of this creation. It claimed to make

man independent in this life and without any life to

come. Such it was when it lifted its head once more

amid the deep corruption of Nero's reign. But while

it has worked itself out by the time that its imperial

votary dies, with such results as we have seen, the

Christian Church was performing in an ever-increasing

degree the wonderful work of gathering to itself out

of the bosom of a corrupt society men who should act

on new principles of life, and confirm their belief, if

need were, with their blood. In tbis interval the

proudest and most self-reliant of philosophic schools

produces here and there an able writer, and more

rarely a disciple whose life was in accordance with its

doctrines, but in the work of putting together a society

which shall enforce its principles fails so absolutely

that we can discern no trace of any such attempt.

Yet it is not from want of will to oppose the Christian

Church that it fails to imitate it in this its highest

work. So bitter is the antagonism between the Stoic

and the Christian mind, that the imperial philosopher

whose rule in all other respects is a model of modera-

tion, clemency, kindness, and generosity, departs in

the case of Christians, and of these alone, from all

these attributes. Marcus Aurelius, as he spoke of

Christians scornfully, so he persecuted them bitterly.

The patient endurance of death, which would have

called forth his highest admiration in one of his own
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sect, moved him but to sarcasm in them, a sarcasm

the more savage because some of their noblest martyrs

obtained their crown in consequence of orders directly

transmitted from himself. But while those whom he

thus treated were spreading more and more through

every city and town of his empire, his own book of

thoughts, the most interesting study of a pagan mind
which we possess, exhibits a deep discouragement, a

hopelessness about himself and human affairs, which

indicate how little his philosophy satisfied either his

mind or his heart. Removed by about two centuries

from Cicero on the one side and St. Augustine on the

other, his meditations hold a sort of middle ground

between the outwardness of the one and the intense

introspection of the other. They bear witness to the

new thoughts about life and death, man's work and

destiny, stirred up by the teaching of the Christian

Church. There is in them a yearning unfulfilled, a

blackness of despair quite unknown to the earlier

time. Perhaps it may be said that the greatest result

of the Stoic school was one which Stoics never in-

tended or foresaw. Their argument, deriving the

unity of the human race from its joint possession of

reason, which was akin to the one divine intelligence,

carried with it a most rigid doctrine of the divine

unity. But that unity, as conceived by them, being

without personality, which the human heart bears wit-

ness to and yearns after, raised a longing which it

could not satisfy, and so prepared the way for the

reception of a personal God, when He should come

before men with the attraction of the Christian revela-

tion, as the God who not only creates but redeems.

VOL. III. H



LECTURE XVII

THE FIRST RESURRECTION OF CULTURED HEATHENISM

IN THE NEOPYTHAGOREAN SCHOOL

Cicero, in a philosopliic treatise written towards the

end of his life, about fifty years before the Christian

era, remarks that the Pythagorean philosophy might

be said in his day to be extinct. Seneca, writing as

it would seem in the year 64, the last before his

death, and that in which the great fire at Rome
occurred, followed by the first persecution of the

Christians, expresses himself thus :
" Who regards

philosophy or any liberal study except when the games

are interrupted, or a rainy day makes amusement

necessary ? Thus it is that so many philosophic fami-

lies fail for want of an heir. The old and the young

Academies have left no representative. Who is there

to communicate Pyrrho's tenets ? The Pythagorean

school, disdainful of the multitude, finds no teacher.

The new line of the Sextii, full of Roman vigour,

after beginning with great force, was presently extin-

guished." -^

Whatever allowance we make for the usual exag-

geration of Seneca's language, heightened, as it might

be conceived in this case, by the excessive claim on

behalf of philosophy which one who reckons its dignity

so high might put forward, there is nothing remaining

^ Cicero, Timceus, i. ; Seneca, Nat. Qucvst. vii. 32.
114
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to show that this was not an accurate estimate of the

condition of philosophy, and of the little power which

it had exercised in the world during the century pre-

ceding the time at which he wrote. This is a point

on which I have dwelt in preceding chapters, and

therefore need not pursue here, but I would note the

three periods which have been assigned to Greek philo-

sophy, and the three corresponding attitudes in which

it stood to the national religion. It was originally

identical with theology, but this position lasted but a

short time. As soon ^ as Thales, and from him down-

wards, men philosophised no longer on the basis of

the popular belief. From his time philosophy, dividing

itself therefrom, sought for an independent solution of

the highest problems of life, and worked itself out in

opposition to popular belief, which it tended to break

up. This period lasted for several hundred years, and

its end coincides with the first preaching of the Chris-

tian religion. Its third period and its third attitude

was when, in proportion to the advance of that religion

to the conquest of the Gr?eco-Roman world, it took up

the defence of the ancient worship of the gods, with

all its rites and customs.

Before proceeding to the third period of the Greek

philosophy, let us note the course which it had taken

during the long second period. After reaching its

culminating point in Plato and Aristotle, it had fol-

lowed three main directions, the Stoic, the Epicurean,

and the Sceptic. The proper movement of Greek and

Latin heathenism had completed itself in these three.

But what sort of a thing was the heathen society in

the midst of which philosophy started on its course ?

^ See Lasaulx, Ueher den Entwicklungsgang dcs griechischen und
romischen Lehens, p. 55.
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The people among whom Thales and Pythagoras,

Xenophanes and Heracleitus, Anaxagoras and Demo-
critus, Socrates and the schools which sprung from his

disciples, arose, had been from time immemorial pos-

sessed of a certain belief and worship. This may be

said to have comprehended in its completeness four

great parts, which are prayer, sacrifice, oracles, and

mysteries. Let us look at these in the idea which

lay at the bottom of each. Prayer is founded upon

the belief of man's continual dependence on a higher

and invisible power, supporting human life, a power

which has sympathy with man, and will answer his

supplication with protection. Sacrifice, viewed as an

institution, is the expression of man's belief that he

needs an expiation in the sight of this higher invisible

power. It was the general belief of the ancient world

that the freely-offered life of the innocent had power

to save the forfeited life of the guilty.-^ The bloody

sacrifice of animals, with all its accompanying rites, so

wonderfully significant of tlie victim's supposed free-

will as to his own ofi^ering, and of the transference of

guilt to him, accomplished in the shedding of his

blood, wherein lay his life, rested on the basis of this

belief. And these acts of sacrifice, accompanied with

prayer, encompassed the whole daily domestic as well

as political life of the people. Thirdly, the recurrence

to the knowledge of this superior invisible power in

the frequenting of oracles testified in respect to the

darkened knowledge of man the same sense of depend-

ence and need of aid which sacrifice testified in respect

to moral guilt.^ If men fell into trouble, public or

private, if they were perplexed as to how they should

' See Lasaulx, Die Siihnopfer der Griechen unci Earner, p. 277.
^ Stiefelhagen, Theolojie des Heldenthums, p. 134.
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act, they came to ask the higher power, and their

coming to do so was a perpetual testimony to the need

which they felt of enlightenment, and to their assurance

that it would be given. Fourthly, in the mysteries of

the heathen lay the notion of pacification and com-

munion with this higher invisible power. These, it is

true, were connected with prayer and with sacrifice so

far as man's preparation went, but so far as the act of

the higher power was concerned, the communication

of these came in the mysteries. As knowledge was

conveyed to man by the oracle, so his will was cured

by the rites of initiation. And the sense of the need

of this curing of the will is manifested in the universal

existence of such rites of initiation and purification in

the mysteries of the heathen world. ^ The corruption

of such rites and their passing over into superstitious

usages and customs, such as magic, enchantment, and

all the dark arts which belong to them, testify in their

very deepest debasement to the need from which they

spring.

If we view this fourfold worship in its mass, however

it had been overladen with corruption, to whatever

extent prayer had been misdirected in the persons to

whom it was addressed, and the requests which it made

to them, however much the meaning of sacrifice had

been obscured, whatever trickery and falsehood had

been mixed up with oracles, and whatever the debase-

ment of mysteries, still the whole covered a belief

in the divine providence ruling the world in jus-

tice, rewarding man and punishing him, and, though

more obscurely, guiding him in a way of probation.

As we look back upon it, it is not difficult to trace the

original revelation from which it sprung. And the

^ Stiefelhagen, Theologie des Ileidtnthums, pp. 147, 162.
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existence of its parts in many various nations of anti-

quity points back to this original revelation with a

certitude like that which the comparative grammar of

the various Aryan nations creates in the mind as to

the original Indo-Germanic language. If the identity

of the verb To Be, of the numerals, and of the words

betokening the primary relations of life, in Sanscrit,

Greek, Latin, Teutonic, and the other members of the

family, proves that in a far back antiquity the hearth

existed at which they all sat as brethren, so the exist-

ence of this fourfold system in the time preceding the

Christian faith in Greece and Eome and other heathen

nations, proves the voice which communicated it to

man, and the hand which impressed it on him. That

voice indeed spoke, and that hand was impressed with

such force in the institution of the bloody sacrifices

of animals, that man carried on from age to age an

arrangement of peculiar and intricate rites based upon

one notion so specific that many various nations could

not have hit upon it separately, and so singular that

reason could not have devised it for itself.

When the pursuit of wisdom arose among a people

whose life had been moulded by institutions such as

these, what should we expect its proper work to be ?

Was it not to disengage the truth from its corrup-

tion, to purify and strengthen the positive belief

which formed the ore, to detach and reject the

scoria which had adhered to it. And indications

of such a course in the early Greek philosophy are

visible. Thus at its very rise in the sixth century

before Christ, Xenophanes leaped at once by the con-

clusions of his own reasoning to a conception of the

deity which formed the strongest contrast with the

popular Polytheism. Looking upon the heaven, he

1
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exclaimed, "God is unity. If there be what is supreme

in power, he must be one ; for, were there two or

more, he could not be mightiest and best. One God

there is, the greatest among gods and men, like to

mortals neither in shape nor understanding. Without

toil by his mind he rules the universe. He is all

eye, all mind, all ear. Homer and Hesiod have

attributed to the gods whatever is vile and blameful

among men, theft, and adultery, and mutual deceit.

Mortals conceive as if the gods were born and had

clothes as we, and our voice and shape. So if oxen,

lions, . and horses had hands to construct works of

art like men, they would make their gods such as

themselves : just as the ^Ethiopians make them black

and flat-nosed, the Thracians ruddy and blue-eyed,

and each people after its own likeness. But it is

an equal impiety to say that gods are born or that

they die, for in both cases they once were not." And
when his country people asked him if they should

sacrihce to Leucothea, and if they should mourn for

her, he replied, " If she be a goddess, do not mourn

for her : if she be human, do not sacrifice to her."

Thus clearly spoke reason as to the unity and spirit-

uality of the Godhead at the very rise of Greek

philosophy, and as clearly condemned the worship

of false gods with which it was surrounded. So in

the next century Anaxagoras, the teacher of Pericles

and Euripides, recognised no other God than the

mind which orders the universe. So Plato believed

that the causes of apparent things are the eternal

Ideas, which may be referred back to three, the Idea

of the Good, of the Beautiful, and of the True, but

the highest cause and the unity of these three is God.

And when reason had reached after and found such
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a God, to whose presence conscience would bear wit-

ness in the' secret heart of every man, both would

unite to enjoin that prayer be made and sacrifice

offered to such an one alone : that from him alone

sitting in the midst of the earth as a fatherly coun-

cillor in his oracles instruction and advice should be

sought ; from him alone purification and healing of

the will be asked for in mysteries. For he, in Plato's

words, " according to the ancient tradition holding

the beginning, the end, and the middle of all things

by his own nature while he encompasses them, directs

them aright, and upon him follows justice, the avenger

of those who desert the divine law." ^

Here then is ample proof that reason and con-

science, not to speak of that ancient tradition to

which Plato appeals, were strong enough both to

see the truth as to the one God, and condemn the

error which had divided His worship and corrupted

it in the division. But now what we have to note

is that such had not been the prevailing course of

philosophy up to the first preaching of the Christian

faith. It had been hostile indeed in the main to the

established religion, and had discredited its rites, to

which yet every philosopher in his time had accom-

modated himself, for one and all, like their master

Socrates, sacrifice a cock to Esculapius ; but these

noble conclusions of Xenophanes, Anaxagoras, and

Plato had not purified that religion, and brought out

the basis on which it rested, a belief in the divine

providence, which is the witness of prayer, in man's

need of expiation, which is the witness of sacrifice,

in the ignorance of his mind looking for continual

instruction from above, in the perversion of his will,

^ Plato, Laws, iv. 354.
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demanding union with God, though these two latter

needs lay hidden in the frequentation of oracles and

mysteries. On the contrary the outcome of the three

centuries and a half which intervene between the

death of Aristotle and the publication of the Christian

Faith was that philosophic thought had thrown itself

into three channels, each of which terminated in

negation of these primary truths to which even the

polytheistic worship scorned by the philosopher bore

witness. For the Stoicism, which we have seen de-

scribed in the pages of Seneca, admitted indeed one

only power which ruled the universe, but it was a

force impervious to prayer and sacrifice, an inter-

minable series of cause and effect, in which the laws

of necessity which belong to matter were applied to

mind, nay, the very distinction of mind and matter

was done away with ; in which providence was the

course of the world, and God was nature, and man
a particle of nature. If the nobler and firmer minds

among the Romans were attracted to this philosophy

by its theory of duty, and of man's dignity as pos-

sessing reason, a much larger number, it is believed,

were contented with the Epicurean view of things,

that is, with the conclusion that there were no gods

who concerned themselves with the course of human
actions, no providence in short, no judge, rewarder or

punisher of man. They were famous, it is said, for

the cultivation of friendship with each other. They

were made up chiefly of the wealthy class, and the

kernel of their philosophy consisted in making the

most of the goods of life, and the least of its evils.

In fact we should probably do them no wrong if we
said that the only thing they worshipped was the

civilisation of the day. The other tendency which
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existed in the thinking world at this time was that

of the Sceptics. If they had no teacher to set forth

their principles in Seneca's day, as we have heard

him assert, there is every reason to believe that there

were many whose only conclusion about the most

important problems of human life was that there is

no such thing as certitude. Perhaps these cut at the

root of worship and all that belongs to it at least as

deeply as either Stoics or Epicureans.

From the point of view in which we are now
regarding them these three philosophies are but

branches growing on one stem. The denying spirit

pervades them all. Far from developing, they had

not discerned the good which still existed in that

complex system of rites and the belief embedded in

them, out of which the ritual sprung. Far from

purifying religion of its corruptions, they had ex-

tinguished its essence, the sacred fire of piety in the

human heart, the human person's recognition of the

Creator and Father of all. They had not merely

degenerated from Socrates in his tender acknowledg-

ment of an all-wise overruling providence : they were

far behind Homer, who proclaimed a father of gods

and men, the judge and rewarder of human actions.

But at the same time that the cultured classes had

assumed this attitude of coldness, unbelief, or even

direct hostility to the established worship, which the

name of Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics conveys, and

which the still existing literature reflects, it must not

be forgotten that this worship was in full possession

of the mass of society.-^ The poor and the rich, the

cultured and the uncultured, formed then as now,

and much more than now, two worlds. If a portion

^ This is shown by Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte Jioms, vol. iii. ch. 4.

\
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of the rich and cultured then exhibited only an out-

ward compliance with rites and ceremonies which they

inwardly disbelieved, yet a vastly larger number ruled

by habit, custom, and ancestral belief, frequented them

still with undiminished faith. It would seem that the

evidence of remaining inscriptions and votive tablets

bears as decisive a testimony to this temper of mind

in the mass, as the spirit of the literature bears to a

prevailing unbelief in that far smaller class to which

it is addressed.

It was not until after the time of Seneca, and only

when the Christian Church had been spreading itself

during forty or fifty years in the Roman empire, that

what may be called a believing movement in cultured

heathenism can be traced. This constitutes the third

period of Greek philosophy, when, over against the

extending influence of Christianity, it took upon itself

the explanation and defence of the worship of the

gods. Its characteristics are on the one hand a

religious feeling of piety, on the other an endeavour

to give a logical and doctrinal foundation to heathen-

ism, and so to reconcile together popular belief with

philosophic thought.'^

All existing evidence points to Alexandria as the

place at which this school arose, and those who studied

there, whether Greeks or Jews, as taking part in the

movement, among whom the learned Helleniser, Philo,

was conspicuous. It is difficult to trace the exact

time at which it appeared ; in Philo, at any rate, it

first reached importance. If before him a number of

writers under the assumed names of old Pythagoreans

had composed works which pretended to be the

^ See this state of mind set forth by Mohler, Geschichte, i. 208, 262
;

DoWinger, Jleidenthum, p. 598. Lasaulx, Studien des Jclassischen Alter-

ihiims, recognises the motive I have given to it.
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autlientic utterances of the Samian philosophy,^ yet so

far as can be inferred from the fragments of them

which remain, a good judge pronounces that the

ethical and political remarks were but a colourless

and weak repetition of well-known propositions from

the Academic and Peripatetic and, in a smaller degree,

from the Stoic svstem of morals.'^ In all of them there

was nothing peculiar to distinguish them from opinions

generally prevailing in that day. But we find strongly

marked in the Alexandrine Judaism of that time certain

peculiarities of the Pythagorean and Platonic revival of

which we are about to speak. And in the Jewish specu-

lation of Philo, the common direction taken by the

Jewish and Grecian schools, both of which had their root

in Alexandria about the same time, is developed more

rapidly and powerfully than in the whole Hellenic science

down to Plotinus.^ It does not seem an unfair in-

ference from such a fact that his writings may have

been the means of disseminating this tone of thought

in the Gentile world.

Philo is every way worthy of our attention, both

from the time at which he lived, from the position

which lie occupied, and from the effect which we are

justified in attributing to his writings. He belonged

to a rich and distinguished Jewish family at Alex-

andria, of which great capital his people mainly

occupied two quarters out of five, while they formed

a million out of the seven or eight at which the then

population of Egypt is computed. His brother's son

was the Alabareh or chief-magistrate of the Jews.

He was born about twenty-five years before our era

;

he lived, it is supposed, far into the reign of Claudius.

^ See a list of these enumerated by Zeller, v, 85, n. 2.

^ Ibid. V. 123. -^ This is as.serttd by Zeller, v. 62.

i
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This date makes him, considering that he is a writer

who has left large remains, an object of the highest

interest with respect at once to the Roman empire,

the Jewish people, and the Christian Church. About

five years before his birth Egypt had passed from

Cleopatra, the last of the Ptolemies, under the dominion

of Rome. His manhood up to the age of fifty j^ears

witnessed the consolidation of the monarchy under

Augustas and Tiberius. When he reached that age

the preaching of our Lord began. We cannot indeed

tell whether he himself went up to Jerusalem during

any of the four passovers over which that preaching

extended ; but we cannot think that a person so well

informed of all matters which concerned his people

remained in ignorance of the stir which the events of

our Lord's life created. Thus his writings were com-

posed at the very last period of the Jewish people

before the appearance of the Christian Church. There

could not be a matter of greater interest than to know

how a Jew at once zealous for the religion of his own

people and learned in the literature and philosophy of

the Greeks would speak at such a moment. For many

generations there had been a large colony of his people

in Alexandria. Daring all that time the great city

continued to be the central point of meeting for the

Greek and the Oriental mind, and the world's mart

for intellectual speculation no less than for commercial

exchange. When it fell under Roman dominion, it

took rank at once as the second city of the empire,

being however far superior in the beauty of its build-

ings and in the regularity and stateliness of its struc-

ture as a city to what Rome was up to the end of the

reign of Augustus, or rather to the fire of Nero. At

the same time it was perhaps even more cosmopolitan,
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at least iu the cultured part of its population, than

Rome itself, for there was no institution at Rome like

the University of the Ptolemies which would collect

together by honourable salaries and the attraction of

erudite society, the learned of many races and religions.

From this time forth it became the point at which

the Western as well as the Greek and the Eastern

minds were brought into contact and collision. Thus

the Greek writings of an Alexandrian at the time of

Philo would either directly or indirectly affect the

whole cultured society of the Roman empire, of which

Greek was more the language than Latin ; and espe-

cially all those who were interested in philosophy

would become acquainted with any view or doctrine

of importance set forth in any school of Alexandria,

When Philo thus in his learned leisure looked out

upon the world, he would find it ruled by Roman

power and Greek mind. As a practical man he could

not but appreciate what was pre-eminently the Roman

art, the art of government. As a thinker, he could

not but be drawn towards the people who for five

hundred years had been engaged in solving v/ith the

instrument of an almost matchless language, and in

the main by eftbrts of reason, the most important

problems which concerned man whether singly or in

society. Thirdly, as a Jew he believed with all his

heart that his own nation was in possession of truths

yearned after but imperfectly reached by the thinkers

whom he most admired. Quite different in the cir-

cumstances of his life from a Jew of Palestine, he

would be exposed to the full force of the Greek civili-

sation in the midst of which he was placed, and he

would be inclined to look with favour on that Roman
power which secured for his people a second country
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wherein they throve and were honoured. And yet,

while he speaks of the government of Augustus and of

Tiberius almost with veneration, and while he calls

Plato not only great but holy, he believes that the

sole rule of life was delivered by Moses to his people,

that he was the legislator and divinely-taught sage

from whom truth not only shone in full lustre to the

Jews, but streamed over to the Gentiles.

It was nnder such circumstances no wonder that a

man of high intellectual gifts, who was profoundly

penetrated with the truth and goodness of the Hebrew
revelation, yet by education and learning was a Greek,

should wish to join together in a sort of marriage the

two parts of his own being. He would in fact espouse

the fair Grecian captive, whose beauty had delighted

his senses, with the Hebrew husband whose dignity

and authority were paramount over his soul. And to

this end, according to the precepts of his law, he

would prepare her for the ennoblement she was to

meet. The myths which disfigured her worship were

to be explained and purified by a moral interpretation,

just as on the other side revelation itself in condescen-

sion to human weakness had veiled high spiritual

truths under a homely literal expression. But here

we must note that while on the Hebrew side the alle-

gory simply draws the truth out of its image, on the

Greek side the interpretation employed removes from

the myth the falsehood which had debased it. Thus,

however, in the view of Philo, the human gifts which

formed the dowry of the bride, that is to say, the

circle of sciences, which the philosophic subtlety of

the Greek mind had produced, were to be carried to

the home of the husband, who had for his divine por-

tion the knowledge of God and the goodness of virtue.
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In the mind of Pliilo, philosophy, as such, was the

handmaid of theology : in the mixed religious and

philosophical system which he was attempting to con-

struct, he was exalting her to the rank of a wife, but

she was still to be subordinate to the husband. The

form of Greek thought ^ was to be fused with the sub-

stance of Jewish belief. This was his intent and

purpose, which he supposed himself to have carried

out, and to which he was never consciously untrue.

In this attempted union of Jewish revelation with

Greek science, the position of Philo is, that the Holy

Scriptures of his own people contained the sum of all

knowledge ; that they were given by a divine inspira-

tion which excluded all error and imperfection. He
recognises no other source of wisdom. The exposition

of the sacred books is to him the proper philosophy of

his people : Moses the greatest of all prophets and

of all men. On the other hand a practical limit is set

to his belief in authority, by his recognition of a true

wisdom outside of his own nation and religion. Thus

he speaks of the holy community of Pythagoras, and

of the godlike men, Parmenides, Empedocles, Zeno,

and Cleanthes, and admits that Greece is distinguished

as the cradle of science and a truly human civilisa-

tion above all other lands in the world. Further,

his veneration for Greek philosophy is shown more

strongly than any particular expressions can exhibit,

by the wide use which he has made of Pythagorean,

Platonic, Peripatetic, and Stoic doctrines, and by the

influence which he has allowed these to have upon his

own view of things. The central point of all wisdom

to him is theology, in which, as is natural, he follows

his Jewish doctrinal system. But philosophy and

^ Dollinger, Heidenthum, p. 837 ; Zeller, v. 295.
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even the encyclical sciences are in his opinion an
indispensable help to this theology. Now these

sciences could be found only among the Greeks. The
legislator of his people is exalted far above Greek
philosophers, but the relation which he conceives of

the Greek philosophy to the Jewish religion is yet the

essential similarity of their contents. The Jewish

law contains the purest and most perfect wisdom, but

philosophy contains the same wisdom less purely and

less perfectly. The difficulty which a Jew would feel

in allowing this was softened to him by the belief

that the Greek wisdom itself was derived from the

Jewish revelation.i

But the chief interest of Philo to us in the present

inquiry lies in three particulars, which are, first, the

tendencies which he had in common with the Greek

philosophy of his day ; secondly, what he borrowed

from it ; thirdly, what he contributed to it. On the

first and second points we will say but a word, dwell-

ing more largely on the last.

Now as to the eclectic connection of diverse doctrines

which gave the name to his school, that was a tendency

which had been a considerable time at work : so like-

wise the neglect of logical and physical studies, and

the devotion to religious and ethical questions, and

again the representation of philosophy as a religion.

These thiugs had been seen in Antiochus, Cicero, and

those who followed, and are marked enough in the

Stoicism of Seneca. So far Philo's Alexandrine

speculation presupposes what had been up to his day

the course taken by Greek philosophy. Again, which

was our second point, from it he borrows scientific

form and method, and a number of particular concep-

^ See Zeller, v. 295-297, 300.

VOL. III. I
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tions and propositions derived from Plato, Aristotle,

the Stoics, and others/

But now we proceed to a much more important

point, to consider, that is, what Philo's own contribu-

tion to Greek philosophy may have been. As to this

we note that the distinguishing peculiarity of the

Neopythagorean school lay in the attempt to attain,

by means of a divine revelation, to a knowledge and

to a happiness which no effort of mind by a process

of reason and science could acquire. Secondly, in

order that the individual might obtain this revelation,

it was considered necessary that he should stand in a

similar relation to the Godhead with that in which

those stood to whom such a revelation was originally

made.^ These two things may be termed in a word

the principle of revelation and the principle of holiness.

Now both of them had been strange to Greek philo-

sophy down to Philo's time.^ Any assumption of super-

natural revelation, any requirement of contact with

the Divine other than what might be produced by the

effect of thought itself, was either entirely unknown

to Plato, Aristotle, and their descendants, down to the

rise of the Neopythagorean school, or remained without

any real significance to them.^ The Greek principle

always had been scientific thought, and this, twenty

years after Philo's time, continued to be the principle

of Seneca, as it had been of Cicero, and all their pre-

decessors. The introduction into philosophy of two

such principles as the need of revelation in order

to acquire true knowledge of God and of the great

problems which concern human life, and the need of

holiness in man in order practically to avail himself

1 Zeller, v. 63. 2 gee Zeller, v. 56,
^ See this avowal made by Zeller, v. 58.
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of such knowledge, amounted in fact to a revolution.

This has been virtually admitted by those who date

from this time a third, which forms the last period of

Greek philosophy.

But now the whole mind of Philo was filled with

the thought that a complete revelation had been given

to his people, and that this was the only well-spring

of true knowledge ; and not less earnestly did he hold

that the participation in such knowledge depended on

the religious and moral state of the man.

Let us turn to that which rules the whole religious

and philosophical system of Philo, his conception of God.

And first it is derived to him from the theology of

the Old Testament ; it comes to him as a gift from

above, not as an elaboration of his own mind. Almost

all his treatises are comments on the sacred writings,

and it is in so commenting that he draws out his con-

ception of God. The effect is remarkable. If Plato ^

had declared that the Maker and Father of this uni-

verse was hard to find, and when found impossible to

utter to all, Philo's mind on the contrary ran over

with the thought of God, and disclosed His attributes

without stint, from the ground of that tradition which

he inherited as a Jew ; and, moreover, the sense of

God was wrought into his inmost being by the special

relation in which God stood to his own people. The

contrast between this strong conception of Philo and

the abstract relationless impersonal neuter which the

Greek philosophy up to his time called " The Divine,"

is most striking. It is expressed most vividly by

Philo's own often-repeated name, " the living God,"

for truly, in comparison with it, that philosophical

abstraction is a dead thing.

^ Timceus, sec. 9.
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The God thus conceived by Philo is one, simple,

eternal, unoriginated ; He is self-existent, and abso-

lutely distinct from the world, which is His work.

Whoever holds the world itself for the Lord God, is

fallen into error and wickedness. God is in His own

being incomprehensible ; we can only know that He is,

not what He is. We can only predicate of Him that

He is " He who is." He is most pure and absolute

mind, better than virtue and better than knowledge,

better than the idea of goodness and the idea of

beauty. " He is His own place, and full of Himself,

and sufficient for Himself, filling up and embracing

all that is deficient, or empty, but Himself embraced

by nothing, as being Himself one person, and yet

everything."
^

But as He is the Maker and Father of the world,

so is He likewise its preserver, governor, rewarder,

and punisher. " Those who would make the world

to be unoriginated cut away, without being aware of

it, the most useful and necessary of all the constituents

of piety, that is, the belief in Providence. For reason

proves that what has an origin is cared for by its

father and maker. For a father is anxious for the

life of his children, and a workman aims at the

duration of his works, and employs every device

imaginable to ward off everything that is pernicious

or injurious, and is desirous by every means in his

power to provide everything which is useful or profit-

able for them. But with regard to what has had no

origin, there is no feeling of interest, as if it were his

own, in the breast of him who has not made it. It

is a worthless and pernicious doctrine to establish in

the world what would be anarchy in a city, to have no

^ are ets /cat to irav avrbs Ccv, Legis Allegor, I, xiv. p. 52.
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superintendent, regulator, or judge, by whom every-

thing must be distributed and governed."
^

To God accordingly, as Maker, Philo ascribes the

absolute knowledge of everything which He has made,

and especially as the moral governor of man, the

knowledge of His most secret thoughts. "To God, as

dwelling in pure light, all things are visible, for He
penetrating into the very recesses of the soul, is able

to see transparently what is invisible to others, and

by means of prescience and providence, His own

peculiar excellencies, allows nothing to abuse its

liberty or exceed the range of His comprehension.

For indeed there is with Him no uncertainty even

in the future ; for there is nothing uncertain and

nothing future to God. It is plain then that the

producer must have knowledge of all that he has

produced, the artificer of all that he has constructed,

the governor of all that he governs. Now Father,

Artificer, and Governor He is in truth of all things

in heaven and the world. And whereas future things

are overshadowed by the succession of time, longer or

shorter, God is the maker of time also. . . . For the

world by its motion has made time, but He made

the world, and so with God there is nothing future,

who has the very foundations of time subject to Him.

For their life is not time, but the archetype and model

of time, eternity, and in eternity nothing is past, and

nothing is future, but there is the present only." ^

But His goodness is as perfect as His power and

His wisdom. His holiness is the pattern of all holi-

ness. " It is God who sows and plants all virtue upon

earth in the mortal race, being an imitation and image

^ De Mundi Opificio, sec. 2.

^ "Quod Deus sit immutabilis." Sec. 6, p. 72.
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of the heavenly." ^ Thus commenting on the four

rivers of Paradise, he says, " The greatest river from

which the four branches flow off is generic virtue,

that iSj goodness, and the four branches are so many

virtues, prudence, temperance, fortitude, and justice.

Now generic virtue derives its source from Eden, which

is the wisdom of God, and it rejoices and exalts and

triumphs, having its glory and its beauty only in

its Father, God ; and the four particular virtues are

branches from the sfeneric, which like a river waters

all which each does well ^ in an abundant stream of

good actions."

But not only is God the archetype of all holiness,

and not only is the origin of all human virtue in God,

but man in the weakness of his sensual nature, and

in the sinfulness which springs from it, can only look

to God for help. Man ^ is bound to free himself from

the influence of sensuousness, but as a sensuous being

he cannot do this. What remains for him but to

betake himself to a higher power, and receive from

it as a loan that strength for good which fails in

himself? Hence Philo teaches that all virtue springs

from the divine wisdom. To God alone it belongs to

plant virtues in the soul, and it would only be a self-

seeking delusion if we were to ascribe them to our-

selves. The powerful drawing of God alone makes

it possible for us to rise above the senses, and grace

often so entirely prevents our own desire that it

^ Legis Allcg. i. 14, p. 52, and 19, p. 56.
2 rd Karopdw/xara e/cd(rT7?s. This is a fair instance of Philc's union

of philosophic morality with Scriptural revelation. The four cardinal

virtues are Stoic, and KaTopdo^ixa is the special Stoic word for the

good intention carried into a good act.

^ I take the following account of man's weakness and his need of

grace, as set forth by Philo, from Zeller, v. pp. 354, 355, 357-60. He
supports it by many references to Philo's works.
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chooses out its instruments before every good deed,

nay, before birth itself. So perseverance in good-will

only succeed to one who is under the defence of the

Divine Word. From this point of view the task of

man naturally would be not merely to exhibit human
reason in life and action, but the most necessary

thing for him is to put himself in relation to God,

and take the motives of his conduct from this relation.

True morality is imitation of God. Whoever follows

only his own conviction of good and duty, however

right and pure this conviction may be, does not yet

possess right virtue, which belongs to him who does

everything only out of regard to God. If then Philo

agrees with the Greek philosophers in founding virtue

upon wisdom or knowledge, still this wisdom is of

another kind from theirs. True science has in his

meaning one only object, the Godhead. The unfailing

ground of wisdom, nay, true wisdom itself, is only faith.

Thus the negative description of virtue, according to

which it would consist in deliverance from sensuality,

receives its positive completion, which lies however

not in human nature and action as such, but only in

their relation to the Godhead.

But knowledge itself has only value so far as it

bears on the moral and religious state of man. Not

only the encyclical sciences, mathematics, grammar,

and the rest, but many philosophical inquiries have

only a subordinate importance for Philo. They are

only a preparation for wisdom, not wisdom itself

:

only milk-food for children, Chaldean arts, attendants

upon true science. Perfect virtue is Sara, encyclical

knowledge Hagar. If a man must first be versed in

this, and if even the friend of wisdom must embrace

Hagar before he can have children bv Sara, and as
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Abram pursue Chaldaic astronomy before as Abraham
he reaches ' on to theology, yet so soon as the maid

attempts to put herself in the place of the mistress

she is thrust out : and when the sciences, which serve

as an introduction, seek to be the highest and final

object, they become perverted and ruinous. But it

is no better with philosophy itself, if it does not seek

its end in the knowledge of God and in moral self-

knowledge. It is true. Philosophy is the highest gift

of the Godhead. In it knowledge is matured and

perfected. Other sciences are occupied with parti-

cular parts of the world : Philosophy searches out the

essence of things itself. Everything actual is its

subject. Nevertheless its proper aim lies only in man
and his salvation. The philosopher is a physician

who is called in to heal the sicknesses of human life,

to make the inward man sound. The self-knowledge,

which is its chief task, goes beyond itself. The deeper

we penetrate into ourselves, the more shall we mis-

trust ourselves, the plainer recognise our nothingness.

We shall see that God alone is wise, but the human
mind far too weak to comprehend the nature of things.

We shall remember how often our senses deceive us

:

how feelings and judgments change with persons and

circumstances : how relative are our notions ; how
uneven and dependent on their convictions even the

moral conceptions of men are ; how little we know
even the essence of our soul ; how even philosophers

are at issue with each other on the weightiest ques-

tions ; and we shall renounce all claims to knowledge

of our own. Thus only can we hope to attain to

truth. He who will know God must give up him-

self; must turn away his sense from everything

perishable. He who gives up himself, knows Him
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who is} No created being can of itself know any-

thing of Him ; if we would see Him, He must reveal

Himself to us.

The attitude of Philo's mind to God may be

summed up in his own words. " Do thou therefore,

my soul, hasten to become the house of God, His

holy temple, to become strong from having been most

weak, powerful from having been powerless, wise from

having been foolish, and very reasonable from having

been doting and childless." Man's taste is to imitate

God : to follow God :
" His supreme happiness to

stand firm and unswerving in God alone."
^

Union with God, as satisfying the mind of man,

which nothing on earth, neither intellect nor sense, can

satisfy, is the ultimate point of Philo's system. This

union, like everything perfect in human nature, is an

immediate gift of God. On the one hand vividly

conscious of human weakness, of our moral and intel-

lectual helplessness, Philo yearns after communion with

the infinite God :
^ on the other hand he is convinced

that the needs which neither our own strength nor the

finite world will satisfy, will meet their full satisfac-

tion in a power beyond the world, beyond man's heart

and intellect. But the inseparable condition of attain-

ing such a state is holiness on the part of man pro-

duced by grace on the part of God.

Now all that we have been hitherto considering in

Philo's state of thought, this conception of God, drawn

from revelation, of God who is one and infinite, yet

personal, who is absolutely distinct from the world,

yet its constructor, who is the maker, father, governor

^ 6 yap \lav KaraXa^Cov eavrbv \iav aTriyvoiKe ttjv ev iraai tov yevrjTou

(xacpCos TrpoXa^oji' ovdeveiap' 6 5'd7ro7J'cbs eavrbv, yivibaKei tov 'ovra. De
Somniis, i. lo, p. 629.

2 Ibid., De Somniis, i. 23. ^ Zeller, v. 365.
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of man, the very archetype of holiness himself, and the

giver of it to man by grace, union with whom is the

end of man's life ; a God who is to be reached not by

the effort of a scientific knowledge on the part of man,

but by His own gift, dependent on a moral and spiri-

tual state in man, which likewise springs from God,

all this is completely unlike the course of Greek philo-

sophy up to Philo's time. We cannot assure ourselves

better of this fact than by comparing him in these

respects with Seneca. Philo was older than Seneca

by about twenty years. When he visited Rome in

the commencement of the reign of Claudius, he was

already a grey-haired man. He is supposed to have

died a few years later, but twenty-five years after this

visit of his, Seneca was the representative of such

philosophy as then existed at Rome. Now in certain

points these writers show a similarity of tendencies.

If Seneca exalted philosophy into a sort of religion,

assigning to it the solution of the most important

problems of human life, and requiring submission to

it as the guide and teacher of man, Philo, on the other

hand, sought to penetrate his theology with philosophic

thought, and scrupled not to select Platonic, Peripa-

tetic, and Stoic doctrines, w^hich he attempted to re-

concile with the doctrine of Moses. In this process

he was unconscious of being in any point untrue to

the supremacy which he accorded without doubting to

that doctrine. Nevertheless in picking and choosing

from the Greek schools' he was an eclectic like Seneca.

Again, in their ascetic doctrine of subduing the flesh

to the reason, in their view of the antagonism between

mind and matter, there was much in common. Philo

also aofrees with the Stoic in declarinof that the wise

man knows himself to be as a citizen of the world not
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confined to any particular country, but feels himself to

be a member of the whole race of man, and a portion

of the world. And in his treatment of slavery he

requires it to be considered as an external lot which

does not derogate from the regard due to the common
human nature in the slave.'^ This, it will be remem-

bered, was one of the points in which Seneca is so far

superior to his predecessors, and in this he had been

preceded by Philo ; and if we could suppose him to

have been familiar with Philo's works it would solve a

portion of the difficult problem respecting the source

from which he derived a moral tone so little borne

out by his own life. But while there is in the above-

mentioned points an agreement in the two thinkers,

there is in the mental attitude and spirit of the men
a total dissimilarity. Philo's view of everything in

man's life is dependent on his conception of God. He
has an intense regard and affection for Him as his

own God, a person for a person. He annihilates

himself before God's holiness, and admits that he is

nothing without God's grace, and yearns for His com-

munion. These sentiments are absolutely strange

to Seneca, and to the whole course of Greek philo-

sophy ^ down to his time. And this is the more re-

markable in Seneca, because, as he tells us himself,^

he had imbibed a love for Pythagoras and a regard for

some portions of Pythagorean doctrine, such as the

abstaining from animal food and the transmigration

of souls, from his teacher Sotion, an Alexandrian,

1 Zeller, v. 353.
_

^ As Zeller udmits, v. 360. " Durch diese Satze, welche mit seiner

ganzen Denkart so eng verwachsen sind, trennt sich Philo's religiose

Philosophie ganz entschieden von der reinen, in sich befrieddigteu

Wissenschaft des hellenischen Alterthums,"
^ Epist. cviii. sec. 17-22.
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who must have been just of the same age as Philo.

But there is no trace of any such doctrine respecting

God or man's relation to God having been received by

him. On the contrary, there is not a particle of piety

in all the writings of Seneca. How should there be,

since his God is a primal force dwelling in the whole

body of the universe, and how should man worship

force, or pray to an unbroken series of cause and

effects ? Then, as to the relation between God and

man, Seneca would reach knowledge and virtue by the

exercise of his own reason, which is the principle of

scientific thought, and had been the animating prin-

ciple of Greek philosophy down to his time. Philo

would reach them by the gift of God, bestowed through

his grace, to which man must correspond, though the

first movement comes from God. And Philo dwells

on all those moral relations of God, as maker, provider,

governor, judge, which had well-nigh disappeared from

philosophic thought and from literature in Seneca's

time, though not from the popular conscience nor the

reason of mankind. And what has just been said of

Seneca would appear to be true of all writers of so-

called Pythagorean tendencies, outside of the Jewish

circle of thought, in Philo's time. The most anxious

search "^ cannot produce in them any resemblauce to

Philo in the particulars we have just now cited, but

these form the whole basis of his thought and his dis-

tinctive character.

Thus down to the end of Nero's reign there is no

spirit in Greek philosophy or in its Latin affiliations

bearing resemblance to the spirit of Philo, requiring,

that is, a special divine aid, distinct from a man's own

reason, in order that he may attain knowledge, and

^ Such, for instance, as that nnade by Zeller, v. 81-141.
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a special moral character in the recipient, formed by
this aid, to make him capable of it. It is almost

the same thing to say there is no clear conception of

moral character in God or of man's personal relation

to Him.

But thirty years after Seneca's time there appeared

in Greek literature an author of great name and
wide influence, who may almost be termed a heathen

counterpart of Philo. For Plutarch and Philo in

their view of the relation of philosophy to religion,

in the general identity of their philosophical tenets,

and in the attitude of their minds to religion, hold,

the one being a Greek and the other a Jew, an analo-

gous position to each other. The time and outward

circumstances of Plutarch's life were these. He was
born at Chgeronea in Boeotia about the year 50. At
the time of Nero's visit to Greece he is found studyino-

philosophy at Athens under Ammonius of Alexandria.

He is known to have visited Egypt. He was more
than once at Rome, and seems to have given lectures

there in the time of Domitian, which were largely

frequented by persons of consideration. He formed

friendships with noble Romans, and dedicated works

to them. In later years he is said to have been held

in high esteem by the Emperors Trajan and Hadrian,

and he is supposed to have died in the reign of the

latter, about the year 125. During this long life he

was devoted to philosophy and literature, and still

more to the religion of his country. On these sub-

jects he was probably acquainted with every movement
of thought in the cultured world of the Roman empire.

Thus from the beginning of Domitian's reign to the

middle of Hadrian's, his works may be taken as an

index of the philosophic mind then prevailing. He
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speaks as a priest of Apollo in his ancestral religion,

as the friend of Trajan and Hadrian in the Roman
government, while in literature he is the exact con-

temporary of Tacitus and the youDger Pliny, as well

as of Epictetus. He was a young man when St. Peter

died, and the sphere of his mental activity extended

over the Pontificates of six successors to the Primacy,

St. Linus, St. Anacletus, St. Clement, St. Evaristus,

St. Alexander, and St. Sistus. About the time when

he was lecturing at Rome Domitian was persecuting

the Church, and he outlived by many years the martyr-

dom of St. Ignatius.

He is the first representative we have remaining of

the Neopythagorean or Platonising tone of thought.

He fully and exactly reflects it, and his whole view of

the world is framed upon it. It is this. At the

head of the universe as its author and orderer is the

mind and will of the Supreme God. Under him the

rulers and administrators of human affairs in general

are the heavenly and visible gods, as the sun, moon,

stars, planets, with which are identified the gods of

the Greek mythology. Subordinate to these are the

" demons," as " watchers and inspectors " of things in

particular, and lower yet, but superior to men, the

souls of heroes.

Let us specify these somewhat more exactly.

First, as to the Supreme God, Plutarch expresses

himself thus :
^ " What is that which really is ? That

which is everlasting, unproduced, and incorrupt, to

which time brings no change. For time is something

subject to motion, and forming itself into the appear-

ances of matter in motion, always in a flux and never

holding in its contents, like a vessel of corruption and

^ Hepl rov^Et ef AeXipois. 1 9, 20.
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production ; in which the very terms ' before ' and
' after,' ' shall be ' and ' has been,' confess that there is

no real being. . . . But of God we must say, He is,

and is in no time, but in a motionless, timeless, unin-

clined eternity, in whom there is neither before nor

after, neither future nor past, neither older nor younger,

but being One he fills eternity with one now.^ And
that alone is which in such wise truly is, neither past,

nor future, nor beginning, nor ending. So ought

worshippers to salute and address it, or indeed aa

some of the ancients, saying, " Thou art one." For the

deity is not many things, as each of us, a heterogene-

ous mixed collection, made up of countless differences

which spring from being subject to passion. But

that which is must be One, as that which is One,

must be."

To the God so conceived every moral perfection is

attributed. " Being ^ perfectly good, he wants no

virtue, least of all justice and friendship ;
" and " the

blessedness of the eternal life which God possesses

consists in his knowledge never failing by the succes-

sion of things, for if knowledge and wisdom were taken

away, immortality would not be life, but mere time."

But this God, though the orderer and arranger and

in this sense the maker of things, is not their creator.

Outside of him and independent of him he found

matter, and something moreover within matter which

he could not entirely tame and reduce to his will. This

principle is called by the most different names, by the

Persians Ahrimanes, by the Egyptians Typho, by the

Greek mythology Hades and Ares, by Empedocles

Conflict, by the Pythagoreans the Second, by Aristotle

^ dX\' els ibv eul Tifj vvv to dei TreirXrjpcoKe.

- On the failure of Oracles, 24 ; On Isis, I.
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Privation, by Plato the Other, and, which is best of all,

the evil World-soul. Thus in fact Plutarch admits

of three principles : the first, the Godhead or good
;

the second, the unordered World-soul, which is the

origin of everything that is evil ; and the third. Matter,

the substratum, itself without quality, but which there-

fore being receptive of opposites is moved and deter-

mined by the powers which act upon it.'^

Thus, then, the universe came into being by the

action of God upon Matter, in which He reduced to

order the irregular soul, and so made the Soul of the

World. The ordered movement of the world is time,

before which there was no time nor any world. Thus

the world had a distinct beginning, and its constructor

only found in existence its original parts, Matter

without quality, and Soul without reason. The rest

is all His work. He is to the world not merely as the

artificer is to his work, for the builder, when he has

built his house, has done his work, but its father, in-

asmuch as the power of the generator is infused into

the child, and holds nature together as being a portion

of Himself. The Soul of the world is not merely a

work but a portion of God, and is not only made by

Him but of Him and from Him. But in it the inferior

element exists by the side of the superior. It is com-

posed of the divine reason which has poured itself out

upon matter, and of that disorderly power which we
termed the evil soul, of the principle of unity and its

opposite ; therefore in all parts of the world there is

evil beside good, disorder beside order, change beside

permanence.^ " The generation and constitution of

this world is mixed out of opposite but not equivalent

forces ; the better has the superiority, but it is impos-

1 Zeller, v. 152. - Ihid. v. 154, 155.
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sible for the bad to be exterminated, since with great

abundance is it seated in the body and in the soul of

the whole, and ever fights a battle with the better." ^

The Supreme God communicates himself to the

world, and first of all to the heavenly gods,^ the sun,

and the stars, and planets, with whom the gods of the

Greek mythology are identified. The sun is the chief

of these, and is the visible image of the Supreme God.

But far below these are ranged the " demons," interme-

diate beings, greatly surpassing men in knowledge and

power, but in the construction of their soul and body

subject to sensuousness. They are capable of pleasure

and pain, they are of a changeable, and in a certain

sense even mortal nature, for though very long-lived,

they are not absolutely free from death or a change

corresponding to death. Further, they are exceedingly

diverse in moral qualities. Bad gods are never spoken

of, but there are bad demons. It is possible for a

demon to turn himself to evil by his free-will ; and as

not only men can become heroes, and even demons,

but demons also can become gods, so on the other side

the case may occur that demons are drawn down into

human bodies through sensual inclination. The gods

are too far from the human world to interfere them-

selves in its course, but they take part in this through

their servants the demons, to whom is entrusted the

providence over particular things.

In accordance with this hierarchy of intelligences

superior to man, Plutarch recognises a triple provi-

dence. This in its primary ground and origin is

nothing else but the thought and will of the Supreme

God. This will is fulfilled in a triple manner. The

disposition of the universe and its general laws proceed

^ On lais, sec. 49. ^ See Zeller, v. 157.

VOL. III. K
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immediately from the maker of the world. The origin

and maintenance of mortal beings are effected by the

visible gods, the sun, planets, and stars, in the manner

prescribed by those laws. The actions and the for-

tunes of particular men stand under the protection

and guidance of the demons.

In connection with his belief in providence is his

belief in the continuance of the human intelligence

after death. He declares that these two beliefs stand

or fall together. This continuance applies only to the

divine part in man, which springs from the divine

reason, not to the body or to the sensuous soul. And
it seems to rest on three things in his mind, the kin-

ship of the human spirit with the divine, the necessity

of a future retribution and recompense for the evils of

life, and the consolation which the thought of a future

existence and recognition bestows.

This doctrine of providence is of great importance

in Plutarch's conception of the world, and in defend-

ing it he vehemently attacks two sorts of opponents.

First, the Epicureans, who were willing to admit that

'* all things were full of gods," but gods who did not

trouble themselves with human affairs ; so that those

of this sect denied entirely the doctrine of providence

;

and secondly, the Stoics, whose fatalism destroyed, as

he averred, the conception of possibility, and the free-

dom of the will, and made error and wickedness into

something necessary, and the godhead the cause of

evil'

Plutarch's view of all moral obligation runs up into

religion. Piety is the attitude of his mind. In

legislation the first and the greatest thing is the

opinion entertained of the gods. It is the bond

^ Zeller, v. 164. - Ihid.^ v, 159.
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which holds together all communion and making of

laws. A city could subsist without its foundations as

easily as without belief in the gods, without oaths,

vows, divinations, sacrifices. No time is spent more

joyously than in the temples. No sights, no actions

convey more delight than what we see and do for the

gods, by presence at their rights and sacrifices : and

the ground of this joy is the good hope and belief

that God is present propitiously, and receives graciously

what is done. All things belong to the gods, and the

possessions of friends are in common, and the good

are friends of the gods : and that a friend of God
should not be happy, or the temperate and just man
not be a friend of God, is impossible. What is done

by the gods we should expect to be good ; but that

these things are done by the gods is a source of great

delight and boundless confidence.-^

Now in this view of the world and man wherein

does Plutarch differ from his Greek and Latin prede-

cessors ?

At the head of the universe he placed one God.

Now the conception of which doubtless he felt the

need, which he yearned after, like other Platonics of

the later school, was that of a God who should be

living, superior to nature, external to the world, a

God who has intelligence and who has will.^ In fact,

Plutarch's God is the author of the universe, but at

an immeasurable distance above and beyond it. Some-

where in that distance, but far below him, are placed

the visible heavenly gods, the gods to whom Plutarch's

people offered worship, but who in this system are

reduced to be ministering powers under the Supreme

^ These various passages from Plutarch's works are referred to by
Zeller, v. 170. - Dollinger, Heidenthum, p. 578.
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God, yet not creatures, inasmuch as the spirit which

is in them is a portion of the one divine spirit. These

gods rule the destinies of men, yet not immediately,

but by the demons under them, and in obedience to

the will of the Supreme God over them. And lastly,

there are the souls of heroes and the souls of men.

And as the heavenly gods participate in the divine

nature as spirits, so in an inferior degree do demons,

heroes, and men, in their several order. And all

these intelligences are not mere forces, but personal

beings. Herein lies the great contrast of this system

with that of Stoicism. For the Stoics also had reduced

the universe to unity, and to a unity which was not

without intelligence, for it was rigidly ruled by the

'^ common reason "
; but it was without will, the solid

adamant of an eternal machine. Now Plutarch's con-

ception of personality is not complete, just as his

conception of God falls short of reaching that which

he yearned after, a being entirely superior to nature

and outside of the world : but his God is sufficiently

personal to be very different from that of the Stoics,

and to give quite another spirit to the system of which

he stands at the head.

Secondly, this philosophic system appears as the

friend and supporter of the polytheistic worship, which

at the same time it strives to purify and reduce to

perfect order. Now Stoics and Epicureans both tole-

rated that worship, and both adapted themselves to it

:

but the spirit which ruled them was adverse to all

worship. Epicureans, who denied a divine providence,

certainly could not really favour prayer and sacrifice.

But the rigid fatalism of the Stoics also struck at the

root of these. Necessity knows not prayer or sacrifice.

Stoicism had likewise attempted by its physical inter-

I
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pretation of myths to get rid of all the incoherencies,

all the unseemly and immoral elements, all the cor-

rupting tales, which attached to the vulgar worship :

but in reducing all these to the abstract operations of

one force, termed indifferently God, nature, fate, or

providence, it had banished personality from the uni-

verse. Now all worship is between persons, and

therefore whatever aspect of conformity to this vulgar

worship Stoicism could assume, it was in its essence

profoundly impious. In Plutarch, on the contrary,

was a system which strove to give a logical foundation

to the existing worship ; which conceived both a per-

sonal God, and a hierarchy of personal intelligences

under him, which took delight in acts of worship,

which preserved the names and the rites of the existing

gods, and strove to make acts of homage paid to them,

as servants and ministers of the Supreme God, to be

part of a worship due to him ; and which, finally,

fathered upon demons, who had given way to sensuous

attractions, all stories unworthy of the heavenly gods.

Thus in Plutarch for the first time in Greek and

Roman heathenism the bewildering world of Poly-

theism seems in process of reduction to order under

an ever-mastering sense of the divine unity, in which,

however, all the beings who take part and subserve it

have personal relations. Here was an attempt to

make a true and inward reconciliation between philo-

sophy and the popular religion ; for the gods of the

popular religion, however debased in certain moral

aspects the conception of them might be, were always

personal beings ; an attempt to give a reasonable basis

to that religion, which would lead naturally to a pious

observance of its rites. From his standing-point Plu-

tarch could really believe that he who denied worship
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to his god Apojlo was impious ; and could himself

venerate all the rites of his country's worship as parts

of a worship at the head of which stood the Supreme

God. Philosophy in his hands did at least in some

degree endeavour to bring back the component parts

of that worship, prayer and sacrifice, oracles and

mysteries, to the positive meaning which lay beneath

them, to detach the corruption and draw out the

truth.

In so doing Plutarch's spirit of piety is in striking

contrast not merely with Seneca, not merely with the

frivolous love of infidel negation, which breathes

through the poets and historians of Augustan litera-

ture, but with Cicero, with Aristotle, and even with

Plato, from whom he assumes to derive his notion of

God. There is in him an intimacy of relation between

man and God as his author, ruler, and provider, such

as had been strange for ages at least to those minds

which can be said to have been formed or influenced

by Greek philosophy, and have come down to posterity

in their works.

But here I would recur to Philo in order to note

certain very important points in which his love of

Greek philosophy had led him, as it seems uncon-

sciously, to desert the divine tradition of Moses and

the orthodox Jewish belief. Thus God to Philo is

not, strictly speaking, the world's Creator, but only its

constructor or builder, for Philo asserts the indepen-

dent existence of matter, which God found in a chaotic

state at the beginning, and moulded by His divine

power the universe out of it. In like manner he

admitted the Stoic doctrine of the human soul being

a fragment or derivation of the divine spirit ; and

after thus conceiving the origin both of matter and
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spirit, he places the origin of evil in the conflict

of these two. From ^ God only what is good and

perfect can derive only life and order ; the imperfec-

tion of the finite, the strife and opposition between

things, the necessity of nature, the lifelessness of

material things, the evil in the world, can be traced

back only to a source distinct from the divine opera-

tion. Accordingly the body is an absolute contradic-

tion to the mind, and as such the source of all evils
;

the earthly shell is a prison out of which the spirit

longs to be set free, a carcase which the soul drags

about with it. Thus it is the conflict between the flesh

and spirit, rather than the abuse of free-will, which is

made the source of evil. Philo is further notorious

for his extravagant use of allegory, both in the inter-

pretation of Scripture on the one side, and in giving

a moral sense to the Greek myths on the otber.

Now in all these four points, the conception of the

Supreme God as the builder of the world but not as

its Creator, of matter as existing originally and before

the divine operation, of the human soul as an effluence

of the divine, and of the conflict between matter and

spirit viewed as the cause of evil, the doctrine of

Plutarch is the same as that of Philo, while he

vies, to say the least, with Philo in the extrava-

gance with which he uses allegory in order to draw a

meaning in accordance with his system out of the

Greek mythology. But in all this it is Philo who

Grecises, not Plutarch who Judaises. In another

doctrine, however, which in Philo forms the crown-

ing point of union between God and man, Plutarch

^ Zeller, v. 336, who observes that this train of thought in Philo is

clearly seen not only in particular passages, but from all his statements

respecting Matter. See also p. 349.
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approaches him nearly, and this is the more remark-

able because it is a doctrine quite foreign to the natural

genius and previous course of Greek philosophy. This

is, the attainment of knowledge by an immediate gift

of the Godhead rather than by the natural exercise of

human faculties. Whence,^ he argues, could know-

ledge of the Godhead come to us unless the Godhead

itself communicated to us this its most proper pos-

session, as it does all good. But if it rests upon a

communication of the Godhead, the less we mix in it

of our own the more perfect it will be. The higher

revelation is a passivity of the soul, wherein it has

become an instrument of the Godhead. It is a state

of divine possession. And if the soul will never suc-

ceed, so long as it is encompassed with the body, in

surrendering itself pure and undisturbed to the higher

operation, and if therefore every revelation is to be

considered as the result of two movements, one natural

and one divine, and in every one the divine operation

is to be distinguished from the human ingredients, it

still remains our task to repress, as much as possible,

all activity on our own part, and to bring to meet the

divine spirit an apprehension as far as possible undis-

turbed and virginal.

Once more. Philo, out of a mixture of Platonic

and Stoic notions with his Jewish belief, constructed

the following theory as to the intermediate beings

between God and the world. When ^ God would make

the world. He knew that every work presupposes an

intellectual archetype, and for this purpose He framed

first the supersensuous world of ideas. But the ideas

1 From Zeller, v. 173, who refers to De Pyth. Orac. sec. 21-23
;

Ariiator, sec. 16 ; Defect. Orac. sec, 48 and 40.
2 Zeller, v. 314, 315.
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are Dot simply patterns, but at the same time efficient

causes, powers, which reduce to order the as yet un-

arranged elements, and impress on everj^thing their

qualities. Thus it can also be said that the archetypal

world consists of the invisible powers which as a train

surround the Godhead. It is through these invisible

powers that God is active in the world, and works in

it what on account of His exalted majesty He cannot

produce immediately. They are the servants and

deputies of the Supreme God, the messengers through

whom He communicates His will to men, the agents

mediating between God and. finite things, portions

of the universal reason, which forming and ordering

bear sway in the world, the indissoluble bands where-

with God has encompassed the universe, the pillars

which He has set under it. Hence they can be also

described as the ministering spirits and instruments of

the divine will ; they are those pure souls which are

called by the Greeks demons, by Moses angels, and

thus they come to be invoked by man.

If a Greek philosopher, who desired above all things

to restore the doctrine of the divine unity, yet to

maintain the rites and worship of his ancestral gods,

and to reconcile the one with the other, met with

such a theory set forth in his own language, what

could be more likely than that he would avail himself

of it to present to his countrymen such a view of the

world as that above drawn from the works of Plutarch ?

He would strip off from it ever3^thing which had a

special relation to the Jewish people, and he would be

silent as to the source from which it was derived.

The angelic messengers enjoying a celestial life and

presiding over nations and individuals in Philo might

well suggest a place for the national gods and heroes
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of Greece, nor of Greece only, but of all other nations,

and the view would come out as we actually find it in

Plutarch, who thus attempts to reduce all religions to

one. " God is not a lifeless thing subject to men (as

those who confounded the gifts with the giver, wine

with Bacchus and wheat with Ceres, were prone to

imagine), but we deem them to be gods because they

bestow their gifts upon us in an abundant and never-

failing stream. Nor are they different according to

place, nor barbarous and Grecian, nor of the north or

the south, but as the sun and the moon and the

heaven and the earth are common to all though they

have different names, so there is one reason which

arranges and one providence which controls the world,

and ministering powers which are set over every part,

to whom divers honours and appellations are assigned

by the laws in different places, and symbols are used,

sometimes obscure and sometimes clear, guiding the

thoughts to divine things not without peril."

^

Now let us look back for a moment to the space

we have traversed since Philo bore part in a legation

to Rome in the last year of Caligula. The Christian

Church had not then begun to preach to the Gentiles.

It is probable that most of Philo's works had then been

composed, but we have no means of judging whether

they were as yet known in the West. Philo himself is

supposed to have been by no means the first of his

school, that is, the first who attempted at Alexandria

to unite Jewish belief with an eclectic Greek philo-

sophy, and who used as an instrument for that purpose

the allegorical interpretation of the Old Testament

Scriptures on the one hand, and the moral or physical

interpretation of Grecian myths on the other. For

^ De hide, 67.
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three centuries at least Greeks and Orientals had been

thrown together under one government and in one

place of study. And Jews had been settled in all

the cities of the Roman empire, and far beyond it in

the East, and probably in every place some male, and

still more some female proselytes were attracted either

to a complete or to a partial observance of their religion.

Of Rome in particular we know that since Pompey's

conquest of Jerusalem Jews were in large numbers

there, and reference to their peculiar rites is not

infrequent in Roman authors. Moreover, whatever

reasons existed in the condition of the provinces sub-

ject to Rome for the rise of such a state of mind as is

shown in the philosophy which is called a revival of

the Pythagorean or Platonic mode of thinking, had

existed equally for several generations of men, and this

still more notably since the pacification brought about

by the battle of Actium, and the establishment of one

empire embracing so many races and religions. But

though certain philosophic tendencies of Philo—doc-

trines which he imbibed from Platonic, Peripatetic, or

Stoic sources—were in the air around him, and may
be considered as the result of the education which he

received in the midst of Hellenic life, yet up to the

time of Philo's visit to Rome nothing like his religious

system could be found in the heathen life of Greeks or

Romans. The Jews were bodily in every place, but

their nation and their religion kept them apart in

spirit. They were looked upon with antipathy and

contempt, and their bearing towards Polytheism was

that of strong abhorrence and exclusion, but not of

aggression. Their position was one of defence, not of

conquest, and so they were allowed the open exercise

of their worship throughout the empire. Whatever
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the reason may be, all the mixture of Greeks or Romans

with Jews had very little affected any but proselytes.

It had not touched literature or philosophy among

the heathen so as to introduce into their minds

that in which the Jews were so superior, the belief

which Tacitus in Trajan's reign amid his caricature

of Jewish history and manners recognised, the belief

" in one only God who is spiritual, supreme, eternal,

unchangeable, imperishable."

This up to the time of Philo.

Let us pass on fifty years when Plutarch is a

middle-aged man, and is lecturing to an admiring

audience in the later years of Domitian at Rome.

What do we find ? The tone and temper of heathen

philosophy are completely changed. It is become

pious instead of impious, worshipful instead of un-

believing. It invites men to prayer and frequent

sacrifices, whereas Seneca had told them that prayer

was useless, and that the only God which they should

worship was the God which they had within them-

selves. But let us note the altered position of philo-

sophy, as seen in Plutarch, with regard to two points :

the first, its conception of God, and the second, its

bearing towards the polytheistic worship. As to the

first, instead of the lifeless, hard, metallic unity of

fatalism, it speaks only of one God, who is spiritual,

not material, who is likewise the pattern of every

virtue, who exerts an universal providence over the

world and man. As to the second, instead of under-

mining all religious rules and observances by its

doctrine, while it bestowed at rare intervals an out-

ward attendance on them, it has eagerly taken up the

defence of the actual worship, ranging all the national

gods as the ministers and agents of the Supreme God,

I
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and supplementing them with a host of demons who
fill up the gap between them and men.

What can be more unlike the old Roman world of

Cicero, and his bearing towards the immortal gods

whom he parades, and the smile which he attributes

to the augurs when they meet each other ? What
can be more unlike the stage religion or thinly-veiled

unbelief of Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, Strabo, Diodorus,

Horace, Virgil, and Ovid ? But the contrast is brought

home to us because the successors of these men are

still to be found in some of Plutarch's exact con-

temporaries, in Tacitus and his friend Pliny. These

stand very much upon the ground of Cicero still.

Tacitus thinks the facts which he records as historian

to be the severest comment upon the notion of a divine

providence extending over the fortunes of men. He
maintains the a,ncestral worship as a thing of custom

and as connected with the dominion of Rome. But

it is an outward, hesitating, sceptical maintenance,

more of the politician than the man. Both he and

Pliny are utter strangers to Plutarch's heartiness of

belief and spirit of piety.

But had anything happened between the accession

of Claudius and that of Trajan which would throw

light upon this change ? Certainly something had

happened quite unknown to the history of philosophy

since it arose with Thales six hundred years before.

Men had gone throughout the whole empire preach-

ing the divine unity, spirituality, holiness, providence,

and personality. Jews, and going forth from Judea,

they had first approached the synagogues of their

own countrymen which were to be found in every

city, and strove within them to form a nucleus of

believers in the new doctrine : next they proceeded
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to associate therein the inhabitants of the empire, to

whatever race, sect, or religion they might belong.

These things were not done in a corner, but spoken

in the market-place, discussed in the Areopagus.

Whatever philosophy had in the course of these six

centuries divined about the unity of the Godhead had

been imparted in dark and doubtful intimations to

congenial breasts : but a ringleader of this new sect

said openly to Stoics and Epicureans in the place

of their power concerning that unknown God, " whom
you worship without knowing Him, the same declare

I unto you." Philosophy, up to the time these words

were spoken, had acted as a dissolvent of the popular

belief, but had never announced a positive doctrine

which could take visible form and produce effects in

the practical world. This was one novelty, but there

was another as important involved in it. In the

declaration of this one God an attack was made
upon the whole polytheistic worship. For He was

an exclusive God, a God so entirely jealous of giving

His glory to another, that the proclaiming of Him
must be the overthrow of the rest. This was an

attack totally dissimilar to the previous hostility of

philosophy, as shown in the three chief sects, Stoics,

Epicureans, and Sceptics. The worship which their

doctrine attacked from within and secretly ruined

had no enemy from without which it feared, or

which was feared by philosophy itself. The rise of

the various Socratic sects in the bosom of heathenism

may be likened to the internal contests within a state

for a redistribution of civil power. The combatants

are bone of its bone and flesh of its flesh ; they do

not mean to destroy their country, but strive to get

possession of it for themselves. But this preaching
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of the One God, who would not give His glory to

another, was like an assault from a foreign power,

which aims at overthrowing and thoroughly sub-

jecting what it attacks. If the attack is strong

enough, it is wont to unite against itself those rival

parties for civil pre-eminence which betoken a state

of internal security. Foreign invasion brings about

domestic union. Was not something like this ap-

parent in that complete change of front which in

the time of Trajan philosophy had made ? At all

events, the change corresponds exactly to the two

points of attack by the foreign invader. Plutarch

has a doctrine of the divine unity, and at the same

time he is the warmest friend of the polytheistic

worship. And the civil power has no objection at

all to such a statement of monotheism as that of

Plutarch. It is compatible with the full maintenance

of the established religion ; indeed, it is made by a

priest of Apollo, who is most assiduous in the due

performance of his rites. Accordingly Trajan pro-

motes to a post of honour Plutarch, who believes, as

we have seen, in one God, and states his belief, while

as soon as St. Ignatius avowed that he carried the

one God in his bosom, Trajan ordered him to be

thrown to the wild beasts.



LECTURE XVIII

THE STANDING-GROUND OF PHILOSOPHY FROM THE

ACCESSION OF NERVA TO THAT OF SEVERUS

The Greek philosophy, whether as seen in the pre-

Socratic schools, in the Sophists, or in the Platonic,

the Peripatetic, the Epicurean and the Stoic sects,

or again in the Eclectics, who made a mixture of

them all, having acted without a break from the

time of Thales to the preaching of the Gospel in

the reign of Nero as a dissolving agent of polytheism,

takes up in the later years of Domitian, and from the

time of Nerva onwards, another position. It puts

under its protection the assaulted fabric of pagan

belief and worship ; it strives to introduce reason

and order into the Olympian heaven of deities ; to

restore the shaken supremacy of Jupiter, and to put

it on a larger and firmer basis. It aims to defend

scientifically that whole system of worship, the objects

of which it had so often exposed to ridicule, with

bitter censure of its scandals and exposure of its

endless incongruities. We have seen that it had not

taken up this new position even in the last writ-

ings of Seneca, which reach to the year 64 ; for the

Stoicism of Seneca, however eclectic and mixed, how-

ever tinged with peculiarities not before seen, cer-

tainly did not point to a restoration of the ancient

religion, but to a substitution for it of the god within

us, that is, human reason ; and set up a system of
160
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duty disjoined from worship altogether, which derived

all its sanction from the possession of this reason,

and so, at the bottom, from man himself.

Another thing also is to be remarked, that the

philosophy then in vogue was connected with opposi-

tion to the government or imperial rule. For this

it was persecuted by Nero and even by Vespasian,

as afterwards by Domitian. Seneca and Lucan,

Thrasea, Helvidius, and Eusticus were put to death,

and many more were banished, at three distinct in-

tervals, by these emperors, for their political, which

were connected with their philosophical, opinions.

But from the accession of Nerva another state of

things commences. Philosophy accepts frankly the

imperial government, and as frankly the polytheistic

worship. It swears by the genius of the emperor,

and offers its cordial vows to the Capitoline Jupiter.

Note also that this double alliance is not broken

down to the time of Constantine. We must view

the second and third centuries of the Christian era

under this aspect ; and it is full of instruction. It

points unquestionably to the working of influences

which Roman historians dissembled as long as they

could and Grecian philosophers carefully ignored,

which we shall find Tacitus, Plutarch, and Epictetus

pass in silence, but which we are not therefore to

conclude that they knew nothing about. Ignoring

is often the most convenient mode of dealing with a

peculiarly obnoxious adversary.

From the accession of Nerva the empire answered

the altered temper of philosophy with a different

mode of treatment. From that time forth it favoured

its studies and promoted its teachers. The younger

Pliny in his panegyric praises Trajan for encouraging

VOL. TIL L
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those studies which the vices of a former ruler had

viewed with fear, and the studies specified are rhetoric

and philosophy. Dio of Prusa, self-banished under

Domitian, returned joyously under Trajan, and was

distinguished by him. Hadrian sought intercourse

with philosophers as well as with learned men in

general, and is supposed to have been the first who
appointed public teachers of philosophy in Rome.

Antoninus Pius established them in all the provinces.

The salaries of the learned who were drawn to the

University of Alexandria continued on, and public

professors of the four chief schools were named at

Athens with ample appointments by Marcus Aurelius.

Janius Rusticus, probably the grandson of the Rus-

ticus whom Domitian had put to death, was the bosom

friend of the last-named emperor, and as governor of

Rome gave the crown of martyrdom to Justin Martyr,

who had tried the various sects of philosophy, and

finding satisfaction in none had taken refuge in the

Christian faith. It was a crime worthy of the most

ignominious death in the eyes of a descendant of a

Stoic who had perished for his political and philo-

sophical opinions.

The second century, then, and the third, are the

age of a triple alliance between the empire, philo-

sophy, and polytheism as seen in belief and worship.

The enemy of imperial rule in Nero's time had

become a friend in that of Trajan, just as the prayers

and sacrifices which Seneca slighted had been en-

couraged by Plutarch's warmest devotion. The in-

ward and outward revolution is complete, whatever

may have been the causes leading to it. That which

ensued from this time was not a mere natural

sequence or unfolding of the previous civilisation,
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but a change of front betokening the approach of a

new enemy. Plutarch and Epictetus are not wholly

legitimate successors of Cicero, but a light has arisen

in the East, the reflection of which is seen on their

faces, though their hearts refused to receive the

warmth of its beams.

But this altered front of those who professed and

taught philosophy is itself a phase of the change

which had taken place in the feelings of the whole

cultured class. During the civil wars, which began

with Caesar's passage of the Rubicon, and ended with

the establishment of monarchy by the victory of

Actium, indifference to religion had been the pre-

vailing temper of the times. So it had continued

during the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius. The

culmination of this temper and its turning-point lie

in the reign of Nero. Already in that great break-

up which followed his death, and which wrapped in

flames the Capitol while it threatened with destruc-

tion the whole fabric of the empire, another widely

different temper is found to prevail. Men's faces

are set towards the East. Eastern rites and re-

ligions are in vogue. Instead of indifference to

religion there is a longing for satisfaction in it. By
the end of the first century alter Christ this current

has set in with force, and it continues to the time

of Constantine. Relisriousness in a thousand different

shapes, with a strong leaning to Egyptian and Syrian

deities, running in its excess into magical rites and

theurgy, takes the place of that apathy which is so

marked a feature of the classic times of Roman
literature. Horace, that " spare and infrequent wor-

shipper of the gods," who too often verifies his own
confession that he was " a porker of the sty of
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Epicurus," is the type of the former frame of mind

:

Plutarch, who finds the hours spent in their service

a delight, of the latter. Here however we are met

by two contrasts : the Stoic and the Platonic char-

acter on the one hand, the Greek and the Latin mind

on the other.

There are two men of this period, exact contem-

poraries, both Greeks, one a writer who has had great

influence, the other a man whose sayings as collected

by a disciple are among the most noteworthy utter-

ances of heathenism. Both are remarkably religious,

if compared with Cicero or any man of the Augustan

or Tiberian time. But the character of their religion

is quite different. Epictetus is a rigid monotheist in

so far as this that the only God whom he worships

is the reason which is in every man, and is part of

the one divine being. Upon this single ground he

estimates every action, and divides his day into its

several duties as a Christian might. All external

goods, rank, wealth, beauty, talent, health, are viewed

by him with regard to this one standard. A man
is fulfilling his duty as man, not in proportion as

he possesses these, but as possessing more or less of

them, since he has it not in his power at all to deter-

mine the degree in which he has them, he uses what

he has of them according to the dictates of reason.

And all other men, since they possess this divine

attribute, as he does himself, are by nature brethren,

common children, he even calls them, of one God :

but in reality they are rather parts of one God, and

go back to him, or more properly to it, with no con-

scious existence after death. If piety be possible to

such a frame of mind, Epictetus is pious. But it is

plain that he does not aim at a restoration of heathen
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polytheism. His whole system is a most complete

dethronement of "the immortal gods," and a sub-

stitution for Jupiter and all his Olympian assessors

of pantheistic Deism, that tremendous form of neces-

sity, out of which heaven and earth, gods and heroes,

men and animals are formed in endless evolution,

and return back again into its exhaustless bosom.

Epictetus has been admired and copied in every age

by those who, born and nurtured in Christianity, have

been unable to sustain the weight of the Cross and

the glory of a conscious eternity, or have loved and

fostered the pride of an independent human nature

rather than embrace the shame of a suffering God.

He is the parent of modern Deism.

The old rugged temper of Stoicism is wonderfully

softened in Epictetus. Humanity and kindliness

breathe in his precepts. You feel the slave who has

gone through all the trials to which man's life is sub-

ject, and learnt by his own sufferings to sympathise

with the sufferings of others. He is supposed to have

been born in a.d. 45 ; he would thus be twenty years

of age in the year 65, and was a young man at Eome
at the time of Nero's persecution of the Christians. It

is an impossibility that the slave of Epaphroditus,

Nero's freedman, could have been ignorant of the tor-

ments inflicted on them. It is a very great improba-

bility that he was not aware of many circumstances

respecting the Christian life in those who professed it.

When he asks, " Why should not the wise man call

himself not by the name of any particular country,

but son of God," was he ignorant of that Son of God
who had already come into the world, who had been

crucified for assuming that very title, so many of whose

disciples had perished before his eyes for their fidelity
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in following His precepts, in imitating His life, and

in actually practising that brotherly love which Epic-

tetus warmly commends ? We cannot answer this

question with certainty ; but since Epictetus lived to

the end of Trajan's reign, and by that time there was

a Christian congregation in every great city, since this

subject of religion was that upon which the mind of

Epictetus was specially curious, and specially informed,

since he would naturally examine every form of belief

in his own day existing in the empire, we can by no

means conclude from his general silence about Chris-

tians that they were unknown or unobserved by him.

Moreover, if there are resemblances in him to Christian

tones of thought which no Greek heathen showed

before him, the inference is, to say the least, fair that

we see in these resemblances a working of that leaven

which touched numberless bosoms among the heathen,

in whom desertion of the heathen standing-ground did

not follow.

The system of Epictetus would have transformed

the existing heathen worship, but could never have

restored it. It would have allowed the mythological

gods to continue their existence as parts of a physi-

cal whole. It is convenient to Epictetus to vest his

conceptions in the usual phraseology. Thus he con-

tinually entitles his own supreme God, Zeus. In this

sense his system might be called a reconciliation

between philosophy and religion ; but neither the

supreme God nor the subordinate gods were personal

beings at all in the mind of Epictetus. Such a teach-

ing could not obtain any hold upon the mass of man-

kind ; but if it could have rooted itself in men's

minds, the worship and its deities must have dropped

away, silently absorbed in the all-embracing and all-
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consuming whole of which they had been partial and

temporary manifestations. But the character of Plu-

tarch's piety was essentially different, for he attempted

to range all souls of men, heroes, demons, stellar or

heavenly gods under the headship of one supreme

God, and all these were to him real beings, as the last

and highest was real. His conception of personality

is no doubt imperfect, like that of his master Plato
;

and on his mind, as on that of Plato, the eternity and

independence of matter impinged as a hostile power

which he could not subdue : but nevertheless souls

from the highest to the lowest have in his conception

not only intelligence but will. Thus worship to him

was a reality, and his attitude to his country's gods

was that of a religious mind. He would undo the

work of mythology, disengage from the fables of the

poets the truths which lay beneath them, and so restore

the divine monarchy. The reconciliation here between

philosophy and religion was genuine. The philosophy,

if it prevailed, did not tend to transform the character

of the religion, but to purify and renovate it. How-
ever much the Neostoic and Neoplatonic school, under

the influences surrounding them, inclined to agree

together in certain humanitarian doctrines, which are

very marked both in Epictetus and in Plutarch, such

as the recognition of man's dignity in the slave, the

enforcement of men's universal brotherhood, the in-

junction of kindness to all and sympathy with all,

there is this essential divergence between them. The

Stoic is simply a pantheist ; the Platonist acknow-

ledges a God independent of matter, though unable

fully to subdue it, whose will corresponds to his

intelligence.

Epictetus and Plutarch were the most distinguished
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of their own time, the former as a teacher, the latter

as a writer: as well as those who have had by far the

greatest influence on the generations which have suc-

ceeded them. They represent the Stoic and Platonic

mind in the phase which it assumed at the beginning

of the second century. Let us add to them another

Greek who is likewise of the same epoch, Dio of Prusa,

surnamed for his eloquence the golden tongue, the

most successful Rhetor, or as we should now call him

Lecturer, of the day. Dio's occupation was to go from

city to city of the great empire, and deliver addresses

to the cultured class of society. Eclectic in his creed,

that is, serving up such a mixture of Stoic and Pla-

tonic views as would please the palate of his hearers,

and only partially a philosopher, he yet professed to

be a physician of souls. He was born about A.D. 50,

and he lived at least to the end of Trajan's reign, say

to 120. When Domitian made his raid upon the

philosophers he was expelled from Eome, and wan-

dered for some time among the barbarians on the

banks of the Danube. But with Nerva's accession a

new time opened for him, which was one of unbroken

prosperity until his death. His lectures procured him

fame, while they increased his already large patrimo-

nial wealth, and he enjoyed the special favour of the

Emperor Trajan. Thus he was acceptable both to the

class which he addressed, and to the ruling sovereign,

and we can be sure that what he put forth fairly ex-

hibited the prevailing spirit of the time. Now two of

his extant orations, the twelfth and thirty-sixth, give

us in considerable detail his conception of the universe

and of the power ruling it. Thus he considers the

only ^ strong and indissoluble principle of communion

^ Orat. xxxvi. p. 46. Edit. Morel.
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and justice to be the conjunction of the human race

with the divine in the common possession of reason.

According to this the universe may be well called a

city not under the dominion of indifferent or petty

rulers or tyrants, or democracies, or oligarchies, not

severed into seditions and parties through all time by

such-like diseases, but arranged as the best and wisest

of kingdoms, whose law is a law of harmony and

friendship. For a supreme legislator, who is the

absolute lord of all being, enjoins the same thing upon

mortals and immortals, and gives as a sample his own

government. Divine poets learned from the muses to

call him Father of gods and men. For^ this whole

universe, when it came forth completed by the wisest

art, fresh from its Maker's hands, brilliant and lucid

in all its parts, knew no infancy or weakness, after the

fashion of human and mortal nature, but was from the

beginning in its prime, and its maker and father be-

holding it, took not pleasure, for this is a mean and

low expression, but rejoiced and exulted to see the

gods present before him. . . . For ^ he is the common
king and ruler and judge and father of men and gods,

the dispenser also of peace and war, if only we be able

to chant his nature and his power in few words falling

far beneath his worth.

Now^ the opinion and conception concerning the

nature of the gods in general, and especially respect-

ing the ruler of them all, is first of all common to the

whole race of man, Greek and barbarian alike, being

necessary and innate in every one who has reason

without mortal teacher and initiator; and thus it is

infallible, both because of the kinship existing, and

the many evidences of the truth which do not admit of

^ Orat. xxxvi. p. 454. - Orat. xii. p. 199. ^ Ibid. p. 201.
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dulness or neglect. For the divine wonders of heaven

and the stars, of the sun and moon, of day and night,

the many-voiced sounds of winds and forests and

rivers and sea, of tame and wild beasts, and the

human voice itself so full of sweetness and of beauty,

which has power to give a name to every object of the

intellect, these are the things in the midst of which

men live, not far off nor outside " the Divine," so that

they could not remain without understanding. How
then could they be ignorant or have no conception of

their own Sower and Planter, Preserver and Nourisher,

filled as they were with the divine nature by seeing

and hearing and every sense, living on the earth, but

having light from heaven and food in abundance by

the gift and provision of their first father, God ?

This innate conception of God finds further a four-

fold expression, in the poet, in the legislator, in the

artist, and last of all perhaps the truest and most per-

fect in the philosopher. And ^ here we must excuse

the necessity under which the artist lies of expressing

by the human shape that intelligence and wisdom

which neither painter nor sculptor can render as they

are in themselves. Thus the human body is put upon
" the Divine " as a shape to express that reason which

has no embodiment to the si^ht and no form in the

conception. It is a symbol better than those forms of

animals used, as is said, by some barbarians to express

" the Divine." It is better to have such a symbol

than to be without any visible representation, because

of that strong love which is in all men to honour and

worship, to touch " the Divine "
: just as little children,

torn away from father and mother, have an inexpres-

sible yearning in their dreams to stretch forth their

' Orat. xii. pp. 207-21 1.
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hands to them. Thus it is that men justly loving the

gods for their benefactions and their relationship are

eager in every way to be with them and to converse

with them.

Now -^ this first and immortal parent, this giver of

life and all good things, this common Father and

Saviour and Guardian of men, is none other than all

who are of Greek lineage term their ancestral Zeus,

and he is represented by Phidias as watching over

serene and peaceful Greece, so far as it was possible

for mortal conception to imitate the divine and unat-

tainable nature.

This Father of gods and men is the architect and

arranger of the whole universe, which he administers

for the general good of all. He has impressed perfect

order and harmony on it from the beginning, so that

it had no infancy, no weakness. He maintains that

order and harmony in it. The relation between him
and the other gods is not defined further than that

he is called generally their father and leader. Are

they parts of him, or ministers ? This question is

left unsolved. It seems as if it were unasked. He
is the sovereign reason, and they are immortal, and

share that reason, as men who are mortal share it,

but in a lesser degree, so that the whole race of gods

and men form together " that which has reason."
^

But while this supreme God is the architect of the

universe, and is so exhibited with all the pomp of

language which Dio can command, the notion of

creation is absent. His wisdom is impressed upon

matter, and the result is that infinite variety of form

combined with purpose which the world presents, but

the question how matter came there to be operated

^ Orat. xii. pp. 205, 215. ^ to XoyiKov.
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upon is avoided. " For ^ this first and most perfect

architect took for that in which his art should work

the universal matter of the whole." All power, wis-

dom, and goodness, which can be assigned to a God

who is not a Creator, are assigned to him by Dio.

Again, the kinship between God and man—the

sharing, that is, of the divine reason, which dis-

tinguishes the divine and the human race, and it

alone—is strongly dwelt upon, and that on its two

sides ; on the side of the deity as a reason for the

unfailing divine solicitude about all men, on the side

of man as a reason for reciprocal philanthropy between

all men without regard to national distinctions. For

the contracted view of nationalism is entirely over-

leapt by Dio. The divine " polity is a communion of

gods and men sharing law and citizenship between

all who possess reason and prudence, and Zeus pre-

sides over hospitality by his name Xenios, because

we must esteem no man strange to us, and he draws

together all men and wills them to be friends to each

other, and no one an enemy. In short, the whole

humanitarian doctrine is as completely the possession

of Dio as of Epictetus and Plutarch. It is a point

in which the Stoic, the Platonist, and the Eclectic are

altogether of one mind, and which forms a basis of

their teaching.

But whence did Dio derive the conception of this

supreme architect of the universe who put the world

together by His moulding art out of universal matter,

and who rules it with equity and unfailing care ? He
alleges that all men by an intuitive judgment accept

^ ovTos yap 5rj tt/jwtos Kal T€\€L6TaTos orj/XLOvpyos x^PVl^^ Xa/Scbi' ttjs

eavTov Texvrjs . . . ttjv Trdcrav rov iravTos v\y]v. Orat. xii. p. 217.
2 Orat. xxxvi. p. 448 ; xii. p. 216.
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such a God ; that the legislator, the poet, the artist,

and last of all the philosopher, do but exert their

several powers to give expression, as each best rnay,

to this intuitive judgment. But was he in this like-

wise a PJatonist ? Had Plato preceded him by nearly

five hundred years in setting forth such a God ? In

the Timxus we certainly find delineated an agent con-

ceived as preceding the world, a divine constructor or

artist who puts together the universe, which is a mixed

generation of mind and necessity : who, so far as mind,

or intelligent force, can persuade matter, which it finds

pre-existing, and in which resides an " erratic,^ irre-

gular, random causality," to yield to its sway, produces

what is best under the circumstances. The Kosmos,

the orderly arrangement which extends through all

nature, is the result of his skill. " This Kosmos,

having received its complement of animals, mortal

and immortal, has become greatest, best, most beauti-

ful and most perfect, a visible animal comprehending

all things visible, a perceivable God, the image of

the cogitable God : this Uranus, one and only-be-

gotten."

So far as this Dio's Demiurge is the reproduction

of Plato's. But now we come to an important varia-

tion between them. The Demiurge of Plato is entirely

distinct from the generated gods. First he makes the

Kosmos, which has both a soul to itself implanted by

him, and a body of the primordial matter, and so is

itself a god, but with many separate gods resident

within it, or attached to it. Such are the sun, the

moon, the planets, the stars, which are generated or

constructed by the Demiurge as portions or members

^ Grote, who {Plato, iii. 293) translates, as follows, the last words of

the Timceus.
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of the Kosmos, their bodies out of fire and other

elements, their souls of the Forms called Identity

and Diversity. Here, then, Plato supposes the

physical construction of a complete world by his

Demiurge. But after such a construction, what is

he to do with the mythological gods believed in by

the people among whom he lived ? The account which

he had given of the formation of the world, or, as he

terms it,"*"
" what we have said of the nature of the

visible and generated gods," was plainly quite incom-

patible with the existence of these others. He dis-

misses them in the following words :
" To speak of

the other deities and to know their generation is

beyond our faculties, but we must trust to what

those of old have said, for they were, as they said,

descendants of the gods, and surely knew their own

ancestors. It is impossible, then, to disbelieve the

children of gods, although what they say is destitute

both of probable and necessary proof ; but as they

assert that they are recounting family matters, we

must obey the laws and credit them. Now according

to them the generation of these gods was thus :

—

Oceanus and Tethys were children of Earth and

Heaven, and Phorcys, Kronos, and Rhea and the

rest were children of these ; but children of Kronos

and Rhea were Zeus and Hera, and all that we know

are called their brethren, and others still who were

their progeny." ^ Thus all the traditional gods of

Greece, including Zeus, are practically got rid of by

Plato, while his Demiurge stands at an immeasurable

height above the gods whom he has generated. For

Plato next supposes the Demiurge to call together

both all those who revolve around us visibly, being

1 Timceus, sec. 15. ^ TImceus, sec. 16.
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the physical gods first described, and those who show

themselves when they please, being the traditional

gods whom he had just shunted aside, and to address

them thus :
" Ye gods of gods, of whom I am the

constructor and father, all things formed by me are

in virtue of my will indissoluble. Whatever, indeed,

has been composed is dissoluble, but to desire to dis-

solve what is beautifully harmonised and well disposed

would be a mark of evil. Now inasmuch as you are

generated, you are not immortal, nor absolutely indis-

soluble, yet you shall never be dissolved, nor be subject

to the lot of death, in virtue of my will, which is a

greater and more powerful bond than what at your

generation bound you together."

Thus the Demiurge of Plato has no resemblance to

the Zeus of Grecian tradition, whereas, on the other

hand, Dio's supreme God is simply the ancestral Zeus

exalted by all the attributes of power, wisdom, and

goodness which can be given to a constructing intelli-

gence until he becomes the Demiurge of Plato ; that

is, Dio has united himself with that mythology which

Plato put aside. He has invested the form of the son

of Kronos with a certain divine unity, so that the

gods and goddesses who were of equal lineage and

like power with himself recede into something like his

ministers. They would be simply his ministers, if the

notion of creation had entered into Dio's mind. A
species of monotheism tries to arrange itself with the

manifold forms of the Greek polytheism. It is the

alliance of philosophy with the established worship

under the empire, whose lord is the god upon earth,

the bearer of the whole civil power, but likewise the

visible image of the Capitoline Jupiter.

Now these three men, Epictetus, Plutarch, and Dio
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Chrysostomus represent very sufficiently all the phases

of the Greek mind of their time. In one we have the

Stoic, in another the Platonist, in the third the popular

semi-philosopher and lecturer, who combined the Stoic

doctrine of reason with the Platonic view of the divine

unity. All profess a strong belief in the divine provi-

dence, and are never weary of extolling the wisdom of

its rule. Again, all three are thoroughly penetrated

with the doctrine of the universal brotherhood of men,

and draw as a conclusion from it the reciprocal duties

of kindness and friendship. They are not so much

citizens of Rome as preachers of a human race.

But now, turning from these varieties of the Greek

mind, let us compare them with four distinguished

writers and an emperor, who were all Latins and just

of the same time. How do they stand in reference to

Tacitus, the younger Pliny, Suetonius, Juvenal, and

Trajan ? Tacitus is neither a Stoic nor a Platonic

monotheist : he seems to accept the gods of his

country, to acknowledge their power and their inter-

ference in the affairs of men, yet he is full of painful

doubts as to the fact of a divine providence. The lot

of men is dark to him altogether. He would fain

hope that at least the more deserving have some

existence after death. He may be said to acknow-

ledge and defend the Olympian assembly as part of

the Eoman constitution. He is indefinitely nearer to

Cicero's world than his Greek contemporaries. For

philosophy altogether he had somewhat of the old

Roman scorn. Thus he quotes his friend and father-

in-law Agricola as saying of himself that in early

youth he would have pursued the study of philosophy

more keenly than a Roman and a senator should, but

for his mother's prudent tempering of that burning
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love of knowledge. So he makes Helvidius Prisons

an exception to the majority, inasmuch as he did not

prosecute Stoic philosophy as a cover for a life of

lazy inactivity, but to find in it a dauntless spirit for

the dangers of a statesman's duties.''" The world of

Tacitus, in short, is not a world for Greek thinkers,

but for Roman workers. Trajan fulfils his ideal of an

emperor, and the great soldier whose days are given

up to the ceaseless labours of government, who rules

by and with his senate, is as a light which shines

before Tacitus " at the beginning of that most blessed

age." The principate, borne by him, almost redeemed,

by maintaining liberty while it saved society, the

" headlong servitude " of Rome under Tiberius, the

madness of Caius, the stupidity of Claudius, the

fiddling, the debauchery, and the cruelty of Nero,

the suspicious tyranny of Domitian. The same is

the attitude of his friend the younger Pliny, who
built temples as well as inaugurated schools for his

poorer neighbours. Suetonius is a more decided

believer than either in the gods according to the

popular belief. The same tone and temper may be

observed in Juvenal, but then it should be added that

in him some of the noblest precepts and principles of

Stoicism are found together with belief in the old

gods. Thus in his own town of Aquinura he dedi-

cated an offering to Ceres in fulfilment of a vow. It

is of the gods collectively that he expresses his belief

in a providence answering man's prayers better than

the suppliant himself would know how to answer

them. It has been said that all the records of clas-

sical Greek literature do not produce a sentiment so

favourable to the heathen gods as that contained in

^ Tacitus, Agricola, 4 ; Hist. iv. 5 ; Agricola, 3.

VOL. in. M
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his famous verse, " More dear to them than to himself

is man ;

" and this sedulous worshipper of the old gods

has likewise blent together the best parts of Platonic

and Stoic theory in a passage which represents the

divine unity, the gift of reason proceeding from the

common nature of man, and the reciprocal duties of

men to each other derived from this common origin.

" This marks our birth,

The great distinction from the beasts of earth.

And therefore gifted with superior powers

And capable of things divine, 'tis ours

To learn and practise every useful art,

And from high heaven deduce that better part,

That moral sense, denied to creatures prone

And downward bent, and found with man alone.

For he who gave this vast machine to roll

Breathed life in them, in us a reasoning soul,

That kindred feelings might our state improve,

And mutual wants conduct to mutual love." ^

Here Juvenal in one of his happier moments breathes

a sense of the dignity of man's destiny which is far

above the moral tone of his three contemporaries, for

they may be said to be heathen of the old block. The

currents which have reached the Greek mind have

but slightly touched them. Not that even Trajan,

the unliterary soldier, and much less the philosophic

historian and the well-read man of letters, were igno-

rant of the theories which we find in Epictetus and

Plutarch and Dio. They knew of them doubtless : they

listened to them : they would themselves be auditors

of many philosophic lectures at Pome, or Athens, or

Alexandria : but they reckoned philosophy a Greek

science, just as before and after them even Romans
who philosophised wrote in Greek. Such were Cor-

^ Sat, XV. 142-150. Gifford's translation.
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nutus, Musonius Rufus, Favorinus, Marcus Aurelius,

while the vast majority of philosophical teachers

throughout the empire, in the western as well as

the eastern parts, were Greeks. But the life of

these five, who may be said to represent very fairly

the senate, the bar, and the literature of Eome in

their day, was on the old Roman standing-ground of

Augustus, though they would have claimed to be

Roman gentlemen of a more advanced civilisation,

which began already to concern itself with the educa-

tion of the poor, and even with orphanages. Further,

in considering this latter tendency it should not be

forgotten that Tacitus in his language and Pliny and

Trajan in their acts showed a very complete hatred of

Christianity. Trajan in his rescripts to Pliny appeals

to his age as having a standard of humanity superior

to the preceding time ; and it was he who established

on a firm basis the condemnation of Christianity as an

illicit religion. Again, the learned and elegant lawyer

who appears in his letters with all the refined tastes

and pursuits of an English gentleman in the nine-

teenth century, dismisses to summary execution men
and women against whom nothing could be alleged

but meeting together to address worship to Christ as

God. Thus the heavy sentence which concludes the

acts of martyrdom of St. Ignatius receives the fullest

verisimilitude from the official proceedings of Pliny, as

described by his own pen to his master Trajan, who
replies to him with affectionate commendation. The

emperor who sentences the martyr corresponds exactly

to the emperor who instructs the prefect.

Taking these seven men, Epictetus, Plutarch, and

Dio on the one hand, Juvenal, Tacitus, Pliny, and

Suetonius on the other, they offer no inadequate
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specimen of that compound society which the great

Emperor Trajan ruled. The contrast in them between

the Greek and Latin mind is striking. Certainly

Tacitus is the ablest and most original of the seven :

but his religious and philosophic standing-ground is

perhaps the most obscure. Indeed, religion and philo-

sophy for him belong to the policy of the empire.

They have no deep place in his heart. It is not the

destiny of man but the destiny of Rome which moves

him. And if he does ever make a remark upon provi-

dence or human life in general, doubt and gloom seem

to invade his clear practical intellect, and despondency

to quench his feeling as a patriot. Pliny is the care-

ful administrator, the polished man of letters, who is

ready for any philosophic discussion with his friends,

and worships his country's gods without hesitation.

These are the Latin friends and servants of the em-

peror, while in Trajan himself we see the embodimeut

of the valour, the statesmanship, the practical govern-

ing qualities which sustained the Roman world, and

which met with entire homage from such men as

Tacitus and Pliny. But it is to the Greeks that we

must look for any theory as to the deeper problems

which surround human life. It was the provincials

who thought for the humanity which Rome governed.

Now Epictetus, Dio, and Plutarch were likewise valued

and honoured by Trajan : they represent the learning

and intellectual activity of the Greek portion of his

empire : and in them we find a very definite standing-

ground taken up as to the relation between philosophy

and the existing belief and worship. From their time

we may say that philosophy, as disseminated by Greek

teachers to the cultured classes, contained two main

elements, of which the first is the entertainment of

I
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an exoteric mind mucli after Platarch's pattern with

regard to a supreme God, of whom all the mytho-

logical or elemental gods are parts or ministers ; and

the second is the maintenance in practical life of all

the worship sanctioned by the laws. This means that

the Greek thinkers were attempting to give a scientific

basis to the belief in the heathen gods which was

expressed in their worship, and on this basis to

reconcile philosophy with religion. Such a recon-

ciliation had never been thought of up to the times

of Augustus and Tiberius, for its need had not been

felt. Philosophy under various forms had been per-

sistent in one thing, its enmity to the existing religious

worship. By it the thinking and cultured classes were

alienated from that worship, and the alienation was

equally complete whether the Stoic, the Epicurean,

or the Sceptic form of thought was preferred. But

then the worship from which the bias of cultured

thought led men away had during all this time

encountered no external enemy of its own kind. I

pass over the attraction of individual minds in the time

of the empire to Syrian or Egyptian gods as not

counting on a large scale. Viewed as a whole, no

other worship had competed with it. It was in no

danger of falling by those various forms of philosophy,

which, as a whole, consisted mainly in negation. Prayer

and sacrifice supply an universal need in man which

cannot be satisfied by denying that it exists. So in

the times we have mentioned philosophic unbelief

went on to a certain extent in the few minds which

form the cultured classes, while the great mass still

found support in frequenting the established rites

:

and, further also, the philosopher in practice did not

sever himself from that worship as a custom and habit
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of life. But this new reconciliation between philosophy

and religion, by which it was attempted to restore

a certain monotheism, and to reduce to order and

harmony the vast multiplication of heathen deities,

indicated that some new power had arisen, which it

was attempting to meet. Why did Epictetus speak

of man as being the son of God, possessing in his

own nature a dignity universal and indefeasible, which

is superior to all gradations of fictitious rank, and

places the beggar who realises that dignity above

the emperor who is only proud of the rank? Why
did Plutarch and Dio bring forth again Plato's Demi-

urge, but no longer half concealed in the intricate

recesses of philosophic thought, " hard to find out

and impossible to describe to all"? Why did they

not only invest him with all except creative power,

wisdom, and goodness, but further identify him with

the Zeus of Greek mythology ? In the system of

the Stoics, it is true, as we find it delineated in

Cicero, the universe had become a city, a kingdom

ordered with supreme wisdom and friendship towards

man by the best of legislators and fathers, when so

it pleased them to represent, as in the hymn of

Cleanthes, that creation of their abstract reasoning,

the terrible form of necessity. But now the crowd

of Olympian deities, the peers of Jove who in the

popular belief held over them but an undefined

primacy, appeared his obedient satellites in the fer-

vent exaltation of his throne which Plutarch and Dio

celebrated. Something more powerful than philosophy

had set the heathen worship on its defence, when philo-

sophy, deserting its old ground, applied itself to build

up the temple and to justify the rite, and to defend

the gods to whom the temple was built and the rite
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offered. Yet this is what we see from the beginning

of Trajan's reign, and that standing-ground thus taken

up is never again relinquished. It continues to be

the basis of operation on which the heathen defenders

of Olympus stand, until the termination of the conflict

with the Christian Church.

Whatever appears in common in three such teachers

as Epictetus, Plutarch, and Dio Chrysostomus may be

securely predicated of the whole Greek mind which

they represent. Now such is the notion of God and

Providence which is of perpetual recurrence in them.

The universe is most wisely governed according to

them by one maker, that is composer and arranger,

and for the good of man, who is distinguished from

all other animals by the possession of reason, which

he has in common with this God. When speaking of

God and Providence in this general relation they are

rigid monotheists, but then, whenever it suits their

turn, they are as completely polytheists, using the

gods, like men, as parts of the divine intelligence.

By this sort of legerdemain two results are accom-

plished : on the one hand, for the philosophic mind
they approve the unity, wisdom, and power of the

universe ; on the other hand, for the popular mind
they defend and justify all the existing worship of all

the established deities. Moreover, the God whom
they so exalt as the maker and maintainer of the

universe is called by the name of the national god of

the Roman empire, Zeus or Jupiter ; and as they thus

exalt him, every other power seems to sink into insig-

nificance before him, so that passages may be taken

from them which seem to convey almost a Christian

conception of God ; but then immediately other pas-

sages may be cited in which the deities are mentioned
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collectively, or any particular deity is specified, and

piety to them is inculcated on the common ground of

piety to him, and the worship paid to them is exactly

identical with the worship jDaid to him—as for in-

stance in the great and most significant rite of sacrifice

—nor is their relation to him anywhere distinctly

stated. So far, indeed, as the passing from the

singular to the plural appellation, and the reverse,

so that the monotheistic and polytheistic expression

is interchanged, as if equivalent, this is found in the

classical age of Greek literature, in Thucydides, Xeno-

phon, Pindar, ^schylus, and the poets generally/ If

this were all, Epictetus and Plutarch would in this

only be instances of a common and ancient inter-

change, or as it were unconscious indifference in the

use of 071G or many when speaking of " the Divine."

What distinguishes them is the force and explicitness

with which they bring out the conception of a divine

monarchy, leaving as it seems no place for any other

ruling power than that one which they have so

exalted.

But if what we have now noted in these three con-

spicuous specimens of Greek thought supplies ground

for the conclusion that a moral force was acting on the

thinking part of the heathen world so strong as to

alter the bearing of philosophy towards religion, let

us examine more closely one of these teachers and see

whether he does not supply specific imitations of the

power which had thus arisen, and which he studiously

keeps out of sight. Epictetus gives us, under the

name of the Cynic, his ideal character of the teacher

who is to propagate the philosophy which is likewise

^ See Niigelsbach, Naclcltomcrische Tkculoyic, ch. ii. sec. 22, pp. 139,

J40, for some remarkable instances of this,
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his religion. It is well worthy of being considered.

The occasion 1 is this. One of his disciples, who had

an inclination to be a Cynic, asked him to give his

conception of that work. " Well," said he, " let us con-

sider it at leisure. So much I may say at once, that

whoever sets his hand to such a work without God is

heaven-struck, and will only disgrace himself publicly.

For no one enters into a well-ordered house and says,

' I am to be steward.' Or else its lord turning upon

him and seeing him ruling with insolence takes him

and cuts him in two. So, too, it happens in this

great city, for here also there is a master ^ of the

house, who arranges everything in due order. Thou

art a sun : thou canst make the year and the seasons

by thy revolutions, increase and nourish the fruits,

raise and lay the winds, and warm sufficiently the

bodies of men. Go : make thy revolution, and move

things from the highest to the lowest. . . . Thou art

a calf: when the lion shows himself, get out of his

way, or thou wilt fare ill. . . . Thou art a bull

:

go and fight, for this is thy part and thou canst

do it. Thou canst lead the army against Troy : be

thou Agamemnon. . . . Thou canst fight a duel with

Hector : be thou Achilles. . . . But if Thersites had

come up and claimed the command, either he would

not have got it, or he would have made an ignominious

failure before many witnesses. So therefore thou :

take good counsel : know thyself : examine thy con-

^ Epictetus, iii. 22, pp. 443-472. Upton's Edit.
^ oiKodeaTTOTTjs, the word which occurs so often in the parables. It

is curious to compare this passage with Luke xii. 39-48. In both

there is the ot/coSecrTrorT/s and the olkovo/jlos. In the one the master
seeing the steward behaving himself in an unseemly manner, eXKvaas

ire/xev. In the other, 5LXOToiJ.r]a€L avrov. But the similarity of tone

is even more striking than that of the words or the thought. I suspect

that Arrian had St. Luke's narrative before him.
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science : attempt it not without God. But first of

all make that which rules thee pure and clear. Con-

science alone can give thee this power. But you

must know that the teacher is a messenger sent from

Jupiter to men concerning what is good and evil, to

show them that they are in error, and seek the essence

of good and evil where it is not, but lay not to heart

where it is. . . . Tell us then, sir messenger and

watchman, where good is. ' men,' he says, ' whither

go ye ? What do ye ? You seek happiness and that

which should rule you where it is not, and believe

not when another shows it you. Why do you seek

it without ? Is it in the body or in wealth ? See

those who are now rich, of what sorrow their life is

full. Is it in holding office ? Not so, or those who
have been twice or thrice consul would be happy, but

they are not. It is where you think not, and where

you will not seek it. For had you willed, you would

have found it in yourselves.' . . . And remember, the

teacher must be entirely in the service of God without

distraction, able to visit men, not bound to his private

business, nor embarrassed with relations, which if he

disregard he will lose his character for integrity, while

if he maintain them he will destroy the messenger,

the watchman and the herald of the gods. For think,

if he has got to provide for a father-in-law or the

other relations of a wife, or a wife herself, or children

and their needs. Where, I pray you, would be that

king who provides for the common good, to whom
peoples are committed and who has so many cares,

who has to be ^ bishop over others, over the married,

over those who have children, to see who treats his

^ bv oe? Tovs aWovs eTnaKoireiv, p. 462, and ql iirLCKOTrovvTes iravras

Kara dvya/xip dpOpuirovs, p. 463.

I
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wife well, and who ill, who quarrels, what house is

well and what ill managed ; who must make his

rounds like a physician, and feel pulses. To one

patient he says, ' You have a fever
;

' to another, ' You
have headache ;

' to another, ' You have the gout. You,

sir, must take exercise ; Yon, sir, must eat ; You
must avoid the bath ; You must have an operation

;

You must be cauterised.' How can one who is bound

by domestic duties find leisure for this ? Must he

not find clothes for his children, send them to school

with satchel ? . . . Considering, then, the present

distress,^ we think not marriage good for the teacher.

But then, say you, how will he maintain society?

Good heavens, is it a greater benefit to men to bring

two or three ill-conditioned children among them,

than to be a bishop over them, to see what they do,

how they live, what they take care of and what they

neglect ? Which did greater good to the Thebans,

they who left them children, or Epaminondas, who
died childless ? Who contributed most to society ?

Priam, Danaus, ^olus, with their wretched broods

of fifty, or Homer ? Shall military or civil command
debar from marriage and family life, and the teacher's

royalty not be deemed an equivalent ? Do not we
fail to see his greatness ? For, my friend, he has

made all men his children ; the men he counts for

sons, the women for daughters. Thus he approaches

all ; thus he cares for all. Do you suppose that it

is as a busybody that he censures ? Nay, it is as

father, as brother, as servant of the common father,

Zeus. . . . Kings and tyrants have guards with arms

^ T0LavT7]s ovcrrjs KaraaTaaews, o'la pvv (anu, ws iu Trapard^et., p. 46 1.

oijTd}) ^7]TovvTes 01'% ' evpi(TKo/J.eu rcwTTj rfj KaTaardaeL Trporjyovpt.ei'ou t^
KvPLKi^ T6^7rpa.7yua,,p.'463.
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in their hands, and so they can punish, but it is con-

science only which gives the teacher a power which

makes up to him for the want of armed force.

Wiien it is seen that he has kept vigil and laboured

for men ; has gone pure to bed and risen purer still
;

when all his thoughts are those of a friend to the

gods, of their minister, of one who shares the govern-

ment of Jupiter ; why should he not speak freely to

his own brethren, to his own children, his own kins-

men ? Therefore he is no busybody or meddler,

when he acts the bishop over human things, for

they are his own. Or else call the general a busy-

body, when he inspects and reviews and punishes his

soldiers. . . . What to him is emperor, or proconsul,

or any one, save he who sent him, and whom he

serves, Jupiter : and whatever he suffers from them

he knows that he is tried and examined by Jupiter.

And how is it possible for one who possesses nothing,

who is naked, houseless, hearthless, squalid, a servant,

citiless, to lead a tranquil life ? Behold, God has

sent one to us to show by facts that it is possible.

Behold me, that I am citiless, houseless, without pos-

session or servant. I sleep on the ground. I have

no wife, no children, no reception-room, only the

earth and sky and one mat„ And what is wanting

to me ? Am I not without pain ? Am I not without

fear ? Am I not free ?
"

Let us realise by whom these words are said to be

spoken. They were collected some time after his

death, not earlier certainly than the year I 30, by the

disciple of a heathen philosopher, who was. a man of

middle age at the death of the last surviving Apostle,

St. John. What is remarkable about them is that no

such conception of the teacher as they give had ever
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been carried out by any one in the heathen world of

whom word has come down to us before the time when
Epictetus is supposed to have spoken them. A single

Stoic in the lifetime of Epictetus, by name Demetrius,

had indeed won universal respect by the independence

and freedom of his life, but neither he, nor Diogenes,

to whom Epictetus refers, represents the other features

of this character, which are stamped with a divine

messenger's solicitude for his fellow-men, a sacred

charge committed to him from above which he must

execute, an abnegation of self, and a sacrifice for

others of the dearest family relations. But on the

other hand the Roman world for sixty years before

these words are said to be uttered, for ninety years

before they are published, had been sown by such

teachers, who carried their lives in their hands, fearing

neither emperor nor consul ; who proclaimed them-

selves to be messengers, to be stewards, to be heralds

of God ; who claimed to inspect the lives and thoughts

of those whom they taught, to treat the men as brethren,

the women as daughters, who abstained from marriage,

because " no man being a soldier to God entangleth

himself with secular business." Two of such men
Epictetus in his youth, when a slave in the house of

Epaphroditus, had known to have disregarded all the

terrors of a tyrant, had known them to have been the

one crucified, the other beheaded, at Rome for their

teaching, and to have encountered this death simply

for carrying out to the very life the portrait of a

teacher which he has here drawn. Now it is singular

that the only passage in which Epictetus refers by

name to Christians informs us that he was acquainted

with this their heroism. " What," -^ he says, " makes

^ Epictetus, iv. 7.
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the tyrant terrible ? His guards and their swords.

If a child then feels no fear in approaching these

guards, is it because he has no perception of these

things? Suppose then a man to perceive these guards

and their swords, but to approach the tyrant for the

very purpose of seeking death, will he fear the guards ?

He seeks the very thing for which they are terrible.

Suppose, then, one caring neither to die, nor to live,

but as it ruay turn out, to approach him, may he not

do so fearlessly ? But as this man is minded in regard

to his body, let another be minded in regard to possess-

ing property, or children, and wife, and in a word

through some madness or want of sense be so disposed

as to care nothing for having or not having these

things ; or as children play with oyster-shells, caring

nothing about the shells but much about the game,

so let this supposed man care nothing about the sub-

ject-matter, but everything about the game and his

conduct therein, what tyrant, what guards or their

swords will cause him fear ? Well then, can a man
be so disposed towards these things by madness, and

the Galileans, because it is their wont, and can no one

by force of reason and proof learn that God has made

all things in the world, and the whole world itself

effecting its purpose and being its end in itself,

and its parts for the use of the whole ? " Epictetus

then was well aware that the Galileans, " because it

was their wont," had resolution to confront death and

suffer the loss of all things. He knew that there was

something in their life which enabled them to reach

the utmost height of heroism which he imagines for

his ideal teacher. He portrays that teacher in colours

which irresistibly remind one of St. Peter and St.

Paul, and all that race of Apostolic missionaries of
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which they were the leaders. His own heathenism

supplies him with no original for a portrait, which at

least had been exhibited during his lifetime in a great

number of instances by these Galileans : one point of

which, the most striking and the rarest, he himself in

another place of his sayings attributes to them as

specially characteristic of them. Taking into account

the time and the places at which Epictetus lived, and

the studies on which his mind was engrossed, is there

any sufficient reason to think that he was so ignorant

about Christians in general, their doctrine and their

mode of life, as his silence with respect to them has

led some to conclude ? If he who drew the character

of the teacher above cited was not acquainted with

Christians, how came he to put together a very original

and marked portraiture such as in its entirety had

never been seen among Greeks or Romans, but had

been presented again and again in his own time by

the first teachers of the Church ? Where was the

Stoic ever seen who had treated all men of whatever

nation or race or quality of rank as his brethren, all

women as his daughters, who had watched over them

with solicitude, and with utter disregard of self, who
had resigned all domestic affections, not out of apathy,

but in order to bestow himself, his life, and its labours

upon others ? Myriads of Christian teachers have

done this. No philosopher has ever done it. But
whence did Epictetus draw the conception of doing

it ? If Stoicism from its origin contained within itself

the germ of such a flower, why did it never produce a

specimen until the Roman world had been filled with

the fragrance of the Christian fruit?

Not but what Epictetus is entirely heathen in the

ground which he assigns for his teacher's fearlessness.
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To him the body and the soul do not make the one

personality of man. " This ^ poor body is nothing to

me : its parts are nothing to me. Death, let it come

when it will, in whole or in part. . . . For if death

be any evil it is equally an evil, whether in company

with others or alone. But will it be anything else

but the separation of this poor body and the soul ?

Nothing." And he proceeds to mention that there is

always in case of need the option of suicide. " Is the

door shut ? May you not die ? You may."

The fair conclusion is that Epictetus having had

the sufferings of Christians brought vividly before him

in his youth, and acknowledging their heroism, was

more or less acquainted with their doctrine, and that

he was not unaffected by the two things, but never-

theless preferred his old heathen standing-ground : as

so many since in the full blaze of Christian light

and the full knowledge of Christian practice during

hundreds of years before them, have done like him in

their day. But it results that the heathenism of

Epictetus, as that of Plutarch and Dio Chrysostomus,

is not that of Cicero or Augustus. A new light has

shone upon their moral world, a new order of ideas

has passed before their minds. A very learned writer
^

observes that " their doctrines concerning the relation

of the individual to humanity in general breathe as

strongly a Christian spirit as they bear witness to the

most decided break with what had been, specifically,

the ancient views of the world." " Stoicism and

Cynicism raised themselves in this time to a height

and a purity in their moral grasp of human rights

and human duties which had not been reached in

^ Epictetus, iii. 22, p. 447.
2 Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte Horns, iii. 609, 610.
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earlier antiquity." " The Stoic principle that all men
belong to each other, who, as Epictetus expresses it,

all have God for their father, and therefore are breth-

ren, was first followed out by the Stoics of this age

to its full range, and to its last consequence." This

very important and pregnant fact is not only stated

by this writer, but admitted by the most able historians

of Greek philosophy. Some who admit it maintain

that this consequence lay in the conception of Stoicism

from its beginning, and was produced by its own
power. They have to show why a philosophy which

existed for three hundred years before our Lord came,

never produced these fruits until after these doctrines

had been preached by His disciples on the ground of

His example, and at the cost of their lives, through

the length and breadth of the empire. They have to

show why Cicero, with all the stores of Grecian thought

before him, and regarding philosophy as the guide of

life, never produced such a view of the teacher as we
have just quoted from Epictetus. They should further

show why his view of slavery is the hard cold view of

Plato and Aristotle, without a glimpse of the tender-

ness for the rights of human nature, which appears in

Seneca and Epictetus, and the subsequent school. It

is a fact that in the interval the great sacrifice on

Calvary had taken place, and the Creator of man had

died upon the cross the death of a Roman slave.

Before the slave Epictetus obtained honour as a philo-

sopher, the slave Onesimus had become a bishop in

the Church. Before the character of the teacher had

been sketched by the Stoic, all its fine and exalted

points had been exhibited during two generations

in the settled order of the Church's missionaries.

The reasoned unbelief of modern infidels—who lay

VOL. in. N
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special claim to science—is strangely regardless of

chronology.

'

We must now mention the position occupied by

philosophers in the Roman empire from the accession

of Nerva at the end of the first century until far into

the third. Scanty as are the notices which we possess

of the intellectual condition of those times, there is

enough to warrant the belief that during this period

there was in the higher classes of Roman society a

lively and a wide-spread interest in philosophy. Philo-

sophical lectures formed a regular part of Roman life,

not only in the capital, but in the other great intellec-

tual ceiitres, such as Athens, Alexandria, Marseilles,

Tarsus, Rhodes. The great majority of the teachers,

whether in the West or East, were Greeks. Whatever

opposition there had been to philosophy in the natural

character of the Romans, whatever suspicion enter-

tained against it as an unpractical study, leading men
away from the duties of active life, whatever dislike of

it from the number of its professors who only sought

in it the means of enriching themselves, and whose

own life was a scandal to the precepts which they

enjoined on others, yet undoubtedly much the larger

portion of the cultured class even in Rome and the

western parts of the empire was fully convinced that

philosophy was the best guide to the highest morality.'^

As such it laid claim to the education of youth, and

for the greater part the years of philosophical study

began after the conclusion of the grammatical and

rhetorical course. The ordinary rule was that with

the assumption of the toga young men entered upon

that discipline which was to introduce and guide them

into an upright and well-regulated manhood. Philo-

^ Friedlaender, iii. 572, 580.
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sophy properly comprehended three divisions, Logic,

Physics, and Ethics, but the former two of these

retreated so far into the background that Ethics

appeared to be the essential if not the only subject

treated. But it was ^ especially the education of youth

in moral virtue which was expected of philosophy. " As
gymnastics and medical science provide for the health

and strength of the body," says Plutarch in his treatise

on education, " so philosophy alone heals the weakness

and sickness of the soul. By it and with it we learn

what is noble and what base, what right and what

wrong, what to strive after and what to avoid : how
we have to behave towards the gods, our parents, old

age, the laws, strangers, our rulers, our friends, women,

children, and men ; that we should fear the gods,

honour parents, reverence age, obey laws, comply with

rulers, love friends, be modest with women, treat chil-

dren with tenderness, and slaves without insolence

:

but especially that we be neither thrown off our

balance in prosperity nor cast down by adversity, that

we neither allow ourselves to be overcome by pleasure,

nor become passionate and brutal in our anger. This

I hold for the chiefest of all the goods which we
gain through philosophy." In another place he says

:

" Foolish parents who have neglected to give a good

education to their children generally begin to pay for

this neglect when their sons approach manhood, and

instead of leading an orderly and reasonable life plunge

themselves into extravagances and low pleasures, draw

around them parasites and other miners of youth, fall

into loose living, gluttony, gambling, commit adulteries

and other excesses, by which they risk their lives for

pleasure. Had they enjoyed the instruction of a philo-

^ I take the following from Friedlaender, iii. 586.
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soptier, they would not have given themselves up to

such courses. As the gardener plucks the weed from

the field, so the philosopher plucks the bad impulses

of envy, avarice, concupiscence out of the youthful soul,

though it must be done sometimes with deep cuts

which leave wounds behind. In other cases he works

cautiously, as the pruner trims the vine, in order not

to cut out the noble together with the base." ^

From these expressions of Plutarch and from Epic-

tetus it is apparent that in their time philosophy had

completely assumed that function of forming the in-

ward life which we assign to religion. Cicero indeed

recognised it as the guide of life. Seneca is never

weary of extolling it as such. Further also, the

philosopher ^ being esteemed not merely as a giver of

lessons but as an educator, as one really charged with

a cure of souls, necessarily considered it his duty to

advance by every means in his power the moral growth

of his scholar outside the ordinary time of instruction.

By consequence he assumed a right of supervision

over the whole conduct which was exercised by giv-

ing counsel and exhortation, warning and reproof.

We have some remarkable instances of this preserved

to us. Thus Seneca described himself in his youth,

in the reign of Tiberius, as the first to attend the

school of Attains, and the last to leave it. But not

only so : he followed Attains with questions in his

walks, where he found him not only ready, but

anxious for learners. And he quotes him as saying

that the teacher and the taught should have the same

purpose before them, the one to impart, the other to

receive, good. He adds that one who frequents a

^ Plutarch, De Educ. Puer. cap. x. 7 ; De Vitioso Pudore, cap. ii.

2 Friedlaender, iii. 587.
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philosopher should every day carry off something

good with him, for philosophy exercises a good influ-

ence, not merely in the process of study, but by living

intercourse, as the sun's light tints one "who comes

within it, though he came not for that purpose.^

Thus thirty years later, in the reign of Nero, Persius

reminds Cornutus, " the dear friend who was so great

a part of his own soul," how when, trembling in the

liberty of opening manhood, he was free to cast his

eyes on the seductions of Rome, he had fled for refuge

to his guidance

:

" Nor did you, gentle sage, the charge decline
;

Then, dext'rous to beguile^ your steady line

Reclaimed, I know not by what winning force,

My morals, warped from virtue's straighter course
;

While reason pressed incumbent on my soul.

That struggled to receive the strong control.

And took, like wax temjDered by j^lastic skill.

The form your hand imposed : and bears it still."
^

A hundred years later, in the reign of Antoninus Pius,

about the middle of the second century, we have a

picture of the relations which the Platonic philosopher

Taurus maintained with his scholars. He allowed

them not only to ask him questions after the day's

instruction, but constantly invited those who wished to

be more intimate with him to a frugal supper, in

which a dish of Egyptian lentils and a salad made the

chief repast. Here they were expected to propose

questions and problems which the philosopher re-

solved. Again, when they were sick he was wont to

visit them. Whatever displeased him in their manner

of life he could freely censure. "So," says Gellius,

^ Seneca, Epist. cviii.

^ Persius, v. 30-40. Giflford's translation.
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"Taurus used every sort of exhortation to lead his

scholars to what was right and good."

It appears that there was no concern of life too

important to be beyond the reach of the philosopher's

inspection, none too minute to be beneath it. Thus

Epictetus gives particular directions as to the dress

and the personal habits of those who frequent him,

such as the wearing a beard, the arrangement of the

hair. In all scruples of conscience, in all difficult

positions of life, the philosophers were consulted.

When Gellius, who had been appointed a judge at the

age of twenty-five, found himself unable to determine

a suit, he suspended the sitting and betook himself

immediately to the philosopher Favorinus, of whom he

begged a decision for this particular case, as well as

instruction generally in the office of judge. It would

seem that philosophers had to complain rather that

they were consulted too much than too little. Epic-

tetus says men came to him as to a greengrocer or a

shoemaker, to get articles ready made, and say they

had conversed with him, as if he were a statue, with-

out giving themselves the trouble to learn the moral

principles on which particular decisions should be

founded.^

The function of philosophy and the supervision

exercised by philosophers over the life of their ad-

herents being in general such as have been described,

there were three sorts of relation in which it was

exercised. First, there was the house-philosopher.

In many great Roman families it had become the

usage to have such an appendage. Such a man
would serve not only as the educator of the children,

but as the counsellor and guide of the elders. Especi-

^ Epictetus, iii. 9. I take the above examples from Friedlaender.
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ally they were considered to prepare people for de^th,

and so in the Csesarean history the victim not unfre-

quently spends his last moments in a conversation

*' with his own philosopher." " Thus ^ Julius Kanus,

condemned by Caligula, did not cease to search for

the truth in his very end. ' Why are you so sorry ?
'

he said to his friends. ' You ask whether souls are

immortal : that I shall presently know.' His philo-

sopher was following him, and now they were nearing

that hill on which daily offerings were made to our

god, Caesar. ' What are you thinking of now, Kanus ?
'

said he. ' I intend,' replied Kanus, 'to observe whether

at that most rapid moment the soul has a sense of its

own going forth.' " In like manner Rubellius Plautus

was encouraged by Musonius to prefer death to an

uncertain life ; and the messenger of death found

Thrasea in conversation with the Cynic, Demetrius.

" It might be judged," says Tacitus,^ " by the

earnestness of his face and some words more loudly

spoken than the rest, that he was inquiring as to

the nature of the soul and the separation of body and

spirit."

Another species of the house-philosopher was the

court-philosopher. Such are mentioned at the courts

of Augustus, Nero, Trajan, Hadrian, the Empress Julia

Domna. Plutarch defends such a position on the

ground that philosophers who give themselves up to

form the moral life of private persons deliver only

individuals from weaknesses and passions : but he

who ennobles the character of a ruler advances and

improves thereby the whole State. For such advan-

^ Seneca, De Tranquill, 14, " Prosequebatur ilium philosophua
suus^

- Tacitus, Ann. 16, 34.
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tages he must bear the imputation of courtiership and

servility.-^

But, secondly, a greater and more honourable posi-

tion for the philosopher was that of holding one of

the public chairs in a great city. At central points,

like Rome or Athens, the influence of a teacher might

extend over the flower of the youth drawn from all

the provinces of the empire. A large salary was like-

wise attached to such a place. This undoubtedly was

the greatest field for the dissemination of its doctrine

which was open to philosophy.

But, thirdly, while even these public schools were

limited in their influence to those who attended them,

it is said that a class of philosophers, who gave them-

selves out as general teachers of morality to the whole

human race, were to be found passing from place to

place through the empire. These were Cynics, and,

though most of them bore a very evil name, now and

then men were to be found amonof them who renounced

for the sake of this ofiice the goods and conveniences

of life, and gained thereby, like Demonax who lived

chiefly at Athens, general consideration and honour.

But the character of Demonax, whom Lucian has so

greatly extolled, though full of independence and

rugged honesty, was totally wanting in that tender

regard for the good of others with which Epictetus

has invested his teacher. Demonax, who, feeling the

weakness of age approaching, put himself to death by

fasting when nearly a hundred years old, is supposed

to have ^ lived between 5 o and 150, or perhaps ten

years later.

Plutarch's mode of thought is continued on by his

^ Plutarch, on philosophising with princes, ch. ii., quoted by Fried-

laender, iii. 595. ^ Zeller, iv. 691.
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successors in the Platonic school. Three of these may
be mentioned whose lives extend from about the time

of Plutarch's death to the end of the second century.

They are Maximus of Tyre, Apuleius of Madaura, and

Celsus. These survive in part to tell us what was

probably the teaching of the philosophers whose posi-

tion in the empire we have been sketching at least as

concerns the important points which most interest us.

Maximus of Tyre lived under the Antonines : he was

half philosopher, half lecturer, that is a Rhetor.

Forty-one of the compositions thus delivered remain

to us. This then is what a fashionable Platonist would

say to his audience at Rome in the time of Marcus

Aurelius :
" God,^ as the highest spirit and the highest

good, is one only, exalted above time and nature, in-

visible, ineffable, to be known only by pure reason.

He is the architect and ruler of the world, whose

never-resting providence embraces and maintains

everything, from whom good only comes, without

whom no one can be virtuous. Matter serves him as

stuff for the forming of the world, and out of this in

the last resort all evils spring, the physical immedi-

ately, the moral mediately, inasmuch as free-will fails

to control, the sensual appetites. Between the supreme

godhead and the world there are besides innumerable

visible gods, demons as middle beings, inferior gods

of immortal but passible nature, who dwell on the

borders of the heavenly and earthly world, servants of

the gods and inspectors of men, various in perfection,

temper, and occupation, assigned to the good as per-

sonal guardian spirits." Maximus considers these

middle beings as the connecting link between the

^ This analysis is drawn by Zeller, v, 186-188, from a number of

passages in the dissertations of Maximus.
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sensuous and supersensuous world. He is so strongly

convinced of their existence that he not only credits

the simplest stories of demon apparitions, but can

himself tell of such apparitions, which he has had in

a waking state. The human soul likewise is of divine

essence, but is imprisoned in the body during its

earthly life, and experiences a sort of dream-state, out

of which it only incompletely wakes to the remem-

brance of its true being. It is only in the future life

that it may hope for a purer knowledge of the truth,

and an immediate intuition of " the divine." Maximus
sees in the many kinds of divination a proof of the

divine care for man, uniting it as he does with the

freedom of the will by the assumption that only what

is necessary is foretold unconditionally. Sensuous

representations of the godhead by images and myths

are defended as helps which most men need, and poets

are praised on this ground as being the most ancient

philosophers. The particular form of the image is

in itself indifferent, but Maximus finds his people's

artistic preference of the human form the worthiest.

Syria was the mother of Maximus, and Africa pro-

duced in Apuleius of Madaura one very similar to him

in philosophical character. He ^ names as the first

grounds of being the Godhead, Matter, and Ideas.

The Godhead, the perfect Spirit, is ineffable and im-

mense, exalted not only above all passion, but also

above all activity. Ideas are simple and eternal forms,

the incorporeal patterns of things. Next to God and

the Ideas, he calls Reason, or Mind, and the Soul, a

being of higher nature, though we are not to seek in

him for a definite gradation of divine forces. Like

Maximus he places gods and demons between the

^ This analysis is from Zeller, v. 190.
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highest God and the world. He reckons among these

gods not only the visible deities, or stars, but likewise

invisible beings as the twelve Olympian gods, who as

scions of the highest God are described as everlasting

pure spirits, raised above all contact with the corporeal

world. But as the gods enter into no immediate

intercourse with men, demons are required to form a

link between them, and Apuleius enters with great

detail into their nature, occupations, and classes. He
maintains guardian spirits, supposing that Socrates

not only heard but saw his demon. Apuleius also

like others refers to demons the sacrifices, consecrations

and religious usages, the images and temples of the

gods. He derives from them divination and the other

disclosures of the future which he readily credits.

The human soul is also reckoned to belong to the race

of demons, as well during its earthly life as especially

after its delivery from the body. But it is only

demons of a lower order which enter into a body.

Celsus possesses for us a higher interest than either

of the foregoing, for he is, so far as we know, the first

heathen who set himself to oppose the advancing

Christian faith with the arms of the intellect. Nothing

more definite is known of his age than that he is

believed to have flourished in the later half of the

second century. He may be supposed to have

written in the reign of Marcus Aurelius. When
Origen had reached the fulness of age and maturity

of mind, he was besought by his friend Ambrosius

to write an answer to a work entitled " The Word
of Truth," which had great credit among the heathen.

His refutation of that work supplies us with many

fragments of it; and from these we can gather what

was the philosophical standing- point of its author.
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Thus he ^ declares there to be one supreme God, the

absolute Beiug, who is. He distinguishes between

this highest original Being and the Universe, as the

second god and son of the most high God, declaring

itself by its generation. The stars are divine beings,

animated by superior intelligences, visible gods, as

distinofuished from the invisible deities, who do not

show themselves. There are subordinate deities who

preside over particular parts of the earth, national

gods, to whom different portions of the earth are

subject, and to whom therefore fitting veneration

must be paid. He recognises the divine origin of

the human spirit, the power of matter, which as

resisting the divine and formative principle is the

cause of all evil. From this are derived the forces,

or evil spirits, which resist " the divine," that is,

God, who is the Eeason of all things that are. He
can give a high conception of God. Thus he says,^

" That which is, is the subject of the intellect ; that

which becomes, of the senses. To the one belongs

truth ; to the other, error. Science is about truth

;

opinion, about error. Intelligence belongs to the

intelligible, as sight to the visible ; mind knows

the intelligible as the eye the visible. What then

the sun is to visible things, being neither eye nor

sight, but the cause to the eye of seeing, and to

sight that it takes place, and to visible things that

they are seen, and to all objects of sense that they

are generated, and to himself, that he is beheld, such

in things intelligible is he who is neither mind, nor

the action of mind, nor science, but the cause to the

mind of its action, and to this action that it exists by

^ See Werner, Geschichte der christlichen Theologie, i. 172.
2 Origen, Contra Cels. vii. 45.
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him, and to science that it knows by him, and to all

things intelligible, to Very Truth and to Very Being,

that they are. Being beyond all he is by some

ineffable power the object of the intellect." This on

the one side, while on the other the whole heathen

world of divine things, demigods, heroes, sacrifices,

oracles, finds in his system convenient space and room

enough. Then as for the idol worship, " if ^ any pay

them not honour, because the stone or wood or brass

or gold which any particular artist has wrought cannot

be a god, that is a pitiful wisdom. For who that is

not, a mere simpleton thinks these things to be gods,

and not rather things offered to them and representing

them ?
"

The work of Celsus is generally aggressive, but

I am not now concerned with his attacks on the

Christian Faith ; I speak here of his own positive

standing-ground. It will be seen to coincide exactly

with that of Plutarch at the beginning of the century.

And I think we may fairly conclude that it was the

ground which every man of cultivated mind among
the heathen attempted to take, and that from the

last years of St. John, during the whole second and

third centuries, when any Christian argued against

the multiplicity of gods, the idolatrous worship paid

to them, and the impure and monstrous tales of the

heathen mythology, the instructed class would meet him

with this counter-belief in one supreme God, shared,

as we have seen, and most distinctly expressed by

Epictetus, Plutarch, Dio of Prusa, Maximus, Apuleius,

Celsus, under whom the mythological gods would be

ranged as parts or members of the *' race possessing

reason," while the offensive myths, imputing crimes

^ Origen, Contra Cels. vii. 62.
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to the deities, would partly be repudiated as the inven-

tion of poets, partly interpreted in a physical or moral

sense, partly again attributed to an inferior and inter-

mediate class of deities, demons as they were called.

The unlettered crowd in the meantime, that is, the

vast majority of mankind, held to their ancestral belief

in its crudity, worshipped Jupiter and Venus in the

temples and by imitating their conduct, and were

ready to tear to pieces " the atheists," who denied

them. Meanwhile Trajan and Hadrian, Antoninus

Pius and Marcus Aurelius patronised and rewarded

such men as Epictetus and Plutarch, and Dio and

Maximus, attended their lectures, and admired their

conception of " the divine," each being Pontifex

Maximus of the State religion, zealously practising

and defending its rights ; in accordance with which

they put to death on due occasion such teachers of

the Unity of God as St. Ignatius of Antioch, St.

Symphorosa and her sons, the ex-philosopher Justin,

and the martyr bishops, against whom in the theatres

of Lyons or Smyrna the crowd cried out, "Away with

the impious 1

"



LECTURE XIX

THE GOSPEL OF PHILOSOPHIC HEATHENISM

In-^ the last two lectures we have been tracing a

reformation of heathenism in the Neopythagorean and

Platonistic school of thought, of which Plutarch has

remained to posterity as the chief representative. This

school, dead as we have seen in Cicero's time, and

dead in Seneca's time, by the time of Domitian had

revived, prevailed more and more, and in less than a

hundred years became the foremost if not the sole

champion of Grecian thought. In the reign of Sep-

timius Severus the whole philosophy of the Greeks had

come to the acknowledgment of one supreme God,

and that a God not distinct from but embracing the

deities of the popular mythology. When the Chris-

tians attacked the polytheism of the established religion,

it replied, " We grant what you teach. We also know
that there is one Lord over all ; but we maintain that

the gods likewise whom we honour are gods. As
there is one Caesar who has many servants, Consuls,

Prefects, Tribunes, Centurions, Decurions, so there is

one God under whom are ranged the other gods, who
rule the affairs of men." ^ We now come to a very

^ In this chapter I have followed the original life by Philostratus
throughout. I have likewise had specially before me the work of

Baur, Apollonius und Christus, and Kellner's chapter, Flavins Philo-
stratus, der Neopythagorder, as well as Zeller, v. pp. 131-144 ; but
while availing myself of all these writers, I have endeavoured to form
my own opinion.

2 Tzschirner, Fall des Heidenthums, p. 556.
207
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remarkable work, which sets forth this idea in the

detail of what pretends to be the veracious biography

of a Neopythagorean philosopher. In this we shall

find that what Plutarch, Dio, Maximus, Celsus also,

and many others had taught in bits, is exhibited full

length and clothed in flesh and blood as the birth, edu-

cation, discipline, travels, labours, sufferings, triumph,

and death of an actual man. The reformation of the

heathen religion which we have hitherto followed in

fragmentary disclosures is embodied in an example

and illustrated by a hero.

Such was the thought of that great patroness of

literature and philosophers, the Empress Julia Domna,

the wife of Septimius Severus, at the beginning of the

third century. She commissioned Philostratus, one of

the ornaments of her learned Court, to carry it out,

and the life of Apollonius of Tyana which we now
possess is the result. The occasion of writing this

work is told us by its author. " There was," he says,

" a certain man named Damis, who was well read

in philosophy, a citizen of the ancient Ninus, who
became one of the disciples of Apollonius, and wrote

the account of his travels, wherein he set down his

opinions, discourses, and predictions. A person nearly

allied to Damis introduced the Empress Julia to a

knowledge of his memoirs, which till then were not

known, and as I was a part of her circle, for she

encouraged all literary works, she commanded me to

transcribe these commentaries, and pay particular

attention to the style and language, for the narra-

tive of the Ninevite was plain but not eloquent. To

assist me in the work I was fortunate in procuring

the book of Maximus, the ^gean, which contained all

the actions of Apollonius at JEg^, and a transcript of
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his will, from which it appeared how much his philo-

sophy was under the influence of a sacred enthusiasm.

For credit should not be given to Mseragenes, who
has written four books about Apollonius, but was

ignorant of many things concerning him. I have now
explained the manner of my collecting my materials,

and the care taken in their compilation. I trust the

work may do honour to the man who is the subject of

it, and be of use to the lovers of literature, inasmuch

as it will introduce them to the knowledge of things

with which they were before unacquainted." ^

Now as the work thus undertaken at the bidding

of the Empress Julia came out not dedicated to her,

it is believed to have appeared only after her death,

which took place by her own hand in the year 217,

in the troubles which ensued upon the death of her

son, Caracalia. As Elagabalus succeeded the next year

after the short usurpation of Macrinus, we may con-

clude that it was published in his reign, which coin-

cided with the pontificate of Pope Callistus. At this

time the Christian religion was enjoying the longest

period of tranquillity which occurs in the first three

centuries, and which extends from the cessation of the

persecution of Septimius Severus at the beginning of

the century, interrupted only by the short interval of

the reign of Maximianus, to the outbreak of the perse-

cution under Decius in the year 2 50. Origen and

Tertullian were in the midst of their career, and

Christianity a well-known religion, and a force which

was stirring society to its depths. First we must

note that the Apollonius, of whom Damis is here said

to have written memoirs, had been already dead about

^ Life of Apollonius. By Philostratus. Berwick's translation cor-

rected, lib. i. ch. 3,

VOL. in.
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one hundred and twenty years. The work of Damis,

which Philostratus states not to have been known when

it was thug presented to the Empress Julia, is only

known to us now by the reference to it throughout

this work of Philostratus. The work of Mgeragenes

has perished, but we learn from Origen that he held

Apollonius to be a magician, and stated that certain

philosophers were deceived by him through this art of

his. What we know of Apollonius from other sources

than Philostratus is that he lived in the first century

and died in old age in Nerva's reign. Origen calls

him both magician and philosopher. Lucian classes

him with Alexander of Abonoteichos, his model of an

unprincipled impostor. Dio Cassius terms him a skilful

wizard and magician. With reference to the remain-

ing circumstances of his life there is silence. Thus

learned men, considering that there is no guarantee

whatever for the incidents assigned by Philostratus to

Apollonius, are unanimously agreed that this pretended

life is a romance, which, taking up the person of a

man who had really lived in the first century with the

reputation of a Pythagorean philosopher and a magi-

cian, puts together, four generations after his death,

an ideal picture of one who should carry out what the

writer meant to be taken for the ancient philosophy

of Pythagoras, and what was really the Neopythagorean

philosophy as it had been constructed by a certain

school in his own time. Thus of the real Apollonius

hardly anything is known ; little notice was taken of

him in his day. The representation of him by Philo-

stratus has no claim whatever to historic truth. If

real facts are mentioned in it, no one can distinguish

them from the fictions with which they are surrounded,

so that in nothing can it be trusted. The whole inte-
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rest lies in the picture thus given us of the Neopytha-

gorean doctrine and discipline, which at the beginning

of the third century was devised by the Greek mind

as the only eJBScient means for the moral and religious

elevation of man, the restoration of his intercourse

with the gods, nay, even a deification of human life.'^

Accordingly, for what concerns the person and adven-

tures of ApoUonius, this biography is worthless ; but it

is of great importance for what concerns the thoughts

of learned Greeks bent upon the defence of heathenism

some twenty years after Tertullian had cried out of

the Christians, " We are of yesterday, and yet we
have filled every place belonging to you, cities, islands,

castles, towns, assemblies, your very camp, your tribes,

companies, palaces, forum." It conveys to us a measure

of the effect which the Christian Church had produced

on the Greek and Roman world six generations after

it had been first introduced at Rome.

The biographer begins with a commendation of

Pythagoras, for throughout his work ApoUonius is

represented as embodying in his life the precepts of

that sage, who had conversed with the gods and had

learnt from them what conduct in men pleased and

what, again, grieved them. Now whatever was taught

by Pythagoras was observed as a law by his disciples,

who reverenced him as a man come from Jove, and

silence respecting " the divinity " ^ was enjoined upon

them, for many divine and unspeakable things they

heard which they could not retain and comprehend

without having first learnt that " silence is under-

standing." ApoUonius then devoted himself to the

pursuit of wisdom with even a diviner impulse than

Pythagoras : he vanquished tyrannies, and he lived in

^ Zeller, v, 135. - virep tov delov, i. I.
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times neither remote nor modern, and yet he is not

recognised by men for that true wisdom which he

cultivated. ' Some have admired this or that action

of his, but others, knowing that he conversed with

the Magi of Babylon, the Indian Brahmans, and the

Egyptian Gymnosophists, impute to him the practice

of magic, yet they did not so in the case of Empe-
docles, or Pythagoras, or Democritus, nor again in the

case of Plato, much as he borrowed from Egyptian

priests, arraying it in his own artistic colours : nor

did men impute magic to Socrates or Anaxagoras on

account of their foreknowledge. " I am then deter-

mined," says Philostratus, "to give accurately the history

of the man, and the sort of wisdom in virtue of which

he reached to being considered not only as one led by

a good genius but as divine.

" He was born in Tyana of Cappadocia, of an ancient

family, aboriginally Greek, with considerable fortune.

Of the manner of his birth no one should be ignorant.

As his mother was near the time of his delivery, she

was warned in a dream to go and gather flowers in a

meadow. When she came there, while her maidens

were dispersed up and down amusing themselves with

the flowers, she fell asleep on the grass. Then a flock

of swans, which was feeding in the meadow, formed a

chorus round her, and clapping their wings, as their

custom is, sung in unison, while all the time the air

was filled with a gentle zephyr. The singing of the

birds caused her to start out of sleep, and at that

moment she was delivered of a son. The natives of

the place afiirm that at the instant of her delivery a

thunderbolt which seemed ready to fall on the ground

rose aloft and suddenly disappeared. By this the

gods prefigured, I think, the splendour of the child, his
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superiority over earthly beings, his nearness to them-

selves, and the deeds which he was to do.

" When he grew np and was capable of instruction

he showed great strength of memory and persevering

application. He used the Attic dialect, and never

suffered his speech to be corrupted by the place of

his birth. The eyes of all were attracted by his

beauty. At fourteen years of age his father carried

him to Tarsus, and committed him to the care of

Euthydemus the Phoenician, a celebrated rhetorician.

But though he liked his master he disapproved of

the manners of the city, and obtained his father's

permission to retire with his master to ^gdd, a neigh-

bouring town, where he found a tranquillity more

adapted to science, and studies more suitable to his

years, as well as a temple of ^sculapius, who some-

times showed himself to his votaries. Here he studied

philosophy with the disciples of Plato, Chrysippus,

and Aristotle. He heard also and did not reject

the tenets of Epicurus, but those of Pythagoras he

embraced with ineffable zeal : and at sixteen, impelled

by some superior power, he gave himself up to the

Pythagorean life. For his sister he obtained from his

father a house with a garden and fountains belonging

to it. ' Here,' said he, ^ live you in what manner you

please, but I shall live after the manner of Pythagoras.'

In accordance with this he declined to eat anything

which had life, as being impure, and making dull the

understanding. He lived on fruit and vegetables,

esteeming the productions of the earth alone to be

pure. Wine, as a beverage produced from a tree

good for men, he allowed to be pure, but thought it

adverse to a settled state of mind, as disturbing the

ethereal nature of the soul. Having thus purified
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the appetite, he went barefoot and clothed himself in

linen, and rejected the use of all garments made

from living creatures. He let his hair grow, and

lived in the temple, all the officers of which were

astonished at his conduct, and ^sculapius himself

once said to the priest how he had pleasure in per-

forming cures of the sick before such a witness as

Apollonius. Thus his fame spread far and wide.

" In his twentieth year he lost his father, and has-

tened to Tyana to bury him beside his mother with

his own hands. He divided a splendid inheritance

with his brother, and being still under age went back

to ^ga3, where he made the temple a shrine of the

Platonic and Peripatetic philosophy. When he came

of full age he returned to Tyana, and ceded the half

of his patrimonial portion to his brother, in the hope

of reforming him, in which he succeeded. Most of

the rest of his property he gave to other relations who
needed it, reserving but little for himself. The famous

saying of Pythagoras, that a man should be strictly

faithful to his wife, was intended, he observed, for

others ; for himself, he would never marry, nor indulge

in the delights of love. And he practised the precept

of silence for five whole years, though it was a great

labour to him, having things to say which he re-

frained from saying, often provoked to anger, which

he might not indulge, often wishing to censure, which

he forbore.

" After he had fulfilled the law of silence he visited

Antioch the Great and the temple of Apollo at Daphna3

there. And his mode of life in general is thus de-

scribed : At sunrise he performed apart from all cer-

tain rites which he communicated only to such as had

been prepared by a four years' silence. After this, if
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it was a Greek city, and its worship known to him, he

would call together the priests, and philosophise about

the gods, and correct them if in anything they departed

from the lawful rites. If the worship was foreign

and peculiar, he would inquire who had established it,

and for what purpose ; and having learnt how it was

observed, and suggested anything which might appear

to him an improvement, he would go to his followers,

and bid them ask him any questions which they wished

to put. For it was his saying that they who practised

wisdom as he did should at dawn converse with the

gods, as day advanced converse about them, and spend

the following tiuie in things that regarded men.

When he had answered all the questions proposed by

his friends, and satisfied his intercourse with them, he

would address the general multitude, but not before

noon. Then he would be anointed and rubbed, and

take a cold bath, for he denounced hot baths as the

old age of men. His language was neither swollen

nor affectedly refined. He did not use elaborate divi-

sions of discourse ; he was never ironical or magnilo-

quent : but he spoke as with absolute truth, in short

and serried sentences, in proper terms, and his words

had a sound as if they came from a sceptre of royalty.

Once a subtle disputant asked him why he did not take

a side in a question. ' So I did,' he replied, ' when
I was a youth : but now, I do not investigate,

rather I teach the result of my investigation.' And
when the other rejoined, ' How will the wise man
converse ? ' ^ ' As a legislator,' he replied ;

' for the

legislator will enjoin the multitude to do what he is

convinced ouMit to be done.' And thus at Antiocho

^ Compare " He spoke as one having authority, and not as the
Scribes and Pharisees."
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he converted to him people who were strangers to all

knowledge." ^

Such in brief is the birth, education, and manner

of life which Pbilostratus assigns to Apollonius, whom
he has thus conducted to the age of full manhood.

He is in all this represented as the pure offspring of

the Greek mind, having shown qualities such as Em-
pedocles, Democritus, Plato, and Anaxagoras had shown

in ages long past, but especially he is as it were a

resurrection of Pythagoras. In short, he is one whose

culture and wisdom, like his language, are eminently

and indigenously Hellenic, while he has the advantage

of living exactly at the opening of the Christian era
;

for it is curious that his birth coincides as nearly as

possible in time with that of Christ. " At this point of

his life," says Philostratus, " Apollonius determined that

a young man should travel, and go beyond the bound-

aries of his own land. The object which he set before

himself was to visit the Indian wise men called Brah-

mans, and on his way to see likewise the Magians who
inhabited Babylon and Susa. This he proposed to his

seven companions, but when they attempted to divert

him from his purpose, he told them, ' I have consulted

the gods and declared to you their will, to make trial

of your courage, whether you have strength for what

I undertake ; but since you have not the resolution to

go, I bid you farewell and desire you to study philo-

sophy. I must go where wisdom and my good genius

lead me.' And so saying he set out from Antioch

with two servants of his family, one remarkable for the

speed, the other for the beauty, of his writing. In

passing through the Syrian city of Ninus he met with

^ I have drawn the preceding account from the " Life of Philo-
stratus," Book i. 1-16,
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Damis, who offered to accompany him, and mentioned

as a recommendation that he knew the Armenian,

Persian, Median, and Cadousian languages. ' My
friend,' said Apollonius, ' I know them all, though I

have learnt none ;
' and when Damis stood in amaze,

he continued :
' Do not wonder if I know all the lan-

guages of men, for I know also their secret thoughts.'^

Upon this Damis adored him, considering him a deity,

and henceforth followed him, remembering and storing

up his wisdom." It does not however appear that in

his travels Apollonius used this assumed gift of foreign

tongues, for he is nearly always described as conversing

either with foreigners who understood Greek, or by

means of an interpreter.

We have in the course of this journey a description

of Babylon, as if it subsisted still in the grandeur

which Herodotus saw ; and of its king, who appears

as a great monarch, and honours the philosopher.

But of the Magi we only hear that Apollonius saw

and conversed with them, upon which he gives this

judgment: "They are wise, but not in all things."

After staying eight months with the king of Babylon,

Bardanes, he is sent forward with great honour to the

Indian king, Phraotes, and passing the Indus arrives

at Taxila. He finds this sovereign a philosopher,

living with the utmost simplicity, and prizing his

friends more than his treasures. Like Apollonius, he

ate only vegetables. He had also the advantage of

speaking Greek perfectly, and loving Grecian litera-

ture. After an interval of three days spent in philo-

sophic conversations, Phraotes sends him forward with

costly gifts of precious stones, and a letter to the

' Compare John ii. 25—"He needed not that any should bear

witness about man, for He knew what was in man."
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Indian wise men, in which he said, " Apollonius, the

wisest of men, deems you wiser than himself, and is

come to learn what you can tell him. Send him forth,

therefore, instructed in all your knowledge, for nothing

of it will perish, since he speaks better than all other

men, and remembers what he knows." I pass over

all the strange stories inserted in this journey from

Antioch to the land beyond the Ganges, in order to

bring Apollonius at once to the object of his travels,

the seat of the wise men of India. As after many
days' journey, in a land teeming with wonders, he ap-

proaches within a furlong of the hill where they dwelt,

a very dark Indian youth appeared, bearing in his

hand a golden anchor, the symbol of the herald's

sacred office, and addressing Apollonius in Greek,

while he passed the others by, " Leave these," he said,

" here, but come thou as thou art, for it is Tluy who
command." In this Apollonius recognised the Pytha-

gorean Ipse dixit, and followed rejoicing.

The Indian sages are described as having a sort of

enchanted dwelling upon a hill rising out of a plain to

the height of the Acropolis of Athens, defended on all

sides by rocks. Here they cover themselves with

clouds, or disclose themselves at pleasure, open or shut

the vessels of the winds and rains, which they dispense

to India. Apollonius approaching sees statues not

only of the Indian and Egyptian gods, but likewise of

Minerva, Apollo, and Bacchus, and these too wor-

shipped with Hellenic rites. " I saw," he says, " the

Brahmans living upon the earth, and yet not on it,

fortified without walls, possessing nothing and yet

possessing all things." larchas, the chief of the wise

men, with his seventeen companions, receives Apol-

lonius with great honour, saluting him in the Greek
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tongue, and giving him forthwith an instance of his

knowledge by stating that the letter of recommenda-

tion which ApoUonius had not yet shown was deficient

in a delta. While ApoUonius is in amazement at

this knowledge, larchas asks him, " What is your

opinion of us? " " That," he replies, "is plain from my
coming to see you, which no one of my countrymen

hitherto has done. I esteem your knowledge greater

and more divine than my own, and if I should learn

nothing from you, I should have the satisfaction of

knowing that you have nothing to teach me." Upon
this larchas in clear distinct order gives him the

history of his family, of his past life, and his journey

thither. And when ApoUonius, in spite of his know-

ledge of men's thoughts, is astonished at this, larchas

says, " You too are a sharer of this wisdom, but

not yet in its completeness." " Teach me then," he

replies, "all wisdom." "That I will," replies larchas,

" without stint, for it is wiser to communicate than

invidiously to conceal what ought to be known."

In further conversation larchas says, " Propose what

question you please, for you are come to men who know
all things." "What," asks ApoUonius, "is your opinion

of the soul ?
" " The same," replied larchas, " which

Pythagoras delivered to you, and we to the Egyptians."

And he proceeds to enforce and illustrate by his own
pre-existence in the King Ganges, the doctrine of the

transmigration of souls. Thus it is plain that Philo-

stratus represents his hero in the character of a Pytha-

gorean as recurring to the Brahmans of India because

he esteems them the fountain-head of that wisdom

which Pythagoras received immediately indeed from

Egypt, but ultimately from them through an Ethiopian

colony. And the purpose of his visit is to compare
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Ms own doctrine as a disciple of Pythagoras with

theirs, and if necessary to enlarge it, or at any rate

to confirm it by conference with those who held it at

its original source. Now he is said to remain four

months with the wise men, and to hold innumerable

conversations with them, and to be initiated in all the

secrets of their science. The most important matter

which we learn from the thirty-five chapters in which

Philostratus describes this intercourse, is the account

of the constitution of the world. Apollonius, being

bidden to ask any question, inquires how the world

was composed. They reply, "Of five elements, the fifth

being ether, whence the gods have their generation,

for whatever things breathe air are mortal, but what-

ever breathe ether are immortal and divine." " Which
element then existed first ? " " All together," replies

larchas, " for that which lives is not produced by parts."

"Is then the world a living thing?" "Yes, for it pro-

duces all things alive." " Is it then feminine, or both

male and female ?" " It is both, for by an act of self-

coalescence it performs the functions both of father

and mother in the generation of that which lives, and

is more ardently fond of itself than other things having

life of each other. This love it is which harmonises

and unites it. And as in a living thing its move-

ment and the mind which is in it, the source of its

impulses, perform the work of hands and feet, so we
consider the parts of the world through its mind to be

capable of providing what is needed for all its pro-

ductions. And even the calamities arising from

drought happen according to this mind, as punish-

ments for human depravity. And this living thing

is ruled not by one hand but by hands which none

can count or express, and in spite of its size is obe-
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dient and docile. It may farther be likened to a great

Egyptian merchant ship, with many compartments,

many pilots, under the command of one, the oldest and

wisest, many skilful sailors and armed combatants.

We may consider the world in the likeness of this

ship. The chief and most conspicuous place is to be

assigned to God, the progenitor of this living thing,

and next under Him to the deities who direct its

parts. And here we assent to the poets when they tell

us that there are many gods in heaven and in the sea

and in the springs and rivers, and likewise about the

earth, and some too under the earth. But that place

under the earth, if such a place exists, which they de-

scribe as full of horror and the abode of corruption, let

us separate from our conception of the ordered world." ^

Now we have been told that Apollonius in his diet

avoided wine, as disturbing the ether of the soul.

Thus he viewed the human soul as sharing that fifth

element which the Indians said that the gods breathed.

Again, Apollonius especially loves to converse with

larchas on the subject of foreknowledge. larchas

highly praises him for this, and says, " They who take

pleasure in the art of divination become by it divine,

and work for men's salvation. For I consider that

man most happy and equal in power to the Delphic

god who possesses in himself the power of foreknow-

ing and foretelling to others ignorant of it what we
learn by approaching the oracles. And since the art

of divination enjoins all who consult the oracle to go

thither with pure hearts, or orders them to depart, it

seems to me that he who wishes to know the secrets

of futurity should keep himself pure, should have no

stain upon his soul, no scars of sins upon his mind.

1 Book iii. 34, 35.
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Thus lie foresees the future through understanding

himself and the tribunal of his own breast. And so

his oracles will be more true and pure. Hence it is

not surprising that you should possess this kind of

knowledge, who have so great a portion of ether in

your soul," the ether, that is, which is the substance of

the gods. It is in full accordance with this tenet as to

the nature of the soul that when Apollonius asked the

Indians whom they esteemed themselves to be, larchas

replied, " Gods." " But for what reason ? " " Be-

cause we are good men :
" an answer which Apollonius

thought so full of wisdom that he cited it afterwards

to Domitian. "Why," said the accuser then to him, " do

men call thee god?" " Because," he replied, "every man
that is deemed good is honoured with the name of god."

And when the Indians take leave of him they assure

him that he would be considered a god not only after

his death but during his life.-^

In fact the passages we have thus cited concerning

the constitution of the world, the gods, and the human
soul, and its capacity of knowing the truth and future

things, contain the kernel of the whole Neopythago-

rean philosophy, in which the pre-existence and trans-

migration of souls, the immortality of the soul's

substance and its identity with the substance both

of the supreme God and the particular gods, and the

right therefore of the good man who lives according

to this nature of the soul to be called god, cohere to-

gether. "If ^ the essential nature of the divinity is

immortal and imperishable being, it is especially in

the immortal essence of the human soul that the rela-

tionship of the human nature with the divine is mani-

^ See Book i. 8 ; iii, 42 ; iii. 18 ; viii. 5 ; iii. 50.
^ Baur, Apollonius %md Christus.
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fested. Hence every human life has a certain share

in the divine being : but as only the purest nature of

light and an all-embracing knowledge in union with

the highest clearness of consciousness can be attri-

buted to the deity itself, it follows in this philosophy

that whoever is conscious to himself in a high degree

of the immortal nature of the soul and of his own

being before the present life, will likewise in the same

high degree participate in the divine being."

This is the key to the whole life and character of

ApoUonius in the description of Pbilostratus, and the

motive-power of that reform in heathendom which he

is supposed to work. This too explains, if it does not

justify, his syncretistic worship of all deities in all

temples, '^ the ^ various forms of the gods in the poly-

theistic religion being so many various symbols of the

one divine being."

But the Indian sages unite power with knowledge,

and ApoUonius, before he leaves, witnesses their

miracles. Thus a mother comes to intercede for her

son, who is possessed by a lying wicked demon, upon

which one of the sages takes a letter from his bosom,

which, he gives to the mother, and tells her that it

will command the spirit to relinquish his hold. Again,

a lame man recovers by touch the use of his limb, and

a blind man his sight. .

Finally, ApoUonius having had communicated to

him all their public and their most secret knowledge,

takes leave of larchas and the other sages, and sends

back to them the camels which they had lent him,

thanking them for the wisdom which they had be-

stowed on him in showing him the path to heaven,

and promising to impart this to the Greeks, as if they

1 Baur.
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were present with him. And so by the Indus, Baby-

lon, Ninus, and Antioch, after a visit to the Isle of

Cyprus, where he instructs the priests in the temple

of Venus, and explains the meaning of its symbolical

statue, he sets sail for Ionia, amid the applause and

salutation of all who esteemed and valued wisdom.

Here is completed the first stage of the public life

of Apollonius, in which one, who is described as more

devoted to wisdom than even Pythagoras was, having

formed his youth upon the model of his master, visits

the fountain-head of that knowledge whence the master

drew. He treats the Indian wise men with a certain

reverence, but he finds and they recognise his wisdom

to be identical with their own. He does not then

receive anything new from them, but is as it were

confirmed in the knowledge of possessiug the same

wisdom with them. He is honoured by the kings of

Babylon and India as the true representative of the

highest civilisation, which belongs to Greece. And so

he comes back to his native land to dispense wisdom

to his countrymen as a public teacher, and with it

everywhere to strengthen, correct, and encourage the

public worship, as it is celebrated in the rites of the

various gods, in all which he is a perfect master.

To this public life of Apollonius as a teacher three

books are given by Philostratus, in which he is made

to traverse the whole Roman empire. The effects of

his wisdom are seen in promoting piety and worship

everywhere in public life, in correcting and improving

the private life of all whom he meets, in braving

tyranny in the bad emperors, Nero and Domitian, in

advising and preparing for sovereignty good emperors,

such as Vespasian, Titus, and Nerva, in a continual

foreknowledge of future events, whether concerning
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the Roman State or his own life, and in working

miracles, especially such as consist in detecting and

expelling evil spirits. He is accompanied not only

by Damis, who never leaves him, but by a number of

disciples.

He begins by residing at Ephesus for some time,

where ambassadors from the surrounding cities wait

upon him, esteeming him " the guide of life," and the

adviser in the erection of altars and statues. The

chief act which he performs at Ephesus is that when

the plague has made its way there, he, being at

Smyrna, transports himself in a moment thither. As

soon as he arrived,^ he collected all the people together

and said to them, " Be not afraid, for I will this day

put a stop to the disease/' Saying this he carried the

people of all ages to the theatre where now stands the

statue of the Averter. Here they beheld an old man
begging alms, who had a strange way of winking with

his eyes. He had a wallet in his hand in which he

carried crusts of bread. He was clad in rags and

had a most squalid appearance. Apollonius bade the

Ephesians surround him and pelt him with stones.

They were shocked at the thought of killing a stranger

in so wretched a plight, for at this time the poor man
appeared in the act of supplication, and doing all he

could to excite their compassion. But Apollonius,

unmoved by this, insisted that what he commanded

should be executed, and bade them not let him escape.

When some of the bystanders began to throw stones,

he who lately appeared only capable of winking with

his eyes, darted them flaming with fire and fury.

Hence the Ephesians saw that he was a demon, and

continued pelting him with stones till they piled a

^^Book iv. 10.

VOL. m. p
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heap over his head. Whereupon, a pause ensuing,

Apollonius ordered the stones to be removed, that all

might see the wild beast they had destroyed. But,

lo, what they thought was destroyed had made its

escape, and a dog like one of the Molossian breed, but

as big as the largest lion, appeared when the stones

were taken away, vomiting foam as madmen do.

Now the statue of the Averter, Hercules, was erected

on the very spot where the spectre was stoned.

Apollonius now travels into Greece, visiting on his

way the tomb of Achilles, whose ghost appears to him

as a shape of ineffable beauty, and tells him among

other charges to warn people against discontinuing

religious ceremonies. At Athens the philosophers

welcome him with delight, and ten young men de-

clare that they were just on the point of sailing to

Ionia to meet him. Finding the Athenians much

given to religious worship, he made sacrifices the

subject of his discourse, wherein he specified the kind

of offering best suited to each god, and the precise

hour of day or night when they should sacrifice, offer

libations, or pray.-^ Here among his auditors was a

youth whom he saw to be possessed by a demon,

though the youth knew it not. And when Apollonius

fixed his eyes upon him, the spectre broke OLit into

cries of fear and anger like those who are racked, and

swore that he would depart out of the youth, and

never again enter into another. Apollonius rebuked

him as a master does a cunning, saucy, insolent slave,

and commanded him to come out, and give a visible

sign of his departure. Upon this the demon said, " I

will overthrow a certain statue," to which he pointed.

1 Book iv. 19.
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The statue first shook and then fell, upon which the

people shouted with joy. The young man, having

rubbed his eyes as if he recovered from a dream,

turned to his right mind, and followed henceforth the

rule and manner of life which Apollonius led.

Apollonius visited all the temples of Greece, at-

tended by his disciples, and the priests whom he

instructed, and his biographer says, " His words were

collected as in goblets, out of which all who would

quenched their thirst." When at Olympia he stood

upon the steps of the temple discoursing upon wisdom

and fortitude and temperance and all virtues, striking

all men with wonder not at his thoughts only, but at

the forms of their expression.'^ At Corinth he meets

with the famous Cynic philosopher, Demetrius, who
felt for him the reverence which Antisthenes felt for

Socrates, and he delivered Menippus, a friend of

Demetrius, from a ghoul, who appeared to be a

beautiful woman. The youth was on the point of

marrying her, but Apollonius presenting himself at

the marriage- feast, the gold and silver vessels, the

cup-bearers and cooks vanished at his bidding into

air, whereupon the phantom appeared as in tears, and

besought him not to torment her, nor force her to

confess who she was. But Apollonius was peremptory,

and compelled her to confess that she was a ghoul

feeding on human bodies, and Menippus, being de-

livered from her, became his disciple, and followed in

his train.^

From Sparta and Crete, which he visited, warned

1 Compare "Never man spoke as this Man;" and John vii. 57,
** If any man thirst, let him come unto Me and drink."

^ Book iv. p. 25. TO (pdafia e5eLT0 fxr] ^aaavi^eiv dvrC. Compare
Mark v. 7

—

opKi^co ae rbv Qeov, /jltj fxe j3acrapi(xris.
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by a dream, Apollonius proceeded to Rome, and this

he did at the moment when Nero was banishing the

philosophers. The peril was so great that at Aricia

Apollonius was met by a fugitive philosopher, who

warned him not to go on. And here out of his thirty-

four companions all but eight deserted him. With

the rest he entered Rome. And he remained there

a considerable time, publicly practising and teaching

philosophy in spite of Nero, and visiting the temples,

which the Consul Telesinus, attracted and subdued by

his conversation, authorised him to do. In vain did

Tigellinus attempt to daunt him ; the evil minister of

Nero was quelled in spite of himself by the divine

knowledge of the philosopher, and not wishing to con-

tend with God, " Go," he said, '' where thou wilt, for

thou art too great to be subject to me." That he had

reason to say this appears from what follows. A girl

died on the eve of her marriage, and the intended

bridegroom followed the bier weeping, and all Rome
wept with him, for she was of a consular family. Now
Apollonius happening to meet the funeral procession,

" Set down," said he, "the bier, for I will dry up the tears

which you are shedding for the maid." Upon which

he asked her name. Now the spectators thought he

was going to pronounce a funeral oration over her.

But all he did was to touch her, and uttering some-

thing in a low tone of voice wakened the maid from

that seeming death. She immediately began to speak,

and returned to her father's house, as Alcestis of old

when recalled to life by Hercules. When the relations

offered Apollonius 150,000 drachmae, he added this

to her dowry. " Now whether he found in her a

spark of life, which those who attended her did not

see, or whether, when the soul had departed, he

I
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kindled it afresh aud brought it back, neither I nor

the bystanders can tell."
^

All this purports to have taken place just at the

time when Nero was persecuting the Christians, before

his visit to Greece. But when he published an

edict forbidding the philosophers to remain in Kome,

Apollonius left it, and went, accompanied by his dis-

ciples, into Spain. From Spain he went to Africa,

Tuscany, and Sicily. And here at Catana he asked

his disciples, " Is mythology any real thing ? " And
answering his own question he preferred to it the

fables of ^sop as being more adapted to convey

wisdom. For heroic fables, which make the matter

of poetry, corrupt the hearers by introducing absurd

amours, incestuous marriages, blasphemies against the

gods, devouring children, unbecoming stratagems and

disputes. These being represented as realities, invite

the lover, the jealous man, the miser and the ambitious,

to carry them out in life.^ From Sicily he passed over

to Greece, and on the way having sailed prosperously

in a certain vessel, he said, " Let us leave the ship, for

it is not good to sail in her to Achaia." Only those

who knew him took note of his words, and followed

him into another ship. The one he left presently

afterwards foundered. He passed the winter in the

various temples of Greece, visiting the several cities,

and dispensing praise and blame as he saw them

to be required. He pursued his journey into Egypt

in the spring, where, says his biographer, as he dis-

embarked from the ship at Alexandria, the people

looked upon him as a god, and made way for him in

the narrow streets, as is done for those who carry

^ Book iv. 45. All have been struck with the imitation here of the

raising the widow of Nairn's son. ^ Book v. 14.
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sacred things. Here he fell in with Vespasian, and

being consulted by him, strongly advised him to

assume the' empire. Vespasian accepted his advice,

treated him with great reverence, and wished to be

accompanied by him ; but he excused himself as

having a great desire to compare the Egyptian wisdom

with the Indian, and for this purpose to visit the

Gymnosophists, and to drink of the source of the Nile.

Leaving then twenty of his disciples at Alexandria,

he took the other ten, after warning them that life is

a contest for victory, as is shown in the Olympic,

Delphic, and Corinthian games, and ascended the river

with them. No city, or temple, or sacred spot in

Egypt was passed by unobserved, but in continual con-

versations on sacred subjects an interchange of know-

ledge took place, and the boat in which Apollonius

sailed resembled a sacred galley carrying pilgrims to

a shrine.

The interview of Apollonius with the Ethiopian

Gymnosophists is described at great length. They

lived on a small rising ground not far from the banks

of the Nile, but were further surpassed in wisdom

by the Indians than they themselves surpassed the

Egyptians. And the assurance of this, obtained by

actual intercourse, seems to be the fruit which we are

intended to suppose that Apollonius sought after in

his long journey to them. Thus their chief, Thes-

pesion, in a lengthy discourse recommended to him

the independence and freedom from care which their

philosophy secured, and tried thereby to incline him

to their simplicity and rude mode of life. Apollonius

in reply told them that being older than them all,

except Thespesion, he had not come thither to take

them as counsellors of his life, having already chosen
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his mode of life according to the doctrine of Pytha-

goras, who in his unspeakable wisdom knew not

only what he was, but what he had been. They

had formerly instructed Pythagoras in his philosophy,

having themselves derived it from the Indians ; but

he had seen it in its source, and had gone to the

Indians rather than to them, " as men of sublimer

genius, living in a purer atmosphere, and next, as

holding truer opinions respecting nature and the gods,

by reason of being nearer heaven, and the fountain of

an ethereal and vivifying substance." Such men best

knew the nature of the soul, " of whose generation

that which is immortal and immutable is the source."^

"The Indians," he farther told them, "having instructed

me in all those points of their wisdom which I thought

of service to me, I do not forget my instructors, and

I go about teaching what I have heard from them,

and I may be of service to you, if you send me forth

acquainted with all you know, for I should never

cease imparting it myself to the Greeks and writing

it to the Indians." He then reproached them that

while the Greeks represented their gods only in a

noble and beautiful shape, they made them ridiculous

and unseemly by figuring them as beasts. Thespesion

replied that the Egyptians dared not venture to give

any forms to the gods, but represented them only

in symbols and allegories, that they might be more

venerable. Apollonius retorted by asking what there

could be symbolical or venerable in a dog, an ibis, or

a goat.

Apollonius thus quitted the Egyptian Gymnoso-

phists in full assurance that the wisdom of Egypt

possessed nothing which he as a Pythagorean had to

1 Book vi. II. ^s TO adavo-TOv re Kal dyevurjTov ir7]yaL yeuecreus.
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learn. This was iu the year 70, and on his return he

had a correspondence with Titus, who had just taken

Jerusalem, and by his invitation visited him at Tarsus.

He gave Titus much the same advice as to his govern-

ment, and with the same assumption of superiority, as

he had given to his father, Vespasian.

"These," says the biographer, "were the countries

which Apollonius visited in his ardour to give and

receive instruction. He made no further journeys

to nations unvisited before, but he continued to visit

Phoenicians, lonians, and Italians, ever remaining

consistent with himself: and hard as it is to know
oneself I esteem it harder for the wise man to remain

always like himself. For that man will make no

improvement on the corrupt minds of others who has

not first so ordered himself by discipline as not to

change." Then, after giving certain anecdotes respect-

ing his life at different times, he concluded this whole

period with saying, " Such were the deeds of the

man in behalf of temples and cities and peoples, the

dead, or the sick ; such his intercourse with the wise

and the foolish, and with emperors who made him

their counsellor in virtue."
^

The seventh book of Philostratus opens a new period

in the life of Apollonius. He had visited the Indian

wise men in early manhood, and the Ethiopian wise

men in the full maturity of age, only to find his doc-

trine identical with that of the former and superior to

that of the latter. The meaning of this obviously is,

that the Greek wisdom and culture which he carried

in his person found nothing outside of Greece to sur-

pass or compete with it. And he as representing it

has traversed the Roman empire from end to end,

^ Book vi. 43.
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blending philosophy with religion, and by his encour-

agement of every rite and worship proclaiming and

enforcing the practical identity of the one divine

power which they expressed. He has everywhere

been received with honour, as the mouthpiece of wis-

dom and the restorer of religion. The priests crowd

to hear his instructions ; the young attend upon his

steps ; he rescues victims from evil spirits ; he foresees

dang-ers and avoids them. He braves Nero in his

persecuting mood, but departs unscathed. He selects,

as it were, and places Vespasian and Titus upon the

throne. One thing only remains. All things have

hitherto prospered with him. He has not yet suffered.

But his biographer recognises that, in order to be per-

fect, suffering is necessary. He considers that the

conduct of philosophers under despotic governments is

the truest touchstone of their character.'^ And the

tyranny of Domitian is to furnish Apollonius with the

opportunity of bearing witness for his principles.

Apollonius, then, having fallen under the suspicion

of Domitian, when in the last years of his life he per-

secuted the philosophers, is cited to Eome. But he

goes at once, and his old friend the Cynic, Demetrius,

whom he meets on the way at Puteoli, in vain attempts

to frighten him from appearing before the emperor to

answer the charge of conspiring against him. Apol-

lonius pursues his way, attended only by Damis, reaches

Rome, and is put into prison, where, with unbroken

equanimity, he consoles the various fellow-prisoners.

In due time he is brought before Domitian, at first

privately ; he answers fearlessly, but is treated with

great contumely, has his beard and hair shaven, and

is sent back to prison among the lowest malefactors.

^ Book vii. I.
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While thus in fetters, to show Damis that he can at

any moment deliver himself, he withdraws his leg

from the chain, saying, " You see the liberty which I

enjoy." Then, said Damis, he first understood that

the nature of ApoUonius was divine and superior to

man ; for without offering sacrifice—how could he in

a prison ?—without praying, without uttering a word,

he mocked at his fetters, and replacing the leg therein

resumed the demeanour of a prisoner. At length,

his public trial being appointed, ApoUonius dismisses

Damis, bidding him travel to Puteoli by land, salute

Demetrius, and there, he said, you will see me. "What

!

alive," said Damis, "or how?" ApoUonius laughed and

answered, " Alive in my opinion, but in yours raised

from the dead." Damis says that after this he set out

much against his will, doubtful between hope and fear,

and not knowing v^hether ApoUonius w^ould be saved

or perish. Arriving at Puteoli on the third day he

heard of a violent storm at sea, which had sunk and

dispersed vessels, and then he understood why Apol-

lonius had told him to go by land.

In the meantime ApoUonius meets the public trial

without the least fear. The court is fitted up with

the greatest solemnity, and the chief men of the State

are present, on an occasion on which the emperor is

bent upon convicting the prisoner. But the prisoner

refuses even to cast a glance at the omnipotent judge
;

and when the accuser charges him to look upon one

whom he terms " the god of all men," ApoUonius

raises his eyes to the ceiling, showing by his gesture

that they were turned to Jupiter, and that he con-

sidered one who admitted flattery so gross to be viler

than the flatterer himself. He defends himself with

great moderation, and the emperor pronounces his
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acquittal, but orders him to stay until he has had

some private conversation with him. Then Apol-

lonius, bursting out, replies, " I thank you, emperor,

for this, but on account of the wicked informers by

whom you are surrounded, your cities are ruined, your

islands filled with exiles, the continent with groans,

the army with fears, the senate with suspicions.

Listen, if you please, to me ; if not, send to take my
body, for my soul you cannot take, or rather, even my
body you cannot reach. Slay me thou wilt not, for I

am not mortal." And, as he spoke, he vanished from

the tribunal. This was before mid-day. In the even-

ing he appeared to Demetrius and Damis at Puteoli.

They were at this moment sitting down by a cistern of

white marble, and Damis cried out, " ye gods, shall

we never see again our good and virtuous friend ?

"

Apollonius was already standing by, and replied, " You

shall see him, or rather you see him now." " What,

alive?" said Demetrius, "for if dead we shall never have

done lamenting you." Hereupon Apollonius stretching

out his hand, said he, " Feel me, and if I escape you,

hold me as a shade just come from Proserpine, such as

the terrestrial gods present to the afflicted ; but if I

abide your touch, persuade Damis also that I am alive

and have not lost my body." Doubting no longer the

truth of what he said, they rose and ran to him and

embraced him. They asked him about his defence,

and how he had come to them in so short a time.

"Ascribe it not," said Apollonius, "to the ram of Phrixus,

or the wings of Dedal us, but to God." Then he described

his defence, and how he had disappeared at the words,

" Thou shalt not kill me." Demetrius upon this is full

of fears respecting the persecution which Domitian

will institute, but Apollonius is quite tranquil, says
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that he only requires sleep, and after a prayer to Apollo

and the sun, casts himself on a couch, and addressing

sleep in the words of Homer, rests without anxiety.

The next day he determines to sail to Greece, accom-

panied by Damis, and the remainder of the biography

contains what we may call his triumphant life, after

he has defied the utmost power and malice of Domi-

tian, and escaped by a sort of resurrection.

In Greece he appears at Olympia, where he takes

up his abode in the temple of Jupiter. Kumour had

gone abroad that he had been burnt, or hung upon

hooks, or cast into a pit, but when it was ascertained

that he was there alive, all Greece flocked to see him

with more eagerness than it had ever gone to the

Olympian games. They almost worshipped him when
they heard with what modesty he described so wonder-

ful an escape. His life at this period may be thus

summed up. He conversed on matters of great im-

portance for forty days at Olympia. Then he said :

" I will for the time to come converse with you,

Greeks, from city to city in your public meetings,

your processions, your mysteries, your sacrifices, your

libations :

*" but now I go to see Trophonius." In the

cave of Trophonius he remains seven days, putting to

him the question, " Which is the most perfect and

the purest philosophy?" and he issues forth in a strange

manner bearing a book which contains as an answer

to his question the precepts of Pythagoras. And now
we are told all his followers, " whom Hellas calls the

Apollonians," come forth to meet him, forming an

admirable company from their numbers and their zeal.

People went in crowds to hear his philosophy, and as

the ancient kings, Gyges and Croesus, opened the doors

^ Book viii. 19.
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of their treasury to those who wanted money, so did

Apollonius impart his wisdom to those who were filled

with the love of it, permitting them to ask him any

questions they pleased.

Having thus passed two years in Greece, he sailed

to Ionia with all his company, dwelling chiefly in

Smyrna and Ephesus, but likewise visiting the other

cities, and everywhere welcomed with delight. It is

at Ephesus that he has a vision of the murder of

Domitian as it is happening at Eome. He was con-

versing in one of the groves, when he paused in his

discourse, lowered his voice, hesitated, looked on the

ground, advanced three or four steps and cried out,

" Strike the tyrant, strike !
" as if the whole scene was

passing before him. Thirty days afterwards a message

from the new emperor, Nerva, reaches him, which

said that he was reigning by the counsels of the

gods and Apollonius, and would be more secure if he

had his presence and advice. Therefore Apollonius

answered enigmatically, " We shall live together a very

Ions time, in which we shall not command others, nor

shall others command us." And presently he parts

with Damis under pretext of charging him with a

letter for the emperor, but in reality to carry out

the word which had been always in his mouth,

" Conceal your life, but, if you cannot do that, con-

ceal your death." Wishing then to separate from

Damis, that he might have no witnesses of his de-

parture, he invented this letter with which to send

him to Kome. Now Damis said, that though he knew

not what was coming, he was affected at leaving him
;

but Apollonius, who knew it well, said nothing to him,

as if he should not see him any more, but had so

full a conviction of living for ever as to charge him,
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" Damis, when you are alone and philosophise, keep

me before your eyes."

"Now here," says Philostratus, "the account of Damis

ends, but I can find no certain account how Apollonius

died, if indeed he did die. Some say he lived to be

eighty, some ninety, some more than a hundred years

old, sound in all his body, and more agreeable than in

his youth." The story which Philostratus seems to

prefer is that he lived in Crete more honoured than

ever, and used to frequent the temple of Diana, which

was guarded by savage dogs, who however did not

bark at him, but fawned upon him even when he

approached at untimely hours. The priests who had

the care of the temple seeing this seized him and

bound him, as if he were not only a magician but a

robber, saying that he had given the dogs a sop to

tame them. But he about midnight freed himself

from his chains, and called those who had bound him,

to show that he did nothing in secret. Then he ran

to the gates of the temple, which opened before him

and closed after him, but the voice of virgins singing

was heard, and their song was, " Leave the earth

—

Come to heaven—Come : " as if they told him to

ascend on high.'^

Looking back on the life which has been thus

epitomised, we find it divides itself into six periods.

The first embraces the birth of Apollonius, his educa-

tion, and manner of life as a Pythagorean, or rather

as a new Pythagoras, more than equal to the original.

The second contains his visit to the Indian Brahmans,

to test and confirm, as it were, his doctrine, the doc-

trine, that is, which embodies the Greek wisdom, and

all the civilisation and glory which it has produced.

^ Book viii. 30.
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The third takes in his life as a public teacher, in

which, coming back as accredited by the Indian

sages, yet as an equal, not as an inferior, he meets

with universal acceptance throughout the whole realm

which is the dominion of the Greek mind ; teaches

and instructs all orders from city to city, enlightens

priests as to their duties, encourages and revives wor-

ship according to the several rites of the various divi-

nities, admonishes emperors, and finds by personal

converse with the sages of Egypt—the rival of Hellas

—that its wisdom is inferior to his own. In the

fourth period we pass to his suffering life, in which in

the fulness of years he goes of his own accord in de-

fiance of warnings to Rome in order to encounter the

tyranny of Domitian, when philosophers cower before

him, and when also, it may be added, Christians are

put to death by him, the result being that Apollonius

is treated by him with contumely, but escapes by

miracle in the open court, and laughs his power to

scorn. The fifth period carries us to the triumphant

life of the sage, following upon this sort of resurrec-

tion, wherein Greece in the very central point of its

varied life, Olympia, is stirred at his presence, hangs

upon his lips, follows his footsteps with a crowd of

disciples, the flower of the land, who are called after

his name Apollonians, while in all this he is but re-

producing the wisdom of Pythagoras, as he shows by

emerging from the oracle of Trophonius with a book

containing the precepts of the Samian sage. Thus in

all his life he is but inheriting the heirloom of the

Greek mind, is but the manifestation of the Greek

spirit, what any one may be who knows " both what

he is and what he has been," that is, is conscious of

the imperishable soul which has lived before and will
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live after him through a series of transmigrations.

Thus Apollonius, fairer in age than in youth, unim-

paired in senses, in mind only matured and enriched,

approaches a hundred years, the utmost bound of

human existence. Sixthly, and lastly, this long life

is crowned with a death—if so it can be called

—

in keeping with it, for his tomb can nowhere be found

though Philostratus searches for it ; rather as swans

hymned his entrance into life on the flowery meadow,

so the temple's gates open before him and close be-

hind him, and he is seen no more, while the voice of

virgins is heard welcoming the ascent to heaven of

the man who is the representative of Greek wisdom, a

god in fact because a good man, because he unfolds

the deity within him ; the veritable man-god, the

highest conception of the heathen mind.

Now through the whole of this biography, which

makes in the original a volume of 343 pages, rather

larger than the four Gospels, there is not a single

mention of the Christian religion, or that there had

been any such person as Christ, or any people called

after His name. But nevertheless as to the time at

which Apollonius is said to have lived, and the places

in which his activity was chiefly exercised, there are

some curious points to be noted which seem to indi-

cate a hidden reference to all these. First, as to time,

Philostratus makes him die at a very great age, after

the accession and before the death of the Emperor

Nerva. If he be given, as some accounts according

to Philostratus gave him, full a hundred years, this

would bring his birth exactly to the date of the birth

of our Lord. But at any rate his exit from the

earthly scene coincides exactly in time with the

death of the Evangelist St. John. Thus his life com-
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prehends the whole period of our Lord and His

Apostles. Moreover, he is described to be traversing

the Roman empire from end to end as a public teacher

precisely at the time that the Author of Christianity

and His immediate disciples began to propagate the

Christian religion. Then, as to place, his sojourn is

dwelt upon at Ephesus, Athens, Corinth, and Rome, at

each of which cities he is said to work a notable miracle.

But there is something much more remarkable in the

way in which he is said to visit Rome. There were

two emperors who persecuted the Christians at Rome
during the supposed duration of his life, and he visits

Rome twice precisely at the time of these two perse-

cutions, and expressly to measure himself, as it were,

with the tyranny of Nero and Domitian. Apollonius

first goes to Rome just before Nero visits Greece, and

boldly preaches his philosophy there at the moment
other philosophers are flying from Nero, also at the

time when the great Apostles Peter and Paul lay down
their lives. But Apollonius after preaching without

fear departs without molestation. The very Tigellinus,

who is the instrument of Nero's cruelty to the Chris-

tians, acknowledges and venerates his power. Thus

Apollonius departs unscathed out of the furnace

which consumed the chief Christian teachers, pro-

ceeding on his course to Spain with the tranquil

superiority of a higher nature. Again, some twenty-

five years later he returns to Rome, and this time it

is exactly at the moment that Domitian is putting

to death his relation Flavins Clemens and other

Christians. Domitian tries his hand likewise upon

Apollonius, and brings him to a public trial on a

charge of conspiracy and other accusations, among
which is one of being a god : but is constrained

VOL. III. Q
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to acquit him, when the philosopher, as if dis-

daining so to escape, and to accept a tyrant's

pardon, exercises his divine power, makes himself

invisible, and appears suddenly afterwards to his

friends at Puteoli. Thus, as the Apostle St. John

was delivered out of the hands of Domitian just

about this time, after encountering the risk of mar-

tyrdom before the Latin gate, so the Greek teacher

triumphs over all the power and malice of the

tyrant in his worst time, but in a manner which

would seem to the writer of his life much more

distinguished. And it may be noted that in the

last period of his life he appears in Ionia, crowned as

it were with glory, and attended by his whole company,

" philosophising, it is said, most part of his time whilst

there at Smyrna and Ephesus, without overlooking the

other towns, of which there was not one wherein he

was not well received." ^ But these were just those

seven Churches of Asia to which the Apostle directed

his letters in the Apocalypse, and where he taught in

the last years of his life. On the other hand, there

are two places to which Apollonius shows a marked

dislike. One is Tarsus, to which he is sent by his

father at the age of fourteen, but which he quits

because he finds' " the manners of the city absurd

and not suited to philosophical pursuits, and the

people insolent scoffers, addicted to pleasure, and more

passionately fond of fine clothes than the Athenians

of wisdom."^ This is that Tarsus, ''no mean city,"

of which the Apostle Paul declares himself to have

been a citizen, and it should be noted that he would

have been living there just at this time, as he was

contemporary with the supposed Apollonius. The

^ Book viii, 24. ^ Book i. 7.
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other city is Antiochj where Apollonius found the

temple at Daphn?e " beautifully situated, but no zeal

in the worship there, the people semi-barbarous and

without education." -^ And Antioch, it must be re-

membered, was the place where the disciples were

first called Christians, and the seat, when Philostratus

wrote, of one of the largest and most distinguished

Christian communities.

The result of all this will be that Philostratus, draw-

ing as an artist the portraiture of his ideal teacher,

makes him a positive and independent figure. He is

by no means to appear in the world as a teacher of

the highest Greek wisdom, and the supporter of Greek

worship, because another wisdom and another worship

had arisen to compete with these. On the contrary,

he is a new Pythagoras, more than equal to the old.

His wisdom is the same as that of Pythagoras, and

this is attested by the book containing his precepts

with which in the last period of his life, as if to set

the seal on all his teaching, he returns from the cave

of Trophonius. It is then no new thing, as might be

objected by a Greek to the mission of Christ, but on

the other hand he is near enough to the time of Phil-

ostratus to show that Greece possessed its original

vigour in undiminished force by producing such a

man, and he tacitly appears when and where the

Christian religion appears, but outbidding as it were

its original Author and its first teachers, who are

ignored while they are surpassed.

Let us examine the chief features of the character

which Philostratus thus presents to us in independent

majesty as the pure and genuine ofispring of the

Greek wisdom.

^ Book i. 16.
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There is a certain unity of conception running

throughout his book. From beginning to end it is

knit together by one thought, which is that of a great

religious and moral reformer and restorer. Apollonius

is described as animated by such a zeal. All his

actions are to illustrate and effect the purification and

revival of the old religion. He is the bearer and

establisher of this movement, which in his person as a

Greek by blood, and down to the very niceties of his

Attic diction, springs as it were out of the heart of

the old belief, and appeals to all its customs. As

parts of this one conception we may enumerate the

following points.

1. His birth was miraculous. His mother when

expecting his birth has an apparition of the Egyptian

god Proteus, who in reply to her question whom she

would bear, tells her, " Thou shalt bring forth me."

And this god is described as taking all shapes, as

knowing and foreknowing all things. In this perhaps

he is an image of that unity in multiplicity of worship

which the conduct of Apollonius was to show, and of

the wisdom which is ascribed to him, one and yet

multiform, grasping all sacred rites, yet caught in

none of them, because consisting of the doctrine which

is the essence of them all. Proteus is the immutable

substance under the ever-changing shape, which is

the one thing which Apollonius worships.

2. Accordingly the knowledge of the divinity is

from his youth forward the one knowledge to which

the mind of Apollonius is given up. Having tried all

the schools of Greek wisdom—in which it is to be

observed that he discovers no incompatibility with each

other—he finds the complete truth in that of Pytha-

goras. He devotes himself for five years to the law
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of silence, and then visits the Indian sages, to verify

and compare his wisdom with theirs. Eeturning

back, he commences an active life, of which he says,

" I go about and teach." In fact, Philostratus would

have us believe that during a period of sixty years he

traverses all the parts of the Roman empire, extending

his action over all countries and all men, and with the

purpose of making the wisdom which he possesses the

common good of all whom he meets. While he is

eminently Greek in mind himself, yet he deems all

men as possessors in various degrees of the same

divine substance in their souls to be of one family,

capable of improvement and correction. In his eyes

all the rites of the various deities, however differing

in circumstances, not all of which he approves, are

yet but as it were Protean shapes and symbols of the

one divinity. In accordance with this view, though

he has his own special religion, he frequents the

various temples and confers with the priests.

3. In this function of public teacher a knowledge

not only of absent but of future things is ascribed to

him. He possesses all the languages of men without

having learnt them, nay, the things which they keep

secret he knows. He quits a ship which is presently

to founder ; he anticipates future events by turning

the conversation upon them. He has a vision at

Ephesus of the tyrant's murder at Rome. He knows
when persecuted what will happen and what will not

happen to himself.

4. His power corresponds to his wisdom. Thus

he works miracles, and we are carefully told that

this power does not arise from magic, but is a power

inherent and working in him, as when without utter-

ing a prayer he withdraws his foot from the fetters.
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In particular the whole world of spirits is subject to

him. He stones the plague at Ephesus in the shape

of an old man ; casts a devil out of a young man at

Athens ; forces at Corinth a ghoul to reveal herself,

and give up her prey ; and finally at Rome raises a

Roman maiden to life, the description of which reads

like a copy of the raising the widow of Nairn's son.

He passes instantaneously from Smyrna to Ephesus,

and again from the judgment-court of Domitian to

Damis and Demetrius at Puteoli, where his appearance

seems once more like a copy of our Lord's appearance

to His Apostles after His resurrection.

5. But he is to be as great in practice as in

doctrine, and if his wisdom as prophet and teacher

collects all the scattered beams of light which pro-

ceed from the ethereal substance wherein consists the

nature of the divinity, so his conduct is to correspond.

He practises an ascetic life in food and drink, goes

barefoot, wears linen vesture, since he must not out-

rage the principle of life by wearing the skins of

animals any more than by feeding on their flesh
;

he maintains absolute continence, surpassing herein

the fidelity of Pythagoras to one wife, and throughout

his life is superior to every blandishment of female

love. Moreover, possessing himself the most astonish-

ing beauty of person, he resists every attempt on his

own virtue from that perverted sin of his age and

country to which this beauty exposed him. All

virtues of self-control and temperance, all mastering

of sensual tendencies and passions, all disregard of

outward goods are ascribed to him.

6. In all his relations with his fellow-men he is

pre-eminently the ^ friend of man, filled with the

^ As Baur remarks, whose words I here take.
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purest affection to the race. In his service to the

divinity, whose visible image the perfect wise man
should be, he consecrates himself wholly to the

spiritual and bodily good of humanity. Thus the

extraordinary gifts and powers which he possesses

above all other men are only used by him for the

noble purpose of lessening the sufferer's need, im-

proving the condition of social life, and by the

confidence which he thus wins extending more widely

his influence as a religious and moral teacher.

7. But the last and crowning trial of virtue is to

encounter the fear and danger of death without quail-

ing, and Apollonius, we are told, is betrayed by a

former friend and follower from motives of jealousy

and avarice, and is denounced to the emperor as

plotting against him. Hereupon he might escape,

but of his own choice proceeds to Eome, disregard-

ing the entreaties of his disciples. There with im-

perturbable serenity he consoles his fellow-prisoners,

and exposes himself to the risk of every torment

and of death itself with composure of spirit. He is

insensible to all the power and threats of the emperor,

and he defends himself from the accusation of being

a god.

8. Lastly, the death ascribed to him, if death it can

be called, is miraculous, is in correspondence with his

birth and worthy of his life. Without pain and suffer-

ing which other men undergo, as he is welcomed into

life by the song of birds consecrated to the god of

light, whose religion he practises, so he disappears

from the earth and is invited to ascend to heaven

by a choir of virgins, hymning from the recesses of

a temple.

Now it is much to be noted that the whole pre-
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ceding picture of doctrine is conveyed to us in the

form of a biography. The career of Apollonius is

followed out from before his birth to after his death,

and the narrative of his actions is the exhibition of

his religion. But as the whole Greek and Eoman
history does not furnish us with a single instance

of a man who spent his life in going about teaching

and doing good, so the whole Greek and Eoman
literature before Philostratus does not furnish us

with a single example of an attempt to convey a

system of religious teaching in the form of biography.

There are indeed two instances, one before and one

after Christ, of men whose life furnishes a point of

resemblance with the life here assigned to Apollonius.

The one is Socrates, inquiring and discussing with all

men at Athens ; the other is Epictetus, who devotes

himself to philosophic teaching with a select circle

of disciples. And in both these instances their

friends and pupils have put together books which

contain some of their conversations. But neither

the conversations of Socrates as recorded by XenojDhon,

nor those of Epictetus by Arrian, come up to the de-

sign of Philostratus. That design, as it reveals itself

by internal evidence, seems to have been to supply to

the Hellenic religion and civilisation a person as its

bearer and representative in the same manner as the

Christians had such a bearer and representative in

Christ. Thus Philostratus, carefully abstaining from

any mention of Christ or the Christian Church, tacitly

imitates what he ignores. But likewise his imitation is

twofold. The first and very remarkable imitation is that

his book purports to set forth the life of a religious

teacher, whose doctrine is unfolded by his acts. In this

it has for its only adequate prototype the life of Christ
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contained in the four Gospels. The second imitation

is not less noteworthy. The character which he

ascribes to Apollonius is not a simple copy of the

character of Christ, but a heathen reflection of it. It

is so drawn as to be to the Greek and Roman heathens

what Christ is to Christians. We have an adequate

reason for this double imitation in the fact that the

Christian society was, at the moment he wrote, in the

highest degree aggressive, advancing, and influential.

He wished to show that his own heathenism could do

as well or better. If Christ went about doing good

for three years in one small country, Apollonius should

do the same for sixty years through the whole region

from Syria to Spain, from Rome to India and Ethiopia.

If Christ worked miracles and cast out evil spirits,

Apollonius should do as much. If Christ could despise

external goods, practise continence, face betrayal,

danger, and death, the heathen champion should match

Him in this. Christ's birth even and disappearance

from the earth should have their parallel, nay, be

outdone, as his biographer might think, by those of

Apollonius. And Apollonius should remain throughout

true to his Hellenic race, should stand throughout on

his own ground. For, as we have said, it is not a

simple copy which he sought to make.

We have just been specifying the very striking points

of similarity which this pretended life of Apollonius

offers to the life of Christ. Let us now glance at the

points of contrast, which no less illustrate the design

of Philostratus, and the state of the mental conflict

then carried on.

I. The doctrine which runs through the whole book

is the relationship of the human soul with the divinity.

The ethereal light-substance, which is the supreme
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God, is shared also by every human soul. Apollonius

thought it the highest wisdom of the Indian Brahmans
when they told him that they were gods because they

were good men. So in parting with him they told

him that he would be considered a god not only after

his death but during his life.'^ So, in the long defence

which he is said to have composed but did not deliver

before Domitian, in answering the accusation that he

made himself a god, he explained in what sense the

title could be used of him by the oracle of Apollo

so calling Lycurgus. For the oracle, first doubting

whether it should address him as god or man,

finally decreed to him the style and title of god, as

being a good man. It is in this sense, as kindling

into full flame that spark of the divine nature which is

in him, that Apollonius is represented throughout his

life to be wise, divine, and even a god. This is the

source of his knowledge, his power, and his goodness.

In virtue of this he works miracles, and passes instan-

taneously from one place to another.

2. In the same passage Apollonius describes the

true doctrine, as he conceives, of the nature of God,

which is, he says, the doctrine both of the Indians

and Egyptians. This doctrine recognises God as the

Constructor, by whom all things have their genera-

tion^ and being, and his goodness is the cause of his

devising them. Since, then, there is kindred in these

things, he asserts that good men have something of

God in them. Nov/, by that ordered universe which

rests upon God its Constructor, we understand all

things in heaven and earth and sea, of which all men
1 Book iii. 50.
2 This word yeveoLS has in this philosophy a special meaning, which

I think Tzschirner, p. 433, very well renders, "Dieser Zusammen-
hang der enstchenden und vergehenden Dinge."
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equally partake, save as to differences of fortune. But

there is a world of order in every good man's power

not surpassing the limits of his wisdom, and to attain

this, as Domitian himself will admit, requires a man
like unto God. What, then, is the appearance which

this world wears? Souls in a state of disorder madly

assume every sort of shape. Laws seem to them

obsolete, moderation is lost, the worship of the gods

neglected, idle talking is in fashion, and dissipation,

from which flows indolence, the counsellor of every

evil deed. Souls thus besotted by intemperance plunge

into every excess, and nothing can restrain this wild

irregularity, not if they were to swallow all those

potions which like mandragora are medicined to sleep.

But to regulate such a world of souls as these needs

a man who shall come to them as a god in wisdom.

Such a man is able to recall them from loves to which

they are devoted, and from avarice which is never

sated by riches until choked. Perhaps such a man
may restrain them beforehand from disorder, but when

once committed, he adds, '' neither I, nor God, who is

the Constructor of all things, can wash them from its

stain."
^

Now in these words we have a picture of the whole

action attributed to Apollonius throughout his life.

This and no more he aspired to do in virtue of the

innate power of the soul, as being a part of the divine

ethereal nature. Such he conceived to be the true

task of philosophy ; so much, as it thought, required

to be done, and so much it attempted to do. And as

the soul, being a portion of the divine intelligence, is

the source of all good to man, so the body, which is

regarded as the prison of its higher nature, must be

^ Book viii. 7, 7, pp. 311, 312. Edit, Kayser.
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the source of the disordered affections which gain

mastery over the soul. All the ascetic life of Apol-

lonius is therefore directed to subdue this tyranny of

the body. His notion of evil is physical ; the notion

of the body overmastering the high and pure nature

of the soul. His notion of good is, the subduing the

body to the control of the soul. Thus the work of

the wise man in the world corresponds to the work of

the Demiurge in chaos, to reduce everything to the

order of reason. This he must do, first in himself,

then in those around him, and finally in the common-
wealth. It is this idea consistently carried out which

makes the Pythagorean philosophy.

From all this we see how far Philostratus and his

hero are removed from approaching the Christian

notion of sin. They would not even understand the

conception of a purely immaterial spirit who was in

rebellion against God. The soul, according to them,

became liable to evil by its contact with matter, became
evil so far as it was ruled by the matter which con-

cerned it, that is, its own body ; but in itself it was
identical in quality, not in quantity, with the one

supreme nature. And when the soul exerted this,

its original power, the man became wise, divine, or

even god. The doctrine of the pre-existence, post-

existence, and transmigration of souls is evidently an

essential part of such philosophy, which is as evidently

at the bottom pure pantheism.

Thus the similarity between the picture of Apol-

lonius, as drawn by Philostratus, and that of Christ in

the Gospels, to which we have alluded, is merely ex-

ternal. Beneath it lies the most absolute antagonism,

which may be further illustrated by pointing out that

the opposition to the tyranny of Nero and Domitian
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occupies in the life of ApoUonius the place which oppo-

sition to the tyranny of sin takes in the life of Christ.

3. The biographer plainly conceives that he is

exalting his hero to the utmost when he makes him
teach philosophy at Rome in spite of Nero's tyranny,

to which, however, he gives way by retiring upon

the definitive banishment of philosophers : and that

he does this still more when he makes ApoUonius go

to Rome to meet the accusations brought against him
before Domitian, and take this occasion to rebuke his

despotism. In fact, in the Pythagorean philosophy

the tyranny of despotism would be that malady in the

commonwealth which corresponds to the malady in the

individual whereby the unseemly passions of the body

invade and subject the soul, both again being images

of that chaos in the universe which existed in shape-

less conflict before the divine reason reduced it to

order. The function of wisdom, which is the soul

acting by the energy of its divine nature, is to restore

harmony in the inner world of man and the outer

world of human society. But Philostratus is far from

going any deeper than this into the malady of human
nature ; nay, he expressly declares that God Himself,

the Constructor of the universe, cannot wash the soul

from the guilt of blood once shed.

4. We see, then, that Philostratus had caught and

imitated that portion of our Lord's character which

consisted in His being a public teacher, going about

doing good : but he had not the least entered into

His character as a Redeemer from sin, and a Victim.

And the next contrast we shall note very curiously

illustrates this defect in the heathen apprehension.

Thus he gives his hero a miraculous birth and a mira-

culous departure from the earth, and it is difficult to
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read them without at once thinking of our Lord's

Nativity and Ascension. They are plainly heathen

counterparts of these, intended to be more brilliant

and more triumphant. But the circumstances of pain,

which belong to the real events, are carefully detached

from their imitation. There is nothing in the birth

upon the flowery meadow, heralded by the song of

swans, and foretold by the god Proteus, to correspond

to the Cave of Bethlehem and the Flight into Egypt.

There is similarity in the disappearance from a temple

amid the songs of virgins calling upon Apollonius to

mount to heaven, and the Ascent from the Mount of

Olives, but there is no Gethsemane and no Golgotha

preceding it in the heathen life, for there was nothing

in the heathen mind to call for these. There is, how-

ever, the recognition that real greatness is not accom-

plished without suffering. Philostratus strives to

make his hero confront the loss of goods, torment,

imprisonment, and death. But it is only seeming.

The reality of suffering is away. Thus Apollonius on

his way to Rome says to his friends :
" Neither fire

nor sword would terrify a wise man : none of these

things prevail od him to make him flinch or utter

falsehood." But he adds :
" I know more than all

men, since I know all things : but that I am not come
here on a fool's errand you may see by this. I run

no risk as to my own body, nor can I meet with my
death from the tyrant's power even if I would." ^

So a little later he dismisses Damis, being perfectly

sure as to his own escape. And all through the trial

he is in no disquietude, knowing well that at the

critical moment he will vanish from the tribunal and

elude Domitian's grasp. Thus, in the heathen's copy

^ Book vii. 14.
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of Christ, wliile the ideal of suffering is admitted the

reality is expunged. The glory of endurance is ad-

mired ; but its actual cross abominated. The only

outrage which Apollonius is described as having really

endured is the cutting off his hair and beard in deri-

sion by order of Domitian, which is the feeblest pos-

sible imitation of the mocking and scourging of the

Divine Original, while it is accompanied by the unfailing

assurance of ultimate and painless delivery. The sense

of the reality of an actual human life fails us through-

out in the supposed biography, but most of all in the

attempt to make the hero suffer, which is transparently

counterfeit. Philostratus admitted that perfect virtue

must be suffering virtue, but Plato's anticipation of

the torments which the perfectly good man would

undergo in such an actual world as ours is far more vivid

and life-like than the feeble imitation of the real event

on which Philostratus ventured. He never succeeds in

making us think that his hero is not imaginary : but

most of all in the attempt to give him the glory with-

out the reality of suffering the imposture is evident.

But the heathen had nothing in his mind to make the

cross acceptable. It inflicted upon him the horror

which St. Peter before his conversion felt when his

Master declared that He would undergo it. It had

not for him that meaning and that power which led

St. Peter afterwards to embrace it for himself.

5. This whole state of mind will become most clear

when we consider that doctrine of the soul's immor-

tality which Philostratus makes Apollonius teach after

his death. For he represents him as appearing in

vision to a young man who had disputed the soul's

post-existence, and this is the doctrine which the form

of Apollonius returns to the earth to reveal to the
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doubting disciple :
'' The soul is deathless, not thy

property, but that of Providence, and when the body

is dissolved in corruption, like a mettlesome courser

freed from all restraint, it mingles v^ith thin air,

casting off at length its long-endured and hateful

servitude." ^ The individual man then ceases to be

:

why should the body, which drops away and is never

to be glorified, suffer crucifixion ? Unless man needs

redemption, there is no reason for the cross. Unless

body and soul live together for ever, there is no reward

for it. Philostratus neither accepted the reason nor

aspired after the reward.

The sum then of the contrast we have been noting

is this. Apollonius is the man-god, by virtue of the

spark of divine intelligence, of which his soul is en-

kindled, and his ideal task is to restore the order of

the universe first in the individual man and then in

the commonwealth. In doing this the appearance of

suffering and shame may rest upon him, but not its

reality, and the soul which seems in its divine action

like a god upon earth reaches its full power when

delivered from the trammels of the body. If the

manifold resemblances before noted assure us that

Apollonius was intended to be a heathen Christ, the

contrast here shown goes to the very bottom of the

fundamental antagonism between philosophic heathen-

ism in what we may certainly call its highest form,

and the Christian faith.

We now come to the question, what was the attitude

of Philostratus in this work towards the Christian

religion ? We have found him completely ignoring it,

yet delineating a character which had no original in

heathen history, for the Pythagoras referred to is so

^ Book viii, 31.
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dressed up in the school to which Philostratus belonged

as to be a mere fiction, but which is a tacit imitation

of Christ so far as His example of a public teacher

extends. Further, the peculiarity of the imitation lies

in this, that while the supposed Apollonius is to be

made at least equal to Christ in wisdom, wonder-

working power, piety, and good-will to all men, he is

to be all this on a heathen basis, by the kindred, that

is, which his soul possesses to the divinity. He is to

call forth in a high degree the power which belongs

to every human soul : he is wise, wonder-working,

pious, benevolent towards other men, but all men may
be such as he is, for he is but the representative of

humanity. He is a man-god, but in no exclusive

sense. Thus the outward similarity of the man-god

reveals an intense inward antagonism to the God-man.

Philostratus then is far removed from the position of

Trajan a hundred years before condemning Christianity

as a State offence. He is no less removed from the

scoffing derision of Christ by Celsus, and the mocking

spirit of Lucian, to which his piety is in the strongest

contrast. In his whole conception of Apollonius we
see the strongest proof of the force with which the

Christian Church was actiug on the world. It was a

conquest of that Church that one outside of it should

seek to give to a heathen personage a character and

detailed life which should be to heathenism what the

character and life of Christ are to Christians. The

degree of the resemblance measures the force with

which the character of Christ was influencing men
who were not Christians ; and a heathen ideal is pro-

duced which but for the life and actions of Christ

would never have been thought of. But heathenism

does not therefore abdicate its own right of existence.

VOL. III. R
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It is said of the Emperor Alexander Severus, who
reigned just at the time that this book was published,

that he set 11^3 in his private chapel images of Abraham,

the father of the Jewish people, and of Christ, the

founder of the Christian Faith, as well as of Orpheus,

the institutor of the Hellenic mysteries, and of Apol-

lonius, as the teacher of Indian, Egyptian, and Grecian

wisdom. The same emperor, we are told, in his public

government, " permitted the Christians to exist," and

Christian churches were in his days publicly frequented

at Rome for the first time. It is this sort of liberal

fusion of creeds which the book of Philostratus re-

presents. A favourite of the Empress Julia Domna,

writing under her commission, very naturally repro-

duces the policy which was followed by her son Cara-

calla, as well as by her sister's grandsons, Elagabalus

and Alexander Severus. These emperors would have

been content if all the worships of the Roman empire

could have been comprehended in a solar religion,

which is exactly that of Apollonius : and they were

willing to admit Christ as a god into it, if the god so

admitted would acknowledge his brotherhood with the

deities embraced by the like comprehension. This

period lasted from the death of Septimius Severus in

211 to the accession of Decius in 250. But from

the time of Decius the Roman emperors became aware

of two things, the one that Christ would accept no

such brotherhood, and the other that His religion was

contesting with them the possession of the Roman
world. And a new period ensued, which contains the

great and what may be termed scientific persecutions

of the Church.

"We can now, then, sum up the results which we
gain from the work of Philostratus.
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Nothing is more afflicting to the student of history

in the first three centuries than the want of anything

like a continuous record of events, and especially of

the action which the Roman State exerted upon the

Christian Church. Thus the brief reference of Pliny,

as the governor of a province, to the Emperor Trajan,

respecting the Christians with whom he had to deal,

illuminates, as it were, a whole period which is dark

from the absence of authentic information. But for

this, modern scepticism would probably have denied

that Trajan persecuted at all. In like manner the

Eomance of Philostratus, utterly worthless as history,

is of the utmost value as revealing to us the state of

mind among learned and reflecting heathens in the

first half of the third century, and how great was

the change which had passed over society since the

time of Seneca. All the preceding tendencies which

we have been following since the rise of the Neopy-

thagorean school are fully developed in the Apollonius

of Philostratus. With regard to the bearing of philo-

sophy upon religion, we may take as three stages, the

several positions of Seneca, of Plutarch, and of Philo-

stratus. Seneca's god, if we can say that he has any,

is nature or reason. He utterly scorns the existing

worship ; he considers prayer useless, he has no notion

of reconciling philosophy with the worship of the

gods. His Stoic doctrine would be the complete sub-

version of that worship, for not only does he reduce

the multiplicity of its objects to unity, but his notion

of the god within him is incompatible with piety or

religion at all. A man cannot be pious to himself.

Not such is the mind, and still less such the heart of

Plutarch. He, too, holds a unity of the godhead, but

one by which all the ancestral and traditional deities
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have sunk into subordinate parts of the chief God,

while they retain their own rites and worship. Prayer

to him is of the utmost moment. Sacrifice and wor-

ship are god-pleasing acts, and they are not only the

bond of human society, but the pleasure and support

of the individual soul. The whole existing worship,

in all its multiplicity, is taken under the protection of

the philosophic mind, and the restoration of piety in

connection with it makes up the character of Plutarch.

But how far does Philostratus go beyond Plutarch,

Maximus, Apuleius, Celsus, and the like ? In his

conception of God perhaps not at all. So far as this,

his Apollonius is only a visible embodiment of such a

belief and worship as these writers had. But besides

this he constructs an ideal of the philosophic life

which is a heathen copy of Christ in birth, life, scope,

knowledge, miracles, and not death but ascension.

And as in doing this Philostratus carefully ignores

Christ and Christians, so if in all the works of Plutarch

there is no hint that such a religion was existing,

it cannot be taken as a conclusive proof either that

Plutarch knew nothing about it, or that knowing it he

did not think it worthy of notice. But how vast is

the difference between the heathendom which Seneca

represents, and that which Philostratus portrays, is

shown most of all in that spirit of piety with which

his Apollonius fosters religious worship wherever he

goes. An active principle of belief has been sub-

stituted for the principle of negation which prevailed

in the century closed by Seneca. Further, the value

of the work of Philostratus to us consists in its being

a full-length picture of the Neopythagorean system of

thought. It contains the best that cultured heathenism

had to say for itself in the first half of the third
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century. It also indicates unmistakably the position

which it took up in the face of the advancing Church.

The one is its absolute, the other its relative meaning.

Hardly a learned man has studied this work without

coming to the conclusion that its author was well

acquainted with the letter at least of the Gospels

;

and the inference has likewise been general that it

was his intention to give a concrete example of human
life which should be to the religion and philosophy

of the Greek mind—the object throughout which he

seeks to exalt—what the example of Christ was to the

Christian. However convinced the reader becomes

that the pretended life is a pure fiction, this purpose

retains its value. The work is anything but historical

in its facts, but its appearance at that time and its

intention contain history. It is in this view that the

points of similarity and the points of contrast between

Christ in the Gospels and Apollonius as imagined by

Philostratus are equally striking ; for if the man who
devoted his life to the communication of religious

truthj in whom knowledge and power were perfect

and equal, and who used both only in going about

and doing good, while they had up to that time no

sort of counterpart in actual heathen history, point

unmistakably to the Original thus copied, so on the

other hand the power in virtue of which all this is

said to be done, that is, the divine particle in virtue

of which the human soul is one with the supreme

Godj indicates as decisively the heathen standing-

ground on which Philostratus rested. It is a counter-

system which Philostratus thus set up ; and while his

imitation shows his knowledge of the great inimitable

life which he presumed to attempt to transfer to

another, it also shows that the counter-system which
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he tried to set up had a special reference to the

Christian original. Thus his work is the answer of

philosophic heathenism to the Christian Church and

its doctrine. It gathers up the elements of the

preceding progress which had taken place in this

direction, and hardly anticipates in time the full

development of the Neoplatonic philosophy which we
have next to consider.



LECTURE XX

THE NEOPLATONIC PHILOSOPHY AND EPOCH

I.

In the character of Apollonius, as delineated by Philo-

stratus in his pretended biography, we find a complete

union of philosophy and religion. It is not the

abstract pursuit of knowledge, but the governing his

own life and the directing the lives of others by the

principles of divine wisdom which is represented to

be the philosopher's motive. So, again, he is repre-

sented as living in the temples, as consulting the

oracleSj and especially that of Trophonius, from which

he receives a sort of authentication of his doctrine

in the book of Pythagoras. Thus he acknowledges

the need of a revelation for the acquisition of truth.

Philostratus likewise has invested his creature with the

power to work miracles, and this power is assigned to

him as a result of his piety, and in order to accredit

his teaching. It is, moreover, an inherent power,

belonging to the soul as identical in its nature with

the one divine ethereal essence which Apollonius wor-

ships underneath all the various manifestations of

Hellenic or Indian or Egyptian deities. For the

author is careful to express by the practice of his

hero the notion that the unity of this god is unim-

paired by the variety of rites with which these several

deities are worshipped. And, further, union with this

godhead is the end after which Apollonius strives,

and he is supposed to return after death for the pur-
263
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pose of convincing a doubting youth that it has been

accomplished in the soul as soon as set free from the

bondage of its imprisonment in matter, that is to

say, the body borne about by it on earth. Thus in

Apollonius the union of philosophy with religion is

associated with another union, in which the multi-

tudinous deities of Hellenic, Indian, and Egyptian

worship are taken up and absorbed. They become

in a manner which is nowhere defined manifestations

of one power, in which, as the producer of all things,

the source of that generation whose evolutions are

countless, the whole universe is lying.

This is oue side of the biography by Philostratus.

It is its aspect viewed absolutely. If we look at it

relatively, the latest historian^ of Greek philosophy is

only summing up what is the concurrent judgment of

almost all who have studied the work, where he says

:

" The delineation of Apollonius as a whole and in

many particular traits is so remarkable a counterpart

to the representation of Christ in the Gospels, that we

have every ground for assuming the purpose of its

author to have really been to set an equally dis-

tinguished representative of the old religion over

against the wonder-working Prophet of the new
one." Thus both the knowledge of the Gospels and

the imitation of Christ by Philostratus are indis-

putable, although both Christ and Christians are com-

pletely ignored by him, and although his system has

its own positive and entirely heathen standing-ground.

For the thorough contrast of his doctrine with the

Christian is as remarkable as the covert imitation of

Christ. Nor is this, as has been already observed, a

simple and direct imitation, but a heathen rendering

1 Zeller, v. 135.
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of his features. Apollonius is to be to the heathen

what Christ is to the Christian, with a view to show

that the religion which produced Apollonius was at

least equal to the religion set up by Christ. The fact

of a tacit reference to Christ throughout the supposed

character of Apollonius would not be overthrown, nay,

would not be impaired in force, by showing that the

principles from which the two characters spring, as

well as the results in which they terminate, are quite

different. Rather the imitation and the contrast illus-

trate each other.

In all the points above mentioned, that is, in the

complete union of philosophy and religion, in ac-

knowledging the need of revelation in order to attain

that truth which is the object of both, in claiming the

power to work miracles as a result of piety and in

order to accredit teaching, in maintaining the absolute

unity of the Godhead, and the relationship of the human
soul to it, and consequently in proposing union with

that Godhead as the end of man's life, and further in

the close alliance of this religious philosophy, notwith-

standing its tenet of the divine unity, with the existing

polytheistic worship, the doctrine which Philostratus

was exhibiting under the form of a biography was

about the same time put forth in the schools of Alex-

andria in a system of philosophic teaching. Ammonius
Sakkas, the reputed founder of the Neoplatonic school,

was indeed the exact contemporary of Philostratus, as

the lives of both ran from about A.D. 180 to 250.

Porphyrins declares that Ammonius ^ was of Christian

parents, and brought up a Christian ; but asserts that

when he began to think and philosophise, he changed

to the established religion. This is denied by Euse-

1 Quoted by Eusebius, Hist. vi. 19.
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bius, who says that he remained a Christian to the

last. The pupils of Ammonius considered his doctrine

as the revelation of a higher wisdom, which should

not be communicated to the uninitiated. Porphyrins

asserts Plotinus to have derived his system from the

oral teaching of Ammonius. But as no writing by

Ammonius is extant, it is from the treatises of the

disciple that we learn the Neoplatonic system. This

very eminent philosopher^ was born a.d. 205, at

Lykopolis in Egypt. In his twenty-eighth year, a.d.

232, he gave himself up to the study of philosophy.

After frequenting the schools of various teachers he

came to that of Ammonius, and the doctrine and

demeanour of this teacher so attracted him, that he

exclaimed, " That is the man for me," and he remained

in faithful and devoted attendance on him for eleven

years. He then attempted to visit the East in order

to learn the wisdom of the Persians and Indians, and

for this purpose accompanied the army of the Emperor

Gordian. But this expedition did not succeed, and

thereupon Plotinus betook himself to Rome in the year

244. In this place he gave philosophical lectures

which were much frequented by the higher classes.

He won great applause, not merely by the originality

of his thoughts and by the skilful and attractive

manner of his instruction, but likewise by the dignity

of his person, his intense earnestness, and the purity

of his moral character. He practised the Pythagorean

life in all the severity of its abstinence. His whole

heart was in the work of teaching. So highly was he

esteemed, that a great many friends chose him for

guardian of their children of both sexes. Those who

were in closest intercourse with him looked up to him

1 See Zeller, v. 413.
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with veneration. His disciple Porphyrins, in his Life,

attributes to him a gift of working miracles and of

prophecy, such as that assigned to Apollonius by

Philostratus. The great ladies of Ptome hung upon

his lips. His extant treatises were composed at Rome
from his fiftieth to his sixty-fifth year, a.d. 254—269.
The next year he died of a sickness in Campania.

Philostratus had given in the form of a pretended

biography the principles of the Neopythagorean philo-

sophy as they had been more or less prevalent from

the time of Plutarch. The system of Plotinus pro-

ceeds from the same principles, but is drawn out with

greater philosophic accuracy, with a more defined pur-

pose, with clearer knowledge of the ultimate issues.

If the character of Apollonius was fictitious, the real

Plotinus appears to have been as devoted to his work

of teaching as the philosopher imagined by Philo-

stratus. His whole life, from the time that he gave

himself up to study in the school of Ammonius to his

death in Campania, was noble and blameless upon the

heathen model. He is described as searching for

truth through all the systems of philosophy ; and after

his attendance of eleven years upon Ammonius, he

endeavours to visit the Persian and the Indian wise

men, exactly after the manner and with the motive

which Philostratus attributes to Apollonius. It cannot

be pretended that a man so devoted to inquiry in

religious systems was ignorant of Christianity. Not

only was his master Ammonius originally a Christian,

whether or not he afterwards became a heathen, as

Porphyrius, the traducer of Christians, maintains, and

Eusebius, the Church historian, denies, but in the

twenty-five years which Plotinus spent at Rome, he

witnessed the great persecutions of Decius, of Gallus,
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and of Valerian, the martyrdoms of at least two

Pontiffs, St. Stephen and St. Sixtus, with that of St.

Laurence. The time of his greatest mental activity

was exactly that of which St. Cyprian said that the

emperor would rather endure a competitor for his

throne than a successor to the Chair of Peter. Thus

during the fifteen years in which Plotinus was com-

mitting to paper the philosophy which in the previous

decade of years he had delivered orally to the most

distinguished circles of Eome, the Christian Church,

teaching and suffering, was visibly contesting with

heathenism the possession of society, and was recog-

nised by the emperors as the foe they had to dread

and were resolved to exterminate. The truce under

which Origen had spent so large a part of his life had

been rudely broken, and if in his answer to Celsus he

had remarked that the number of martyrs up to that

time had been comparatively few, he lived long enough

to enter upon a period in which it would be largely

increased. It is a fact that the appearance of the

Neoplatonic philosophy, as set forth by Plotinus, syn-

chronised with the great persecutions which assaulted

the Church, when in all the domain of thought the

Christian doctrine was the burning question of the

day, and in the daily life of men Christian conduct

was the spectacle of all beholders. If the systems of

Philostratus and Plotinus are in their positive tenets

identical, it will not be surprising to find that they

take up a similar position towards the Christian

Church. It will hereafter be shown that the same

reference which the person and character of the

invented Apollonius as a teacher bear to the person

and character of Christ is found in the religious

system of Plotinus when considered over against
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Christian doctrine. As in the one a complete

heathen standing-ground did not exclude a tacit

imitation of Christ, so in the other the summing
up, classifying, and rearranging heathen elements

derived from Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics, will

not exclude that force of Christian thought per-

meating the lettered world, which caused heathen-

ism to collect its whole strength against an advancing

enemy.

The system of Plotinus is nothing ^ but a methodical

description of the gradations by which the procession

of the world from the divinity and the return of man
to the divinity is brought about. Its motive ^ may be

said to be a yearning after perfect union with the divi-

nity. It may be divided objectively into three main

parts : his view of the world above the senses, that is,

the intellectual and invisible world ; and, springing

out of this, his view of the world which meets the

senses, and specially of man its chief denizen ; and

thirdly, the raising of the mind to the invisible world

and its return thither, which it is the proper function

of philosophy to direct and eflfectuate.

I. As to the first point, Plato had ^ distinguished

the world of ideas from the world of appearance, and

placed the soul in the mean between them. Though

he had set the Idea of the Good above all the rest, yet

it was only the first of them. And he had attempted

to explain the world of appearance by the existence

of Matter, which he made independent of Ideas. In

these respects Plotinus differed from him. While

Plato had two original principles, one positive, the

Ideas, and one negative. Matter, Plotinus, distinguish-

ing as Plato had done, between the world beyond the

^ Zeller, v. 370.
'^ Ihid. v. 420. ^ Ihxd. v. 422.
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senses and the world of which they are cognisantj the

general foundation of which is Matter, did away with

that original duality of principles, and deduced in the

last resort everything from one supreme cause. But

his invisible world was triply graduated. First there

was the Primal Being, exalted above all existence and

thought : secondly, there was Mind, comprehending

the pure thoughts into which it parts itself : thirdly,

there was Soul, the snpersensuous being which has a

propensity to Matter. In these three principles he

included all the powers of the invisible world.

As to the conception of the Primal Being by Plo-

tinus it may be "^ summed up in the triple description

of the Infinite, the One and Good, and the Absolute

Cause of all things. And in this he seems to have

employed in fact the three philosophical methods for

reaching the knowledge of God, though he never

names them, the way of negation, the way of emi-

nence, and the way of causality, which afterwards

came through the so-called Dionysius Areopagites into

usage in the Christian schools. The conception of

the Infinite belongs to the first way, that of the One
and the Good to the second way, that of Absolute

Causality to the third way. It^ is especially in

the last that his conception becomes intelligible : as

when he says, that only the conclusion from effect to

cause leads us to the Primal Being. As the Good is

not seldom described as the cause of all things, so it

is called infinite power, the power from which every-

thing is derived. It is this ^ point of view which

especially rules in Plotinus the relation of the finite to

the infinite. As * the Primal Being is conceived to be

eflScient power, it necessarily produces another down

1 Zeller, v. 429. ^ Ibid, v, 439. -^ Ibid. v. 440. ^ Ibid. v. 441.
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I

to the furthest limit of the possible : and this produc-

tion is not one of reflection and free-will, which have

no place in the First One, but simple necessity of

nature. As every complete being strives to produce

another, the most perfect and the most powerful must

above all work producingly, the best communicate

itself ungrudgingly. The First One overflows, and in

overflowing produces another. But in this he would

not only exclude all thought of generation in time ; he

would likewise expressly guard against the thought of

emanation by remarking that the inferior must not be

conceived as an efflux of the superior. The First One

remains in itself unmoved and unlessened, while the

stream of being goes forth from it; the Derived is in

It, but not It in the Derived. He uses other images

expressly to show the immanence of this relation.

The First One is the Eoot ; the Derived, the Plant

:

that the Sun, and this its Light—atmosphere. The

Derived stands to the First One not as a part to the

whole, but as the effect to its cause. It is not taken

from the substance of the First One, but without lessen-

ing or change of this substance is established and sup-

ported by its power. In fact these images serve to

conceal want of precision in the conception. There is

a contradiction to be covered by them, and it consists

in this, that the First One is the cause of the Derived,

but yet is required to be enclosed in itself, and to need

no completion. Now, cause as such cannot be con-

ceived without effect, nor power without its result.

Here, on the contrary, a cause is maintained which is

essentially outside its effect, and does not need it for

the completion of its being.

That which is produced ^ is entirely dependent upon

^ Zeller, v. 444.
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that from which it is originated, that is, not merely

receives its condition in its origin, but only subsists in

dependence on it, is borne and supported by it. The

power which goes forth from the First One diffuses

itself into every being, without, however, dividing itself

from its origin. The First One is therefore present

to each being with its whole undivided infinite power

:

it is one life which issuing from it pervades all and

confers on each its proper being. Plotinus expresses

this by a metaphor. The whole is enlightened by the

beams of the Primal Being. This is the Sun, which

pours forth the universe, as a circle of light, around :

the Centre, which rules by its power the whole circum-

ference of existence. Thus everything is essentially

related to the First One in its being and activity : has

in it the end of its operation : the centre about which

it turns.

Now -^ so far as the First One reveals itself in the

Derived, the Derived stands to it in a relation of iden-

tity, partakes of it : but so far as this revelation is

only appearance in another, the representation of the

supreme cause in its effects, the two stand negatively

to each other. The Original can only communicate

itself imperfectly to the Derived. In proportion as

the chain of beings is removed from its origin its com-

pleteness diminishes. Plotinus dwells on both these

sides of his doctrine. The One is present to every-

thing which is, as penetrating it with its power. All

is an imitation, or more accurately, a shadowed or

mirrored image of the First : that is, is not merely

similar, but produced as a copy by the continuous

effect of the Primal Being. To Be comes to a being

only so far as it is one, and the completeness of its

^ Zeller, v. 447.
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being is in proportion to its unity. But everything is

one only so far as it imitates the original unity. So

likewise everything has the end of its effort and the

measure of its activity in the Primal Being as the

absolute Good : or, as Plotinus represents this, every-

thing seeks to contemplate the Good, and what it does

or produces is only an attempt to reach this contem-

plation. But, however near the relationship of that

which is After to that which is Before may be, it is

far removed from actual sameness. That which has

become can never be of the same being as that out

of which it has become. The Cause is of necessity

more complete and powerful than the Effect : the

origin more one than the Derived. Thus the further

that we descend the chain of causes and effects, the

more intermediate causes separate a thing from the

first cause, the more imperfect it is. The sum of

being forms a graduated scale, or a series of concentric

circles, in which perfectness of being decreases in pro-

portion to distance from the First One, Unity passes

into Multiplicity, and the light radiated from the

Primal Being pales until it i& at length extinguished

in the darkness of non-being. On ^ the other hand,

the Primal Being is complete and content in itself,

and by no means goes out of itself in producing the

finite. It receives thereby no increase in perfection,

not even any object for its activity. The Derived

only is inwardly drawn to the First, not the First to

the Derived. The Second is derived only from the

overflowing of the First, but is something superfluous

to it.

But here we must note two things. The first is,^

that this procession from the First One to the Finite

^ Zeller, v. 450. - Ihid. v. 451.

VOL. m. s
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takes place neither by an act of Thought or Will, nor

by a logical necessity, but by a purely physical effect,

being moreover a procession which ever diminishes in

completeness, though this weakening is not the sub-

stance but only the effect of the Original Being. And

we must note secondly, that in the relation thus main-

tained between the Divine and the Finite, the Finite

has no being of its own, is mere accident, mere

appearance of the Divine. Everything which is De-

rived is upborne by the powers which stream forth

from the Primal Being, which are not separated from

their origin, so that one operation embraces, pene-

trates, determines all things.

This presence^ of the Divine is always brought into

act for the lower degrees of being by the higher.

The part works first upon the part, then the whole

through the part. The corporeal world is in the

Soul ; the Soul in the Mind ; the Mind in the One.

Or, again, of the unfolding spheres, the Innermost, or

Mind, is enlightened by the Centre ; the Second, or

Soul, by the Mind; the Third, or Corporeal, by the

Soul. Hence the Corporeal moves itself first towards

the Soul ; the Soul towards the Mind ; and both only

in this gradation towards the First One.

The Primal Being,^ the Original Unity, the One

which is likewise Good, being above reason and the

knowledge of reason, out of the superabundance of its

power causes an image of itself to go forth, as the sun

sends forth its beams. The likeness of necessity turns

itself to its original, in order to contemplate it, and

thereby becomes Mind. The Ideas are immanent in

the Mind, but not as mere thoughts, rather as portions

of itself substantially existing in it. They make in

^ Zeller, v. 453. ^ Ueberweg, i. 244.
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their unity the Mind, as theorems in their unity make

a science. Plato's Ideas ^ become to Plotinus, as to

Philo, intelligences which are embraced by the Mind

as universal intelligence, which the Mind works out

in itself, and of which it consists : spiritual powers,

thinking spirits, which are contained in it and under

it, as species in genus, or as particular sciences in

science as a whole. Thus the conception of Mind,

inasmuch as it contains in itself a multiplicity of

forms and powers, broadens into that of the intel-

ligible world. It is the very Living Being which

contains the archetypes of all living beings in itself.

In it the multifold intelligible powers are one power,

the many gods one god.

As the Second proceeds from the First,^ so by the

same necessity a Third proceeds from the Second, which

stands in the same relation to it as it to the First, and

its generation is no more in the one case than in the

other a work of intention or purpose, or connected

with change in the Producer. This production of the

Mind is the Soul.

The conception of the Soul is determined in general

by its being the next to the Mind, and the mean be-

tween it and the world of appearance, being on the

one side filled, moved, and illumined by the Mind, on

the other side touching the corporeal which is pro-

duced by it. It stands, however, nearer to the In-

telligible, and with it is reckoned to belong to "the

Divine." In its essence it is Number and Form, like

the Idea, Life, and Activity, like the Mind : the outer-

most of the light-circles which surround the Primal

Light, beyond which darkness begins. In its nature

it is eternal and outside of time, though it produces

^ Zeller, v. 471, 473. dvTo^(fov, 475. ^ 2eller, v. 476.
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time. Proceeding! forth from the Mind it stretches

itself out into bodies, as a point extends itself to a

line. Thtis it has an ideal indivisible element, and

likewise a divisible element which enters into the cor-

poreal world. The indivisible element^ belongs to it

as totality, or world-soul. That which proceeds imme-

diately from the Second Principle is only the uni-

versal Soul. Particular souls spring from this. They

are only operations of the universal Soul, different

manifestations of the one life which streams through

all. Therefore, though individually different, they are

yet one and the same, as science in its different parts

is one, as there is one light which illumines the most

various places. The Soul of the universe remains

undivided, but each several being takes from it what

it can hold.

At this point we reach the boundary of the intelli-

gible world, and if the universal Soul does not pass

out of it, yet in its division among particular souls we

enter upon the world of appearance.

2. As the invisible divine world proceeds forth

by necessity from the Primal Being, first in the Mind

and then in the Soul, so the whole visible world which

meets the senses proceeds forth from the Soul by the

same necessity. The Soul,^ standing at the limit of

these two worlds, illuminates, in accordance with the

system of nature, that which is beneath it, namely,

Matter, enters into Matter with a portion of its powers,

becomes in its operation bound up with it, and ad-

vances out of the eternal and intelligible into the life

of time. It is only through this connection of the

Soul's powers with Matter that the visible world comes

into existence. Without it. Matter, as being devoid of

1 Ueberweg, i. 253. ^ Zeller, v. 480, 484. ^ /jjc^. v. 491.
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quality, and of body, would be no object of perception.

So far Plotinus/ following Plato and Aristotle, con-

siders Matter as the basis of everything which meets

the senses, and distinguishes it from the Intelligible.

It is a universal Substratum of that which has body,

distinct from every particular body. It is the mere

possibility of being. Only by the accession of Form
to it, it becomes definite.

By this coming down of the Soul upon Matter, the

whole visible world starts into being,^ not by an act of

thought and will, but by simple natural necessity, for

the Soul could do no otherwise than give shape to the

Matter which needed shaping, no otherwise than en-

lighten that which lay beneath it. And since this

necessity ever equally existed and will ever equally

exist, Plotinus absolutely contradicts any temporal be-

ginning and any temporal end of the world. But

though this operation of the Soul in forming the

world is necessary, yet its connection with Matter is a

sinking down into an unfitting state, a fall of the

Soul. For Plotinus,^ passing herein beyond Plato,

places the cause of evil in the connection of the Soul

with Matter. The Soul, in virtue of its higher nature,

is of itself free from evil. Evil can only arise to it

from the polluting connection with something in itself

evil. For, if evil is the absence of good. Matter is

the original and absolute privation, pure want. If

evil consists in motion without rest, in absence of

limit, in want of form, proportion, and definiteness,

of Matter alone these properties are not only predi-

cated, but make up its essence. Hence Matter is the

Primal Evil ; corporeality is a secondary evil ; and

only in the third degree can the Soul, in so far as it

^ Zeller, v. 486. ' Ibid. v. 493. ^ md^ y. 489.
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gives itself up to an evil which is foreign to it, be

termed evil.

This doctrine,-^ that the nature of evil consists in

the connection of the soul with matter, is the special

characteristic of Neoplatonism, and, it must be added,

a special contradiction in itself, and one which leads

to a disarrangement and confusion in the whole view

of human nature. The contradiction consists in this,

that Plotinus makes everything, without exception,

including Matter itself, proceed forth in orderly se-

quence from the Primal Being, the absolute One and

Good. But Matter is evil, as being privation and pure

want. Thus, that which in quality is the absolute

contradiction of the One, the Good, and the Spiritual,

is made to arise out of it by the quantitative way of

a progressive weakening or deterioration. The whole

visible universe, which Plotinus otherwise marks as a

work of transcendent wisdom and power, is produced

by the connection of the Soul with Matter, which very

connection is at the same time stigmatised as evil.

Yet to this predicament Plotinus was reduced, since

from his point of view he could neither derive Matter

from the Divinity as a positive condition of the Divine

being carried into act, nor place it as a second original

principle beside the Divinity.

But this conception of Matter as evil is neither

that of the natural philosopher nor that of the

metaphysician ; it arises clearly from the moralist's

view of the effect of a bodily nature on the human
subject. Let us proceed then from it to the doctrine

of man, as set forth by Plotinus.

This divides itself into three parts: the first will

concern the condition of the human soul in its state

1 Zeller, v. 490, 422.
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before this life ; the second, its condition during this

life ; the third, its condition after this life.

As to the pre- existence of the soul, Plotinus says/

" Before this generation had taken place (that is)

before our entrance into this life), we were there as

other men, and some as gods, pure souls, mind bound

up with the universal substance, being portions of

the intelligible not parted off nor detached from it,

but being of the Whole." As long as souls ^ con-

tinue in this state they are free from all sufferings,

and as portions of the World-soul rule with it the

world, without being in it. They are outside the

world, since in that which is beyond the senses there

is neither time nor change. There is in them neither

the faculty of discursive thought, nor self-conscious-

ness, nor remembrance, for they do not need to seek

knowledge, which they either do not yet or no longer

possess, but as they are perfectly transparent to each

other, they see immediately in themselves the Mind,

and all Essence, and the superessential Good. But

yet souls cannot continue in this their original state.

As the original unity produces multiplicity, so by the

same necessity the Soul must produce something else,

and communicate itself to that which is beneath it.

And thus individual souls by a necessity, which is at

the same time called a fall and a fault, pass by an

eternal law into a body suited to their quality and

will. This descent ^ is at once by an internal impulse,

by the power of the absolute cause, and for the adorn-

ment of the corporeal world. Souls pass into a body

because the Soul of the universe, according to the

^ Fnncad, vi. 4, 14. Quoted by Zeller, v. 512. - Ibid. v. 513.
^ Enncad, iv. 8, 5. poiry avre^ovaioj Kal diTia dvvd/xews, Kal tov [xeT*

dvTrjV KoafiTjaei uidi ^px^rai. Quoted by Zeller, v. 515.
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conception of it in the system, is the point of union

between the intelligible and the sensible world.

We must bear in mind this previous state of the

soul in considering man as he is in this life. By its

connection with the body something strange and foreign

has been attached to the soul, which is in its nature

incorporeal, and likewise was once without a body.

Another being of opposite qualities has now hung

on to the pure being of man. The soul has been

transferred from its natural element into a new one,

and has been subjected to the necessity of a double

life. *^ We -^ are twofold, as we take into account the

wild beast, or that which is above it. The body is

a wild beast animated, but the true man is another

who is pure of these things, and possesses the intel-

lectual virtues, which have their seat in the soul as

it is apart." But the genuine substance of the man,

the real man, is our higher nature only. Through it

our soul is related to the Soul of the All, and of like

quality. It is the pure form which is not touched by

that which is of the senses. It has the divine reason

not merely above it, but also to its whole extent within

it. " In what relation/'^ he asks, "does the soul stand

to the Mind ? or have we this above us ? We have

it either as common to all, or as peculiar to ourselves,

or, and this last is plainly the meaning of Plotinus,

both as common to all and peculiar to ourselves. It

is common, because indivisible and one and everv-

where the same : it is our own, because every one

has it entire in the First Soul." But this want of

clearness affects the whole Plotinic system, in that

the Mind is made at once our reason and a being

^ Ennead, i. i, lo. Quoted by Zeller, v. 516.
2 Quoted by Zeller, v. 517.
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superior to us, and that the Soul is made equivalent

to the human I, at one time as distinguished from

the Mind, at another as identified with it.

The result is that in the Plotinic theory, soul and

body do not make up one nature of man.-^ But if

there is no real unity in the parts which compose

him during his life on earth, with the end of this

life these parts separate again, and the return of the

soul from the world of sense to the world which is

above the senses follows. This is a simple conse-

quence of what precedes. If the soul before this life

was bodiless, it can be so likewise after it. If the

present life is merely a disturbing of its original

state, we shall consider the leaving it only a return

to a higher and more natural being. Further,

Plotinus points to the soul's relationship with " the

Divine." If any soul, for instance, the World-soul,

be immortal, our soul must be so likewise, since it

is of the like essence. But as it is of the soul's

essence to be immortal, so a restoration of the body

is not to be thought of, since it would be a perpetua-

tion of the prison in which the soul now finds itself.

" The true waking up," says Plotinus,^ " is a resurrec-

tion not together with the body, but away from it

:

to wake up with the body would be but a change

as it were of bed from one sleep to another. To

wake up absolutely without bodies is the real waking."

Plotinus, like the whole Greek philosophy, abhors the

doctrine of the resurrection of the body. But he

embraces the old Pythagorean and Platonic doctrine

of the transmigration of souls. As souls were originally

^ The difficulties and inconsistencies of tlie theory in this respect are

dwelt upon by Zeller, v. 519-527,
2 Ennead, iii. 6, 6. Quoted by Zeller, v. 528.
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drawn down into bodies by the attraction of the senses,

so at their issue from the body the souls which have

not freed themselves from this attraction will pass

into new bodies, whether of beasts or of men, which

shall correspond to their quality, and thus each shall

receive a retribution for what it has here deserved.

The purest souls rise above the world of sense

altogether, and return to their original country.

It may be remarked, that according to this doctrine

the conception of personality, as belonging to the soul,

is wanting in the period before its earthly existence

and in the period after it. In its original state its

condition is clearly impersonal altogether. The words

above quoted express this. In such a state souls are

" pure," that is, disencumbered from matter, " mind

bound up with the universal substance." To this

state the completely-purified souls return. They

behold the universe. As ^ in the intelligible world

there is no change and no time, upon entering into

it life in time, and with it remembrance, is ex-

tinguished in an absolutely uniform thought of the

supersensuous world. Thus the soul proceeds into

the body, as into a prison, out of an impersonal state
;

and when it is best and purest it returns out of that

prison into an impersonal state. But what is it in

the interval ? What in this life constitutes the

human being ? The soul alone is said to be the

real man. It is of its own nature free from error

and free from fault. It is only by connection with

a body that it can become involved in either. Sensu-

ality, which is the source of all evil, belongs to the

body only, yet the soul alone is punished for it in

the retribution which follows after death. According

1 Zeller, v. 532.
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to the doctrine of transmigration, to which imperfectly

purified souls are subject, the body in which they did

well or ill is neither rewarded nor punished, but the

soul is punished by passing into another body, of

man or beast, corresponding to the quality which it

has acquired by its transitory union with the former

body. It is plainly regarded as the only principle

of identity in the man, but its reward consists in

becoming again impersonal, as its punishment lies

in being again connected with a body. But this is

not all. Even during its imprisonment in the body

it has no substantial existence of its own, but is a

portion cut off from the World-soul. It follows that

in Neoplatonic doctrine there is no such union between

soul and body as to constitute a personality made up

of the two. If we regard the soul's own nature, it

is divine ; if we regard its connection with the body,

it is an imprisonment of the divine in matter ; if we
regard the body, it is a portion of matter, which by

its connection with the soul becomes to it the intrinsic

seat of evil. The man, in whom these two antagonistic

elements co-exist, indeed, but do not coalesce, is literally

" half dust, half deity," but he is not a whole at all.

According to this system of thought, the unity of

body and soul, which constitutes a proper human
personality, does not exist.

3. If the soul ^ has come into its present condition

only by a darkening of its original being, and during

its connection with the body can never cease to look

upon it as something foreign and disturbing, and can

only hope for a return to its original state by absolute

freedom from the dominion of sense, its proper task is

to work for this deliverance and so to reach the end of

1 Zeller, 7. 533.
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its nature. Accordingly this elevation of the mind

above the world of sense forms the third portion of

the Plotiniq system.

As to the end at which man should aim, his doc-

trine is Stoic. Perfect life must be life in accordance

with nature, nature however so understood as that

which is highest in man, and most proper to him, and

this is thought, the activity of the thinking mind.

All the rest is but accessory. External circumstances

are merely the shell, the mind the kernel. Happiness

consists in the bearing of the man towards this real

inward self.

The doctrine respecting moral good and evil which

follows upon this is of the highest moment in the

system.

As ^ it is not an inward perversion of the spiritual

being, but only the connection of the soul with the

body from which the imperfection of its present life

springs, no more than the dissolution of this connection

is required to get rid of this imperfection ; or, so far as

it is affected by the soul's own inclination to sensuous-

ness, the mere cessation of this external bias, not a

change of its inward character, will be required to

take back the soul to its purity and perfectness. The

soul has no more to do than to turn itself away from

what is foreign to it, and to confine itself to its own
original activity. A change in this activity, as such,

is neither possible nor necessary, since the proper

being of the soul, its real self, has remained without

fault and without error. The decision in man's moral

condition consists in the turning away from sensuous-

ness ; the turning towards that which is above the

senses follows immediately, as a natural consequence,

1 Zeller, v. 537.
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and requires no special working of the will upon itself,

no further inward process, to bring it about. So soon

as the impediment which the sensuous inclination puts

in the way of the soul's natural activity is removed,

this is resumed, and the soul pursues its course to

that which is above the senses with the same certainty

and necessity with which a balloon mounts into the

air when the ropes which bind it down are cut. Thus
the notion of purification understood as a deliverance

from the body forms the basis of this moral system.

That, at least, is the negative side ; the positive is,

that conversion to the invisible world, that becominor

like to God, which follows immediately from it. As
the soul's badness consists in its mixture with the

body, and its dependence on the body, its goodness

can only consist in its detaching itself from the body,

and working for itself alone. All virtues are nothing

more than a purifying, but this purifying does not

touch the soul as such, which in itself has no stain,

but only its relation to the body. Accordingly, the

becoming like to God is contained in the purifying.

As soon as the impure elements are removed, the

soul appears again in its original being. As the

sculptor only needs to cut away a portion of the

marble to bring out the divine image, so the man
working upon himself only needs to remove the

superfluity in order to stand revealed in his pure beauty.

Nor only this, but at the same time he will see

the Divine above him, for kith only can discern

kin. On which Plotinus ^ remarks, " For never did

eye gaze on the sun without being of sun-like nature,

nor the soul behold beauty, without already being

beautiful."

^ Ennead, i. 6, 9. Quoted by Zeller.
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All moral activity, then, ia its last resort, leads back

to the delivery of the soul from the body.

But ^ highly as Plotinus prizes the activity of dis-

cursive thought, it is not to him the highest thing of

all. It presupposes an immediate knowledge of that

which is above the senses. The soul of itself is

limited to mere reflection ; it can only borrow from

the Mind the principles of a higher knowledge.

Spirit only can reveal itself to spirit; kin only can

know kin ; mind only can understand the Mind.

This higher knowing is an immediate possession of

what is known. In the contemplation which thus

takes place the distinction between the divine and the

human Mind ceases. The human thought, retiring

into the purity of its being, thereby unites itself with

the divine thought of which it is a part. In the

words of Plotinus :
^ " If he who has mind is himself

such as to be all things, when he conceives self he

conceives all things with it ; so that such an one with

energetic inworking, beholding himself, holds all things

as contained in himself, and himself as containing all

things." The highest degree of this state is that doc-

trine of Ecstasy which is in contradiction to the whole

original direction of Gr^co-Roman thought. Plotinus

makes the ultimate end of philosophy to consist in a

beholding of the divinity, in which all definiteness of

thought and all self-consciousness disappear in mystic

trance. When ^ God appears suddenly in the soul,

there is nothing more between him and it ; they are

no longer two, but an indistinguishable unity. The
soul becomes in this contemplation of the divinity not

^ Zeller, v. 547.
2 Ennead, iv, 4, 2. Quoted by Zeller, v. 548.
^ Zeller, v. 551.
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only one with itself, in that the opposition between

mind ^ and soul disappears, but one with the divinity.

The Primal Being unites itself with its being ; the

Soul has no part which it does not touch, but falls

into one point with it. It can then no longer be

called a contemplation of God, but a being God. The

soul becomes pure light, free from all gravity ; becomes

God, or, yet more rightly, knows that it is God. In

this unconditional unity with the highest, how could

self-consciousness or conscious thought remain ? Self-

consciousness is only where the subject can distinguish

itself from the object ; thought only where these are

determinate conceptions ; but here we have gone be-

yond everything determinate and conceivable. If
^

we ask how the soul can reach this state, the reply

is, through absolute abstraction from external things,

through complete sinking into itself. If the soul re-

moves every inclination and every image of what is

outside it, if it draws back into itself from everything

which is not itself, then it is at once immediately in

the divinity, being entirely in itself. This higher

light may not be pursued, but must be waited for till

it appear. It dawns on the soul without means or

preparation, by a sudden enlightening. The soul can-

not say whence it comes, from within or from without.

Indeed, strictly speaking, it does not come, but is there,

and fills us with delight and blessing.

We may suppose that with a character so inward

and concentrated as that of Plotinus, and with a system

the culminating point of which is the identification of

the soul with the Divinity, his philosophy would be

also his religion : the two would be to him convertible

terms. We have seen this to have been a marked

^ I.e., vovs and ^vxv. ^ Zeller, v. 553.
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feature in the character of Apollonius as imagined by

Philostratus. No doubt it became a reality in the

living Plotinus. But the imagined Apollonius was

likewise devoted to the worship of the gods : and the

apparently absolute monotheism of Plotinus found room

in his system for an unlimited number of deities, in

which he could comprehend the ancestral gods of

the popular worship, and the visible gods, the stars

and heavenly bodies. The Mind, the Second God, the

most immediate revelation of the Inconceivable, pro-

duces all the Ideas, all the invisible gods. They are

portions of his substance, and so make up collectively

the supersensuous world. The divine Mind compre-

hends these several minds : they are personified into

gods, and gifted with the contemplative knowledge of

the intellectual world ; but then again their separate

personality vanishes away into identity with the divine

Mind. They are indescribably beautiful and venerable,

but only through the Mind which works in them.

" They are not," ^ he says, " at one time intelligent, at

another time unintelligent, but are always wise in the

impassible, stable, pure Mind, and know all things,

and are acquainted not with human affairs, but their

own, and all things which the mind beholds." Here,

then, he can find room for all the deities of the Greek

or any other mythology, and by using the interpreta-

tion of the myth which had become common in philo-

sophy, his Primal ^ Being can become Uranos, the

father of the gods, and Kronos, who swallows his own
children, is the Mind, in that he encloses in himself

his offspring which is the intelligible world, and if

Zeus is said to escape from that destiny, the real

meaning here indicated is the production of the

^ Ennead, v. 8, 3. Quoted by Zeller, v. 558. ^ Zeller, v. 560.
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World-soul, the Third Deity, out of the Mind. This

World-soul is Jupiter. Apollo is the One, as the

negation of the multiple. Hermes is intelligible

Form, the Logos. The most degrading symbol of

Greek worship represents the productive power of the

Logos, and the mother of the gods is the abstract

conception of Matter, as the general substratum of

Forms. In fact, just as the Stoic Monotheism with

its one all-embracing god did not scruple to recognise

innumerable particular gods under various apparent

shapes, so Plotinus,^ laying down one great King of

whom all things are the production, did not hesitate

to assert that his greatness was shown by the multi-

tude of the gods who were ranged beneath him and

dependent on him, and that those who knew his power

would not contract God into one, but declare him to

be many.

Nor was it ^ only the whole range of mythology

which Plotinus defended by philosophical argument.

He extended this defence to the concrete worship

carried on in thousands of temples and paid to the

statues of the gods who represented the qualities which

he interpreted after the manner we have just indicated.

For inasmuch as the whole universe is bound together

by sympathy, the higher powers communicate them-

selves in preference to that which is like them. Now
as the statue is formed after the idea of a particular

definite god, it is through this idea connected with

that god, in the same manner as the world of sense is

connected with the intelligible world by the medium
of the Soul. Thus, though he did not admit that the

godhead descended into the statue, yet the power

imparted from the godhead to the visible world has in

1 Plotinus, ii. 9, 9. Quoted by Zeller, v. 557. - Zeller, v. 562.

VOL, III. T
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a special manner its seat in it. The statue is, as it

were, a mirror reflecting a portion of the divine radi-

ance, which the worshipper thus catches up.

Now in all this system of religious philosophy,

which was committed to writing at Eome between

the years 254—270, and which has been arranged for

us by Porphyrins, the chief disciple of Plotinus, there

is no mention of the Christian religion. We have

seen that there was none in the life of Apollonius by

Philostratus. Plotinus presents his system as the

result of ancient Greek thought : the harmony of

Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle. But the master of

Plotinus, that Ammonius Sakkas on whom he had

sedulously and reverently attended for eleven years,

and from whose oral teaching Porphyrins, who worships

his own master, declares that he drew his inspiration,

was a Christian. Moreover, the character of the mind

of Plotinus, as well as the time and circumstances of

his life, leave scarcely a possibility that he was not

informed in Christian doctrine. Nor must we fail to

remember that the actual arranger of his writings, his

chief disciple Porphyrius, was a man very well ac-

quainted with Christianity, and wrote an elaborate

attack upon it, an attack which the chief defenders of

the Church thought worthy of refutation. Into the

bearing of the Plotinic philosophy upon Christian

doctrine we shall enter presently. Here it is suflficient

to say that it cannot with any show of probability be

doubted that the author of it was acquainted with the

Christian belief, as he was beyond question a witness

of a time of unparalleled suffering undergone by the

Church while he was resident at Rome. The man
who philosophised in the very city and at the very

time when the martyrdom of St. Laurence thrilled
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through every breast, knew what Christianity was,

both in belief and in action.

But here a word must be said about Porphyrius,

and it need not be more than a word, because he did

not himself 1 add to the Plotinic philosophy, which he

expounded and popularised, and which he laboured to

make clear and intelligible. That philosophy already

stood under its founder in the closest relation to

religion, having a practical scope ; but in Porphyrius

it is the main object to work a reform of religion by

philosophy, to cultivate piety in connection with the

heathen gods. Some Christian writers state that he

was originally a Christian, but on account of some

ill-treatment which he experienced fell off to heathen-

ism. This, however, seems contrary to the language

of St. Augustine,^ who laments over him that pride,

and especially his disgust at the doctrine that God
assumed a body, prevented him from becoming a

Christian. But it is beyond question that the man
who laboured above all others to arrange and make
clear the Plotinic system of philosophy was himself

imbued with many Christian sentiments. Moreover

he was at once well acquainted with the Christian

religion and its bitterest enemy. But he did not

add anything material to that philosophy. Such

as Plotinus made it it continued to be during' the

whole period in which heathenism carried on the

struggle with the Christian Church. From Plo-

tinus to Julian, who carried out with the power

of the Roman Empire the principles of that philo-

sophy, the great opponents and persecutors of the

Christian Faith were heathens of this fashion. From
Julian to Proclus, during which the power of persecu-

^ Zeller, v. 580. '^ Be Civitate Dei, x. 29.
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tion was taken from them, they maintained exactly

the same principles respecting the supreme God, His

relation to, the world, and respecting man and his

place in the world, as Plotinus. They maintained

likewise the same intense abhorrence of the Christian

Faith. They united devotion to the heathen worship

and defence of its gods, its fables, and its practices

with such an exoteric belief as that of Plotinus. To

meet the Christian objection against plurality in the

godhead, they were monotheists in the sense of Plo-

tinus ; while on the part of all those who maintained

the deity of Jupiter, Juno, and Venus, and the rest,

they defended the worship and all the manifold prac-

tices which belonged to that worship with such an

interpretation as we have seen above.

What has been said of Porphyrins,^ that he took up

philosophy mainly on its religious and practical side,

is yet more applicable to lamblichus. If the former

had found the help of religion and the assistance of

the gods necessary to enable philosophy to discharge

its work, much stronger was this feeling in the latter,

since he still more distrusted the strength of human
nature, and was still more convinced of his own help-

lessness. How the gods produce what is finite we
cannot tell ; enough for us the conviction that all is

done by them. The first condition of a true know-

ledge of God is the belief that nothing is impossible

to the gods. He who has this belief will betake

himself to a theology which allows him to assume

everything which is taught about the gods. To a

philosopher who proceeded from these principles no

popular belief could appear absurd, no blending of

tenets in a system of mixed philosophy and religion

^ Zeller, v. 619.
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be extravagant. The wider the grasp with which he

embraced in his speculation the religions of all peoples,

the more perfectly he must have thought himself to

have reached the end at which his philosophy aimed.

It is needless to enter into more detail as to the

particular views of Porphyrins and lamblichus, or of

Proclus, the last exponent of this philosophy. Such

as it appears in Plotinus, it continues in its main

principles and conclusions to the end.

There can be no doubt that this Philosophy, as it

is the last production of the Greek mind, so it is the

issue and the outcome of a long preceding train of

thought. We are told that Plotinus, like his great

predecessors who were the objects of his professed

veneration, Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle, was a

man of the most curious mind. He had, in fact,

followed up with a sort of devotion the lives of the

philosophers who preceded him, and examined their

several tenets ; and he composed a system which was

the working out and arrangement of certain funda-

mental ideas inherited from Pythagoras, Plato, and

the Stoics on the one hand, from Philo and the Alex-

andrine school of thought on the other. The work

so accomplished was the logical issue of the whole

Neopythagorean movement, a movement which in the

days of Cicero and Seneca, as we have seen them

declare, did not exist, but which we have found so

strong in the time of Plutarch. Plotinus, indeed,

may be said to be his interpreter, to give a logical

and connected expression to that which was at the

bottom of Plutarch's mind. But what was the cause

of all this movement ? What resuscitated, with a

force which it had never before possessed, a train of

thought which had apparently come to an end in
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Seneca's time ? Plotinus, like Philostratus, was fully

aware of the new power which was stirring the world,

and he searched the whole arsenal of Greek thought

for a counter force. His philosophy is the ultimate

ground taken up by Hellenism, on which to fight its

last and desperate battle with the advancing Christian

Church.

Nor is it only the last chosen ground of conflict,

but likewise the development of a complete antagonism

in which heathendom gathers itself up to produce on

its own domain and from its own principles all those

effects which it saw the Christian Church in the train

of accomplishing. It aimed at satisfying the mind

and heart of man with regard to the same objects

which the Christian Church had made of primary

interest in the world. At the moment ^ when Am-
monius Sakkas and Plotinus founded their school, the

search after the Absolute was the capital problem

which agitated and troubled minds. What the Philo-

sopher calls the Absolute, the Christian calls God.

But to produce such a state of things had been the

work of the Christian Church. In Seneca's time such

a question would have been otiose, a complaint which

he makes in fact, when he says that so few regard

philosophy. Plotinus felt that the unity of the God-

head had assaulted the polytheistic worship with a

prodigious force, and he set up a counter unity to it

with which he wished to satisfy the reason on one

side, and spread an gegis over the whole pantheon of

Greek and Oriental gods on the other.

For, further, his system is a heathen analogon of

Christianity, to which it stands just as the pretended

Apollonius stands to Christ. Apollonius was the

^ Jules Simon, Alexandrine Philosophy, Preface, p. i.
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man-god, in that, possessing in his soul a portion of

the divine reason, in virtue of it he possessed all

knowledge and the power of working miracles. As

such, he was set over against the God-man. As a

specimen of human nature in its highest condition,

he was to bear a comparison with human nature as

assumed by a Divine Person, in which fact the whole

Christian revelation is summed up. The force of the

simultaneous connection and contrast lies precisely

in this, that ApoUonius not only stood entirely on

heathen ground, but represented unassisted human
nature. Such as he was, Pythagoras had been and

others might be. On this ground he was to rival,

encounter, and, as Philostratus thought, to prevail

over Christ. Just so the system of Plotinus was

intended on a heathen basis to meet and encounter

the Christian Church at all points, wage war with it

for the possession of human hearts, satisfy the yearn-

ings which it had called forth, and all this in virtue

of a force belonging to human nature itself.

This triple thesis, that the Philosophy which we

have above contemplated in its chief features was the

last production and outcome of Hellenic thought, that

it was the development of a complete antagonism with

the Christian mind, and at the same time a heathen

analogon of it, I shall now proceed to illustrate.

II.

This will be done sufficiently, I think, if we consider

under three heads the opposition between the Neo-

platonic system and the Christian Creed. The first

opposition will be between the Primal Being as con-

ceived in the system, and God as He is in Himself
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according to the Creed, between the Impersonal and

the Personal God. The problem of God and the

World, as stated by the one and the other, makes the

second opposition. The relation between God and

man, issuing out of these two several conceptions of

this problem, forms the third.

The Primal Being of Plotinus appears to be formed

by logical abstraction after this wise. All which meets

the senses he generalises under the conception of

Matter ; all which thinks he generalises under the

conception of Mind, as Spinoza did after him.-^ But

beyond both Mind and Matter lies the conception of

Being. Not content, however, with this, he tries to

invent something beyond not only Mind but Being,

which he terms the Absolute Unity. He personifies
^

the result of his abstraction, holds it for the principle

of that from which it is abstracted, and identifies it

accordingly with what he calls the Godhead. Then,

following the inverse process, and descending from

the abstraction to which he had mounted, he makes

the first production of the Absolute Unity to be Mind,

that is, the conception of Intellect as distinct from

Matter, the second to be Soul, which he considers

already to touch upon the corporeal world, or Matter

:

and then through the connection of the Soul with

Matter he supposes the whole visible world to roll

itself out into existence.

The procession of all things from this so conceived

Unity is necessary and eternal : not of thought or

purpose. And all that which so proceeds has no real

substance of its own. It is mere accident, an appear-

ance of the Divine : for it is one operation which

^ See note at the end of the chapter.
^ Ueberweg, p. 251.
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embraces, penetrates through, and determines all

things. -"^

If we attempt to reach the meaning of all this, it

would seem to be that the Unity which is called the

Deity has no real existence. It is merely the sub-

stitution of the highest logical abstraction for the

really Absolute. It puts the emptiness of all being,

which may become anything, which exists only in our

thought, and nowhere in reality, instead of the fulness

of Being, Mind, and Life.

Such a conception of the Primal Being is logical

Pantheism ; and its relation with the universe that of

dynamical Pantheism.

But it was from a physical view of the world and

a desire to reduce it to a physical unity, that Greek

philosophy took its start ; and the confusion of God

with the world, as it was involved in its beginning,

so remains its great error during the course of nine

hundred years from Thales to Plotinus. In the

seventh century before Christ, the wise men of Greece

all proceeded from the expressed or the tacit assump-

tion of one world-forming force, whether they con-

sidered this as bound up with matter, or as severed

from it, whether they called it Nature, or the Divine,

or by any other name.^ This conception forms the

common basis of the mechanical doctrine of nature

on the one hand, and of the dynamical doctrine of

nature on the other. All the various schools of

materialistic Pantheism, of which the Ionic is the

first, spring from the former ; all the various schools

of idealistic Pantheism, of which the Eleatic is the

1 The appearance of this thought almost at the beginning of Greek
philosophy is noted by Kleutgen, Philosophie der Vorzeit, ii. 204,

sec. 649. See note at the end of the chapter.
^ Zeller's Vortrdge, p. 9.
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first, spring from tlie latter. In the former the con-

fusion of God with the world consists in making him

its material cause ; in the latter it consists in making

him its formal cause : in both the relation of all

existing things to him is that of the Appearance to

the Essence, that of the Part to the Whole.

In the first stirrings of Greek philosophic thought

Matter and Mind were not distinguished, but Anaxa-

goras clearly brought out the conception of Mind as

distinct from Matter, of one universal Mind as the

disposer and controller of all things. This concep-

tion appeared to Aristotle so important, that he called

Anaxagoras, in comparison with those who preceded

him, a sober man among drunkards. And in truth

this conception was the highest reached, whether by

Plato or by himself. Brought up in the belief of a

multitude of gods, and with the material figures which

represented the functions of those gods continually

before their eyes from childhood, their merit was that

they conceived one supreme God distinct from Matter,

pure Mind : but when they considered the relation of

this God, who was pure Mind, to Matter, of which the

endless manifestations in the universe may be summed
up in the word Nature, Plato did not reach beyond the

conclusion that this Matter had always existed, and

was in some undefined way over against the supreme

Mind, who worked upon it indeed, and reduced it to

order, but who found it there, a something to be

counted with, and not wholly to be subdued. Aristotle,

while he carried out the conception of Anaxagoras to

the point that this Mind, distinct from all contact

with Matter, was eternal, the first mover, and the

cause of motion, but himself incapable of change,

incapable of becoming, pure Act, yet in dealing with
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the problem of Matter, and its relation to this Mind,

held that the universe was eternal. Thus the two

princes of Greek thought, while not Pantheists, so far

as they conceived one Supreme Mind, entirelj^ detached

from Matter, yet failed to solve the problem of the

relation of this Mind to the universe in such a manner

as would escape the error of Pantheism. For not only

was Matter conceived by them as ever existing over

against Mind, but their conception of Mind itself

appears to have been only an abstraction from the

human mind ; a generalising of Intellect parallel to

the conception of Materia prima as the substratum of

air body. At least the result in those who followed

them was that the one Supreme Mind and the human
mind fell under the same genus with only a quanti-

tative difference. And so they made this mind not

indeed the material but yet the formal cause of the

world : the formal cause inasmuch as the world sub-

sisted as it does because Mind was in it arranging and

ordering it, as the soul is in the body. And if the

notion of creation out of nothing is excluded, then

this arranging and ordering must be by the substance

of the arranging and ordering power being likewise

the substance of things. This in philosophic language

is to make God the formal cause of the world.

Now, excepting the Epicurean school, which was

materialistic, that is, placed in Matter itself the force

which made the world, it seems to have been the uni-

versal doctrine of Greek philosophy after Plato and

Aristotle that the Logos in man is part of the one

divine Logos. We have seen this run through Stoi-

cism as its generating and characteristie doctrine, the

basis of such moral teaching as it possessed. Cicero

represented this not only as his own conclusion, the
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result of reasoning and discussion, but likewise accepted

it on the authority of the highest philosophers. Pytha-

goras and his school had never doubted that our minds

are drops of the universal divine Mind. The human
spirit having been severed off from the divine Mind

can be compared with nothing else, if this may be

reverentially spoken, but with God Himself. Else-

where he affirms that " there is one infinite nature

and power of mind, separate from these natures usual

and known to us. And so whatever that is which

feels, which understands, which wills, which ener-

gises, it is heavenly and divine, and therefore must be

eternal. Nor, indeed, can God himself, who is con-

ceived by us, be otherwise conceived than as Mind,

pure and free, distinct and apart from all mortal

composition, feeling and moving all things, and itself

endowed with eternal motion. Of this kind and of

the same nature is the human mind." The view is

completed by the parallel between the soul in the body

and God in the world, which he puts in the mouth

of the elder Scipio, addressing the younger with a

sort of revelation from the supernal region in which

his soul as a part of the universal soul was dwelling.

" Know then thyself to be God, if, indeed, he is God

who energises, feels, remembers, provides : who as

much rules and directs and moves that body over

which he presides as the supreme God does with

regard to this universe. And as God, who is himself

eternal, moves the universe which is in one part of it

subject to death, so the everlasting mind moves a cor-

ruptible body."

Cicero -^ may be said to be here expressing the out-

^ Cicero, De Senectute, 21 ; Tusc. Disp. v. 13, 1. 27. Somnium
Scipionis from De Rcpuhlica.
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come of the Pythagorean, Platonic, and Peripatetic

philosophy as to the important point of the relation of

God to the universe.

Thus the highest reach of pre-Christian philosophic

thought in the Graeco-Koman world may amount to

this, the admission of one Supreme God who is a purely

immaterial intelligence without beginning and without

end ; the belief that the soul of man is an immaterial

intelligence of the same nature, and related to it as a

part to the whole, the images most in use being that

it is in regard to the universal Mind as a drop of the

ocean, as a spiration of the breath, as a spark of the

fire. And the God so conceived is to the universe as

the human soul is to its body.

In the three centuries which elapse between Cicero

and Plotinus, Greek philosophy does not shift its

standing-ground as to the relation between the sub-

stance of that which it terms by a neuter and abstract

noun "the Divine," and the intellectual part in man.

We have seen how this kinship, or rather, identity,

of nature between the divine and human mind runs

through the doctrine of Epictetus and Marcus Aure-

lius ; how it no less rules the opposite school of

Plutarch, Dio, and Maximus Tyrius ; how it makes

up as it were the whole philosophy of the pretended

Apollonius, as drawn by Philostratus.

But if the confusion of the substance of God with

the substance of the world, in the one or the other

shape, of making something which is denominated

God either the material or formal cause of the visible

and intelligible universe, runs in various degrees

through all the philosophic thought of the nine hun-

dred years before Plotinus, the doctrine of Plotinus

may be considered one in which Pantheism obtains a
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complete sway. The universe is the evolution of the

One ; the Absolute Unity is immanent in the world,

which is its eternal and necessary development, not

merely the human soul but matter itself being part of

this procession, in which there is but one life, one

being, one substance. And as to the important point on

which we have been treating, the assertion of a merely

quantitative difference .between the huunan and the

universal soul, no more conclusive proof of the belief

of Plotinus can be given than the words of the dying

philosopher as recorded by his friend, admirer, and

disciple. Porphyrins :
" I am going to lead back the

God that is in me to the God of the universe." That

movement of thought which is apparent at the start-

ing of Greek philosophy, to reduce all things to a

physical unity, receives its completion in the system

of Plotinus. But in two hundred years which elapse

from Seneca to that philosopher there had been a

further effort which shows itself equally in the Neostoic

and the Neopythagorean school, an effort to reconcile

the gods of Polytheism and the worship of them with

this one power or cause. In Plotinus we find this

reconciliation carried out with the greatest complete-

ness. His Absolute Unity admits into its capacious

bosom all gods, for the gods so admitted are simply

parts of one universal power, which is the substance of

all things. Pantheism and Polytheism share the same

error ^ of giving the incommunicable Name to stocks

and stones ; for if the being of God is the being of all

things, it is as true to say a stone is God, as to say a

stone is a being. If God be at once the matter and

the soul of the world, and in both, in spite of his

^ See St. Thomas, Contra Gentiles, \. 26, and Kleutgen, Philosophie

der Vorzeit, ii. 418.
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eternity and unchangeableness, be subject to every

change in time, the idolaters were not to be blamed

for honouring with divine worship the air, or the fire,

or irrational animals ; rather the only blame they

deserved was that they did not worship everything.

Plotinus was only faithful to the whole course of

Greek philosophy from its rise in rejecting the doc-

trine of creation. Even Plato and Aristotle had never

risen above the conception of a Mind who arranged

and ordered matter, an architect of the universe, who
built from pre-existent materials. The creation of

matter and mind equally out of nothing was not

reached by them ; or we may rather say it was op-

posed to certain principles which were the basis of all

their thought. That out of nothing nothing comes,

was an axiom with all Greek thinkers. It was the

Stoic conception of utmost impossibility that anything

should come out of nothing. And that anything

should happen without a cause they said was similar.

Their view of the order of the world was this :
" The

universe is a unity governed by a living, reasonable,

and intelligent nature, in which all things proceed by

an eternal series linked and strung together ; so that

in this process of becoming, every antecedent has its

result necessarily suspended from it as a cause. No-

thing therefore in the universe is, or becomes, without

a cause, inasmuch as there is nothing in it unattached

or severed from all the constituents preceding it. For

the universe would be distracted, divided, and no longer

retain its unity, nor the one order and series of its

distribution, if a single uncaused movement could be

introduced." Again, the conception is brought out by

Cicero with all the lucidity of the master of Roman
diction. ^' Fate I call the order and series of causes,
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in which cause linked to cause generates from itself

the real. That^ is everlasting truth flowing out of

the abyss of eternity. According to this nothing has

taken place which would not have taken place ; and

in like manner nothing will take place of which nature

does not contain within her the exactly efficient

causes. By which we may understand that fate is

not a superstitious but a physical expression, the eter-

nal cause of things, why all that is past has taken

effect, all which is instant is taking effect, all which

follows shall take effect."
^

No words could more exactly express the procession

of all things from the Absolute Unity as conceived

by Plotinus. And as herein he exactly followed his

Stoic predecessors, so has he anticipated his modern

successors ; for this is the very kernel of Pantheism.

This procession was the deity of Plotinus, and is

the only deity which his modern successors admit.

" God, through the activity of thought determining

His originally undetermined being, produces things.

The meaning of which is, that He generates things

according to their proper and real being out of His

own essence, and that accordingly this. His essence, is

in things under manifold forms ; a metamorphosis of

the Absolute which Hegel could not characterise more

sharply than by naming God the eternal procession."
^

And in this respect Plotinus and Hegel are exactly at

one.

We have, then, now before us the Neoplatonic

conception of God and of his relation to the world,

in which it is clear that he has neither unity nor per-

^ "Ea est ex omni seternitate fluens Veritas sempiterna,"
2 Alexander, De Fato, p. 70, and Cicero, De Divinatione, i. 55.

Referred to by Zeller, iv. 149.
^ Kleutgen, Philosophie der Vorzcit, i. 48.
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sonality, nor even any being of his own apart from the

world and independent of it. He is, in fact, merely a

logical conception, drawn from abstraction and assumed

to be real. And the world is his eternal and necessary

procession, under an infinite variety of appearance.

The antagonism in the teaching of the Christian

Church respecting the being of God and His relation

to the world with the Neoplatonic system may be

summed up under four heads. The first will be the

unity and unicity of God ; the second, the Trinity of

Personal Relations in God ; the third, the doctrine of

Creation ; and the fourth, the infinite gulf between

the being of God and the being of creatures which

that doctrine establishes.

1. The Church proclaimed belief in one God, who
was not the abstract conception of unity or being

formed by the mind, the highest generality which

arises in the thought when it considers the universe,

which is a thing of logic, not real nor actual, but who

is the Being apart from all other being, subsisting

in Himself, conscious and free. His Being is not

abstract, but concrete ; not general, but peculiar ; not

the possible basis of all being, which is nothing and

may be anything, but the fulness of being, infinite on

all sides, incapable of mixture, incapable of addition,

incapable of becoming, that is, of change ; determined

in Himself, and divided from all other beings because

no addition can be made to Him.-^ Such is the One

God viewed as over against the Absolute Unity.

2. In this One God the Christian Church proclaimed

a Trinity of Personal Relations, eternal as God Him-

self, the Father eternally generating, the Son eternally

generated, the Holy Ghost eternally proceeding, but

1 See Kleiitgen, Theologie der Vorzeit, i. 364 ; i, 208.

VOL. HL U
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having one eternity, immensity, infinity, immutability;

one omnipresence, one omniscience, one goodness, one

sanctity. But in the Plotinic Trinity the first proces-

sion of the Absolute Unity was the Universal Mind,

and the second procession from the Universal Mind

was the Universal Soul, both being successive weaken-

ings of the First One, and the latter touching already

on the world of matter. There was, therefore, no real

resemblance between the two. The Plotinic Trinity

is as remote from the Christian as the Plotinic Unity

is from the One God. It stands, however, to that

Unity as the Christian Trinity stands to the Christian

Unity. For the Plotinic Trinity is an attempt to explain

the origin of things, and is produced in furtherance of

that attempt ; but the Christian Trinity is a revelation

of the ever-blessed Being of God, His inner Life and

Blessedness in Himself, independent of creatures.

3. But the force of the Plotinic conception lay in

the relation which it established between the world

and God ; and here the antagonism with the Chris-

tian Faith comes into yet fuller light. The procession

of all things from the Absolute Unity through the

Mind and the Soul, down to the last particle of

Matter, was as eternal and necessary as the procession

of " the Divine " itself ; a procession devoid of will, in

which there was one only substance, and one only

operation, under every variety of appearance. But

the Triune Christian God creates all things out of

nothing, and this in a threefold sense. Out of

nothing, because there is no pre - existent matter

;

again, out of nothing, because non-being precedes in

nature ; and, once more, out of nothing, because non-

being precedes in time.^ And hence is seen the truth

^ See Stockl, Philosophie dcs Mittelalters, ii. 542, from St. Thomas.
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and reality of that being which God confers ; for what
thus arises out of nothing is not an appearance of

something else, but a being consisting in itself ; and

again, it is not drawn out of any other substance, but

made out of nothing. Equally, whether Matter or

Mind, it is a simple creation out of nothing. And
lastly, which is not the least important point of the

contrast, what thus arises springs from the free-will

and choice of the Creator. Being perfect in Himself,

He chooses to create, as He might have chosen to

remain without creatures. There is no necessity in His

Being for this choice, for which there is no other cause

conceivable than the divine Will.

4. We have seen how the Absolute Unity of Plo-

tinus took into itself the Polytheism with which its

author was surrounded. This was part of its use.

The multitude of the manifestations of the one force,

as conceived by Plotinus, might be endless : it only

needed to personify each manifestation with the name
of a god, as the Stoics had done before him. Also,

if there is only one substance, this abstract god of

Plotinus may be a stone as well as Jupiter. But the

One God who creates Mind and Matter alike out of

nothing, excludes all other beings from approaching

Him by an infinite chasm. Their being and His do

not fall under one genus. And so the gods of heathen-

dom dropped away before Him. In His presence they

were simply nowhere : vanity, non-entity. This was

the meaning of the reproach of " godless " addressed

to the ancient Christians ; and this too was at the

bottom of the profound hatred with which Neopla-

tonists, when in power, persecuted the Christians.

They saw and felt the full force of the antagonism

between their pantheistic unity and the One God of
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the Christians : between a necessary force proceeding

through all nature to its utmost limit, and the Lord

of Hosts, surrounded by hierarchies of spirits, who are

called into existence, and maintained in it, by His

omnipotent Fiat : between a universe in which man
is the product of a nature eternally unfolding itself

without will, and man the creature of God.

This brings us to the third point of contrast which

we had to consider, the being, position, duties, and

hopes of man in Neoplatonism and in Christianity.

The God of Plotinus does not create, but evolves

itself in an eternal becoming ; and the human spirit

is a portion of the divine Universal Mind. This latter

pantheistic doctrine seems to date from Pythagoras,

and coming down through Plato and the Stoics, to

form the basis of the conception of human nature in

all the course of Greek philosophy, and in its last

effort shows itself as part of a complete pantheistic

system. If such be the nature of the human spirit,

its conjunction with matter would seem of itself to be

the cause of evil, and so, as we have seen, it is reckoned

by Plotinus to be. Yet that the will is free,^ that

virtue is without a master, that every one bears the

fault of his own actions, all this, he says, is a fact

which is grounded so immediately in the being of

man, that without free-will we should be no men, but

mere portions of the universe, moved from without.

But he totally fails, or rather does not endeavour, to

reconcile these statements with that necessary chain

of cause and effect according to which the universe

goes forth without any will or choice of a contriver,

and in which man's actions are bound as part of the

machine. Human nature in fact has no unity under

1 Zeller, v. 525.
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his hand. The soul, as such, in virtue of its divine

origin and nature, is incapable of error, while matter,

as such, is incapable of good ; and so far as concerns

the whole question of moral evil and the freedom

of human actions, its two parts, mind and matter,

start asunder, and we are left in an insuperable

contradiction.

This contradiction indeed had beset Greek philo-

sophy even in the hands of Aristotle. Strongly as he

maintained that man is the master of his own actions,^

and has it in his own power to be good or bad, yet he

could find no place for true freedom of the will between

the movement which proceeds from sensuous desire,

and the other which proceeds from the divine mind

dwelling in the soul. Necessity broke in on both

sides, from the action of things on the sensuous soul,

and from the divine intelligence.

But so much as this is plain, that in the system

of Plotinus man is not bound to God as a creature

to the Creator. He has not that dependence which

one whose whole being is made by another owes to

that other. Thus in this, as in the Stoic system, the

spring of virtue lay in the pride engendered by the

belief that the soul is of the same nature as God.

This God is not self-conscious, not free, but a blind

force of nature. Power without Will. Somehow or

another the soul, a portion of this God, has been

joined with a portion of matter, and human life is the

result.

But in the practical scope at which it aims is seen

the closest point of connection and at the same time

the fundamental opposition between this system and

the Christian Faith. The divine intelligence dwell-

^ Dollinger, Heidenihum unci Judenthum, p. 311.
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ing in man must according to its nature seek for a

restoration of order, first in the little universe of the

individual, secondly in the larger one of the common-
wealth. This is put forth in the person of an ideal

Pythagoras, which lamblichus dressed up in a pre-

tended life of that sage, at the beginning of the

fourth century. In it he attributed to his hero three

things."^

First he communicated to men a higher religious

and speculative knowledge. Secondly, he sought to

bring them by the religious and moral principles

which he set up for their everyday life into a rela-

tion with the deity which should correspond to their

kinship with it. Thirdly, the idea of order was the

central point and main substance of the religious and

philosophical knowledge which he communicated. To
realise this in human society was his purpose, and the

union of disciples which Pythagoras set up was the

means thereto. As the Christian Church was to pre-

sent a visible appearance of the kingdom of heaven,

so the Pythagorean union was to have an organisation

which should incorporate its founder's idea of order.

Its members had certain reciprocal engagements to

each other, and all were in subjection to the founder,

whose person was so sacred that no one uttered his

name, but during his life termed him " the Divine,"

and after his death spoke only of " him," or " that

man." Thus the influence exercised by Pythagoras

was not only religious and moral, but political, by

which he sought to banish the two greatest evils,

anarchy and tyranny, and to give a constitution to

civil society in which law alone, as the expression of

^ I take these remarks on the Pythagoras of lamblichus from Baur's
review of the Life of Apollonius by Philostratus.
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order, should bear sway, and Pythagoras is praised

by lamblichus as the discoverer of all political

education.

In this work the Neopythagorean conception of

friendsliip appears as the exact counterpart of the

Christian charity, but the one is based upon the natural

cognation of the soul with the deity, as the other is

founded on supernatural union with Christ by His

Spirit. An instance where both the language is

similar and the thought is parallel may be seen in

the words of lamblichus. "All that is commanded

to be done or left undone aims at intercourse with the

deity ; and this is the principle : and the whole life

is ordered so as to be an imitation of God : this is the

function of philosophy." Here philosophy corresponds

to religion, and friendship to charity.

As the Neopythagorean good was the carrying out

order, that is, the Kosmos, through the whole body

of the universe including man, so to its thought the

first germ of sin lay in the connection of the soul with

the material body. By this connection alone man was

in his birth impure, besides the guilt of a previous life

which lay upon him.

Thus, in this system, the conception of good was

the acting of the soul according to its divine nature
;

the conception of evil was physical, as resulting from

the imprisonment of mind in matter. The conception

of the revolt of the soul itself from God was entirely

wanting. A disorder was indeed recognised, and it

was sometimes called " sin," or " a fall of the soul," or

" guilt," but the root of it was placed in the union of

the soul with a body, not in the destruction of the

union of the soul with God. The notion of moral per-

versity in the soul itself, as the intellectual principle of
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man, was an absolute contradiction to its belief that

the soul was a particle of the divine intelligence.

These notions run through the whole movement of

Greek thought from Seneca to Plotinus, and akin to

them, one may say their corollary, is a theory of im-

mortality. While the restoration of the Kosmos in

man and human society is the good aimed at for this

life, as to anything beyond it is the union with " the

Divine " by the return of the spirit freed from matter

to that of which it was a portion, and from which it

was severed at its entrance into bodily life. The

Pythagorean and Platonic pre-existence and post-

existence of the soul, with the doctrine of transmi-

gration which attends upon it, and the obscure and

confused view of retribution hovering over that doc-

trine, is part and parcel of the Pantheistic conception

that the soul is a particle of the divine reason. Such

post-existence is not a living on of the human being,

a perpetuation of the human identity. Cicero, when
platonising, makes the mind of Scipio speak to his

descendant as one living indeed an immortal life, but

identified with the universal Mind, and without an

existence of his own. The Stoic raptures of Seneca

as to the future condition of the mind when purified

from contact with matter, amount to a philosophic

Nirvana. The same thought inspires the proud excla-

mation of the dying Plotinus above mentioned, that he

was leading back the god that was in him to the god

of the universe. Such a notion of the post-existence

of the soul offers exactly the same contrast to the

Christian doctrine of eternal life as the Primal Being

offers to the one living God. It is, indeed, but reason-

able that, if the universe is the eternal procession of

one impersonal substance, mind also, though for a
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few years intercepted by the bars of its fleshly prison,

should presently rejoin the universal Mind. It is but

just and logical that a god who has no being of his

own should be incapable of creating.

The culminating point in such a system is, as we

have seen, such a conception as the imaginary Apol-

lonius or the ideal Pythagoras. Every good man is

god : specially such men as these in whom the soul

asserts its original and inherent power, lives according

to its nature, restores harmony in the being over which

it presides, and works for the restoration of the same

harmony in the commonwealth of man, and in the

whole universe. We have seen in the romance of

Apollonius how far a tacit imitation of the life and

conduct of Christ could be carried upon this entirely

natural basis, upon which likewise lamblichus attri-

buted to his Pythagoras the formation of a society

which was the exact counterpart of the Christian

Church. In both these instances we may trace the

workings of minds which saw the Christian Church in

operation before them, profoundly admired the work,

but wished to transfer it to their own hereditary

standing-ground.

Both these authors can speak, as Stoics had spoken

before them, of the unity of the human race, of the

brotherhood of man with man, even how man, as Epic-

tetus had said, is a "son of God," how all gradations

of human rank vanish before that divine equality, how
an emperor is less than a wise man. All this unity

of the human race rested upon the common possession

of the divine intelligence within it.

But if in a few choice minds such as Seneca, Epic-

tetus, Marcus Aurelius, or Plotinus, such a conception

served for the basis of many kindly thoughts con-
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cerning universal brotherhood and benevolence, how
very far was it from taking root in society ! The
brotherhood they extolled remained for the mass an

unknown thing. It did not pass the limit of their

school ; it touched only refined and contemplative

minds. But the whole heathen society was affected

by the absence of belief in the relation between God
and man as Creator and creature, and by that which

was an inevitable sequence, the absence equally of

belief in the relation between man and man as fellow-

creatures of one God. The inner life of each human
being, his domestic life, his social life, his political

life, all were touched in all their springs by that

opposing doctrine of philosophy according to which the

Absolute Unity, the Primal Being, the Divine, was

either the material or the formal cause working in and

through all things. This is best seen by concisely

stating the antagonistic truths which the Christian

Church set forth not to the select votaries of a school,

not to the learned, the rich, and the refined alone, but

to the poor, to the slave, to the enthralled female sex

;

which it poured forth as the light of the sun to gladden

every human eye, and ennoble every human affection.

I. Instead of the notion that the human mind,

being a portion of the divine intelligence, had become

in some unexplained manner connected for a time

with a body, and that the man was this mind, the

Church taught that it was an entirely free act of God
which called every man into existence. This act of

the divine volition created the soul out of nothing,

and infused it into a body derived immediately from

the parents but ultimately made likewise out of

nothing, and thus constituted the one man, the human
being, by a union most unsearchable in its inner
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nature, most clear in its results, in which the soul is

the form of the body. The tie between the creature

thus made and the Creator is so stringent, the depen-

dence of the one on the other so absolute, that nature

through its whole realm offers no parallel. For in

every operation of nature that which is produced is

produced out of something pre-existing. So far and

no farther experience carries us, and an observation

proceeding only from experience and limited to physi-

cal appearances had left the Greek philosophic mind

short of the idea itself of creation. The parental

relation led up the nearest to that between the

Creator and the creature. But the parent communi-

cates only a part of his nature to the child, and that

part the less noble. The distance which remains

between the function of the natural parent and the

act of creation transcends altogether the conception of

such fathership ; and the exercise of illimitable power

on one side finds adequate correspondence only in

absolute dependence on the other. Such a depen-

dence was the foundation of all that the Church taught

respecting the duties and the hopes of man.

2. The philosophy, proceeding from its false notion

as to the nature of the human soul, gave a physical

notion of evil as inherent in the junction of mind and

matter. The notion of evil which the Church asserted

was one purely spiritual, that is, rebellion against the

eternal law in thought, word, or deed. The eternal

law is tbe sanctity of God exhibited in His com-

mands. These commands were summed up in the

first and second tables of the law. The rebellion of

man against his Creator was therefore the radical

notion of sin, and this rebellion would extend through

the whole of his nature, beginning from the spirit,
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and stretching out to the body as informed by the

spirit. And though the conjunction of body with

spirit afforded a large matter and occasion for sin by

the body being subject to one class of desires, while

the spirit was moved by another, yet the seat of the

rebellion would be in the spirit alone, and from it

alone infringement of the command of the Creator

in thought, word, or deed could proceed.

3. In the Neoplatonic system, as in the Stoic, we
find a perpetual assertion of man's free-will counter-

worked and contradicted by the whole theory of the

production of the world. For as they made that pro-

duction to be not the result of will but the necessary

going forth of an absolute power, in which a physical

concatenation of cause and effect could not suffer the

slightest break, they could not but consider that the

actions of man, as part of this machine, were bound

by this necessity. Most pointed is the opposition of

the Church's doctrine here, and on both sides. The
greatness and majesty of the Creator are specially seen

in that freedom by which, being ineffably blessed in

His own inner life, in that Fathership, Sonship, and

Procession of the Spirit, which is the Triune God, He
chose to create. And the freedom of the reasonable

creature so made is the image of the Creator's freedom

in making. " The reasonable creature indeed cannot

create, that is, call out of nothing into existence, but

it can produce changes in itself, and in something

outside itself, which by God's will is there. And so

as the freedom of the Creator consists in that His will

is the last ground of the being of creatures, the free-

dom of the creature consists in that the last ground

of such changes lies in its will. This is to say that

in the sphere which God has assigned to our freedom
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the operations which we can produce are but possible

through the nature of things, through the will of God,

and our own constitution : to make them actual de-

pends on our will. We determine whether they shall

be, which of them shall be, how long and in what

circumstances they shall be."
^

As a world evolved by necessity cannot admit a

freedom of will in a subordinate part of itself, so a

God free to create makes a creature free in the choice

of his actions. This created dignity in man answers

to that uncreated dignity of will in God, which is the

source of all beings outside of Himself.

4. The evil which the philosophy saw was that the

mind should not act according to its nature as an

effluence of the divine mind, being drawn down by

the contact with matter. The good was such a resto-

ration of order that everything in man and in society

should be done according to this nature. But the

Church taught that the malady of human nature con-

sisted in an inward rebellion of the spirit itself against

its Maker. Its good was the removal of that rebellion

by the sanctification of man. Thus the word " sin
"

was used in the philosophy in a sense entirely opposed

to that which belonged to it in the Christian teaching.

In the philosophy it was the soul missing its aim,

falling short of its intrinsic dignity as a portion of

*' the Divine," and the body with which it was encum-

bered was the perpetual cause of such a fall. In the

Christian sense Sin was the disobedience of the creature

to the will of the Creator ; and if in the actual state of

man the body perpetually solicited the will to such a

disobedience, yet the mind likewise was liable to classes

of sins more dangerous and more difficult to overcome

^ Kleutgen, Theologie der Vorzeit, i. 514.
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than those of which the body was the occasion ; and

in the will itself, that is, in an erring use of the

liberty which made its dignity, lay the seat of all sin.

Of Eedemption it is clear that the philosophy knew
and could know nothing, and in like manner of Sancti-

fication. Both were repugnant to its conception of

the human mind. But these two ideas were the

spring of Christian ethics and of Christian politics.

From them started the whole moral order to the indi-

vidual and to the body politic.

5. The difference in the end after life corresponded

to the difference in the view of the nature of good

during life. In the philosophy the mind freed from

matter returned to that from which it had been

severed. Individual identity was lost. The body,

prison of the mind, was for ever dissolved. The mind,

after a longer or shorter sojourn in some new prison,

was absorbed again in the universal mind. Instead

of this shadowy dream of immortality the Church

taught the everlasting union of the human person

with the Triune God, the Giver of that personality

which is the highest completion of the creature's

being. But in this union the personal being was

for ever maintained by the preservation of identity

in the whole man, body and soul. As truly as in this

world each man had been " the individual substance

of a rational nature," so in that world in which man
would find his true end the full man and the same

man should exult in the glory of body and soul under

the divine light of a vision unfolding to him the

divine essence. If to be a person, enjoying free-will,

is the natural dignity bestowed upon man by God in

creating him, so, when he attained his true end, he

was not to lose that dignity, but retain it ineffably
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exalted. If tlie use of free-will on earth constituted

his trial, and made up the quality of his virtue, the

reward of both would not consist in the suppression

of the gift, but in such a union of the will with God
as left it free and made it blessed. The sight of God
is the accomplishment of this.

6. It is in the doctrine on which the Christian

belief is founded that the most thorough antagonism

between the Neoplatonic system and the Church was

rooted. To the Neoplatonist the union of mind with

matter was the fall of the soul : the encumbrance, the

imposition, so to say, of the body upon the mind, in

which lay the ever-present cause of evil. Nothing

therefore could be more abhorrent from his principles

than the assumption of a human body by the Divine

Word. Thus what to the Christian was the greatest,

the most magnificent, the tenderest work of God, was

to the Neoplatonist a scandal, a degradation, a blas-

phemy. That God should take to Him a material

body, and work through that body the sanctification of

matter, that His body should become the tree of life

to every generation of His people, was to overthrow

from its very foundation the philosophy we have been

considering, for it was a denial equally of its two

parts, its doctrine as to mind and its doctrine as to

matter. The human mind was not a particle of the

divine mind, for God assumed a human soul in order

to destroy the rebellion of every human soul against

its Maker. The union of the body with the mind
was not the cause of evil in man, for God assumed a

body in order to give eternal life to every human
body. Thus the Incarnation carried in itself the cure

for all those erroneous notions respecting both mind
and body which had travelled down to Plotinus, if
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not from the teaching of Pythagoras, at any rate from

his time, through the stream of Greek philosophy.

St. Augustine, who was almost the contemporary of

Porphyrius, reproached him with having been deterred

from becoming a Christian by this very doctrine,^ for

he could not give up his cardinal tenet that all con-

tact with the body was to be shunned, in order that

the soul may dwell blessed with God.

7. This error no doubt was radical in the philo-

sophy. The unity of the whole human race, as

possessing reason, which was the ground of Stoic

and Neoplatonic doctrine as to fraternity and equality,

was falsely exalted by it into a divine unity by the

assertion that reason was part of the divine mind. It

was only by this fiction that it could be set against

the Christian unity founded on the gift of the Holy

Ghost, which was bestowed upon the members of

Christ as the fruit of the Incarnation. This deifica-

tion of reason is the completion of the contrast which

we have been noting between the philosophy and the

faith. It sets up nature against grace, as by assert-

ing a natural affinity and identity of essence between

the human mind and the divine it attempts to give to

man in his natural condition all that union with God
which in the supernatural order is conferred upon him

as a gratuitous gift, the effect of an unspeakable love

on the part of God in becoming man.

8. The summing up of the whole is this. In the

philosophy the Primal Being is the cause of things by

their being produced out of him, though not voluntarily,

^ De Civitate Dei, x. 28. " Contemnis enim eum propter corpus
ex foemina acceptimi." 29. " Ideo viluit superbis Deus ille magister,
quia Verbum care factum est et habitavit in nobis : ut parum sit

miseris quod segrotant, nisi se in ipsa etiam segritudine extollant, et

pe medicina qua sanari poterant, erubescant."
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but by a natural necessity. In the faith, God is the

cause of all things by creating them out of nothing,

by creating them according to an idea which is in

Himself, by creating them for Himself. He is the

Power which works, the Exemplar which guides, the

End to which all things tend. Being in these three

relations the cause of the world, He is its sole author,

yet absolutely independent of it, for it is not His

Being and Substance which are the being and sub-

stance of the world. He is as little the form of the

world as He is its matter, for He created both out

of nothing, and with them called into existence the

universe in its all but infinite variety.^

It is in His character of Creator that God is the

Revealer of His will, the Giver of law, the Governor

of mankind, the Rewarder and the Punisher of man.

It is part of natural religion to believe in Him as all

these. In the poets and historians of Greece, griev-

ously as Polytheism had lowered the conception of

divine things, yet a divine power was recognised to

which these attributes belonged. And a like recogni-

tion lay at the basis of the religious rites. In the popu-

lar mind and feeling such a power was still appealed

to, often with a singular and personal appellation, as

God, or Father, especially in times of emotion, amid

the troubles and sorrows of public and private life.

It is in the philosophical teaching from Thales to

Plotinus that we find this conception of God most

obscured and least recognised. And the reason seems

to be that such a conception springs out of that

Creatorship which this philosophy from beginning to

end denied, and in the most emphatic denial of it,

the Neoplatonic system, expired.

^ See Kleutgen, Philosophie der Vorzeit, ii. 865, 866.

VOL. in. X
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The above remarks have all pointed to the conclu-

sion that that pantheistic origin of things, from which

Greek thought in its highest representatives was not

free, but which formed the very core of its latest

system, is incompatible with a God who is indepen-

dent of the world, with any free ruling of the world

by the power directing it, with moral freedom on the

part of man, which cannot exist without the freedom

of the will, with all moral dignity, which depends

on free-will, with any real immortality of reasonable

natures, with retribution after death to man as a per-

sonal being. On the other hand, a God who gives

their whole being to things, of whom mind no less

than matter is the mere creature, who places forms in

matter at His pleasure, whose most finished work in

the creature is the endowing it with personality—

a

self-conscious moral being, which is its own, and not

another's, and as such an image of the divine immor-

tality and self-subsistence— such a God can never

desert the universe so made. And the signs of His

presence are that He communicates His will, and in

so doing establishes law, that He governs, rewards,

and punishes. And if His government here is mani-

festly not complete, because reward and punishment

by no means always follow according to His own law,

yet His own being, the inviolable Sanctity which is

His nature, forbids that they should not follow here-

after. Among men the evil often triumph in this life,

and the good suffer, of which the crucifixion of our

Lord is the great example. But in this, the world's

utter condemnation, is contained also its imperishable

hope, the well-head of Christian life, since the failure

of justice here makes certain that hereafter in which

it will be fully attained. All these conceptions, that
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is, the revelation of God's will as a rule to His crea-

tures, the law thus established, the government of them

which thence ensues, their permanent reward for the

good exercise of their will, or their permanent punish-

ment for the bad exercise of it, are in fact component

parts of the idea of Creator, of that Lord who is at

once the Power which makes all things, the Rule which

guides them, the End for which they are made.

CONNECTION OF ANCIENT WITH MODERN
PANTHEISM.

Kote to p. 296.

That the whole contest lies between a Personal and an Imper-

sonal God, between a God who because He has created and

maintains all things and all beings is their Lord, and a force

which by an innate necessity develops itself in the universe, seems

to be proved by the history of philosophy from its earliest time

to the present day. Of the seventh century a.c. Kleutgen, Theo-

logie der Vorzeit, vol ii. pp. 204, 205, sect. 649, 650, observes

:

" Over against these systems of the Ionian school a pantheistic

view of the world was formed in the Eleatic school, in which the

pantheism of our own days itself recognises its commencement.

Whilst the lonians searched for the substantial foundation of all

beings in the endless multiplicity of atoms, the Eleatics, Xeno-

phanes, Parmenides, and Zeno, declared the "Many to be mere
appearance, since there can be only One that is real. That which

is, they inferred, is Being, and that which is not Being, is not.

Things therefore can only be, in so far as they are the Being.

This Being, which is the All, can neither be originated, nor pass

away : therefore as the Many and the distinctions of things, so

likewise all Origination and Passing away, which the senses per-

ceive, belong to the world of appearance. Thus we find already

here that interchange of the Logical and the Real, of the General

and the Absolute, which lies at the bottom of all idealistic and

logical Pantheism. What the highest conception contains, that

is. Being in general, is put as something actual ; and since every-

thing which is certainly falls under that conception, it is made to

coincide with this Being. Further, since Being, as embraced in
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the conception, is without distinction because of the conception's

indeterminateness, so the distinctions of things are made to dis-

appear by means of the unity which they have in this Being.

But the root of logical Pantheism comes out yet more definitely,

inasmuch as the Eleatics also explained this One, which they

made to be the All, as the Reason, or the Thought, which per-

meates and holds together the Universal Whole of things as their

proper and true essence. This conception, which is the All, is

their God,
" The two opposing schools of the lonians and Eleatics were

yet accordant in two errors. Neither the one nor the other con-

sidered God as a Being distinct from the world, nor did they

recognise substantial distinctions in the things of nature. Accord-

ing to the Eleatics there is only one Substance, and all multipli-

city of things, which appears to the senses, disappears before the

thinking reason. According to the lonians there are indeed as

many Substances as there are elements or atoms, but things are

only distinct through the multifold composition of this material

which is common to all. Thus likewise in nature nothing sub-

stantial is produced or destroyed."

Spinoza's doctrine is thus summed up by Zeller, Geschichte der

Deutschen Philosophie^ p. 62

—

" The unity of all Being, to which the whole development of

Cartesianism tended, was the spring of Spinoza's system, and the

point on which it all turned. There can only be one Being,

which is of itself, the all-embracing infinite Being, since each

particular Being is limited, and therefore also conditioned, is not

of itself. God is the one only Substance which is thinkable. In

this infinite Substance all finite things must be contained as to

their being and essence, and must spring out of it by virtue of

the unalterable necessity of their nature : for we cannot ascribe

a proper being to them, nor ought we to represent it to us in its

producing after the analogy of imperfect causes, which do not

operate with unconditional regularity. Accordingly all things are

only modifications, all which takes place only operations of the

one Substance. God and the World, the producing and the pro-

duced nature, are one and the same, only considered under dis-

tinct points of view. What as unity we call God, as the Many,
as the Totality of all its particular manifestations, we call the

World. What presents itself to our imagination under the form
of time, our thought recognises under the form of eternity, as one
undivided, unchangeable, infinite Being : which for tliat very
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reason we must not change into a single Being, nor endow with

qualities which can only belong to finite beings, such as under-

standing and will. In virtue of the infiniteness of this Being

there are in it infinitely many realities ; it exists under innu-

merable attributes, of which however we can only know two.

Extension and Thought, because these only are given us in our

own nature. But the real in both is only the divine Substance.

The corporeal world is Substance as it presents itself under the

form, or attribute, of Extension ; the totality of souls or spirits is

Substance as it presents itself under the attribute of Thought.

But as it is one and the same Substance which is discerned under

both these forms, both have in the whole and in the particular

the like contents. . . . Man, as much as every other being, is a

portion of nature, and nothing can happen in his life which does

not proceed with strict necessity from natural reasons. Hence

the human will, as our philosopher expressly declares, is not a

free but a compelled cause. The actions of men are to be re-

garded just as any other appearance of nature, and their passions

likewise are just as much in agreement with nature as their

virtues. For the philosopher they are not an object of blame and

abhorrence, but of scientific explanation."

In all this Spinoza seems to have simply reproduced and carried

out to its furthest consequences a thought which lay at the root

of the eldest Greek philosojjhy, and was probably transmitted

to it from the Indian ; which formed the core of Stoicism, and

which Plotinus also made the centre of his system. Moreover,

all modern systems of the infidel philosophy appear to be merely

variations played upon the same thought. Professor Tyndall's

lecture at Belfast is the last exhibition of it.



LECTURE XXI

THE RESPECTIVE POWER OF THE GREEK PHILOSOPHY AND

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH TO CONSTRUCT A SOCIETY

" Who then and what is this Christ, who has filled the whole world

with His teaching ? . . . When and in whom of men that have been born

has the teaching prevailed everywhere from end to end of the earth one

and the same, so that His worship found itself wings to traverse the

world ?

"

St, Athanasius on the assumption of human nature by the Word, and

on His appearance to us in a body. Written about a.d. 318, sect. 48, 49.

In a former lecture, tracing from the time of Tliales

to the accession of the Emperor Claudius the effect

of philosophy in the way of forming a society which

should be ruled by its doctrine, I had occasion to

remark its utter impotence to unite together belief,

morality, and worship, and by such union to satisfy

the needs of the human heart and conscience in the

individual, or to construct a commonwealth. Having

now in the last five lectures dwelt upon the teaching

of philosophy as it concerned the most important prob-

lems of human life, and deduced the logical issue of

that teaching as set forth in the Neoplatonic system, it

remains briefly to consider the power which philosophy

showed to organise society during this same period,

from Claudius to Constantine. As to doctrine, I have

spoken successively of Seneca, Musonius, Epictetus,

and Marcus Aurelius, who give us the spirit of the

Neostoic school for the first one hundred and forty
326
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years of this period. Then, again, I have described

another movement which was affected by Philo, and

represented by Plutarch, Dio Chrysostomus, Maximus
Tyrius, Apuleius, and Celsus, in the course of which

it occurred to touch upon the functions which philo-

sophy attempted to execute in the private life of the

Romans and by the teaching of its professorial chairs

in the great centres of Athens, Alexandria, and Rome
itself. Before the end of the second century this

latter school of thought had obtained a complete

predominance. In the romance of Philostratus we
have seen it exhibited at full length in an ideal por-

trait of Apollonius, with which another life of an ima-

ginary Pythagoras by lamblichus, which seems to have

been published in the reign of Constantino,^ is identi-

cal in spirit. But the movement is already complete

and final, and the last standing-ground of defence

taken up when, two hundred years after Seneca, Plo-

tinus, in a series of lectures at Rome, unfolds to the

cultured classes of the great metropolis of heathendom

the system by which he hopes to stem the progress

of the Christian religion ; the system which gathers up

for a final effort the whole force of pagan philosophy,

and fights for the multitude of gods with the arms of

the pantheistic unity. I have just considered the

three oppositions presented by that system to the

Christian Faith, the first and second in its conception

of God, and of His connection with the world, and the

third as shown in that whole relation between God

and man which may be termed the collective result of

the former two principles. Having then dealt with

the development of heathen doctrine over against the

^ Zeller, V. 613, n. 2, remarks that the death of lamblichus may be

set about 330.
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doctrine of the Church, it is full time to consider the

respective power to form society exercised by the one

and by the other.

I.

But first, in order to obtain the right point of view

from which to look at this society, let us trace back to

its source not merely the Graeco-Roman civilisation,

but this great stream of nations of which it formed

the most cultivated part. We may leap over the in-

tervening period since its origin stands out to us in

clear light. Its starting-point is definitely fixed for

all Christian believers, and the direction given which

it was intended to take. " God spake unto Noah,

saying. Go forth from the ark, thou, and thy wife, thy

sons, and thy sons' wives with thee. Walk abroad

upon the earth, increase and multiply upon it. Noah
therefore went forth, and his sons, and his wife, and

his sons' wives with him. But Noah built an altar to

the Lord, and took of all clean cattle and birds, and

offered holocausts upon the altar. . . . And the Lord

blessed Noah and his sons, and said to them, Increase

and multiply, and replenish the earth. . . . Whoso-

ever hath shed man's blood, his blood shall be shed
;

for man is made after the image of God. . . . Thus

also said God to Noah and to his sons with him, Be-

hold I will establish My covenant with you, and with

your seed after you. . . . And the sons of Noah who
came out of the ark were Shem, Cham, and Japhet.

These three are the sons of Noah, and from these was

all mankind spread over the whole earth."

Thus human society was planted on the soil of the

earth wet with the Flood, and belief, conduct, and

worship had one root at the cradle of the race. For
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this sacrifice to the One God was the witness of belief

in Him, and the actions of men rested on their belief,

which was mirrored in their worship. So strong, so

perfect, so self-supporting was the triple cord by

which God bound in one the new society of rescued

man. And let us well note that He joined together

the civil and the divine society. The new father of

the race was its priest. The covenant for perpetual

generations was made with sacrifice, and so rested

upon a positive right of the deepest signification. The

family from which nations should spring was thus con-

secrated, and the State sanctified in its birth by its

homage to God its Founder. And this connection

was the ideal relation between the commonwealth and

religion for the whole race.

Again, it is to be noted that at the head of the

civil and religious society of man thus founded there

stood one who had seen all the glory and civilisation

of the old world before the Flood, and had moreover

been a " preacher of justice " to that " world of the

impious " in its corruption. It is not from man mak-

ing the tentative efforts of an inexperienced childhood,

and far less from man as he grovelled on the penal

descent of savagery, that the second society of the

human race took its rise ; but it was set up in the

fathership and headship of a Patriarch renowned for

long-tried wisdom and eminent sanctity.'^ Thus his

first step upon the recovered earth is to offer sacri-

fice ; in which is contained potentially the whole of

man's religion to God ; and the importance of the act

is signified by the words following it :
" And God

1 Ezech. xiv. 14. "And if these three men, Noah, Daniel, and

Job, shall be in it, they shall deliver their own souls by their justice,

saith the Lord of Hosts."
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smelt an odour of sweet smell, and said, I will no

longer curse the earth on account of men." More-

over, beside Noah stood his sons, likewise of full man-
hood, and likewise witnesses of what the old world

had been and how it had perished. Thus human
society was based at its second rise upon belief in the

unity of God and upon a perpetual covenant made
with Him in the rite of sacrifice, which was a confes-

sion of that belief; and so it was at the same time

based upon the conjunction of belief in Him and wor-

ship of Him with the first springs of human action

as a corporate body. At that moment, big with the

destiny of a world, the race was in the family, and

the word of the father became the constituent law of

his descendants. A whole mass of belief as to the

future of man was contained in this rite of sacrifice,

which was a prophecy and promise of redemption and

restoration, made perpetually visible to the eyes and

minds of men by recurring acts of daily life.

A part of sacrifice was the public institution of

prayer, so that with the offering of it the daily wants

of man were presented before God, the daily praise

and thankssrivino: of man to God as the Author of

his being was made, and the daily confession of man's

guilt and request for pardon associated with the blood

of the victim. Thus the essential parts of man's

inner life with God were connected with the out-

ward religious rite, and the whole conduct of man
inseparably bound up with his belief and worship.

The sacrifice carries with it the priest, and the rite

of sacrifice everywhere established among the children

of Noah brought with it likewise altars and temples,

festivals, and processions. Let us consider these things

for the moment as they existed without corruption
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and before that process had set in ; as they existed in

all the portions of the human family, which had now
run out into tribes and nations. All these things are

legitimately contained at least in germ in that account

which we have cited of Noah, as he emerged from the

ark and set foot upon the earth. If we reflect upon

them, we shall find that the union of the religious

worship with the civil society was a common good

bestowed by God on all the descendants of Noah.

It was not a development of human civilisation ; not

a work of human craft ; but the signet of divine care

and providence stamped upon the forehead of the

race, and guarded by every device with which reverence

for a primeval institution and the natural feelings of

family affection could surround it.

The depth of the fall and the multiplicity of the

corruption which we are afterwards to witness ought

not to blind us to the tenderness of the divine pro-

vidence in bestowing this original good on the race
;

nor to the provision with which every care compatible

with the existence of free-will in man had been taken

to assure its continuance, and the purity of that

worship of God in His unapproachable unity on the

maintenance of which its beneficent action depended.

If we look upon the nations of the world as pre-

sented to us when history first opens on them, we
find that all of them were communities in which the

civil power and the religious worship are in close

alliance. Nay, this alliance is one of the "unwritten

laws," more powerful and influential than any positive

enactment of which the date can be given ; for these

laws are the life of the community, the blood which

runs in its veins. Assyria and Egypt, Medea and

Persia, Hellenic tribes, first monarchies and then
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republics, Etruria and Kome, and no less the great

realm of India, and China stretching through all times

in her vast peopled isolation, bear alike witness to

this alliance. Not only the house has its household

god, but the city and its worship are blended together,

and sacrilege is likewise treason. That in itself is

the legitimate carrying out of Noah's first sacrifice :

the normal state of human life according to the divine

ideal given in the fathership of Noah, wherein belief,

action, and worship are harmoniously joined together

for the man, the family, and the commonwealth.

It is hard to calculate the enormous disturbance

of this triple union produced by the denial of God's

unity. By such denial man's conception of God was

essentially corrupted. As soon as God was multiplied.

He ceased to be immense and infinite, all-powerful

and all-wise : He ceased likewise to be the God of

the whole earth, and of the whole race of man. The

conception of the One God corrupted by the division

of His Being ran speedily out into all the abomina-

tions of false worship, as seen in its three main lines,

worship of dead men exalted into heroes, worship of

inferior spirits, worship of the powers of nature. The
various false gods thus set up became national gods,

and were made after the imagination of those whom
they were supposed to protect. We are led to con-

clude from the passage of Scripture recording the

confusion of languages that it was a punishment for

some great act of pride and rebellion on man's part.

It may be conjectured that the earth ceased to be of

one tongue at the same time that it ceased to worship

one God, and it is certain that the variety of lan-

guages ensuing upon the dispersion of men over the

earth was rivalled by the variety of gods whom the
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dispersed peoples began to worship. In fact, when
the corruption had gone on for some centuries, it

would have seemed as difficult to reduce to that ori-

ginal worship of one God the worship offered by men
to their various deities, in which they had even sunk

to the conception of male and female gods, as to

reduce all the speeches which man in his dispersion

had produced to his original language. There is

indeed a singular and mysterious parallel as well as

synchronism between the two, between the deflection

of the human speech from the original language, and

the deflection of polytheistic worship from the worship

offered to God by Noah.

But the union of worship with the civil authority,

which had been the foundation-stone of human society

as laid by God its architect, and would have ensured a

solid and beautiful structure, fitted for all the needs

of man, was deeply and fatally affected by the rise

of Polytheism. The fissure thus introduced struck

down to the very foundations of the house. The
union indeed did not cease to exist, but its blessing

was impaired : in cases where the corruption was

extreme it might seem to be almost changed into a

curse. For every act of human life, both domestic

and civil, being connected with religious rites and

worship, that worship, when falsified in its objects,

might lend itself to the desecration of most sacred

things, and turn religion into a weapon against

morality, as in the case not only of Babylonian and

other Asiatic deities, but of Greek and Roman. And
the Grecian gods generally had come to be immortal

men of human passions and superhuman power. Yet

they were in the thought of the people the guardians

of the Acropolis, the defenders of the land, the givers
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of the harvest, and to them the original rite of sacri-

fice was still offered, and to them the mental sacrifice

of prayer still ascended. Now prayer and sacrifice

were the primary goods of human nature, the heir-

loom of Noah's fathership, which his children in the

depth of their moral descent had retained, but so

strangely degraded. And for prayer and sacrifice

the moral nature of man, still possessing from age to

age sound reason and upright natural sense, and so

persisting to be the witness of the one true God in

His fallen world, continued to yearn amid all the

corruptions with which they had been tainted.

When philosophy first raised its head in Greece

the corruption of the public worship had proceeded

very far : but the union between the city and its

worship was still unbroken. Moreover the great

lineaments of an original revelation from God to man
were preserved in the popular mind. The monarchy

of Jupiter, a witness imperfect indeed and faltering,

but still a witness to the original doctrine of the

divine unity, was impaired by a multitude of deities

his assessors. Then again the support which the

conception of creation gives to the relation of the

Godhead to the world was wanting to the Greek,

who only recognised a world generating itself out of

Primal Matter or Chaos, not a world which the God-

head made by an act of free-will. Moses set at the

head of all being a God who created because He
willed to create, whilst in the whole Greek mythology

there is not to be met the conception of a Creator,

that is, a Being before all things, who in absolute

freedom produces the universe as it pleases Him.^

^ Nagelsbach, Nachhomerische Thcologie, p. 71, who refers also to

Braun, Griechischc Gottcrlchre, p. 7.
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Yet in spite of this defect it would appear that in

Greek belief the gods collectively maintained the

whole world in its existing order. It was believed

also that the individual man in all his circumstances,

in his whole spiritual and moral nature, was ruled

and determined by the deity. Nor was it supposed

that the gods only worked upon the individual, but

likewise that they guided and ruled the lot of peoples

and states, and sent punishments upon them. And
this divine rule was believed to be not only one of

power but a moral government. Men conceived the

gods not only to determine the course of events, but

to maintain the right which they had established

among men, and on the maintenance of which the

moral order of the world rested. They had made and

they supported what we call the law of nature. Thus

in a well-known passage Sophocles speaks of " that

holy purity of word and deed, whose laws are inscribed

on high, born in the celestial sky, whose sire is heaven

alone, nor hath the mortal nature of men produced

them, nor will oblivion ever lull them to sleep. In

these God is great, and grows not old." •" So further,

as the foundations of the State are laid upon marriage

and the family, marriage itself was deemed to be the

creation of the gods, together with the variety of

character and occupation given to the man and the

woman, which make the tie possible and desirable. It

is also to be noted that penal justice formed a part of

the divine idea in the Greek mind, and that so strongly

as to lead them to believe that the deity exercised his

oflSce of punishing with a law so stringent that he

would rather destroy the innocent with the wicked, if

they were bound up indivisibly together, than pardon

^ CEdipus Rex, 863-S72.
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the sinner for the sake of the good. It is a summary
of the general belief in this respect to say that penal

justice was represented as an original and everlasting

principle of the world's government, maintained by

Zeus himself/

Thus the individual thought of inquiring minds

found itself in the presence of a society which offered

to the observer two very different aspects ; on the one

hand a civil and religious order, closely united, coming

down from remote antiquity, with the tokens of an

original divine sanction upon it, with large portions of

a divine tradition preserved in it, with great and

venerable institutions, that of sacrifice bearing traces

of a primeval covenant between God and man, under

which lay a revelation and a promise, that of prayer,

which formed part of the ordinance of sacrifice, ex-

pressing the perpetual relation between God and man,

a divine government of the world. Together with

these were oracles, in which man professed to seek

divine guidance in the trials and obscurities of his

private lot, as well as in public dangers ; and further

mysteries, in which he also sought for deliverance from

guilt. This on the one hand. On the other the whole

of this religious order had suffered an incredible cor-

ruption. First the unity of God had been divided,

and by that division the conception of His eternal and

infinite Being unspeakably degraded : next His sanctity

1 The above propositions are proved by a great array of quotations

from Greek authors by Niigelsbach, pp. 71-84 and 30-36. I take one
truly ^schylean passage, Choeph, 309.

avrl fxev ex^pois y\(li(Tar]s ex^/^o.

yXQaaa reXeiadco' ToixpeLXofxepov

Trpdaaovaa Alkt] jj.€y' avrel'

dfTL de irXTjyTJs (povias (povlav

Tr\7]yr]u TLvera) ' bpdaavTL wadeiv

rpLyepuy /xvdos rdde (pcouei.
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had been tainted by the character of the false gods

which mytiiology had invented. Thus a priesthood,

which had everywhere been established to discharge

the functions of His worship and declare a daily belief

in His government of the world, became the instru-

ment of corruption in offering this worship both to

those to whom it was not due, to false gods, and to

those who were besides unworthy of any honour, as

impure and unholy beings. And so the four great

heads which contain the whole religious life of man,

whether individual or aggregated. Prayer, Sacrifice,

the instruction of man in the divine will, and his

deliverance from sin incurred, had suffered as it were

an usurpation by an evil possessor, were held down in

injustice. The original good of the great primary

revelation had passed under the power of an enemy.

Now, as I began by stating, I have elsewhere ^ dwelt

upon the conduct of philosophy in the presence of this

complex aspect of human society during the period

from its first rise in the seventh century before Christ

to the reign of Claudius, and have drawn out the

results which it produced on the belief and actions of

men. When the Christian Church appeared in the

world it may be said that the corruption of the good

which I have been noting had reached its ultimate

point of intensity. Let us then, bearing in mind what

had been the original constitution of society, and what

was the nature and extent of the corruption under

which it had fallen, consider the respective action of

philosophy and of the Christian Church from the time

they began to co-exist during ten generations, in the

face of this perplexed and difficult problem, and with

a view to restore what had been corrupted.

^ Lectures xiii. and xiv. vol. ii.

VOL. III. Y
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II.

I . In all the various peoples composing the Eoman
empire, except the Jews, belief as influencing action

had been detached from worship. The great act of

worship, sacrifice, subsisted in its material integritj^,

and was performed daily on countless altars, and was

still connected with various priesthoods belonging to

the several deities. And certain stated prayers were

offered still in conjunction with the sacrifice. But

these priesthoods were not connected with each other

by any hierarchical rule and institution. The religious

traditions to which their very existence bore witness

were not drawn out by any religious writings into any

specific form. Throughout this whole realm of heathen-

dom, in all its regions, no religious instruction was

habitually given. The priests discharged their several

liturgic offices, but the cure of souls, the forming the

religious character of their people, did not enter into

their practice, and made in the opinion of the people

no part of their function.

Thus sacrifice itself had long ceased to point to that

great religious doctrine with a view to which it had

been instituted, and so had ceased both to prophesy

and to promise. It was performed mechanically, and

the good of the nation or individual for whom it was

offered, and the favour of the gods, was supposed to

depend upon its performance, but the reason of this

dependence was lost to the mind both of people and

priest. There was then absence not only of church

but of religious dogma : there was only remaining a

traditional belief, which still acted as a ground of con-

duct for such as followed the leading of conscience,

and there was a customary worship from which latter
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conduct had been detached. And the most striking

sign and proof of this detachment is the fact that the

priest was nowhere approached as the adviser, exhorter,

and trainer in the religious life. This fact, the gravity

of which it is difBcult to realise, is beyond question
;

but if we seek its reason it will be found that it was

the division of the divine unity which had broken

down and laid waste the union of belief and conduct

with worship. Mythology, which is the mirror of

popular belief, is itself the result of false, that is, poly-

theistic worship. As long as men believe in one only

God, no mythology is possible, as there is none among
Jews, or Christians, or Mahometans. But the division

of the divine unity introduced gods of three sorts,

deified men, deified spirits, deified powers of nature,

and mythology is the endless play of human fancy,

differing according to the mental quality of various

peoples in describing the various attributes and actions

of these various deities. Such wild fictions, mixed up

indeed with religion, and containing some disguised

and disfigured religious truth, could not be reduced to

the severe and orderly arrangement of religious in-

struction, could not form a consistent code of human
duty, any more than a theory of correct belief. So

the priest of the false god ceased to teach his people

religious truth and a rule of life. He became a mere

sacrificant ; he was no longer an instructor ; and

specially he ceased to teach what the sacrifice which

he outwardly performed carried in its inward meaning.

And in his own life there had equally ceased to be a

connection between upright conduct and the priestly

office.

Thus in all this period the strange result is seen

that in the various trials of life, in bereavement,
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anxieties, and perplexity recourse was not had to

any priest. Again, in whatever attempt there was

to form and maintain a moral conduct of life, it was

the philosopher whose advice and exhortation were

sought. And once more, it was to the philosopher

that the education of youth was entrusted. Every-

where and at all times human nature has three

abiding needs, and the higher its civilisation the

more it feels them. These needs are to be consoled

in its trials, to be directed in its difficulties, to be

instructed in its belief, and in the duties which spring

out of that belief. As to all these at this period men
turned away from the priest, for he had forfeited his

charter by serving false gods, but some men betook

themselves to the philosopher. Let us see how he

sped in the work thus put on him.

2. Cicero and Seneca, as we have seen, both pro-

claimed philosophy, not religion, to be the guide of

life : that is, they turned entirely away from the

worship offered to the "immortal gods" upon in-

numerable altars by all the various nations who did

homage to the rule of Rome, and sought for peace,

tranquillity of mind, and all the dignity of moral

nature from the effort of human thought, the search

for wisdom. Their countrymen generally accepted

this view and ratified it by their practice. In the

retinue of a Roman noble was usually to be found

one who was termed " his " philosopher, as another

might be called his steward. From casual mention

of philosophers at the Courts of Augustus, Nero,

Trajan, Hadrian, Julia Domna, and Elagabalus, we
learn that these professors of wisdom were, if not

as a rule, yet frequently to be found living in the

closest intercourse with the emperors. One remark-
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able instance given us by Seneca in the case of the

most sagacious of princes, Augustus, will serve to

indicate the part which they played. In his Con-

solation to Marcia, Seneca bids her to follow the

example of her friend, the Empress Julia. In the

first outburst of her grief for the loss of her son

Drusus, she sought consolation from Areus, '' her

husband's philosopher." And she found him of great

service ; more than the Roman people, whose sorrow

she would not increase by her own ; more than

Augustus, who was already overthrown by losing one

of his supports ; more than the affection of her son

Tiberius, who by redoubling his devotion to her sought

to compensate for his brother's loss. And the influence

of Areus upon a woman so chary of her confidence

was grounded on this, that up to that day he had

been the constant companion of her husband, to

whom not only their public acts were made known,

but, both as to husband and to wife, their " deep

heart-courses and its motive seeds." ^ This instance

standing at the head of Csesarean history will show

the wonderful vantage-ground occupied during this

period by philosophers in the eclipse of the influence

which reasonably and properly belongs to religion.

If we add to this confidential position in the bosom

of the great Roman families the means of propagating

their doctrine given by the possession of the great

professorial chairs in large cities, accompanied with

ample revenues and high consideration, we can esti-

mate what opportunities were afforded to the pro-

^ Seneca, Ad Marciam, 4. Areus says of his intercourse with
Augustus, *' Assiduus viri tui comes, cui non tantum quaj in publicum
emittuntur nota, sed omnes sunt secretiores animorum vestrorum
motus." I venture to translate the last words by a beautiful line

from Father Newman's poems.
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fessors of wisdom for actiDg upon the public opinion

and the private practice of men.

This being so, it becomes the more interesting to

know what they taught. Into this confidential situa-

tion all the philosophical sects entered. It is stated

indeed even of the second century that the greater

part of those who as Readers, Educators, and Com-
panions lived in the houses of distinguished Romans,

followed the Epicurean principles :
^ but there were

likewise Stoics, Peripatetics, Cynics, Platonists, Eclec-

tics, as afterwards Neoplatonists. Now these sects

waged a continual war with each other, a war carried

on with the most jealous bitterness, and offering to

outsiders the spectacle of irreconcilable contradictions

even in the first and most important questions. Of

them Cicero had said in his own time concerning

the first question of all, the Being of God, " We are

compelled by the disagreement of the wise to be

ignorant of our own Lord and Ruler. We know
not whether we are subjects of the Sun or the

Ether." 2

The same remark might have been made of them

all for three centuries onward down to Plotinus and

Porphyrins. But if they had no common doctrine,

still less had they any union of a society between

themselves. Not only was the Stoic not a Platonist

or an Epicurean, but the Stoics and the Platonists

had no society of their own. They were all mere

units, each working by himself. But to complete

the view of their situation we must bear in mind

the split between the inward conviction of the philo-

sopher, whatever he might be, and his outward practice

^ Tzschirner, Fall des Ileidcnthums
, p. 150.

^ Lucullus, V. 41.
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of the vulgar worship. Philosophy, in fact, was attemp-

ting its cure of souls not only upon the basis of

human nature's intrinsic strength, the force of free

inquiry, but likewise in complete severance from that

foundation of tradition, custom, and public law on

which the worship rested, which yet the philosopher

himself frequented. He was trying to do the work

of religion, but he was not a priest in any sense of

the word, nor did the priest attempt the work of the

philosopher. But it was not only that they remained

apart, and that troubled consciences went to the philo-

sopher and not to the priest. There was likewise this,

that the philosopher consoled and instructed not by

the hopes, the fears, the ordinances of religion, but

by an esoteric teaching of his own quite at variance

with the religion. Let us observe the two characters

in Marcus Aurelius. He is the most profuse employer

of the established rites and offerer of endless sacrifices

so that the white oxen threatened to fail, not to say

that he is official Pontifes Maximus of all the religions

sanctioned by the empire ; but his philosophy, and

that is the whole inward man, stands quite apart

from these. It is a hard Pantheism, an iron order

of physical sequence, in which prayer and sacrifice

are utterly unavailing and out of place. There is

no harmony whatever between the philosophic com-

muner with his soul and the worshipper of the gods.

The same contradiction belongs to Epictetus, to

Plotinus, and to Porphyrius. No one of these philo-

sophers stood aloof from the public worship : no one

of them frequented it with the belief of the un-

philosophic vulgar mind. Their patronage of it, in

fact, was setting a new meaning on it which was

nothing better than a falsehood. Their frequenta-
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tion of the public worship gave the lie to their inward

teaching. This indicates the temper of the second and

third centuries as to the relation between philosophy

and religion. It is, in the minds of the cultured

class, the juxtaposition of an esoteric belief, like

that of Epictetus, or Plutarch, or Plotinus, with an

outward and likewise real honouring of the gods, at

least as to the visible ceremonies of worship, but

with no harmony between the two ; nay, with an

utter contradiction.

Never before had philosophy been so honourable

and so lucrative a profession. We have hitherto

spoken of those who practised it seriously, but of

course there was a multitude of pretenders, philo-

sophers of the beard, cloak, and stick only, who are

described by their rivals and enemies, the Rhetors,

as the pests of society. The Cynics especially, under

whose name Epictetus has given a portrait of his ideal

teacher, bore a bad character. They were credited

with every vice contrary to their assumed profession.

Lucian has given us a vivid picture of the trickery,

vanity, grasping avarice, and immorality of the pre-

tenders to philosophy. And he is surpassed by

Aristides, who says their grasping is insatiable ; to

take from others their property they call community

of goods ; their envy is termed philosophy, their per-

sistence in begging contempt of money. Insolent to

all other men, they crouch before the rich, and even

before the cooks and bakers of the rich. Their

strength lies in shameless cupidity, insulting, and

slanderino;.-^

But without dwelling on the abuse, we may remark

concerning the work which the best of the class were

^ Quoted by Dollinger, Hcidcnthum, p. 605.
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attempting, the men such as Areus among Court chap-

lains, such as Cornutus, Musonius, and Taurus among
eminent Eomans, such as Epictetus among the Greeks.

These men took human conduct for their field of labour,

but they detached it from belief on the one side, and

from worship on the other. As to belief, the philo-

sopher was, in spite of himself, member of a society

which had inherited large portions of an ancient order

of things based upon the government of the world by

the godhead. From this, however, he had emancipated

himself as far as he could. His philosophy, as a work

of simple human reason, was in opposition to religion,

tradition, and usage, and to all the rites which belonged

to this triple source. But as to worship, he had none

of his own. Not once, in any instance from Socrates

to Plotinus, did the philosopher proclaim and openly

practise the worship of one God, and of one alone.

That same effort of reason which had alienated him

from the corruption of the popular religion, should

have led him to such a proclamation and to the cor-

responding practice. But he built his system of

human conduct on the dignity of that reason as a

particle of the divine essence, and as the essential

part of man, not on submission to that Lord and

Ruler, whom, as Cicero said, the dissensions of the

philosophers compelled men not to know. As to the

homage of the heart to God, all these philosophers

were an unworshipping race. But their accommo-

dation to the worship of the gods from Jupiter to

^sculapius was equally universal with their omission

to proclaim and adore " the Lord " of human nature

and of human beings.

3. Another characteristic of philosophy is of great

importance, both to show its nature and temper and
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to calculate its influence. Viewed as a movement, it

touched from beginning to end the cultured class only

It may almost be termed a pastime for the rich. It

sprang from a few men who bore in after times the

name of " the Wise," and who were certainly of con-

spicuous mental power. By those who had reached

the highest point, first Pythagoras, then Plato and

Aristotle, it was admitted that the study of philosophy

was fitted only for the few. Throughout all its exist-

ence it was confined to the narrow precincts of " the

schools," and expressed contempt for " the unphilo-

sophic mob." It took no account of the poor, the

ignorant, the female sex in general, of the vast

population engaged in manual labour, which at that

time lay almost, without exception, under the ban of

slavery. All this means that while it assumed the

religious office of being " a cure for the sick," it left

the generality of the human race outside of its cure.

Being destitute of charity, it despised their ignorance.

Let us take a double instance of this. That concep-

tion of God into which the last and at length the

sole prevailing school of philosophy settled down, the

conception, that is, of an abstract power or force

running through all things, was a nonentity to

ordinary men and women. This philosophic god of

Pantheism never was a god of the people, and never

can be. It would be a liberal computation to suppose

that this notion of " the Divine " could have any

existence for one in a thousand of the human race.

But while Plotinus discoursed with profound earnest-

ness and false mysticism upon such a god to the

great lords and ladies of Rome, in the days when

the minister of Valerian was torturing St. Laurence,

he left the unphilosophic multitude to frequent the
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rites of heathen worship. They cared nothing for

his " Primal Being," but they burned incense before

the statue of Jupiter, and were given up to a most

unspiritual devotion of Cybele and Aphrodite. Thus

both in what it taught itself, and in what it suffered

the vast majority to practise, philosophy was exclusive

and eclectic. It was in all its course the exact con-

tradiction of that divine word, " To the poor the Gospel

is preached." It may be added, that in its conduct

it entirely disregarded that citizenship of the whole

human race which it was the boast of Stoicism to set

forth. The principle which we are told was inherent

in Zeuo's doctrine did not develop itself for many

generations after him ; but it remained always a

theory, never carried into effect by philosophers. If

Stoics taught universal brotherhood. Christians alone

practised it.

4. Taking then the period from Claudius to Con-

stantine, what had philosophy done to reunite the

triple strand of human belief, conduct, and worship ?

It found belief and worship separated from each other,

and conduct left to the insufficient support which the

remains of an ancestral tradition gave ; and it showed

itself absolutely impotent to create a society which

should live and flourish by the union of the three.

This creation of society is the test of power. It was

in the beginning a divine work. Human corruption

had done its worst upon it, had divided the great

parts and made them straggling adversaries in a huge

dislocated mass, rather than members yielding their

co-operation according to the measure of each part in

one body. Philosophy could not repair the corruption.

It produced, indeed, individual writers, used in the

closet
J
and affecting cognate minds, such as were
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Seneca, Epictetus, Plutarch, Numenius, Plotinus, Por-

phyrius, and the rest. The utmost that one could

say of these, supposing, which is far from the fact,

that each had taught truth and accordant truth with

the others, would be that they were like irrigated

patches in a desert, lying apart, and insufficient even

to form an oasis. But where was the philosophic land

full of pasture for the human flock, and watered with

fountains for human thirst? Philosophy could make
no such a country. They who strove to set up an

ideal Pythagoras in envy of the work of Christ, never

attempted even that society which Pythagoras, fraught

with the elder wisdom of Egypt and the East, con-

ceived. All this work of teaching in private families,

of philosophers acting as quasi-chaplains to noblemen

or emperoi's, of great professorial chairs, of supposed

Cynic missionaries discoursing upon human rights and

duties to mixed audiences from city to city, ended

in this, that one day the most famous of philosophers

asked an emperor, conspicuous for his persecution of

Christians, to bestow on him a city wherein to draw

together the devotees of philosophic teaching. The

emperor refused. Platonopolis never existed in Cam-
pania, and philosophy in all the Roman world could

make no city of its own. It had, indeed, wielded the

arm of demolition against things once sacred, and then

worn out or perverted, but it did not possess materials

of its own to build with, and still less the art of

construction.

The positive result appears to be this. An attempt

was made to prop up the falsehood of the polytheistic

worship by substituting a pantheistic unity. A hand-

ful of philosophers announced this unity, and a sprink-

ling of the educated classes accepted it. But the
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people went on worshipping still its ancestral and

debased but yet personal deities. And in the mean-

time the State, led on by the philosophers, furiously

persecuted the Christian society which had gathered

itself everywhere together under the real unity of the

one living God.

But of this we are now to speak.

III.

When Constantine in the possession of the imperial

authority cast his eyes over the vast Roman world of

which his sword had given him the sovereignty, what

did the mind of the statesman discern ? He saw that

the work inaugurated by Peter in the capital of his

empire had had an enduring success ; that in the

interval of two hundred and seventy years the vigor-

ous tree of the Apostle's planting had been shaken

by many a persecution, but had come forth from all

with roots more deeply driven below, and branches

more widely spread above. Nor was it merely that

the spiritual society had divided into regions the whole

city of Rome, erected basilicas, portioned them among
priests, and filled them with worshippers, so that the

emperor's own gift of the Lateran palace for the resi-

dence of a Pontiff who had just come forth from the

catacombs seemed but in keeping with the importance

of the place which he occupied in the mother-city ot

the Roman dominion. The spiritual mother had been

as fruitful in the spiritual order as the creatrix of

colonies and municipalities on the banks of the Rhone
and the Rhine, the Ebro and the Thames. Constan-

tine held in his hand the network of the Roman
administration, and the emperor both saw and felt
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that in five hundred cities of his empire the work of

Peter at Eome had been imitated and repeated. The

same structure which I have described in a preceding

chapter had grown up, modified in some measure

according to the differences of place and circumstance,

but identical in character throughout province after

province. To use the metaphor of Tertullian, the

Apostolic See, like a fruitful vine, had sent out suckers

in all directions, and the plant had everywhere preserved

the likeness of that from which it was drawn. Nor
could he fail to see that the organisation was as com-

plete in the East as in the West ; that there also

suffi'agan sees had radiated from two Apostolic centres,

on both of which rested the name and power of Peter.

The second rank in the Roman empire among cities

was held by that wonderful creation of Alexander's

genius, the city of Alexandria. Thither Peter had

sent his disciple Mark, who had founded a Church in

his blood, and in strictest dependence on it each

Egyptian city had received its bishop ; so that in

Constantine's time the whole mass of the bishops of

Egypt moved as by one impulse under the hand of

Mark's successor and Peter's representative, the Primate

of Alexandria. The third city of the empire, Antioch

the Great, metropolis of the East, gloried no less in

Peter as its first bishop ; and stood at the head of

a large number of metropolitans and bishops, whose

sees had been propagated from its bosom, and covered

vast provinces as far as the Tigris and the Euphrates.

Here was a principle of spiritual growth which Con-

stantino saw by the experience of nearly three cen-

turies to be as strong, as stable, and as fruitful as any

temporal power of the Roman polity which he held in

his hands. Here was an authority which he perceived
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likewise with the evidence of sight not to be of the

earth earthy, for it bad grown in spite of all worldly

influence, in spite of tbat imperial power whose force

none knew better than himself The acts of his pre-

decessors were before him, and of their last and most

desperate attack on the Church he had been an eye-

witness : and he knew that during all that time it

had been at the best and always discouraged by them,

at the worst and often persecuted. The sameness of

the structure and the multiplicity of its extent in this

spiritual creation could not fail to strike the mind of

such an observer as Constantine. It was a sight

worthy of a Roman emperor, for it was wrought with

more than Roman order, wisdom, and pertinacity.

By the side of such a fact, uniform and universal,

as it met the eye of Constantine, the existence of

which cannot be disputed nor its force parried, all

discussion of certain points of detail, as, for instance,

how the Apostolic power became restricted in the

bishop, yet that of the bishop everywhere superior to

the priests, must be termed otiose and fruitless. I

take the unquestionable result of the Church's develop-

ment by her own intrinsic power, since she was not

favoured by the State but throughout opposed, as the

one fact which I need, and as the only one which I

think it worth while to state. Before it all specula-

tions of infidel criticism fall to the ground : the fact

is a thousand times more powerful than them all,

speaks for itself, and is sufficient. It is enough to

look upon the finished structure of the divine building

as it rose before the gaze of the first Christian

emperor.

When Constantine examined the nature of the

authority thus everywhere set up, which so moved
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his admiration that it won his acceptance, he would

find it the same in all places, and its sameness to

consist in a triple force distinct yet bound together

in its operation. This force corresponds to the intel-

lect and the will in the human soul, which is at once

both intellect and will, and, thirdly, to that homage

of both these powers, which the soul offers to its

Maker. This force is the office of teaching, and so

informing the intellect; the office* of ruling, and so

directing the will in action ; the office of sacrificing,

which is the presentation of both intellect and will to

their author. These are the three rays of the divine

sovereignty as partitioned to the Prophet, the King,

and the Priest in the great type of the Jewish people,

which together form a perfect government and com-

monwealth, which satisfy the needs of human nature,

and produce its good. These are the powers which

we have seen dislocated in heathenism, bestowed

indeed upon the race in its first ancestor Noah, but

disturbed by the treason of man in giving the incom-

municable Name to the offspring of his own lusts, and

finally, in the lowest descent of corruption, set against

each other. These are the powers which the Incar-

nate God took up into His own Person, giving them

by that assumption a divine consecration, and from

that Person recommunicated them to men exalted and

enhanced. The triple force, as it remains everywhere

identical in character, so it is everywhere bound to-

gether and no more separable. The teaching cannot

be exercised fully without ruling, nor both without

the sacrifice, which betokens their completeness. The

Teacher, the Shepherd, and the Priest is one in origin,

being none other than a divine Person, as He appears

in that adorable act of power, wisdom, and love which
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made and carries oq the Christian Church. The work
continues one likewise in operation by the Church in

all times and places. The teacher who does not hold

spiritual rule is an impotent teacher ; the teacher who
does not offer sacrifice is a false teacher. How poor

was the mere sacrificant who did not teach, though he

administered a rite in itself full of teaching, we have

seen in the fully-ripened heathen corruption. How
miserable was the separation of action from belief and

worship we have seen in that same corruption. In

fact, the efficacy of each several function lies in their

union.

The office of the Teacher, the Pastor, and the Priest

is carried on undivided in the whole Church, but in

its bearers it is seen in three degrees. In its fulness

it dwells in the Sovereign Pontificate ; in its diocesan

derivation it is stored up in each bishop ; it is diffused

through the whole Church in the priesthood. When
Constantine examined it he found the Christian Epis-

copate in all lands. No Christian community existed

which did not form part of a diocese under the rule of

a bishop. Between diocese and diocese there was the

utmost variety as to extent and population, but in all

the same organisation, and the rank of the bishop in

each the same with regard to all who were under his

care. If this had been all, the Church would not

have formed a kingdom, but at the utmost a confede-

ration of provinces far more numerous than the pro-

vinces of any temporal kingdom, and in proportion

liable to disruption. The power which was to last

for ever and to defy the gates of hell, would have

been the weakest and most dissoluble of all powers.

It was not so that the Church had grown. It was not

so that the great commission, " Feed My lambs," " Be
VOL. III. z
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sliepherd over My sheep/' bad been understood and

carried into practice. The One Flock was to remain

One. It was propagated from the Primacy of Peter,

and in the Primacy of Peter it remained for ever one

and indissoluble. The more the brethren of Peter

multiplied, the more they required to be confirmed.

This was the bond of the faggot, without which the

arm of the opponent could break every separate stick.

This the keystone of the arch by which alone it coheres,

and bears the weight set upon it. This the form

which impressed unity of teaching and government on

the whole body. And the Christian priesthood, one

and the same throughout the whole, and making up

the multitude of teachers in each diocese, might be

termed the blood of this body. The great variety of

functions which it discharges answers to this similitude.

The Church which Constantino beheld acted through-

out and in all its work as one body. To contemplate

priest or bishop or primate as acting separately and

by himself would be to separate and so extinguish the

life which makes the body.

That the unity just described is not a sort of super-

induced perfection adding a lustre to its subject, but

is indeed that without which the subject cannot exist,

will be seen by considering what are those great works

which in her teaching, her spiritual rule, and her

priesthood the Church is bound to exercise, which she

exercised in the time of Constantino, which she exer-

cises now, and will exercise for all time.

I. The first of these is the manifestation to the

world of the fact that God had become Incarnate, and
- of the consequences springing from that fact, which

begin with the individual man, but permeate the

whole human society and transform it. This is the
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religious truth which the Church is charged to commu-
nicate. It is a word spoken by authority, the concur-

rent witness of the whole Church, not the speculation

of an individual, not a literature, but the deduction of

a whole intellectual creation from its first source, a

process in which all gifts of the human intellect are

to be used. It is a perpetual work from generation

to generation, lodged in the whole priesthood, to dis-

charge which a line of men consecrates its mind, but

at the same time a work executed under strict laws

of order, wherein the priest is subordinate to the

bishop, and every bishop to the Apostolic See of Peter

in its occupant. Thus there is unity in the truth to

be so communicated, which extends through all times

and places, and with unity there is all the force de-

rived from impact. The philosophic school scatters

itself into endless divergencies ; the Christian priest-

hood remains one and indivisible in its propagation of

the truth with which it is charged. But within these

lines of unity and order there is room for the play of

every human faculty, and the free exercise of every

intellectual gift. The truth which is thus endless in

its application, which offers so rich and inexhaustible

a subject for the labour of every mind, springs indeed

from a mystery which is received only by faith. That

God the Son has condescended so to touch His creation

as to enter Himself into the line of human nature, to

have a Mother, and to call men His brethren, as well

as God His Father, this is a fact to which the order of

men above mentioned bears witness for ever, but its

reception rests upon a gift of God, an illumination of

the mind to which we give the name of faith. When
once so received, the development of the truth offers

scope to the most rigorous philosophic thought ; nor
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has the human mind ever reached a higher degree of

excellence than in some of those who have exercised

its powers in this development, as, for instance, St.

Augustine among the Fathers, and St. Thomas among

scientific theologians.

The main work of propagating this truth is done

by word of mouth. The word thus originally poured

forth is often indeed gathered up and stereotyped

afterwards, but in its propagating power it is essen-

tially fluent and oral. It is the work of persons upon

persons, and therefore of speakers upon hearers ; for the

whole life of the speaker, his bodily presence, his moral

character, impregnate the truth which he delivers for

the reception of the hearer.

The oral delivery of the truth divides itself into

two main branches, orderly exposition by discourse,

and instruction by question and answer. To conceive

aright and adequately the force and grandeur of the

institution which produced an order of men dedicated

to this work we must recall the sight as it met the

eyes of Constantino, and regard it from his point of

view. In every city of his empire he saw this work

of preaching and catechising carried on simultaneously

by a body which had arisen in spite of many active

persecutions by the imperial government, of invariable

and long-continued discouragement, calumny, and ill-

will on the part of the influential classes in society, of

frequent violence by the people. He saw the heathen

priests in attendance upon countless temples rich in

statues and works of art, and endowed with costly

revenues ; he saw them, perfunctory ministers, as they

performed a solemn service of sacrifice daily at the

altars of their various deities, declaring no religious

truth, unvisited by any anxious conscience. Again,
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his empire was scoured by philosophers who contended

with each other in a chaos of ever-varying opinions,

all without authority, unpersuasive and fruitless to the

mass of mankind, and to the cultured few who listened

to their disputations unable to give any definite notion

of that cloudy god of fire, or ether, or the universal

mind, whom they obscurely hinted at. At the same

time, and in every city, he saw an orderly society of

bishop, priests, and people taught by them, of the

young instructed by laborious interchange of question

and answer, of the faithful collected together, cheered,

exhorted, and directed by the unfailing proclamation

of a religious truth, one, definite, precise in all places.

We have preserved for us an instance of this preach-

ing, the more precious because it stands at the begin-

ning of this institution, is addressed to the professors

of that philosophy which we have been so long con-

sidering, and represents the bearing and attitude of

the institution towards the philosophy. It shows at

the same time how it set forth those very truths

concerning which it was vain to seek for any definite

information from philosophy, the One God, the relation

of man to Him, and of the various members of the

human family to each other.

When St. Paul in his apostolic travel first came to

Athens, his spirit was stirred within him at the sight

of a city given up to idolatry. His discussions with

Stoics and Epicureans in the market-place led to their

demanding an account of his doctrine, and of the

" strange things which he brought to their ears." He
was led to the Areopagus, and at their demand gave

them what may be termed a manifesto of the Chris-

tian Church to the Greek philosophy. His words are

a summary of three hundred years of action, for that
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which he has set forth in a few pregnant statements of

great truths the Church was occupied during all that

time in working by suffering as well as by preaching

into the hearts of men.
" Paul, standing in the midst of the Areopagus,

said : Ye men of Athens, I perceive that in all things

you are too superstitious. For passing by and

seeing your idols I found also an altar on which was

written, ' To the Unknown God.' Him therefore whom
you worship without knowing I announce to you. God,

who made the world and all things therein, inasmuch

as He is Lord of heaven and earth, dwelleth not in

temples made with hands, neither is He served with

men's hands as though He needed anything, seeing

that it is He who giveth to all life and breath and all

things, and has made of one blood every nation of men,

to dwell upon the whole face of the earth, having

determined their appointed times and the limits of

their habitation, that they should seek the Lord, if

haply they may feel after Him and find Him, although

He be not far from every one of us, for in Him we
live and move and are, as some also of your own poets

have said, ' For we are also His offspring.' Being

then the offspring of God, we must not suppose ' the

Divine '
^ to be like unto gold or silver or stone, the

graving of the art or thought of man. And God
indeed, having winked at the times of this ignorance,

now declares to all men everywhere to do penance,

because He has determined a day wherein He will

judge the world in equity, by the Man whom He has

^ It is much to be noted that St. Paul, having jnst used the personal

expression " God," then proceeds to refer to it the favourite expression

of Greek philosophy for the deity, to 6eiov. It is here and only here

used in the New Testament, which thus as it were cites the pantheistic

falsehood before the true God.
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appointed, giving assurance of this to all by raising

Him up from the dead."

The fitness of this doctrine for the circumstances

in which it was given will appear if we reflect that it

was uttered in the high place of philosophy, at the

request of its two most powerful sects, and that it

contains a summary of the relation between God and

man which will vainly be sought in Plato or Aristotle,

or in the whole line of Greek philosophers from Thales

to Plotinus. For with the utmost simplicity and

precision St. Paul declares there to be One God, who

is a living God, inasmuch as He is the Creator of all

things, and by the fact of creating the Absolute Lord

of all beings. He gives life and breath to all, and

wants nothing of them. He has made every nation

of men of one blood, and predetermined the times and

boundaries of their habitation over the whole earth,

leaving them to search and feel after Him, yet remain-

ing so close to every one of His creatures, that they

live, move, and have their being in Him, and are His

offspring. The fact that they are His offspring ought

to prevent their conceiving the Deity to be like any

work of man's hand or thought graven in gold or

silver or stone, for how much nobler is the mind of

man himself than any such works, and this mind is

but a faint reflex of the Creator. However, God

passing over, as it were, the times of this ignorance,

now calls on all men in the whole world to repent,

because He will judge not this or that people but the

whole earth in justice, by the Man whom He has

appointed, giving proof of this appointment to all by

raising Him from the dead.

If we compare this proclamation of St. Paul with

the evolution of Greek thought from Seneca to Plotinus
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which we have been tracing, we shall see that the

great preacher pointed out to his hearers exactly what

was wanting in their conception of God and man.

He knitted the unity of God with His Creatorship,

and deduced from the latter the entire dependence of

man on God, and the absolute sovereignty of God,

which is the counterpart of this dependence. Then

followed the unity of the human race, and the unfailing

providence of God, which encompassed every creature

who lived, moved, and had in him the being derived

from Him, and every nation, which, wherever it might

dwell over the face of the whole earth, only occupied

the boundaries predetermined for it by the Creator.

This statement of man's creatorship at once struck at

that great defect which degraded the conception of

God entertained by Greek philosophy from its begin-

ning to its end, while it also contained in itself the

censure of that gross idolatry to which both Stoics

and Epicureans in their practice showed themselves

basely subservient, and which Plotinus and his fol-

lowers afterwards took under their protection. For

the God who creates is a jealous God, who will not

give His glory to another ; but the pantheistic god of

force admits all forces as parts of itself into its uni-

versal bosom. St. Paul likewise by the simple state-

ment of God's absolute lordship over all, who were all

equally His creatures, cut the root of that arrogation

of superiority for one race over another which was

fostered alike by the Greek pride of mind, and the

Roman pride of dominion, and established thereby

quite another bond between men than that devised by

the Stoic fiction of the divine reason dwelling in man.

Then he drew the practical conclusion from this, that

God who had given the nations knowledge of Himself
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1

from whicli they had fallen away, and had maintained

a daily witness of Himself in their hearts by the

absolute dependence of their life upon His power and

goodness, had suffered them indeed to incur an ignor-

ance which was caused by their own will, but now
called on all men everywhere to prepare for the judg-

ment of their actions by the Man whom He had

appointed Judge of all. And the proof of this appoint-

ment lay in that resurrection from the dead, which is

the seal of man's undying personality : a doctrine

which philosophy had as entirely failed to teach, as it

had shrunk from giving to God the glory of creating.

Let us multiply this preaching of St. Paul by the

daily voice of the Christian priesthood in five hundred

cities, and we reach some conception of that power

which was so persuasive in its unity and simplicity,

so vast in its range and influence. What was philo-

sophy's lecture-room and the daily contradictions of

those who spoke there, in comparison with it ? This,

however, was but one half of that oral delivery of the

truth on which we have been speaking. Its other

division consisted in the catechistic instruction. Such

doctrine as that of St. Paul's above was distributed

into a series of short statements and imparted care-

fully to those who were under teaching. The cate-

chism not only led to systematic and perspicuous

arrangement of doctrine, which is a most powerful

security against error, but carried with it a continual

nourishment of the mind by the food presented to it

in small portions, and by the necessity of reflecting

caused in receiving knowledge in the form of question

and answer. Thus it came to pass that a child in

the Christian community had a distinct conception of

that Maker and Pather of the universe whom Plato
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found it both hard to discover, and when discovered

impossible to declare to all.

We must endeavour to realise this order of oral

teaching by discourse and by catechising as estab-

lished through the whole Church and in perpetual

operation. It was quite new to the actual heathen

world. The freedom, the richness, the accuracy thus

imparted to religious teaching had nothing similar to

it in all the nations forming part of the empire,

outside of the Jews. Its connection with the Jewish

foreshadowing of it I have treated elsewhere."^ From
it we proceed to consider the second great work of

the Church. The first has been addressed to the

intellect, the next will be addressed to the will ; but

the two are not divided in their application. Simul-

taneously with her instruction of the intellect, the

Church unfolded the manifold treasure of her sacra-

mental life.

2. When the philosopher had addressed the reason

of his hearers, he had exhausted all his strength.

But the whole action of the Church exercised upon
the intellect by the imparting of truth in its two

divisions, as described above, was accompanied by a

parallel action on the will. Revelation and grace

went hand in hand. In the case of those who were

without the fold, the oral instruction of the proselyte

was terminated by the baptismal rite, one name for

which was Illumination. But it was likewise a new
birth of the soul, investing it with divine virtues of

faith, hope, and charity. In the case of those who
were within the fold, the oral instruction of the

young was accompanied by the grace which belonged

to them as baptized, and their appropriation of the

^ See above, Lecture xv.
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truth thus imparted grew with their growth and

strengthened with their strength. It was strong

enough to carry St. Agnes at the age of thirteen to

contempt of the world and to martyrdom. At the

time when human passions ordinarily assault the

heart, the grace of confirmation came to make the

Christian complete. Through the whole time of his

warfare the Bread of Life was offered to him as

the perpetual nourishment of the regenerated soul.

Throuofh the whole time of his warfare another sacra-

ment likewise opened to him the gate of penance,

and enabled him to wipe away the spots of sin con-

tracted through negligence or deeper guilt. Further,

the whole triple order of the teaching, the pastoral,

and the sacerdotal function was conveyed by a divine

gift, and was the subject of a sacrament belonging

to itself. Though every act of this triple function

belonged to the intellectual nature of man, it received

a divine consecration of the will, an imparting of

the power of the One Prophet, King, and Priest, and

by this consecration the intellect was fertilised. The

same divine power likewise touched that bond of the

sexes by which human society is held together, and

human love burned more brightly and lasted more

steadfastly when fed with the oil of charity. Even

sickness and the danger of death were not left with-

out a special force to be exercised upon them by the

priests of the Church. The power of the sacraments,

that is, the unction of the Prophet, Priest, and King,

covered the whole ground of daily life. The human

soul is at once intellect and will, and the acts of each

run into each other and are indivisible ;
and so in the

great work created by the Author of the soul the

one and the other were equally provided for, and the
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illumination of the mind was accompanied by the

forming of the will. The whole domain of human
conduct • was thus touched and encompassed by the

sacramental life, which constituted the ordinary state

of the Christian.

3. But this union between belief and action, be-

tween doctrine and conduct, was powerfully upheld

by the offering of the One great Sacrifice to the

One God in all lands. This Sacrifice contained the

supreme act of worship, the homage to God of both

intellect and will ; but it likewise contained in itself

indivisibly the expression of great truths, those truths

on which the human race lives its real life, those very

truths which popular heathenism had obscured and

degraded, and which scientific heathenism in its

philosophy had denied. In the central shrine of

Christian belief the point to which all eyes were

turned, for whicli all hearts yearned, was that com-

memoration of the Ofiering of Christ which brought

in visible form before the Christian daily the supreme

act of divine love. He who attended that Sacrifice

testified thereby that God was one alone, and that

He was the Creator ; testified moreover that He
had become Incarnate, and had wrought Redemption

;

testified, thirdly, that He maintained perpetually the

work which He had wrought. The offering of this

Sacrifice was the perpetual guardian of truth in the

Church ; it was no less the perpetual guardian of

charity. It confirmed daily the charter of that

covenant which had been made with Noah, and then

broken by his posterity ; which was made afresh with

Abraham, and established for ever in the Son of

Abraham and David. The offering of this Sacrifice

was the third work of the Church, indissolubly blended
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with her whole task of instructing man's intellect and

persuading his will. And Constantino beheld that

in five hundred cities of his dominion, and wherever

the Christian community existed, this Sacrifice was

offered incessantly, and gathered about it the most

fervent prayers of all worshippers for the various

orders of the great Christian Church, for princes and

governments, for relations and friends, for enemies

likewise and persecutors, for those who prospered

and those who suffered, for those who had departed

from this life in a state of grace but yet with the

temporal punishment due to sin not fully discharged

—

in fact, with absolute unanimity of the Christian heart

for the living and for the dead.

In the triple function which we have now de-

scribed, and which made up the perpetual work of

the Church, teaching was inseparably bound up with

action, the informing of the intellect with the mould-

ing of the will ; but equally close was the union of

the Christian Sacrifice with both. It taught daily

before the eyes what the sacraments communicated.

It set forth Jesus Christ crucified ; and He was the

beginning and end of the teaching ; He was the

source and giver of the sacraments. The several

powers which a corruption, whose seat was in the

will much more than in the intellect, had disunited

in the society originally set up by God for the whole

race, and which philosophy, assuming as it did the

office of religion, had utterly failed to reunite, were

here once more joined together. The teaching, the

sacraments, and the Sacrifice embraced the whole

inner life of the individual from childhood to age,

from birth to death. The heathen priest had worship

without teaching ; the philosopher taught without a
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worship ; but to both the wide field of human action

and suffering lay apart from the teaching or the

worship. • On the contrary, that triple work of in-

struction, spiritual rule, and worship, which occupied

the priesthood of the Christian Church, touched every

condition of life with its inexhaustible charity. An
incident of modern life will serve to show what was

as true in the fourth century as it is in the nine-

teenth. " One day," says M. Cochin, " scarcely a few

months ago, I was walking in the court of the

Institute with M. Cousin, and a learned professor of

philosophy. A young curate had just passed, and as

he went from us towards the bridge, M. Cousin, look-

ing at him from a distance, stopped and said to his

colleague :
' My friend, we have been teaching philo-

sophy all our life ; we call young men of education

together, and endeavour to prove to them by labo-

rious arguments that there is a soul. In the mean-

time what has this young priest been doing, and where

has he been going ? He goes to reconcile the souls

of husband and wife, to strengthen the soul of an

old man at the point of death, to struggle with vice

in the soul of a bad man, with temptation in the

soul of a young girl, with despair in the soul of the

unhappy, to enlighten the soul of a child. And we
wish to throw such people as that into the river

!

It would be better for us to be thrown in ourselves

with a stone about our necks. Let us be honest

enough to admit what they are doing for souls while

we are trying to recognise the soul's existence.' "
^

But the priesthood thus engaged was one in its

nature and character through every diocese. So the

authority of the bishop was one and the same in all

;

^ Lacordaire's Correspondence with Madame Sivetchine, p. 570.
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and the guardian of both in teaching and spiritual

rule was the Primacy of St. Peter. Thus the organi-

sation of the great Christian commonwealth was as

perfect as the direction of the individual's life and con-

duct. There is every reason to believe that this organi-

sation powerfully affected the mind of Constantine, and

that he looked upon it as a result beyond human
wisdom to contrive or human ability to execute. Let

us think of it for a moment from the point of view

from which it appeared to him.

For indeed it is in the joint action upon the three

great forces which together constitute human life,

that is to say, the belief, the conduct, and the worship

of man, that the definite formation and establishment

of the Christian Kingdom consists. To make such a

kingdom is a work by itself, single, and without

parallel in all time. It had no predecessor; it has

no rival ; it will have no successor. It is a distinct

work of Christ over and above His teaching, over and

above His suffering, built upon both, but a further

exercise of power. We shall be helped to see how
great this power is by reflecting on the utter impo-

tence of human genius in those who had preceded Him
to do anything of the kind. The force of it lies not

in the number of bishops or believers, but in the

character of a perfect and at the same time an

universal society. And it is not a nation which is

selected as the recipient of such a society, so that any

support for it might be drawn from natural qualities

or locality. The embryo of such a society had been

set up by God as a type in the Jewish people, but it

ceased to be national before it could become universal.

The wonder here is that such a society was impressed

on the most heterogeneous elements, in the great
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swarming hive of confederated peoples called the

Roman empire. The material elements, the men of

various races of whom it was composed, the different

classes, rich and poor, learned and ignorant, a multitude

of slaves, and a mass of the female sex which had lain

for centuries enthralled and degraded by the stronger

sex, all these in themselves, and still more in the

attempt to weld them together, portended dissolution.

The society was maintained not by force of them but

in spite of them. Again, it was maintained without

break or failure amid a multitude of sects which used

the same liberty of internal belief that itself possessed

to break away from it : which successively rose like

bubbles and dissolved. Again, this society had been

formed and attained full effect in the ten generations

during which it had never been legally tolerated, and

was often actually persecuted. What that persecution

could be none could tell so well as an emperor, and

Constantino had indeed witnessed the full force in the

East of the last and worst himself. And it had been

formed right in the teeth of the cultured classes, which

turned from it with aversion, and gave themselves in

preference to philosophy, that is, to the unaided efforts

of human reason. These were the antecedents when
Constantino saw it, and no human ingenuity could

have suggested any adequate reason for its subsist-

ence except a divine power ; and this he recognised,

and therefore he set the Cross upon his diadem.

He saw the whole society as based upon the Person

of the Son of God Incarnate. This alone was its

reason for existence ; this alone the adequate support

of its existence. The whole teaching, pastoral, and

sacerdotal office in all its parts was simply a derivation

from Christ. It was He who created the teaching,
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named the pastors, and invested them with His own
priesthood after the order of Melchisedech. They

were drawn from His Person. They dated from

the Coenaculum and the Day of Pentecost. Again,

every priest throughout the Church by the possession

of these three functions and in the union of them

represented Christ. The bishop in every diocese by

the same possession and union represented Christ

likewise ; but in him the teaching and the pastoral

functions had a larger derivation of the virtue of the

Head. So lastly the Primate of the whole Church,

inasmuch as he possessed with one and the same

priesthood the teaching and pastoral functions in the

highest degree and immediately from Christ, was in a

pre-eminent sense His Vicar. This was the Eock

which Christ had laid so that " though there be in

the people of God many priests and many pastors,

Peter should rule all with ordinary whom Christ also

rules with sovereign power."
^

In this sense it is that the Church is the realisation

of Christ in the world as King and Legislator. No
other kingdom is wrapped up in the person of the

sovereign, and developed from him. This is the unique

glory of the God-man. But that union of belief,

conduct, and worship which was perfectly carried out

only by Him, was pointed at in the preceding dis-

pensations. As we have seen, the society established

by Noah, which itself was a repetition of the original

^ St. Leo, Epist. iv. 2. It may be noted that the first four

sermons of St. Leo, px-eached the first upon the day of his consecration,

and the three following on the subsequent anniversaries, that is, in

the years A.D. 440, 441, 442, 443, contain a statement of doctrine

respecting the Primacy of St. Peter, as continued in his heir, the

Bishop of Rome, which is identical and coextensive with that set

forth in the First Dogmatic Constitution concerning the Church of

Christ decreed by the Vatican Council.

VOL. III. 2 A
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society as constituted in Adam, and wliicli carried on

the same rite of sacrifice, began in this union, and

gradually declined from it. The nations as they come 'M

before us in a state of moral degradation show traces of

it. But in the dispensation given to Moses the triple

mediation of Prophet, Priest, and King made a com-

plete society for the Jewish people, and was in this a

typical picture of the great world-wide Church which

should spring out of its bosom. Nevertheless, to

carry that into effect, and to maintain its effect in the

world from age to age, the personal action of the

Divine Legislator was needed, and Constantine, and

in him the Roman empire, acknowledged that action,

and did homage to the King in His Kingdom.

d?



LECTURE XXII

THE CHURCH RECONSTRUCTING THE NATURAL ORDER

BY THE SUPERNATURAL

In that intellectual battle of three hundred years

which we have been narrating in so many preceding

lectures, all the power of civilisation from Claudius to

Constantine stood on the side of the heathen philo-

sophy. It started in possession of the cultured mind,

it was favoured both by the prepossessions of the

higher classes and by the wishes and policy of the

government. It was not merely free from all inter-

ference, but munificently endowed. In all the worthier

members of the philosophic profession it brought

honour as well as means of living to be a philosopher.

It flattered in the highest degree the national feeling

of the Grecian part of the empire, which comprehended

generally the men of letters, inasmuch as it was the

most glorious heirloom of the Greek mind. The very

names of Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle touched

their remotest descendant with a halo of renown. It

was favoured no less by the political feeling and

instincts of the Romans, who viewing philosophy in

its alliance with the established religion considered

it to be supporting their empire, which from Romulus

and Numa downwards had been associated with their

worship. On the other hand its opponent started

from the deep opprobrium of Golgotha, to the Jews a

stumbling-block and to the Greeks folly ; its standard-
371
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bearers were fishermen relieved by a publican and a

tent-maker, all of them from a despised and odious

province. It laid hold of the ignorant, of women,

and of slaves, and its adherents among the cultured

classes were for a long time few and far between.

Under these conditions the contest began and was

carried on, and at the end of ten generations Philo-

sophy had proved a rope of sand, utterly powerless to

form a society out of its adherents, and the Church,

stretching her organisation throughout the empire and

discharging her triple but simultaneous work of the

teaching, the pastoral, and the sacerdotal function with

a unity which no persecution could mar, and no sect

rival, presented to the emperor's searching eye a divine

society, to which he certainly looked for the revivifying

of his empire, when he took the banner of the Cross for

his Oriflamme, and inscribed upon it the words of the

heavenly vision, " In this sign shalt thou conquer.'"

It was on such a victory that St. Jerome looked

back a hundred years later when he wrote to the noble

Roman ladies Paula and Eustochium,^ " If any one

seeks for eloquence and takes pleasure in declamations,

he has in the one language Demosthenes and Polemo,

in the other Tullius and Quintilian. The Church of

Christ was drawn together not from the Academia or

the Lyceum, but from the meanest of the multitude.

Whence too the Apostle said, ' Consider your vocation,

brethren, that you are not many wise according to

the flesh, not many powerful, not many noble, but

God chose the foolish things of this world to confound

the wise, and the weak things of the world to confound

the strong, and the base things of the world and the

things that are contemptible has God chosen, and

^ In Ejpist. ad Galatas. torn. vii. 486
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things that are not, that He might bring to nought

things that are. For because the world had not learnt

God by wisdom from the order, the variety, and the

settled continuance of creatures, it pleased God by the

folly of preaching to save those that believed, not by

wisdom of language, lest the Cross of Christ should be

made of no effect.' But lest he might be thought in

thus speaking to be a preacher of unwisdom, he

overthrew with prophetic mind a possible objection,

saying, ' We speak the wisdom of God in a mystery

which has been concealed, which no one of the princes

of this world knew.' Who is there now that reads

Aristotle ? How many know Plato's books or even

his name ? Scarcely here and there a few old men
in their retirement turn them over. But our country-

men and fishermen the whole world speaks of : they

are voiced by the universe."

Perhaps it is well for us in the nineteenth century

to refer to this simple mention of a fact in the fifth.

For it is a victory never to be forgotten, being indeed

that miracle which seemed to the greatest thinker of

that same fifth century the greatest of all miracles

—

for so the Catholic Church viewed in her course up to

his own time appeared to St. Augustine.

But it was not only that Philosophy failed to form

a society ; it likewise failed and utterly failed up to

the time of Constantino to implant the belief of one

God in the hearts of men. St. Paul addressed the

Stoics and Epicureans in the Areopagus of Athens

with the words, " I proclaim to you that God whom
you unknowing worship." For two centuries and a

half from the time these words were spoken the

Church pursued her work on the one hand, and Philo-

sophy its discussion on the other. At the end of that
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time what was the result ? The pantheistic god of

Philosophy never got beyond the lecture-room, where

his audience comprised a sprinkling of cultured men
and women, who employed their learned ease in listen-

ing to a Plotinus or a Porphyrius, and worshipped at

the same time the gods of Greece, or Egypt, or the

East. Up to the reign of Constantino it may safely be

said that Philosophy had never caused a single idolater

to desert his idols, or a single servant of the temple to

give up her unholy worship. But had the belief in

the philosophic god been far more real than it was,

there is yet a vast difference between the exist-

ence of a doctrine on paper, and the impressing that

doctrine upon the lives and habits of men. The
test of spiritual power lies in producing action, in

transmuting belief into conduct. Heathen life was

action ; Christian life was action ; Philosophy was talk,

or writing ; the talk evaporated in the lecture-room
;

the writing never passed further than the paper. For

the recitation in the restricted lecture-room was but a

page out of a book which the hearer might receive as

he pleased and do what he pleased with. But the

statues in myriads of temples to a multitude of gods,

the sacrifices upon myriads of altars, the priests who
offered them, the national and hereditary traditions

which hung about them, the customs of life and the

affections of the heart with which they were united,

these were a reality, a great and abiding force, which

Philosophy did not attempt to overthrow, of which

indeed it had made itself the ally. Plotinus and

Porphyrius and lamblichus were perfectly good friends

with Jupiter and his wife, and all his children legiti-

mate and illegitimate.

I. The doctrine that there is One God, distinct
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from all other beings, subsisting in Himself, intelligent,

free, and the Creator of all things out of nothing, is

the foundation of human society and of morality. To
re-establish this doctrine in the minds and hearts of

men, corrupted by a false worship which for ages had

obscured it, and was itself tainted with unspeakable

profanations, was a task of the greatest difficulty. At

the time of Constantino it had been accomplished by

the Church through the joint and simultaneous action

of her teaching, pastoral, and sacerdotal office. Not only

did the whole of this action turn upon the Person of

Christ, but the fact that it did so turn led to the result

that every doctrine was brought out in the form of a

concrete fact. Let us observe this with regard to that

master doctrine the Being of God as above set forth.

St. Paul ended his address to the philosophers, in

which he so clearly and precisely challenged them to

accept the God who was the Author and Preserver of

their being, with the words, " Because God has ap-

pointed a day wherein He will judge the world in

equity by the Man whom He has appointed, giving

assurance of it to all by raising Him up from the

dead." The resurrection of Christ was a fact which

all could comprehend. It formed the basis of the

Apostolic teaching. But it led on to the further doc-

trine that He was the Messiah and the Son of God.

Now in what sense was He the Son of God ? And
what was His work as Messiah ? Here again the

doctrine when unfolded led up to the mysteries of the

Redemption and Incarnation, and to the primal

mystery of all, that God was one in Nature yet three

in Person, and that the Fathership, the Sonship, and

the Procession of the Spirit made a triple personality

in the one divine Essence. The preaching of Jesus
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Christ crucified—a simple fact, concrete if ever fact

was—carried in its bosom all these consequences.

And one of the first acts of the Church was to embody

them all in a short document which was taught by

heart, and so given to each disciple as the symbol of

his faith. It was in the main a simple statement of

a number of facts concerning a Person, His birth,

His life, His death, and His resurrection. The power

of a document like the Creed, summing up the chief

heads of a perfectly concordant and harmonious doc-

trine, was very great. It was also new, and nothing

like it had been known in the heathen world. It

sounded in the disciples' ears like a trumpet to battle

in the ears of the soldier. Indelibly impressed on

the memory, repeated morning and night, it reminded

the disciple with every day's coming and departure

whose he was and in what power he stood. Thus it

was that the Creed formed Christ in the Christian, and

in so forming fixed in him the belief in the Living God
the Creator of man, who was at the same time the

God and Father of the Lord Jesus Christ,

But this teaching was only one touch of a triple

instrument. By the whole hierarchy of the Church,

that is, the perpetual daily action of the priest, or the

bishop, or the Primate, in continual exercises of autho-

rity, all of which had their source and their reason of

existence in the Person of Christ alone, and without

Him were senseless and profitless, these same doctrines

of the Eedemption, the Incarnation, and the Godhead

were applied to the disciple. All the sacraments

uttered them vocally and expressed them in a concrete

form. Baptism itself made the Christian in the name
of the Triune God ; the Eucharist supported him with

the flesh of Christ crucified ; Penance remitted his
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guilt with the voice of Christ, and by applying the

merits of Christ ; Marriage set the blessing of Christ

upon the chief relation of civil life, and raised it at

the same time to be a type of His union with His

Church and of the soul's union with God.

But, thirdly, in the great act of Christian worship,

the culminating point of the Christian's life, these same

doctrines, the Redemption, the Incarnation, and the

Trinity in Unity, were daily set forth in action.

There above all the Bishop or the Priest stood in the

Person of Christ, spoke the words of Christ, and by

the virtue of those words—an act of no less than

creative power—accomplished the Sacrifice. In the

liturgy above all was enshrined the belief that one of

the Divine Persons became incarnate and was crucified,

and thereby redeemed the world. The belief thus

embodied became a concrete fact, and all who had

attained the age of reason could make it their own.

Thus by the joint action of personal teaching, of

the hierarchy with its attendant sacraments, and of

the Sacrifice, the Church exhibited the mysteries of

her faith, the great supernatural doctrines of the

Trinity in Unity, the Incarnation, and the Eedemp-

tion ; but in doing so, as it were by a surplusage she

brought out, illuminated, and made concrete to every

mind and heart the conception of God as distinct from

the world, free to create or not to create, and caring

for His creatures with intensest love.

But I must note further two points in this mode of

establishing belief in the One God.

The first is, the great help which the Person of our

Lord made visible to human eyes in His form and

fashion as a man, and brought within the grasp of

human perception, gave to the conceiving the doctrine
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of Personality in God. The whole of the above teach-

ing of Christ in the triple office of the Church, as at

once God and Man, was thereby of the greatest service

to the Christian. The cords of a man enabled him to

comprehend God in that respect in which Philosophy

had most erred, and wherein the reason of Pythagoras,

Plato, and Aristotle had fallen short. And secondly,

the distinction of Persons in the One Essence of God
afforded help in the same direction, since it is the

strongest example of Personality which can be given

to the creature, and the most emphatic denial of Pan-

theism, on which that ancient paganism rested as its

ultimate basis, and on which every fresh paganism

which has arisen or will arise must equally rest. For

the Divine Essence is absolutely One, yet in it the

Fathership, the Sonship, and the Procession of the

Spirit constitute eternal relations, which are the

Divine Persons. There is no other distinction in God
but these. And they are inseparably connected with, the

work of human salvation, in which they co-operate, each

in regard to that by which they are Divine Persons, the

Father as giving His Son, the Son as conferring His Son-

ship upon men His brethren, the Holy Spirit as convey-

ing the gift of the divine Love, which He is Himself.

The whole loveliness of the Christian Faith was thus

expended in setting forth God as He is in Himself, in

His personal relations. Eedemption threw back a

light upon Creation, and the Unity and Personality

of God were conceived in one light of faith.

The restoration of the belief and the worship of the

One living God may be said to be among the greatest

works of the Church, and in accomplishing it she laid

afresh the foundation of human society.

2. The credibility of the Christian Faith was rested
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by its heralds and proclaimers upon a fact, the resur-

rection of their Master in the body in which He had

died upon the Cross. This was their guarantee to the

world of the truth which they sought to promulgate,

When St. Paul said, " If Christ be not risen again,

then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also

vain
;

yes, and we are found false witnesses of God,"

he expressed the vast importance of this doctrine, and

its special position as basis of the Christian fabric of

belief. Nor was there any doctrine which more

kindled the animosity or sharpened the scorn of the

heathen than this of the resurrection of the body.

When the Stoics and Epicureans heard it, " some

mocked, while others said. We will hear thee again

about this matter," a time which probably never came.

Yet there was a doctrine about the immortality of the

soul, that is, the intellectual principle in man, current

at least among philosophers, and that something of

man survived after death was generally believed by

the multitude of men, and was borne witness to upon

their tombs. What then was the reason for this

animosity and scorn ?

All arguments as to the immortality of the soul

were in the force which they exercised to persuade

as nothing in comparison with the one fact of Christ's

resurrection. For this fact, the foundation of Chris-

tian hope, without which Christians were, as they are

still, of all men the most miserable, established in the

mind the conception of the eternal personal subsist-

ence of the human compound, soul and body, distinct

from God, but sustained by Him. It was the corol-

lary to the doctrine of the Personal God : it did for

the manhood what the preceding doctrine did for the

godhead. But such a conception of the eternal and
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personal subsistence of the human compound had dropt

away from the Gentile mind together with the belief

of a God creating and therefore absolutely detached

from the world. Thus it was that when the Apostles

urged upon their hearers the resurrection of Christ

in the body in which He suffered, and with it the

resurrection of all men in their several bodies after

His example, they set forth a belief which touched the

whole life and conduct of the heathen man in its every

detail. It was the greatest moral revolution which

could be imagined, for it altered the value of every^

thing in the world. If this were true, that also

became true, " What shall it profit a man to gain the

whole world and lose his own soul ? " Not only had

Julius Caesar, and Tiberius, and Nero to look to it, but

Zeno and Cato of Utica no less, for what had Philo-

sophy hitherto done with the soul ?

Plato, after Pythagoras, and carrying on his doc-

trine, argued for the post-existence of the soul after

the death of the body, on the ground of its pre-existence

before it entered into the body. And this again was

connected with the doctrine that all intellect is one

and divine, and so not subject to death. Thus they

held that when man's life on earth in the body began,

it was not a creation but a union of the intellectual

principle already existing with so much matter, a union

which was to terminate at death, when the matter

would be resolved into other changes, but the mind
would recur to its former state. If therefore any dis-

tinct being was thus supposed to be carried on, there

was a want of continuity in its condition, unrelieved

by any further hope. The body which had been the

partner and instrument of all its work on earth ceased

to be connected with it. But in point of fact the
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heathen belief as to the lot of the soul itself was quite

vague and undetermined. The philosophic opinion

just cited was that the mind in its pre-existent state

had, at least originally, not been severed from the

universal mind, and apparently in its post-existent

state it was, at any rate in the end, to return to its

first condition. Thus the conception of man even

during his earthly life as a personal being was imper-

fect, but with the union of the soul and body at any

rate the personality disappeared. This was the philo-

sophic belief at the highest point which it reached.

But what was the popular belief? It was a struggle

of human desire and afiection, a whispering too of

conscience, and the lingering echo of old tradition

against the fear that death was the last determining

line of each human life. For the Greek the touching

words of Moschus express an universal plaint

:

" O muse of Sicily, begin the dirge,

Woe—-woe—the mallows dying in the garden,

Or the green parsley and the florid anise
*

Revive again, spring up another year.

But we, the great, the mighty, and the wise.

Once laid in death, lie voiceless in earth's bosom,

A long, a boundless, unawakened sleep."

And Catullus mourns for the whole Latin race

:

" Suns set, and suns can rise again,

But our brief light of day once gone

Yields to one endless night of sleep."

And the plaint too often turned into the carouse : let

us eat and drink, let us crown ourselves with roses,

let us love, for to-morrow we die. That we may be

sure will be the practical result with the vast majority,

if they can bring themselves to believe that alter all

the joys and sorrows of life, after all its struggles and
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cares, after its shortcomings and its crimes, with death

" like streaks of morning cloud they melt into the

infinite azure of the past."
""

Nothing therefore could be more distinct either

from the philosophic doctrine of a qualified post-

existence of man's spirit, grounded on the pantheistic

notion of an universal mind, or the popular mixture of

incertitude, sorrow, desire, and despair as to a life of

man after death, than the peremptory doctrine, Christ

is risen from the dead to be the Judge of all men,

who likewise shall rise in their bodies from death to

die no more. As the same Christ who had been

crucified, who had been laid in the tomb, rose in the

very body in which He had suffered shame and tor-

ment, so each man should rise to receive good or evil

in the body for the deeds done in the body. It was

the setting forth of a complete human responsibility

as the counterpart of an enduring human personality.

Hence the outcry of the philosopher ; hence the

mockery of the people. The tremendous seriousness

of that belief, conveyed in visible form, and no longer

an abstraction, penetrated right through the heathen

armour, and touched the man to the quick.

The force then of the fact that Christ was risen

from the dead lay in bringing out sharply, practically,

and vividly, the doctrine of man's everlasting person-

ality in his compound nature of soul and body. The
continuity which was wanting to the vague and inde-

terminate heathen notion of a surviving intellect was

given by the rising of the body. The bodiless shade

eluding the grasp like the viewless air, which hovered

about the heathen tomb, became the man, with all his

^ The last words of Professor Tyndall's Address at Belfast, as reported
in the Times.
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affections, all his aspirations, and, it must be added,

with all his deeds upon him.

Let us note further two corrections which this

wonderfully pregnant fact brought with it.

First there was the correction of a long and mani-

fold scientific error which showed itself in the greatest

force in the last or Neoplatonic phase of Grecian philo-

sophy. There had been a disposition throughout to

make Matter the seat of evil, as if there were some-

thing essentially unruly, which was so inherent in it

that it bafiled even the power of the Demiurge to

overcome and reduce it to order. Again, the Platonists

made the body a mere instrument of the soul, not an

essential part of man's nature ; or, again, the prison

of the spirit, not its partner and yoke-fellow in the

noble work of life. Or further, they considered that

the contact of Matter with Mind corrupted the mind

and polluted its divine nature. Now all these errors

were overthrown together by the resurrection of Christ

in His body. This fact restored the body to honour,

as being not the seat of evil, not the mere instrument

of the soul, far less its prison, and yet less again the

cause of its corruption. That resurrection showed

the body of man to be the creature of God, and revin-

dicated to it the original part which it had held, when
the Creator took earth, moulded it into an organism,

and breathed into it the breath of life. When He thus

made the soul the form of the body He made the

body likewise the partner of the soul, constructing an

alliance in which there was. nothing debasing, nothing

unholy, but which was to be for ever a miracle of divine

power and wisdom, and the subject of divine goodness

in its highest exhibition. The resurrection of Christ

was the full accomplishment of that design, for in it
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the body of man, which had been raised to inexpressible

honour by its assumption on the part of the Divine

Word, entered into the visible and 'everlasting posses-

sion of its rank in creation.

But, secondly, from this fact was to spring the

correction of an intense moral corruption.

The resurrection of Christ in His Body was not

merely proclaimed by word of mouth ; it ran struc-

turally through the whole fabric of the Church. It

was the seminal principle of the sacraments. And
the great Sacrifice of the new covenant—the daily act

of Christian worship—presupposed it and rested on

it. A comparison will best illustrate this whole view.

Some of the worst impurities of heathen life were

connected with the worship of Ceres and Bacchus.

These false gods were considered to preside over the

principle of increase and multiplication in the fruits of

the earth ; the one over corn and every sort of dry

seed, the other over wine and every sort of liquid.

Their festivals, celebrated with an extraordinary con-

course of people, became infamous for the open exhi-

bition of debauchery, a sort of glorying in deeds of

shame. It was the very consummation of turpitude

in the devil's kingdom to abuse in this manner for

evil that very bounty of the Creator in which He
opened His hand to fill all living things with plente-

ousness. But now it was precisely of corn and wine

that the divine Restorer took hold to convey in His

sacrament the grace of purity. He caused the corn

of wheat which had died in His Body to become the

food of His people, and of the natural fruit of the

vine He made His Blood to become the wine which

produces virgins. Thus the true King, in overthrow-

ing the usurper, took those very elements of natural

i
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increase which heathenism had put under two false

deities, and perverted in their worship to incitements

for evil, and in taking them caused them to become

His Body and Blood for the creation of a sacred race.

But He took them likewise and constituted them to be

the perpetual commemoration of the Sacrifice which

He had offered of His Body. He had associated

matter with Himself in a wonderful way in taking a

body ; and now He made that Body itself the means

whereby the Creator and Redeemer of man becomes

his Sacrifice. This is the part which matter plays

when touched by God. In the Neoplatonic philosophy

it was deemed the cause of evil. In the Christian

Faith it becomes the special instrument which brings

about the triumph of good. But the consecration

thus given to matter ran all through the doctrine of

the sacraments. Water conferred regeneration, and

oil was the channel of grace ; and the Church took

possession of the whole material world for the glory

of its Maker. All this was involved in the fact of

Christ's resurrection in the body.

The second great fact, therefore, by which the Church

in setting forth supernatural mysteries replaced civil

society on its true basis, was in establishing by the

resurrection of Christ in His Body the eternal per-

sonality of man. This doctrine, and this alone, is

an adequate foundation for the whole conduct of man
in the trial to which he is exposed. Without it

morality becomes what it became in the Grseco-

Roman heathenism, and what it is now in every

country where the moral order is not based upon

Christian belief.

3. That God is One, that He is intelligent, that by

an act of freedom, which had He chosen He need not

VOL III. 2 B
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have exercised, He created all men and all things

;

that man so created has an abiding personal subsist-

ence, which in its unity, its intelligence, and its

freedom is an image, however faint, of these attributes

in God : these are the two great truths on which I

have hitherto dwelt, as being re-implanted in the

minds of the Gentile nations by the action of the

Church. From them follows another truth, the abso-

lute dominion of God on the one hand over the man
so formed and sustained, and the duty of absolute

obedience to God by man on the other. That, in

other words, is the conception of creatureship. Now
it is not too much to say that this was the precise

want of the Gentile world. The debasement of God's

nature by the breaking His unity, the diminution of

God's sovereignty by supposing Matter to stand over

against Mind, as co-eternal or at least co-original, and

at the same time by conceiving the divine and the

human intelligence to fall under one genus, and the

loss of the sense of man's future everlasting personal

subsistence, these untruths prevailing together had

greatly impaired the sense of dependence on the

divine power, and destroyed the complete loyalty of

heart which man owes to that power. The people

indeed were better than the philosophers in this

respect. There was more reverence, more sense of

a divine government, in the popular and untutored

mind than in the Neoplatonic fabulist of a Primal

Being. But in a universe in which men and women
were supposed, by virtue of some force which was

everything and nothing, to grow like animals and

plants without knowing whence they came or whither

they were going, in such a world, the world of the

last Greek philosophy, the obedience of man to his
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Lord

—

Dominus suus, as Cicero phrased it, using just

that Roman word which expressed absolute property

—was extinct. And in a world given up to a mul-

titude of deities, who were indeed supposed to be

personal, but were full of crimes and inconsistent

with each other, and who were not supposed to have

made man, though they presided in some sense over

human society, and were its guardians, the dependence

allowed to exist between man and these beings was
not that of creatureship, wanting both its stringency

and its tenderness.

Moreover it should be noted that the philosophic

school which most exalted the notion of duty rested

it on quite a different ground from that of obedience

to a person. The Stoic conception of life according to

reason or nature was based on the principle that man
should submit himself to the control of what was

divine in his own nature, the spark of mind which

was in him for a time. The ground of this was the

reasonableness of the subjection of the part to the

whole, of the particular reason to the general, of so

much mind and matter put together to the unvarying

series of physical cause and effect termed necessity.

The particular reason in man which was called upon

to submit was no more a creature than the universal

reason to which that submission was urged as a duty

was a creator. And the submission of the individual

to the commonwealth, the basis of heathen patriotism,

was closely akin to the Stoic notion of duty. Like

that it had no limit ; it had no moral reserve. The
individual had no fortress in himself inexpugnable to

human power, the fortress of the creature's will, sup-

ported by the sense of obedience due to the Creator.

In all this state there was nothing of personal devotion
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obedience, and love. These are virtues of tlie creature

towards the Creator, but that relationship had been

ignored. '

Whatever there was of grand and forcible in the

later Roman life was the joint result of the Stoic

officium and Roman patriotism. Such men as Trajan,

Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, and Marcus Aurelius amongst

emperors, such men as Agricola among soldiers and

officials, are instances of a considerable class, A cer-

tain unbending vigour and even rectitude in their

official duties, a certain sacrifice of time and risk of

life, gave somewhat of nobility to this temperament,

and undoubtedly prolonged the tenure of Roman
power. But the private life of these men, as for

instance of Trajan and Hadrian, was often an abyss

of turpitude. The first of these, the model of con-

stitutional rulers, as Tacitus and Pliny viewed him,

deserved to be banished from human society as the

worst of criminals ; the second, a man of the most

restless energy, and the model of imperial generals

as he marched bareheaded with his troops, went,

if it was possible, even beyond his predecessor by

consecrating the foulest of human perversities into a

worship.

It has passed into a commonplace among Christian

truths that the whole Christian life is built upon the

imitation of Christ. This imitation is the symbol

which comprehends the root, the motive, and the

strength of the whole race, the standard and model of

its virtue, the ground of its reward. But we limit

here our notice of this imitation to a single point, the

character of the perfect creature, the Just Servant of

God, which consists in absolute obedience. In this

obedience, as the expression of Christ's life from the

I
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moment when, coming ^ into the world, He uttered, " A
body Thou hast fitted to Me ; behold I come ; in the

head of the book it is written of Me, to do Thy will,

Lord," to the last words upon the Cross, " Father,

into Thy hands I commend My spirit," is summed up

all His thought and all His action. That conception

of creatureship the Church took, and out of it formed

the whole of her ritual. Her teaching through the

whole order of the year revolves round the life of

Christ, and sets forth His example as the perfect

creature in His obedience. But no less her hierarchy,

from its highest point in the Primate to the humblest

doorkeeper, was a carrying out of the ministry of

Christ. As He ministered to His Father in the whole

work which He came to do upon earth, so in carry-

ing on that work to the end of time, the hierarchy

which He instituted ministered to Him. The highest

of all in the highest of his functions expresses this

ministry when he terms himself Servant of the ser-

vants of God, but most of all in the divine Sacrifice,

in virtue of which Christ is for ever in the midst of

His Church, His obedience unto death is embodied.

This perhaps is the most striking of the many great

lessons which with every day it perpetually enjoins.

From the teaching, the hierarchy, and the Sacrifice,

one accordant voice sounds everywhere in the ears of

the great Christian people that obedience, unreserved

and absolute, is the part of the creature towards the

Creator. Thus by the publication of the Christian

mysteries, which is the Church's work in the super-

natural order, she re-established the shaken basis of

the natural order in the world, man's creatureship,

and obedience as the mark of it. When the great

^ Heb. X. 5, from Psalm xxxix. 6.
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antichristian revolution burst in the full force of its

hurricane upon European society, the blast which it

blew was of man's rights, but the order which it

attacked rested upon man's duties, the spring of

which is the obedience which he owes as a creature.

But in the first three centuries of her course—the

period of persecution—the Church had immutably

based her society upon the principle of obedience.

She could not do otherwise, because she is the King-

dom of Christ, the Just Servant ; and she made this

principle the foundation of all her works, carrying

it out consistently, and applying it first in the

Koman State, and then in every State which she

formed.

It was then by the example of Christ in His abso-

lute obedience that she healed the great wound under

which heathen society suffered ; that she changed the

Stoic pride of an imagined divine dignity in human
nature into a confession of absolute dependence upon

the Maker of the nature, and so changed also the

whole quality of virtue and morality, making it the

creature's homage to God. This was simply a victory

of the Cross of Christ, the Jewish stumbling-block and

the heathen foliy, proving itself stronger than human
fortitude, and wiser than human philosophy.

4. A most learned observer ^ of the morals and

manners of the Eoman empire makes the following

statement :
" Man in the ancient world did not feel

himself to be separated by an immeasurable distance

from the deity, because he did not stand before it as a

creature before the Creator ; and the different relation

to the divinity carried with it likewise a different rela-

tion to humanity. That first principle of Christianity

^ Friedlaender, Darstellungen aus der Sittengeschichte Horns, iii. 547,
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1

that all men are made by one Creator, children of one

Father, in consequence drawn together by the bond of

brotherhood, equally entitled and equally bound to

mutual love, this view developed itself in non-Chris-

tian antiquity for the first time during the period of

the Roman world-empire ; nor did it ever become

general. Greek and Eoman antiquity, in opposition

to that undistinguishable equality before God of all

created, recognised as subsisting in right those nume-
rous gradations of human existence which political,

national, and social developments had produced, and

neither a divine command nor a moral law hindered

him who had the best of it from making his superior

right felt in its whole range over any one less favoured.

The existence of man was not in the eyes of men holy

and inviolable to that degree in which it must be in

presence of a deity from whom all life proceeds, and

who not only has not allowed but has expressly for-

bidden to them the right to destroy His creatures,

which belongs to Himself alone. From the position

which the ancient view of the order of the world

assigned to man, there resulted to him, together with

his greater freedom and independence, a far more ex-

tended authority to determine upon the existence of

those who were given over to his protection or his

power. Not only had the master the right over the

life of his slaves, the father had it likewise over the

life of his children, and Plato and Aristotle expressly

recommended the withdrawal of life from those who
would be a burden upon society."

Let us note here as of great importance the avowal

by so competent a witness, who refers likewise to one

as learned and as competent as himself, the last histo-

rian of Greek philosophy, that the principle of men
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being made by one Creator, children of one Father,

and so bound together by the bond of brotherhood,

and entitled and no less bound to mutual love, was

unknown to Greek and Roman antiquity, and first de-

veloped itself in the time of the Roman empire. But

let us add for greater precision that it did not develop

itself until after our Lord had died upon the Cross.

When we consider the facts which the author just

cited sums up with so much clearness, we cannot

doubt that the doctrine of man's brotherhood under a

common Father was simply of Christian origin. But

I wish to remark further that the view of human
fraternity, so far as it does appear in non-Christian

Greek and Roman authors after the Sacrifice of Christ,

not merely never became general, but was not identical

with the Christian doctrine either in its ground or in

its character. It was the special boast of the Stoics

to claim to be citizens of one commonwealth, the great

world-commonwealth of gods and men. Plutarch

ascribes this renowned doctrine to the founder of

Stoicism, and Cicero records it as belonging to the

Stoics. It rested upon that supposed joint and exclu-

sive possession of reason by gods and men which made

them both " the reasonable race." In its first concep-

tion, then, it was an implicit denial of creatureship on

the part of man. This denial was fully held and main-

tained by the chief extollers of the Stoic common-

wealth of gods and men who flourished after our Lord's

coming, Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius. The

brotherhood which these magnified was therefore not

fellow-creatureship, and had none of the tenderness

which fellow-creatureship inspires towards those whom
it embraces, none of its veneration for God the Creator

as its origin. And moreover it was severed from any
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thought of the continuance of man's personal being

after death, so that it carried with it none of the pre-

ciousness of human life, as the trial-ground and condi-

tion of an eternal state, which is part of the Christian

brotherhood. It led to contempt of life in general,

not to love of brethren. It is also to be observed that

this view, belonging, as it does, to the principles of

Stoicism, remained otiose from Zeno to Seneca. It

was never carried out before our Lord's Passion. It

was a mere intellectual conception which the proudest

and most selfish of men could entertain without allow-

ing it to influence their conduct ; which Cato and

Seneca did so entertain, and remained the one a piti-

less slave-master and the other a grinding money-

lender. But what the observer of history, if he will

take care not to disregard chronology, will find, is that

from the time that another doctrine, that of Christian

fraternity, which we shall presently mark, had been

published through the Roman empire, and carried into

imperial palaces and the peedagogea of slaves, the

Stoic doctrine of human equality and brotherhood

seemed to assume new dimensions, as in the pages of

Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius, as no less in

the whole Platonic and Neoplatonic school of Plutarch,

Dio Chrysostomus, and Plotinus afterwards. But we
must not forget that here too it remained an intellec-

tual conception alone. The Stoic slave-master neither

emancipated his slaves nor treated them as brethren.

Epictetus, by far the most consistent, as by far the

most real of those who put forward this view of men's

confraternity, as possessing reason in common, was

unable to transfuse his doctrine into any living society

of scholars. From Seneca to lamblichus the doctrine

remained, though stimulated by Christian activity, not
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ODly on its entirely heathen basis, but inoperative ; a

vision of the intellect, not an action of the will ; a

theory never effectuated.

There is, however, a fact in history, the extension of

the right of Roman citizenship by the Emperor Oara-

calla to all inhabitants, which has sometimes been

mentioned as the result of Stoic principles carried into

Roman legislation by great jurists, such as Ulpian.

However, it is not clear but that fiscal considerations

may have had much influence in bringing about this

measure, for all who were citizens became liable to

very heavy duties. But what is certain is that when
this citizenship was conferred, the Church for six

generations had been leavening the Roman world

with the doctrine of the divine fraternity of men in

Christ, which involved in it much more than the

equality of Roman citizenship.

For indeed far other both in its character and its

efficacy than any Stoic teaching was the brotherhood

of men in Christ conveyed, in the first words of our

Lord after His resurrection, to the Church in the per-

son of St. Mary Magdalene :
" Go to My brethren, and

say to them, I ascend to My Father and your Father,

and My God and your God :
" words of unspeakable

tenderness, of immortal consolation, words which car-

ried with them a new creation of never-ending power,

which established a family of undying heirs. In them

spoke the charity of Christ the God-man, fresh from

the Sacrifice of Himself for man ; and they form in

the brotherhood and the sacrifice united together, be-

cause the brotherhood reaches its accomplishment and

fulfilment in the sacrifice, the whole conception of the

relation of man to his fellow-man which was to form

and rule the Christian Kingdom.
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From these brethren to whom Christ sent this first

Easter greeting of God's Fathership and His own
Brotherhood with them, the Church went forth into

all lands, being itself a brotherhood in Christ from

the beginning. This brotherhood is altogether super-

natural, springing from a double source, which we
can but trace up to the very Being of God, and leave

there to be unfolded in the light of eternity. The

one source is the infinite condescension which moved

the Eternal Father to send His coequal and coeternal

Son in the likeness of man, creating thereby a race

of brethren by the tie of the nature which the Son

assumed ; the other source is the infinite charity in

which He gave the Son, when made Man, to be a

sacrifice for His brethren. The love of the Creator

therefore ran out into the love of the Redeemer, and

when both had been combined, they formed that

brotherhood of men with Christ, and therefore with

each other, of which we are speaking. The Church

then in setting forth these transcendent mysteries,

upon which she is built, included in them the whole

doctrine of the Creator and His creatures and their

co-creatureship together, but made it tenfold more

amiable by pouring upon it the light of an infinite

condescension and an infinite charity. It was in this

guise that brotherhood was taught to that vast multi-

tude of separated nations and races which made up

the Roman empire ; and in this guise it was accepted

by a large proportion of them. And thus in the very

soil desecrated by centuries of division and enmity, pol-

luted by idolatries without number and expression, the

result of gods not to be named for their foulness, was

introduced again the conception of the true relation of

man to his fellow-men as creatures of one God.
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This doctrine of brotherhood ran equally through

the whole teaching of the Church, through her living

structure in' the hierarchy, through her channels of

grace in the sacraments, and through her great act of

worship, the Sacrifice. For were not all her members

children together of one Father ? Was not this their

baptismal name ? Was it not her very distinguishing

mark that neither difference of rank nor difference of

race affected at all the Christian adoption, from which

he who received it arose " renewed unto knowledge

according to the image of the Creator, where there

is neither Gentile nor Jew, circumcision nor uncir-

cumcision, barbarian nor Scythian, bond nor free, but

Christ is all and in all ? " Nor did this remain a

fine theory, like the Stoic fraternity or the Epicurean

and afterwards the Neoplatonic friendship. From the

beginning master and slave partook together of the sac-

raments which conferred the brotherhood, and sustained

it when conferred; and God the Creator was never cele-

brated with such chants of praise as those which arose

from the eucharistic altar on which God the Redeemer

lay sacrificed, to be the food of His brethren.

Philosophy had been for ages trying to find an

adequate basis for the relative duties of man to man.

The Stoic conceived that he had found it in the

common possession of reason, which he attempted to

exalt into a share of the divine nature. This same

notion formed the core of the Neoplatonic theory.

Hence both deduced a sort of duty of man to him-

self, and by consequence to other men of like nature.

But the theory was tainted at its source with false-

hood. Man's spirit was as much made as his body.

To represent, therefore, human duty as springing

from the possession of reason on the ground that this
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was a spark of the divine fire, a portion of the uni-

versal mind, was to found it upon a fiction. On the

contrary, the true foundation of it was that both man's

spirit and his body were the work of an infinitely

superior power, and the teaching of the Church in

revealing that power, and recognising the bond which

the creation both of spirit and of matter formed for

the being so united, laid afresh the missing basis

of morality. Whatever theory may re-attempt, the

scheme of forming a morality independent of a moral

governor will fail as the Stoic failed ; for the first

spring of duty lies in the obligation which the act of

creation imposes on the being created. The Church,

in preaching her great doctrines of Redemption and

Adoption, re-established the basis of morality by

unveiling the Creator of man. But she availed her-

self of an infinite attraction in disclosing Him at the

same time as Father and Eedeemer.

The sum of what I have said is this : that the

divine brotherhood of men in Christ, together with

the charity of Christ the God-man sacrificing Him-
self for His brethren, unitedly make up the Christian

conception of the relation of man to his fellow-man.

And all the relative duties of life are affected by this

double fact. This conclusion was drawn by St. Paul

from these grounds in the following words: ''Be

kind to one another, merciful, forgiving one another,

even as God has forgiven you in Christ. Be there-

fore imitators of God, as most dear .children, and walk

in love, as Christ also has loved us, and delivered

Himself for us an oblation and a sacrifice to God for

an odour of sweetness."^

^ Ephes. iv. 32. It is to be noted that the expression, "odour of

sweetness," here ascribed to the Sacrifice of Christ, is the same as that
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5. A point of the greatest importance in consider-

ing the Greeco-Eoman civilisation is the attitude of

the State towards the individual. It is remarked

by Zeller -^ that " an essential difference distinguishes

all modern ideal commonwealths from the Platonic

republic. Plato's leading idea is the effecting morality

by the State. It is the State which must form its

citizens to virtue. The State is a vast educational

institute which embraces the whole life and being of

its members. All other ends must be subordinate to

this one ; all private interests be unreservedly sacri-

ficed to it. The State can only aim at the happiness

and perfection of the Whole. The individual can

claim no more than is compatible with the beauty of

the Whole." " Plato wishes to do away with private

interest ; his modern imitators wish to content it.

Plato strives after the perfectness of the Whole ; these

after the happiness of individuals. Plato treats the

State as the end, the Person as means ; these treat

Persons as the end, the State and society as means."

The contrast here drawn will serve to bring out the

thorough distinction between what we may call the

Christian conception of the State's functions and the

Hellenic conception. " That consists," says the same

observer, " much less in forms of constitution than

in the position which is assigned to the State as a

whole in regard to individuals, their rights and their

conduct. In our view the State is built up from

below ; individuals are the first. The State arises

from the fact that they meet together for the protec-

tion of their rights and the general furtherance of

used of God in accepting the first sacrifice of Noah as he came from

the ark. See above, p. 329.
1 Zeller's Vortrdge. " Der platonische Staat in seiner Bedentung

fur die Folge-zeit."' Pp. 7S-80.
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their good. For this reason individuals remain the

ultimate object of the State's life. We ask of it to

provide for the collective mass of those belonging to it

as individuals the utmost possible freedom, prosperity,

and culture ; and we can never be persuaded that it

can conduce to the perfection of the State as a whole,

or that it is allowable, to sacrifice the essential rights

and interests of individuals to its ends. To the

Greek, on the contrary, the State appears as the first

and most essential; the individual only as a portion

of the commonweal. The feeling of political com-

munity is so strong in him, the idea of personality

recedes so entirely into the background, that it is

only in the State that he can picture to himself an

existence worthy of man. He knows of no higher

function than the political ; no more original right

than that of the whole mass. The State, says Aris-

totle, is in its nature earlier than individuals. In all

this, accordingly, only so much right is allowed to

the Person as his position in the State carries with it.

Strictly speaking, there are no general rights of man,

but only rights of citizens ; and however deeply the

interests of individuals may be violated by the State,

if the interest of the State require it they cannot

complain. The State is the sole original proprietor of

all rights, and is not bound to secure to its subjects a

greater portion of them than its own interests allow.

Plato also shares this point of view, and has even

pushed it to an extreme in his republic."

Now why does all modern thought build up the

State from below, and consider the individual before

the mass ? Why does it acknowledge private rights

as inviolable. Why does it treat men as men before

they are citizens ? The ground of this most thorough,
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this essential difference between not only Greek but

Roman and generally heathen thought, and Christian

thought, on the position of man as an individual in

regard of' the State, is the conception of human per-

sonality—that counterpart and reflex of the Personal

God—which has been wrought into the hearts of men
by the Christian Church. It is the force of the divine

word, " What shall it profit a man to gain the whole

world and lose his own soul ? " which has been incor-

porated by her preaching into human society. The

Christian Church taught heathenism the fact that the

human soul is grreater than the world. With this

pebble from her sling the Church struck on the fore-

head the giant of heathen tyranny, who had exercised

autocracy in the State over the actions and the con-

sciences of men. The Church as the City of God, the

Body of Christ, established a whole code of treatment

in dealing with the individual. This code has only

to be applied to the human commonwealth in order

to illuminate all the relations of the individual to the

State.

How did the Church deal with the individual in

respect to the whole body ?

Before we answer this question let us note that if

we consider heathenism in the ripeness of that cor-

ruption which it had reached by the time of the

Emperor Claudius, the whole heathen conception of

the commonwealth, as it bears upon the individual,

was the result of the disregard of any future life, and

of the ignoring the true nature of the human per-

sonality. If man was not to live after this life, the

value of his life here was essentially altered. He
was become the property of the State. The gene-

ral interest would rule every particular interest. In
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this, therefore, Plato and Aristotle reasoned with the

utmost correctness, and Greece and Rome were no less

wise than logical in carrying out their conclusion

to practical results. But the Church started from

this very truth of a human personality continued on

after death. She built the whole structure of her

society upon the sacredness of that personality. It

was, therefore, impossible that she should sacrifice the

individual to the corporate body. But likewise she

had no motive so to sacrifice him. It was quite other-

wise with the heathen State, which considered itself

and its subjects as belonging to this life only. The

interests of this life ruled it therefore absolutely.

But the Christian society—the Body of Christ—went

on into eternity together with each Christian man.

To it, therefore, the highest good of the Body and

the highest good of the Individual were one and

the same. Again, the Church had one rule which

admitted of no single exception. Sin, that is a

deliberate breaking of the eternal law, was not allow-

able for any conceivable purpose. And this rule pro-

tected the individual in every circumstance of his life.

Plato and Aristotle could recommend, and the heathen

State could carry out the suggestion, that feeble and

infirm children, who were little likely to benefit their

country, should be exposed and left to perish. The

Church insisted that everv human life was sacred, and

took them from unnatural parents to nurture and

educate.'^ Plato had no scruple to impose upon his

" Watchers " the prohibition of founding a family,

in order that they might belong entirely and exclu-

^ Chinese heathenism repeats at this day the cruelty of the old

heathenism—and Christian charity, it must be added, is true in the
nineteenth century to the part which it played in the first.

VOL. III. 2 C
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sively to the State. But when the rule of celibacy

grew up as a qualification for all spiritual government

in the Church, it was a free choice of those who em-

braced the highest function which can fall to man.

It was an imitation of their Lord, in which the volun-

tary sacrifice of a natural good was accepted by those

who made it for the attainment of a supernatural

good. Plato trampled down the instincts of nature

for the sake of a temporal good ; the Christian clergy

were content to bear that likeness of Christ in virtue

of which they would become not founders of an earthly

home, but co-builders in an eternal house, and to make

themselves without father, without mother, without

genealogy, in the earthly order, if so be that in the

spiritual they might be likened to the Son of God.

But this great institution of Christian celibacy affords

perhaps as good an instance as can be found to show

the coincidence in the Christian society of the highest

good of the Individual with the highest good of the

Body. Plato, in enjoining celibacy on his " Watchers,"

had a real and excellent object in view, their complete

devotion to their work, without the interruption of

family cares. For this end he simply sacrificed them to

the commonwealth. But all the great works of Christian

charity in their heroic degree depend for their fulfil-

ment on freedom from the bonds of domestic life. How
did the Church reach this end ? By her counsels of

perfection she set the virginal or the celibate life before

her children as a reward in itself, as carrying higher

privileges and a more perfect imitation of the Master

for those to whom it was given. She proposed it to

them as a choice leading to an infinite recompense,

beginning in this life, completed in the life to come,

and she reached her end without sacrificing the indi-
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vidual to the commonweal. For the choice exalted

the chooser, and gave him a better thing for that

which he resigned. Moreover, Plato's ideal remained

a dream, but the Christian religious life is a reality.

There have been no Platonic " Watchers " in a human
republic, but there have been myriads of priests and

religious, who have followed to the end the Virgin Son
of the Virgin Mother.

The Church then, as a society making individual

man her unit of construction, in no case sacrificed the

part to the whole. In this she was in contradiction

to the heathen State. And whereas that was instinct

with a despotic spirit, she breathed freedom to her

children by this scrupulous regard to every individual,

however weak, friendless, and forlorn. This was within

her own society. But now what was the efi'ect of her

operation upon the heathen State into which she was
cast ?

The State, as we have seen, admitted no reserve on
the part of the individual to its sovereignty. He was
bound to obey the command of emperor, or senate, or

demos, in all things. It was Christ who set a limit

to this authority in those words which have created a

new political as well as a new moral world, " Eender
to Caesar the things which are Caesar's, and to God
the things which are God's." It was the Church
which during three hundred years of persecution

carried those words into effect, and established the

domain of the human conscience, not to be infringed

by emperor, by parliament, or by democracy.

For let it be considered that liberty does not consist

in the form of government but in the nature of the

power which the government exercises. The rule of

parliament or democracy may be as absolute as that
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of an autocrat emperor, and in that case those who

are ruled will not be free because the power is exer-

cised by a joint resolution of many instead of a decree

of one. Freedom consists in such a limit being set

to the power of the government itself, whatever form

it may bear, as will secure to the individual his lawful

rights. The Athenian demos became a byword for its

tyranny ; the Koman senate, in the days when Kome
was said to be free, acted with the most arbitrary

licence towards subject nations. The Eoman empire

was not more tyrannical than either of these, and pro-

bably was much more temperate in the actual exercise

of its power. But all these admitted no limit to that

power. And they had this ground at least for their

claim to illimitable authority, that the power of the

State, so long as it is considered with reference to this

life only, does admit of no limit, and is an absolute

sovereignty. Now these governments were fallen into

such a state as to act only with reference to this life.

The limit to the power of civil government is given by

the fact that the whole of this life is subordinate to

another life ; it is given when we introduce " the

things of God " over against " the things of Caesar."

This truth was conveyed in that sentence of our Lord
;

and the Church during ten generations of persecution

carried it into effect, which is quite a different thing

and manifests quite a different power from an intel-

lectual perception of it. The divine power of our

Lord therefore was shown in His Church when He
made her His instrument for separating off " the

things of God" from "the things of Csesar." The

nature of the Christian religion brought it into con-

stant conflict with the Roman State. It was no doubt

an intellectual and a moral revolution at once which
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took its source from tlie cave of Bethlehem and the

cross of Calvary. As often as the Apostles and their

successors had to say, " It is better to obey God than

man," and to suffer for so saying, they were intro-

ducing a new principle into human government

;

they were limiting the State's supremacy by the

force of the human conscience. And thus in fact

civil liberty was contained in the bosom of religious

liberty, and this was the cause which was being con-

tended for from Claudius to Constantine. Thus a

vast store of lessons for all future time is contained

in this period. One of these is that in it the battle

of human liberty, as against the arbitrary and un-

limited power of the civil government, was then won.

Every Christian teacher who was occupied in the

promulgation of doctrine, who was a member of the

Christian hierarchy, who administered the sacraments,

who offered the Sacrifice, all of them '' things of God,"

to which our Lord referred, every confessor who suffered

for these things, every martyr who died for them, was

a witness for the freedom of the human conscience in

the face of the civil authority ; but by the same act he

was establishing civil liberty ; he was setting a moral

bound to the State's authority, which left room for the

exercise of every lawful right by the individual.

This vast result had been definitely gained not for

the Eoman empire only but for all time, and under all

governments, when Constantine accepted the Christian

Faith, and as emperor, the possessor of all the rights of

the State, the Senatus Populusque Romanus, acknow-

ledged the independent authority of the Church's

hierarchy.

Let us then observe a mighty contrast in Roman
history. When Peter in the second year of Claudius
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came to Rome, an unacknowledged stranger of a most

unpopular race, he found Claudius exercising the whole

power of the Roman empire without any limitation to

the obedience which it might demand of its subjects.

As the Pontifex Maximus Claudius stood at the head

of religious power, as the Princeps he wielded civil

authority, and as the Imperator the armed force.

When the Emperor Constantine arranged with St.

Silvester the summoning of the Nicene Council, the

Christian Episcopate met from all the East under

the presidency of the West in acknowledged freedom

as the Kingdom of Christ to determine a point of

Christian doctrine. The State had receded from its

own omnipotence. In the whole domain of conscience

it allowed man to be free. Caesar acknowledged
" things of God " over which he had no control,

and which were given not to his determination, but

to the determination of those who bore rule in the

Kingdom of God. Therein lay the principle of civil

liberty also for the Europe and the World of the

future.

6. But yet more than this was then achieved.

The Church at the Nicene Council stood forth in

the sight of all men as the one Kingdom of God
throughout all the world. Those who sat there sat

not as subjects of the Roman empire, but as bishops

of the Church of God. The great armies of the

North and West were already mustering in such

force that the Roman unity had scarcely been pre-

served in the preceding century : they were shortly

to prevail, to take captive the mother of nations,

and to found distinct kingdoms out of the spoils

of her world-empire. Then the successors of these

bishops who sat in the Nicene Council would be no
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longer members of one civil empire, but they would

be equally princes of one divine kingdom. They would

equally represent the people of dioceses spread through-

out the world. They would be equally bound in the

bonds of Christian charity to each other. Could they

and their people be in their civil capacity enemies,

when in their spiritual they were friends and brethren ?

The Church then as the one Kingdom of God through-

out all the world contained in herself a law of nations,

which take their place as harmoniously within her

bosom as individuals hold definite rights within their

own State over against that State.

Thus the duties of States to States were carried

potentially in the establishment of an universal

Church. But a law of nations consists precisely in

conceiving adequately the proper relation which one

nation or State bears to another nation or State.

That which divides States, which operates as a per-

petual nourishment of jealousies, rivalries, and wars,

are temporal interests ; the struggle for increase of

territory, dominion, and wealth, and the sense that

what is gained by one nation in these things must

be taken away from another. But what unites

nations are eternal interests, and these are the same

for all, and one nation does not gain by another's loss

of these. They were not indeed the same until a

common faith arose to bind nations together ; but

this was precisely the crowning good brought by the

Christian Faith to the various nations, so far as

concerns its bearing upon natural society. So far

as that Faith was received by them, it became to

them an everlasting bond. It destroyed the enmity

between Europe and Asia which was coeval with

history ; it joined the men of the North and South
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with the men of the East and West. In the faith

of Christ they had a common home and a central

hearth. The fact was not only new, but when it

began to arise was treated by Celsus in his objections

to Christianity as a pretension so unattainable that

it was deserving of ridicule. But this universal

religion became a fact. The gods of the nations,

the standard-bearers of their petty jealousies, their

national exclusiveness, their moral corruptions, went

down before the Cross. But the Faith of Christ as

an universal religion, raised by its very nature above

the pettiness of nationalities, likewise established

equality between all nations in the exercise of their

rights. It did away with all predominance arising

from superior force or size. This equality, again,

is a necessary condition for a law of nations. The

small must feel that they are respected by the great

:

that the fact of great or small in the parties concerned

has nothing to do with the justice of the case. But

one justice flows out of one religion ; and more par-

ticularly one justice flows out of men's brotherhood

in Christ. For it is much to be noted that the

equality of fallen human nature had never been able

to construct a law of nations. The Stoic doctrine of

reason has never been so persuasive over the hearts

and minds of men as to lead them to admit an uni-

versal justice. It was only the equality of regenerate

human nature which had that power. But the spring

of duty which touches man and man, and which by

the same movement directs the relation of the in-

dividual to the State, reaches also, and by the same

force, to the relation between one State and another.

Morals, politics, international rights, have one and

the same foundation, one and the same measure.
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Wliat is wrong in morals can never be right in

politics : and crime is not less crime because it is

willed by a nation. The nation is as responsible as

the man. A parliament which enacts an immoral

law is as guilty as a man who commits murder.

The establishment of an universal Church made this

principle visible to men, and it is one of the greatest

boons which that Church has conferred on human

society. But it was symbolised and expressed most

powerfully in the position which the First Bishop

and Primate of the Church possesses as the Common
Father of all, equally near to all, equally interested

for all. The successor of St. Peter in his office was

at the Council of Nice, as he is now, as near to the

men of Antioch and Egypt as to the men of Gaul,

Spain, Britain, and Germany. And when the time

to which I have above alluded had come, when the

imperial unity of Eome had been broken, the spiritual

unity of Kome shone out clearly to the eyes of men

:

and the sovereigns of great nations, indifferent whether

they were of Teutonic or Latin blood, acknowledged

in the Common Father the voice of a living law of

nations, the voice of a common Christian duty, the

voice of a glorious Christian confederacy ; the rule

not of blood and iron but of Christian charity, upon

which alone a law of nations can be based.

I have now gone through the six principles in which

the whole Grseco-Eoman world, which was by far the

most advanced and intelligent portion of the human

race, was defective when the Christian Church in the

person of its chief Apostle began its work at Rome.

They are the conception of the One, the Personal,

the Creating God, and subordinate to it the concep-

tion of man's everlasting personality, as uniting soul
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and body in one enduring human being. Next, the

conception of the relation thence arising between

God and man. And from this the triple range of

human duties, what man owes to his fellow-man,

inasmuch as they are creatures of one God, what

the individual man owes to the commonwealth, and

the commonwealth reciprocally to the individual man,

and finally what each nation of these men owes to

each other nation.

It was my purpose to show that the Christian

Church in the exercise of purely supernatural func-

tions, that is, in promulgating a belief in the most

Blessed Trinity, in the Incarnation, and in the Ke-

demption, by means of her teaching, her ritual, her

hierarchy, her sacraments, and her Sacrifice, efiected

likewise a wonderful change in the natural order by

establishing both the belief and the practice of these

six principles in the minds of men. It was further

my purpose to show that Philosophy, which means
the utmost effort of the unassisted human intelliofence,

the flower and fruit of Hellenic civilisation, had utterly

failed to establish these principles in the minds and

practice of men : had gone astray as to the first after

a god of forces, a god without morality and sanctity :

as to the second, had never accepted a continuous and

abiding human personality after death, responsible for

its actions in life, and subject to an exact retribution :

and as these two conceptions are the conditions of

the rest, had equally failed to carry these others into

effect.

Further, from what I have said it will be apparent

that the effective promulgation of these principles

sprung from the declaring and preaching the Person

of our Lord as the God-man. They did not at all
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spring from any effect of race, or development of

natural circumstances, or previous preparation of men
by their civil condition. They did not spring from the

union of Oriental with Western civilisation. Such a

union Philosophy could have brought about, if aided

by the powerful bond of a common civil government.

Philosophy indeed tried what it could do, but failed

ignominiously either to establish belief in one God, or

to destroy the worship of a thousand idols. Again, I

have shown that the introduction and establishment of

these principles were completed as a fact of history

before the accession of the Teutonic nations to the

Church. Thus the belief in an abiding human per-

sonality with all its immense consequences was fully

felt and acknowledged and carried out into practice

by teachers in their doctrine, by confessors in their

life, by martyrs in the tortures which they braved

before a single German tribe had been taught the

dignity of human nature by its introduction into the

great Christian society. The sense of the personal

dignity of man, the sense of the rights of the individual,

was not the result of the fusion of the natural qualities

of the Teuton with the Christian spirit. In Basil, and

Gregory, and Athanasius, and Jerome, and Augustine,

and in whole generations of Christian men and women
who preceded them, we see this sense complete and

perfect. It was the gift of our Lord to His people by

His doctrine, when He said, " What shall it profit a man
to gain the whole world and to lose his own soul ? " by

His act when He gave up His body to the extreme of

torment and humiliation, and when He raised it to life

again from the Cross.
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(a.d. 64), 18 ; nature and strangeness of the work thus accom-

voL. m. 2 D
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plished, 18-22 ; its intrinsic contrast with philosophy in the union

of dogma, morality, and worship, 23-5 ; its success as compared

with the previous efforts of human genius in Pythagoras, Plato,

Aristotle, and Zeno, 25-32 ; St. Peter's work a personal following

of Christ, 32-35 ; represented in catacombs and sarcophagi at

Rome, 35-7 ; carries on into the Christian people the triple

mediation of Prophet, Priest, and King, which made the Jewish

nation, 37-43 ; this work of St. Peter at Rome seen by Constan-

tino to have been repeated in each city of his empire, 349-53 ;

in it consists the establishment of a Christian Kingdom, 366-68
;

which is based upon the Person of Christ, 368-70.

Sanguineti, de Sede Romana B. Petri, 13, 15, 17.

Seneca, his life and circumstances, 57 ; his view of the task of philo-

sophy, 58 ; his conception of God, the World, Cause and Matter,

60 ; of the human soul, 64 ; his teaching on beneficence, anger,

revenge, a great advance on his predecessors, 66 ; but modified

by his view of man's duty to himself, 68 ; doctrine on slavery, 69 ;

inconsistency between his life and writings, 72 ; his superiority to

those before him a singular case, 73 ; his principles pagan, his

expressions almost Christian, 74 ; how this problem may be

solved, 75 ;
points common to him with Musonius, Epictetus, and

Marcus Aurelius, 88 ; his relation to Attains, 196 ; Seneca,

Plutarch, and Philostratus, three stages in the bearing of philo-

sophy upon religion, 259 ; Seneca contrasted with Philo, 138 ;

passages in his writings which seem to refer to Christian martyrs,

74 ; assigns to reason in his system a parallel place to that which

is given to charity in the Christian religion, 92 ; the analogy of

his language with that of St. Paul as to human wickedness, loi,

102 ; his teacher, Sotion of Alexandria, a Pythagorean, 139 ;

anecdote of the trust of Augustus and the Empress Julia in the

philosopher Areus, 341.

Simon, Jules, Alexandrine philosophy, 294.

Sophocles, recognises a moral law, sustained by God, 335.

Stiefelhagen, Theolocjie des Heidenthums, 116, 117.

Stockl, Philosophie des Mittclalters, true doctrine of creation, 306.

Stoicism, alone in force in the reigns of Claudius and Nero, 54 ; its

kosmology, theology, and ethics, 55 ; its four chief teachers'

representative men, 57 ; its doctrine of reason, as a portion of

the divine spirit, 90, 299, 313, 81, 249 ; virtue, the only good, 92 ;

science subordinate to virtue, 93 ; the philosophical life preferred

to the political, 94 ; cosmopolitanism, 95 ; its view as to design

and final causes in the world, 98 ; as to the subordination of all
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things to the good of man, 99 ; considers the mass of men sinners

against the law of nature, i.e., reason, 100 ; its view as to humanity,

philanthropy, and beneficence, 102 ; as to submission to the will

of God, 106 ; Stoic end of man compared with Christian, 109 ; its

effect from Claudius to Marcus Aurelius, no; ends in negation

of primary truth, 120.

Suetonius, 18, note ; his religion, 177.

Tacitus, admits that the condition of the provinces was improved by
the empire, 7, note; trial of Pomponia Graecina, the Christian

Lucina, 17 ; on the first persecution of the Christians, 18, 19 ;

his philosophical and religious standing-point, I "jG ; his death of

Thrasea, 199.

Thomas Aquinas, St., Contra Gentiles, 302, 306.

TO Qeiov, " the Divine," a pantheistic term, 91, Once used by St, Paul

in contradistinction to the personal name of God, note, 358.

Tocqueville, 95.

Tyndall, Professor, his lecture at Belfast, a restatement of the early

Greek materialistic pantheism, 325, 382.

Tzschirner, Fall des Heidenthums, 207, 250, 342.

Ueberweg, Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie des AUerthums,

55-7» 93, 274, 276, 296.

Werner, Geschichte der christlichen Theologie, 204.

Zeller, Philosophie der Grlechen, supposes Christianity and Neopla-

tonism to have drawn their joint origin from the needs of their

time, 9; quoted, 58, 62, 66, 77, 80, 81, 84, 85, 90, 91, 94, loi,

103, 105, 106-8, 124, 128-30, 134, 137, 139, 140, 144-7, 15I5 152,

200-2, 211, 264. Doctrine of Plotinus, 26g-2go, passim. Por-

phyrins, 291. lamblichus, 292-304, 377, 399. Vortrdge, physical

unity of nature from which Greek philosophy started, 297 ; the

Platonic State, 398. Geschichte der Deutschen Philosophie, state-

ment of Spinoza's pantheism, 324.

END OF VOL. 111.
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from the French. Crown 8vo, tastefully bound in cloth gilt. 4/-.

" The life of the charming and saint-like young Englishwoman will come as a

welcome surprise to the readers of a later generation, who will find how completely

the spirit of Catholic faith and charity was combined in the person of Lady Gwendalin
Talbot with the rarest beauty and the most accomplished talents."

—

Tablet.

MEMORIES OF THE CRIMEA. By Sister Mary Aloysius. With
Preface by the Very Rev. J. Fahey, D.D., V.G. Crown 8vo, cloth

gilt. 2/6.
" The venerable Sister, upon whom Her Majesty the Queen bestowed the decora-

tion of the Royal Red Cross a few months ago, tells her touching story of heroic

self-abnegation with a modest simplicity that is far more impressive than the most

elaborate and picturesque style of descriptive writing."

—

Daily Telegraph.

NEWMAN, CARDINAL.
The Church of the Fathers. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 361 pp. 4/-.

An attempt to illustrate the tone and modes of thought, the habits and manners,

of the early times of the Church.

DeUiilcd List of Cardinal Nexvman's Works on application.

NORTHCOTE, VERY REV. PROVOST (D.D.).

Mary in the Gospels ; or, Lectures on the History of our Blessed

Lady as recorded by the Evangelists. Second Edition. Cloth gilt,

344 PP- 3/6.

PERRY, REV. JOHN.
Practical Sermons, for all the Sundays of the Year.

First and Second Series. Sixth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3/6 each.

POPE, REV. T. A. (of the Oratory).

Life of St. Philip Neri. Translated from the Italian of

Cardinal Capecelatto. Second and Revised Edition. Two Volumes.
Crown 8vo, cloth. 12/6.

" Altogether this is a most fascinating work, full of spiritual lore and historic

erudition, and with all the intense interest of a remarkable biography. Take it up
where you will, it is hard to lay it down. We think it one of tne most completely

satisfactory lives of a Saint that has been written in modern times."

—

Tablet.
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PORTER, ARCHBISHOP (S.J.).

The Banquet of the Angels: Preparation and Thanksgiving
for Holy Communion. New Edition. i8mo, blue cloth, gilt. 2/-.

Also bound in a variety of handsome leather bindings suitable for First

Communion memorial gifts. From 6/6 to i2'6 net.

PRACTICAL MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THE
Year, on the Life of our Lord Jesus Christ. Chiefly for the use of
Religious. By a Father of the Society of Jesus. With Imprimatur
of Cardinal Manning. New Edition, Revised. In two Volumes.
Cloth, red edges. 9/-.

These volumes give three different daily points for consideration and application.

"A work of great practical utility, and we give it our earnest recommendation."

—

Weekly Register.

PRAYER BOOKS, &c.

N.B.—For full particulars of Prayer Books, see Illustrated

Prayer Book Catalogue, sent post free on application.

Catholic's Daily Companion. With Epistles and Gospels. Roan,
i/- ; and in various leather bindings, 1/6 to 5/-.

Catholic Piety. Containing a Selection of Prayers, Reflections,

Meditations, and Instructions adapted to every state in life. By the late

Rev, Wm. Gahan, O.S.A. 32mo Edition, with Ordinary of the Mass.
Cloth, 6d. ; post free, 8d. ; roan. i/-. With Epistles and Gospels,

1/6, 2/-, 2/6, 4/6, <S:c. Messrs. Burns & Gates also publish two
other Editions of this book.

Catholic's Vade Mecum. A Select Manual of Prayers for Daily
Use. Compiled from approved sources. 34th Thousand. With Epistles

and Gospels. Calf, 5/6, and also in better bindings.

Children's Pictorial Mass Book. (Abridged.) New Edition.
Forty-three Illustrations. 2d. ; cloth, 6d.

Daily Exercise. Cloth limp, 6d.

Flowers of Devotion. Being a Collection of Favourite Devotions,*
for Public and Private use. Compiled from approved sources, and
with the Imprimatur of His Eminence Cardinal Vaughan. New
Edition. Leather bindings. 1/6 to 5/-.

Spirit of the Sacred Heart, The. A new large-type Prayer
Book. Cloth, 3/6 ; leather, 5/6 ; German calf or morocco, 8/6.

Garden of the Soul. 700th Thousand. Approved by the Cardinal
Archbishop of Westminster, and revised by a Priest of the Archdiocese.
New Edition. In which many devotions will be found which now form
a necessary part of every Catholic Prayer Book. Cloth, 6d.

; post
free, 8d. ; roan, i/-. With Epistles and Gospels, cloth, i/- ; and in

leather bindings, at 1/6, 2/-, 2/6, 3/-, 3/6, 4/-, 5/-, and upwards.
Messrs. Burns & Gates have just issued a new Pocket Edition of

the " Garden of the Soul," size 3^ by •2\ inches, with red line borders,
and Devotions for Mass in large type. This Edition can now be had
in various bindings, from i/- to 5/-. They also publish three other
Editions.
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PRAYER BOOKS, SiC—{continued).

Golden Manual. A Guide to Catholic Devotion, Public and Private,

Compiled from approved sources. Fine Paper. Leather, 6/-. With'
Epistles and Gospels, 7/- and upwards.

Imitation of Christ, Of the. By Thomas a Kempis. New
Popular Edition for Distribution. Cloth, red edges, 6d.

(postage, 2d. ). Leather, red edges, i/-. Superfine Pocket Edition.
Fancy cloth extra, with red borders, 1/6. And in leather bindings,

from 2/6 to 10/-. Presentation Edition (size, 6| by 4:^ inches).

With red border on each page. Cloth extra, 3/6. And in leather

bindings, from 7/- to 15/-.

Key of Heaven. A Manual of Devout Prayers. 32mo Edition.

Cloth, 6d. ; post free, 8d. ; roan, i/-. W^ith Epistles and Gospels,-

1/6, 2/-, 2/6, 3/-, 4/6, <s.c. They also publish two Smaller Editions.

Manual of Prayers for Congregational Use. As authorized

by the Bishops of England and Wales. With an Appendix con-

taining Prayers for Mass, Confession, and Communion. Cloth, i/- ;

leather, 2/6, 5/-, and upwards.

Manual of the Sacred Heart. Compiled and Translated from
approved sources. New Edition. Cloth. 2/- upwards.

Missal. New and Complete Pocket Missal, with the Imprimatur of

H. E. Cardinal Vaughan, in Latin and English, with all the New
Offices, and the propers for Ireland, Scotland, and the Jesuits. (Size,

5* by 3I inches). Roan or French morocco, 5/- ; Rutland roan, limp,

7/-; best calf or morocco, four styles, 8/6 each. Also in better bind-

ings, from 11/- to 30/- net.

Missal for the Laity. Cheap Edition. 6d. ;
post free, 8d.

;

and in leather bindings, at 1/6, 2/6, ^/6, and 5/-.

Path to Heaven. Containing Epistles, Gospels, and Hymns, &c.

Cloth, 2/- and 2/6 ; leather, 3/-, 4/-, 4/6, 6/-, and upwards.

Prayers for the People. By the Rev. F. D. Byrne. Imperial

32mo, cloth, extra gilt. 2/-.

QUARTERLY SERIES. Edited by the Jesuit Fathers. 99 Volumes-
published to date.

SELECTION.
The Life and Letters of St. Francis Xavier. By the Rev.

H. J. Coleridge, S.J. Second Edition. Two Volumes. 10/6.

The Life and Letters of St. Teresa. By the Rev. H. J.
Coleridge, S.J. Three Volumes. 7/6 each.

The Life and Teaching of Jesus Christ in Meditations
for every Day in the Year. By Fr. Nicholas Avancino, S.J. Two
Volumes. 10/6.

The Life of St. Alonso Rodriguez. By Francis Goldie, of

the Society of Jesus. 7/6.
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QUARTERLY SE,K\BS—{co7itvm€a).

Letters of St. Augustine. Selected and Arranged by Mary
H. Allies. 6y6.

Acts of the English Martyrs, hitherto unpublished. By the

Rev. John H. Pollen, S.J. 7/6.

The Life of St. Francis di Geronimo, S.J. By A. M.
Clarke. 7/6.

Aquinas Ethicus ; or, The Moral Teaching of St. Thomas. By
the Rev. Joseph Rickaby, S.J. Second Edition. Two Volumes. 12/-.

The Spirit of St. Ignatius. From the French of the Rev.
Fr. Xavier de Franciosi, S.J. 6/-.

Jesus, the All = Beautiful. A Devotional Treatise on the

Character and Actions of our Lord. Edited by the Rev. J. G.
Macleod, S.J. Second Edition. 6/6.

The Manna of the Soul. By Fr. Paul Segneri. Nevir Edition.
In Two Volumes. 12/-.

Life of Ven. Joseph Benedict Cottolengo. From the Italian

of Don P. Gastaldi. 4/6.

Life of St. Francis Borgia. By A. M. Clarke. 6/6.

Life of Blessed Antony Baldinucci. By the Rev. F. Goldie,

S.J. 6/-.

Distinguished Irishmen of the Sixteenth Century, By
Rev. E. Hogan, S.J. 6/-.

Journals kept during Times of Retreat. By the late Fr.

John Morris, S.J. Edited by Rev. J. Pollen, S.J. 6/-.

Life of the Rev. Mother Mary of St. Euphrasia Pelletier.
By A. M. Clarke. 6/-.

Jesus: His Life, in the very Words of the Four Gospels. A
Diatessaron by Henry Beauclerk, S.J. Cloth. 5/-.

First Communion. A Book of Preparation for First Communion.
Edited by Fr. Thurston, S.J. Ihird and Cheaper Edition. With
nineteen Illustrations. 3/6.

The Life and Letters of Fr. John Morris, S.J. By Fr. J.
H. Pollen, S.J. Cloth. 6/-.

The Story of Mary Aikenhead, Foundress of the Irish
Sisters of Charity. By Maria Nethercott. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/-.

Life of the Blessed Master John of Avila. Secular Priest,

called the Apostle of Andalusia. By Father Longaro Degli Oddi, S.J.

Edited by J. G. Macleod, S.J. Cloth. 4/-.

Notes on St. Paul; Corinthians, Galatians, Romans. By Joseph
Rickaby, S.J. 7/6.

The Life of St. Hugh of Lincoln. Translated from the French
Carthusian Life, and Edited with large additions by the Rev. Herbert
Thurston, S,J. 10/6.
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RENDU, A. {LL.D.).

The Jewish Race in Ancient and Roman History.
Translated from the Eleventh Corrected Edition by S. T. Crook.
Crown 8vo, 440 pp. 6/-.

"This should prove a very useful book."

—

Dublin Review.
" The story is well and lucidly told."

—

Schoolmaster.

RICKABY, REV. JOSEPH (S.J.).

Oxford Conferences. Lent and Summer Terms, 1897. Crowa
8vo. Wrapper, i/- net (postage 2d.).

RIVINGTON, REV. LUKE (D.D.).

Rome and England ; or, Ecclesiastical Continuity. Crown 8vo,
cloth. 3/6.

" Fr. Rivington's method of exposition is admirable—brief and lucid without
meagreness, pointed and telling without harshness A book to be grateful
for ; useful alike to the controversialist, the historical student, and the general
reader."

—

Tablet.

RUSHE, VERY REV. JAMES P. (O.D.C.) (Father Patricic
of St. Joseph).

Carmel in Ireland. A Narrative of the Irish Province of Tere.sian
or Discalced Carmelites, a.d. 1625-1896. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/6 net
(postage 4d.).

"
. . . . Written in an easy, historical style. The history of the Carmelite

Abbeys in Ireland is here told with much graphic power in a series of interesting
chapters, which will be valued by very many readers The author is most
painstaking, and has consulted all available books of reference to make his record
complete.

'

'

—

Irish Times.

ST. BENEDICT'S SERIES.
The Life and the Rule of our Holy Father, St. Benedict.

Being the Second Book of the Dialogues of St. Gregory the Great,,

with the Rule of the same Holy Patriarch. In Latin and English.
Cloth gilt. 5/-.

St. Benedict and Grottaferrata. Limp cloth, gilt. i/-.

A Visit to Subiaco, the Cradle of the Benedictine Order,
47 pp., 8vo, wrapper. 6d.

Life of Helen Lucretia Cornaro Piscopia, Benedictine Oblate,
and Doctor of the University of Padua. Cloth gilt. 4/6.

Life of the Blessed Joanna Mary Bonomo. With Portrait.

Cloth gilt. 3/6.

ST. FRANCIS DE SALES, The Works of. Translated into the
English Language by the Very Rev. Canon Mackey, O.S.B. , under
the Direction of the Right Rev. Bishop Hedley, O.S.B.

Vol. I. Letters to Persons in the World. Third Edition.
Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

Vol. II. The Treatise on the Love of God. Fr. Carr's
Translation of 1630 has been taken as a basis, but it has been
Modernised and thoroughly Revised and Corrected. Second
Edition. 6/-.
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ST. FRANCIS DE SALES -{continued).

Vol. III. The Catholic Controversy. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

Vol. IV. Letters to Persons in Religion, with Introduction
by Bishop Hedley on " St. BYancis de Sales and the Religious State."

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" We earnestly commend these volumes to all readers, and we desire their widest
diffusion, as we desire also that the doctrine and spirit of St. Francis may reign in all

our hearts, both of pa'itor? and of people."— Cardinal Manning in the Dublin Review.

St. Francis de Sales as a Preacher. Wrapper, i/-.

SALVATORI'S PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEW
Confessors. Edited by Fr. Anthony Ballerini, S.J., and Translated
by Very Rev. William Hutch, D.D. Third Edition. i8mo, cloth gilt,

314 pp. 4/-.

SCHOUPPE, REV. F. X. (S.J.).

Purgatory : Illustrated by the Lives and Legends of the Saints.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" Solid, instructive, practical, and interesting as a romance, this book will go far
to dispel the vague and erroneous ideas entertained among the faithful on the sub-
ject of Purgatory. Its careful perusal will repay the thoughtless Christian, the
devout Catholic, and the zealous priest."

—

Irish Ecclesiastical Record.

SMYTH, JOHN.
Genesis and Science. Inspiration of the Mosaic Ideas of Creative

Work. Crown 8vo, cloth, with Illustrations. 3/6.

"In the following pages abundant proof is given that the several phenomena
recorded in the first chapter of Genesis are scientifically certain. And as the
Mosaic days can be shown to embrace, and include, the aeons of the geologist, all

apparent contradictions vanish. With the Mosaic ideas of creative work thus un-
folded in their true light, the inspiration of the first chapter of Genesis becomes
manifest."

—

Preface.

SWEENEY, RIGHT REV. ABBOT (O.S.B.).

Sermons for all Sundays and Festivals of the Year.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, handsomely bound in half-leather. 10/6.

_
" For such priests as are in search of matter to aid them in their round of Sunday

discourses, and have not read this volume, we can assure them that they will find in

these 600 pages a mine of solid and simple Catholic teaching."

—

Tablet.

THOMPSON, EDWARD HEALY (M.A.).
Letters and Writings of Marie Lataste, with Critical and

Expository Notes. By two Fathers of the Society of Jesus. Trans-
lated from the French. Three Volumes. 8vo, cloth. 5/- each.

Life of Jean=Jacques Olier, Founder of the Seminary of St.

Sulpice. New and Enlarged Edition. Post 8vo, xxxvi.-628 pp. 15/-.

The Hidden Life of Jesus. A Lesson and Model to Christians.
By Henri-Marie Boudon. Translated from the French by E. Healy
Thompson, M.A. Third Edition. Cloth gilt. 3/-.

The Life and Glories of St. Joseph. Grounded on the
Dissertations of Canon Vitali, Fr. JostS Moreno, and other Writers.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

The Unity of the Episcopate. Crown 8vo, cloth. 4/6.
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THOMPSON, EDWARD HEALY (M.A.), Edited by.

Library of Rf:ligious Biography.

Life of St. Aloysius Gonzaga (S.J.)« Eleventh Edition.

Globe 8vo, cloth, xxiv.-373 pp. 5/-.

Life of Marie Eustelle Harpain ; or, The Angel of the

Eucharist. Fifth Edition. Cloth, xxi.-388 pp. 5/-.

Life of St. Stanislaus Kostka. Fifth Edition. Cloth. 5/-.

Life of Marie Lataste, Lay Sister of the Congregation of the

Sacred Heart. With a Brief Notice of her Sister Quitterie. Second
Edition. Cloth. 5/-.

Life of Leon Papin=Dupont, The Holy Man of Tours. Fourth
Edition. Cloth. 5/-.

, Life of Jean Baptiste Muard, Founder of the Congregation of

St. Edme and of the Monastery of La Pierre-qui-Vire. Bvo, cloth,

xix.-54opp. 6/-.

Life of St. Charles Borromeo, Cardinal xVrchbishop of Milan.
Second Edition. Cloth gilt. 3/-.

ULLATHORNE, ARCHBISHOP.
Christian Patience: The Strength and Discipline of the Soul.

Sixth and Cheaper Edition. Demy Svo, cloth, 256 pp. 7/-.

The Endowments of Man considered in their Relations
with his Final End. Bifth and Cheaper Edition. Demy Bvo, cloth,

-!04 PP- 7/-.

The Groundwork of the Christian Virtues. Fifth and
Cheaper Edition. Demy Bvo, cloth, 411 pp. 7/-.

Memoir of Bishop Willson, first Bishop of Hobart,
Tasmania. With Portrait. Crown Bvo, cloth. 2/6.

The Autobiography of Archbishop Ullathorne. Edited by
Augusta Theodosia Drane. Second Edition. Demy Bvo, cloth. 7/6.

" As a plucky Yorkshireman, as a sailor, as a missionary, as a great traveller, as a

ravenous reader, and as a great prelate, Dr. Ullathorne was able to write down most
fascinating .iccounts of his experiences. The book is full of shrewd glimpses from a
Roman pomt of view of the man himself, of the position of Roman Catholics in this

country, of the condition of the country, of the Colonies, and of the Anglican

Church in various parts of the world, in the earlier half of this century."

—

Guardian.

The Letters of Archbishop Ullathorne. Arranged by A. T.
Drane. (Sequel to the " Autobiography.") Demy Bvo, cloth, 550 pp.

9/-
" Compiled with admirable judgment for the purpose of displaying in a thousand

various ways the real man who was Archbishop Ullathorne This book is

very cordially recommended, not only for the intrinsic interest, but also for the sage

and prudent counsel which characterizes the intimate correspondence of Archbishop
Ullathorne."

—

Tablet.
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ULLATHORNE, ARCHBISHOP—(.7?////y;//6^).

Characteristics from the Writings of Archbishop
UUathot-ne, together with a Bibliographical Account of the Arch-
bishop's Works. By the Rev. M. F. Glancey, Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

WALPOLE, F. QOULBURN.
A Short History of the Catholic Church. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 3/'-.

This work may be described as a Skeleton History of the Church. It is been
compiled from notes made by the author for his own instruction, and he hopes that

it may prove useful to those who may not have leisure or inclination to study
the voluminous standard works upon which it is based.

WHITEHEAD, REV. H. (S.J.).

India: A Sketch of the Madura Mission. Crown 8vo, cloth,

with Map and Illustrations. 3/6.

"There are few books of missionary experiences which equal this in interest.

This sketch will be deeply appreciated by all who read it."

—

Catholic Tivies.

WISEMAN, CARDINAL.
Meditations on the Sacred Passion of our Lord. Crown

8vo, cloth. 4/-.

In the Preface H. E. Cardinal Valghak says:—"The characteristic of these
Meditations, as indeed of most of Cardinal Wiseman's writings, is that you will nearly
always find in them a ' Hidden Gem.' The beauty and richness of his mind seemed
to illustrate and justify every topic he treated by suddenly striking some vein of
thought or some point of feeling which, if not new, is at least presented in a new
light or reference."

FabiOla. A Tale of the Catacombs. New Cheap Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth, xii.-324 pp. 2/-. Also an Edition on better paper, bound
in cloth, richly gilt, gilt edges. 3/6. And an Edition de luxe printed

on large 4to paper, embellished with thirty-one Full-page Illustrations

and a Coloured Portrait of St. Agnes. Handsomely bound. _^i i/-.

A Few Flowers from the Roman Campagna. Small 410,
cloth gilt, printed in red and black, i/- net (postage 2d.).

New Visits to the Blessed Sacrament. Edited by Cardinal
Wiseman. Containing Devotions to the Quarant' Ore and other
Occasions of Exposition and Benediction. Cloth, red edges. 2/-.

Characteristics from the Writings of Cardinal Wiseman.
Edited, and with a Preface by the Rev. T. E. Bridgett, CSS. R.
Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

New Classified Catalogue of Standard Books ^84 pages-)^ co?tiprisirg

every class of book in demand ajuong Catholic Readers^ pest free on

application.

BURNS & GATES, LIMITED,

Granville Mansions, 28, Orchard Street, London, W.










